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PREFACE 


This report is a joint project of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the State 
Land-Grant Universities, and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and is the 
eighth in a series of reports recent.ly prepared by a team of scientists from these 
organizations in order to provide sound, current scientific information on the bene
fits of, and exposure to, pentachlorophenol, inorganic arsenicals, and creosote. 

The report is a scientific presentation to be used in connection with other data 
as a portion of the total body of knowledge in a final benefit/risk assessment under 
the Rebuttable Presumption Against Registration Process in connection wi tb the 
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act. 

This report is a slightly edited version of the report submitted to the 
Environmental Protection Agency on November 4, 1980. The editing has been limited in 
order to mainta::, the accuracy of the information in the original report. 

The use of chemicals to extend the life and usefulness of wood and wood products 
is extremely important to agriculture and forestry. Durability of wood used in fence 
posts, animal holding pens, and outbuildings is a maj or concern to almost every 
American farmer and rancher. How long the life of wood and wood products can be 
extended greatly influences our ability to produce adequate supplies of timber and 
fiber from our forest lands. Pentachlorophenol (penta), which is widely used as a 
wood preservative, is effective against both bacteria and fungi as well as insects. 
In addition, its use in preventing sapstain that discolors lumber contributes sub
stantially to the usefulness, acceptability, and beauty of most wood products. 
Primarily due to their cleanliness and paintability,the arsenical preservative com
pounds are being used more widely in lumber, timbers, and plywood. This trend is 
expected to increase with current concerns for aesthetics. Creosote and coal tar 
products have been used commercially as wood preservatives for over 150 years. 

Wood preservatives have made it economically possible to use wood in a wide 
variety of applications for which it would be unsuitable without treatment. Without 
wood preservatives, the cost of replacing electric power poles, forest protection 
facili ties, bridges, marine pilings, raiLroad ties, and other such wood products 
would make it much more difficult to remain competitive in local and world markets. 

The information on agricultural uses, exposure, and economics of penta, arseni
cals and creosote is published in two volumes. Volume I covers wood preservative 
uses for such items as poles, piling, crossties, lumber, timbers, and plywood. 
Volume II covers non-wood-preservative uses, such as herbicides, growth regulators, 
desiccants, fungicides, and disinfectants. 

Sincere appreciation is extended to the Assessment Team 1'1embers and to all 
others who gave so generously of their time in the development of information and in 
the preparation of the report. However, in an effort this large the task of revising 
and editing the contributions and final production of the report was accomplished by 
a special committee. Members of this commjttee, which was responsible for the a11
encompassing effort, are: 

L. R. Gjovik W. A. Thompson 
D. B. Johnson J. T. Micklewright 
V. Kozak W. A. Dost 
E. A. Woolson D. lJ. Nicholas 

.Lssued December 1981 ii 
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SPECIAL TERMS, CHEMICALS AND ACRONYMS 
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3 4
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phosphate 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued notices of Rebuttable 
Presumptions Against Registration (RPAR) on creosote, inorganic arsenicals, and 
pentachlorophenol (penta) on October 18, 1978. The presumptions indicated that 
these products met or exceeded the risk criteria for various acute and chronic 
effects (40 CFR 162.11). Approximately 99% of of these chemicals are used in pro
tecting wood products against wood-destroying organisms. The b31ance is used on a 
wide variety of sites as fungicides, herbici ~es, insecticides, rodenticides, defoli
ants, desiccants, growth regulators, sterilants, repellents, and disinfectants. It 
is estimated that 44.5 million pounds of pentachlorophenol, 42 million pounds of 
inorganic arsenicals, and 124 million gallons of creosote and coal tar are used 
annually. 

There are no practical chemical alternatives to these RPAR' d materials for 
structural wood protection where the risk of attack by wood-destroying organisms is 
high. However, th~ RPAR'd materials could, in most cases, be used as alternatives 
for each other. This fact makes the task of evaluating the economic impact of a can
cellation difficult. There are no practical alternatives (chemical and non-chemical) 
to the organic arsenicals as a cotton desiccant, grapefruit growth regulator, or for 
grape disease control and ant bait uses. 

Wood Preservative Uses 

The cancellation of all three of the RPAR'd wood preservatives would result in 
higher costs of 4.5 to $6.3 billion annually depending on which combination of sub
stitute materials is use~ The total costs are higher than this because the 4.5 to 
$6.3 billion accounts for only 86% of the pressure-treated wood products and does not 
include the 475 million cu. ft. of wood protected by non-pressure processes. 

Pressure Treatments 

The loss of all preservatives on railroad ties would result in average annual 
cost increases of $2.1 billion as railroads shifted to concrete ties. Virtually all 
ties are currently treated with creosote. A cancellation of creosote alone would 
result in average annual cost increases of $36.8 million if railroads shifted to 
penta-treated ties. 

The loss of all three preservatives for wood poles used by utilities would 
result in average annual cost increases of 1.9 to $2.8 billion depending on the com
bination of concrete and steel poles that would be substit.uted. 

Because all three materials are used to treat utility poles the cancellation of 
anyone or two of them while retaining the others would result in different impacts. 
If only creosote were used, average annual costs would increase by $45.7 million; use 
of only inorganic arsenicals would result in cost decreases of $51.8 million; and use 
of only penta would result in cost increases of $27.1 million. 

The substitution ratio between steel, concrete, and wood piling affects the eco
nomic impact. If use of all three preservatives were canceled and concrete piling 
were substituted for wood piling on a 1.0: 1.5 basis, annual average cost would 
decrease by $21.5 million. However, if steel pilings were substituted on a 
1.0:1.0 basis, costs would increase by $129.1 million. It is likely that substitu
tion of concrete or steel for treated wood piling would fall somewhere between the 
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ratios of 1.0: 1.5 and 1.0: 1. O. Therefore, the actual economic impact would lie 
between the figures presented. 

The loss of all three preservatives on fence posts probably would not result in 
any significant cost changes if users shifted to steel posts. However, wood posts 
are often preferred to steel for aesthetic reasons. 

The loss of all three wood preservatives for treating lumber, timbers, and ply
wood would cost from 485 million to $1,279 million depending on the combination of 
alternatives used. Alternatives include untreated cedar, redwood, or pine, concrete, 
steel, and chromated zinc chloride treatments. About 70% of all treated lumber, tim
bers, and plywood is treated with inorganic arsenicals. Neither creosote nor penta 
is a satisfactory alternative for these uses. 

Non·Pressure Treatment 

The cancellation of both penta and creosote for groundline treatment of utility 
poles would result in increased costs of $35.3 million annually. Because penta and 
creosote are equally effective, with equal treatment costs, the loss of either one 
while retaining the other would not result in significant cost changes. 

The loss of penta for sapstain control in lumber would result in a shift to Cu-8 
with increased costs of $280,000 annually. The loss of penta for millwork and ply
wood would result in a shift to TBTO at an increased cost of $2.2 million or to Cu-8 
at an increased cost of $4.8 million. 

Non·Wood·Preservative Uses 

Pentachlorophenol and Pentachlorophenates 

The non-wood-preservative uses of penta are: Herbicide, defoliant, mossicide, 
and biocide. 

There are effective chemical alternatives for all of the non-wood-preservative 
uses of penta. The alternatives accomplish the desired results at equal or lower 
cost. The impact of canceling penta for these uses would, therefore, be negligible. 

Inorganic Arsenicals 

The non-wood-preservative uses of arsenicals are: Desiccant, growth regulator 
(grapefruit), fungicide, insecticide, rodenticide, herbicide, and soil sterilant. 

Of the 12 non-wood-preservative uses of arsenicals addressed, there are effec
tive chemical alternatives for some, most of which can be used at equal or slightly 
higher cost. The four uses for which suitable alternatives are not available are: 
arsenic acid (cotton desiccant), lead arsenate (growth regulator--grapefruit), sodium 
arsenate (ant bait), and sodium arsenite (Black Measles--grapes). In addition, 
alternatives are not as effective as calcium arsenate for Foa annua control in turf, 
or for slug and snail control in California citrus. 

Cancellation of arsenic acid for desiccation of cotton would reduce annual 
revenues of cotton producers in Texas and Oklahoma by an estimated 20.3 to $49.9 mil
lion. Cancellation of lead arsenate for use on grapefruit would reduce annual reve
nues of Florida producers by $5.8 million. If sodium arsenate were canceled for ant 
bait, householders could shift to other materials that would need to be applied more 
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frequently, but total costs would be similar; however, if commercial extermination is 
selected as the control measure, the annual increased cost.. would be $42 million. 
Loss of sodium arsenite for control of .Black Measles would result in increased vine
yard establishment costs and losses from reduction in grape yields and quality 
totaling $13.3 million for producers of fresh market grapes and $11.0 million for 
producers of raisin-type grapes over a 6-year period following cancellation. 

Creosote, Coal Tar, and Coal-Tar Neutral Oils 

The non-preservative uses of creosote, coal ter, and neutral oils are: Disin
fectant, larvicide, insecticide, fungicide, herbicide, acaricide, arachnicide, and 
animal repellent. 

Of the 15 non-wood-preservative uses of these chemicals addressed, only 5 are 
significant from the standpoint of frequency of use and volume of material applied. 
Drain fly and gypsy moth cont~ol (spraying undercarriage of vehicles) are two uses 
for which registered alternative chemicals are not available. 

Fate in the Environment 

Penta is ubiquitous in aquatic environments and its sources are unclear. It 
may result from direct contamination, from degradation of other organic compounds, or 
from chlorination of water. Penta may be removed from aquatic environments by vola
tilization, photodegradation, absorption, or biodegradation. Penta's moderate vola
tility suggests that volatilization may be a route to the atmosphere, but this is 
highly speculative. Persistence of penta in soil is extremely variable depending on 
pH, organic content, moisture content, clay mineral composition, free iron content, 
ion exchange capacity, and the microorganisms present. 

Movement, persistence, and fate of arsenate in the environment is well known. 
Arsenate forms very insoluble compounds in soil and is generally moved only by ero
sion to aquatic environments where it may be adsorbed to sediment and removed from 
solution, adsorbed to plants, or ingested and metabolized by aquatic organisms. 
Under anaerobic conditions arsenate may be reduced to arsenite and metabolized to 
volatile alkylarsines. Volatilized arsenicals can be adsorbed on dust particles and 
oxidized to arsenate, methanearsonate, or cacodylate. Plants do not accumulate large 
quantities of arsenic if they grow well. Oceanic sediments are the ultimate sink for 
all arsenic. 

Data on the environmental fate of the many chemical components of creosote and 
coal tar are limited. Naphthalene and its derivatives are rapidly biodegraded in 
both soil and water. The higher-boiling-point compounds such as fluorene, chrysene, 
anthracene, and pyrenes are much more slowly decomposed than naphthalenes. Avail
able data are much too limited, however, to permit more than speculation on decompo
81t10n rates. Some studies have shown that reductions of these compounds in marine 
environments proceed exponentially with time and that residual amounts fall below the 
detection limit within 2 to 3 weeks. 

Exposure 

The no-observable-effect level for fetotoxicity of penta. cited by EPA is 
5 .8 mg/ kg/ day. This va lue , divided by acutal exposure, gives the safety factor. 
Varying exposures gave safety factors ranging from 20 to 580,000 for penta and 868 to 
25 million for HxCDD. It is expected that the exposure in most work situations will 
result in safety factors above 100. 
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Arsen:Lc is present in all water, food and air. Average daily consumption of 
arsenic by humans in food and water in the United States is 80 micrograms. Exposure 
to people handling pressure-treated wood is minimal because arsenic is tightly bound 
and very insoluble. Urine analyses of exposed workers at a fabricating plant were no 
higher than the general population. 

There are no exposure estimates for most non-wood-preservative applications of 
arsenicals; however, one study of arsenic acid found daily exposure estimates of 13, 
9, and 9 micrograms/kg/day for ground rig applications, aerial applications, and 
ground crews, respectively. Considering the time spent using arsenic in a year, 
annual exposure estimates were 0.4, 0.2, and 0.8 micrograms/kg/day for these applica
tions. Exposure to bait formulations of sodium arsenate or calcium arsenate would 
be negligible. 

Exposure limits have not been established for chemical components of creosote; 
however, OSHA has set a permissible limit of 0.2 mg/cubic meter for the particulate 
polycyclic organic material of this preservative. Cooperative studies by NIOSH and 
the wood-preserving industry showed that actual exposure levels generally fall well 
within the OSHA limit. 
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SUMMARY 


In October 1978, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) placed on record 
a notice of Rebuttable Presumption Against Registration (RPAR) of pesticides con
taining pentachlorophenol, inorganic arsenic, coal tar, creosote, and coal-tar neu
tral oil. 

This report has been prepared by a team of scientists from the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, the State Land-Grant universities, and the Environmental Protection 
Agency to provide the best data available on exposure to and benefits from the RPARtd 
pesticides, as required by the RPAR process. 

The RPAR'd Chemicals 

Pentachlorophenol (Penta) 

Commercial synthesis of penta is accomplished by direct chlorination of phenol. 
Penta and its salts are highly effective, broad-spectrum biocides. Penta is widely 
used as a wood preservative, normally carried in a petroleum solvent. A small quan
tity is converted to the sodium or potassium salt and carried in water f;olvent. The 
following compounds and their uses are addressed in this volume: 

Pentachlorophenol--herbicide, defoliant, mossicide. 
Sodium pentachlorophenate (Na-penta)--herbicide, mossicide, biocide (mushroom 

houses). 

Inorganic Arsenicals 

Arsenic is produced as a by-product of the nonferrous smelting industry. It has 
many uses in forestry, agriculture, and commerce. Restriction of its use would 
increase waste disposal problems of smelters. The following UEes are addresseH in 
this volume: 

Arsenic Acid--desiccant (cotton). 
Arsenic Trioxide--rodent control. 
Calcium Arsenate--annual bluegrass control (turf), slug bait (citrus), 

fly control (poultry). 
Lead Arsenate--growth regulator (grapefruit), cherry fruit fly control 

(cherries). 
Sodium Arsenate--ant bait (buildings). 
Sodium Arsenite--Black Measles (grapes), dead-arm (grapes), termites 

(buildings), semi-sterilant (soils). 

Coal Tar, Creosote, and Neutral Oil 

Coal tar is a by-product from coking of bituminous coal. Cresote is a complex 
mixture of organic chemical products of fractional distillation of coal tar. Neutral 
oil is also a coal tar fraction. Coal tar is used in a number of pesticides and is 
used, in combination with creosote, as a wood preservative. Creosote is used alone 
or in combination with coal tar or petroleum as a wood preservative. Creosote and 
neutral oil are used in a number of other pesticides. The following uses are 
addressed ia this volume: 
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Coal Tar--insecticide, disinfectant, animal repellent, fungicide, acaricide, 
arachnicide. 

Creosote--animal repellent, larvicide, fungicide, herbicide, insecticide, 
acaricide, arachnicide. 

Neutral Oil--animal repellent, insecticide, acaricide, larvicide, disinfectant. 

Triggers 

EPA has determined that penta meets or exceeds risk criteria relating to tera
togenic and/or fetotoxic effects on mammalian test species; that inorganic arsenic 
meets or exceeds risk criteria relating to oncogenic, mutagenic, and reproductive or 
fetotoxic effects on mammalian species; and that creosote, coal tar, and neutral oil 
meet or exceed risk criteria relating to oncogenicity. 

This report of exposure to and benefits from the RPAR'd pesticides is divided 
into two parts: Wood preservative uses and non-wood-preservative uses. Wood pre
servative uses are treated in Volume I and non-wood-preservative uses in Volume II. 
Only the impacts of canceling one or more of the chemicals for use on one or more 
sites are considered. Analysis of regulatory options short of cancellation is not 
included. 

The RPAR'd chemicals are the basis for an array of registered products used as 
pesticides or as growth regulators. These uses range from large-volume applications 
such as growth regulators to minor or nonexistent uses such as rodent control. 

Applications 

Penta and Its Salts 

Herbicide, Defoliant, and Mossicide 

Penta is currently used either alone or as an additive to other herbicides for 
weed control. There are viable substitutes for all herbicidal uses of penta. Penta 
is rarely used as a defoliant, and satisfactory alternatives are readily available. 
Penta is used either alone or in combination with other mossicides on roofs, masonry, 
and lawns. Although alternative chemicals for moss and lichen control are available, 
the continued use of penta either alone or mixed with other mossicides is important 
in areas where moss is a severe problem. 

Mushroom House Fungicide 

Sodium penta is a general hygienic agent used to control diseases in the envi
ronment of commercial mushroom beds. Cancellation of Na-penta use would affect one
third of the U.S. mushroom production. Producers would most likely switch to NaCl, 
a widely used alternative. 

li10rganic Arsenicals 

Cotton Desiccant 

Arsenic acid is used on over 2 million acres of cotton grown in Texas and 
Oklahoma. It is used to desiccate the leaves prior to harvesting, and is essential 
to protect the quality of the crop until it can be ginned with a mechanical stripper. 
Arsenic acid is the only desiccant which will effectively prepare the crop for har
vest. Loss in the quality and quantity of both seed and fiber results if harvest is 
delayed or if complete desiccation of green leaves is not achieved. Severe losses 
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can occur in 5 days if the moisture content is above 16% in the cotton module. Expo
sure to applicators is not large when proper safety techniques are employed. 

No environmental problems have been associated with the use of arsenic acid when 
it is applied according to label directions. It will add about 1 ppm As to the sur
face 6 inches of soil each year. Cotton is used as a clean-till rotation crop with 
wheat, milo, or sorghum in some areas. Without cotton, the other crops could not be 
grown, because Johnsongrass could not be controlled. 

Rodent Control 

The use of arsenic trioxide as a rodenticide is very limited. There are several 
alternatives that provide better control. 

Turf 

Calcium .arsenate is approved for turf areas and has been sold throughout Canada 
and the United States over a period of approximately 20 years. It was the standard 
Poa annua control measure in professional turf areas because of its selective soil 
treatment behavior. 

Slug and Snail Control 

Calcium arsenate is effective for the control of slugs and snails when used in 
bait formulations that include metaldehyde. The bait is significantly cheaper to use 
than other materials. Exposure is minimal, because it is formulated in pellet or 
flake form. Slug control on a wide variety of crops may be necessary in rainy years, 
such as 'California experienced in 1978. 

Fly Control 

Calcium arsenate is applied to house fly larva breeding areas under poultry 
cages, and to manure piles. When calcium arsenate-treated manure is removed from 
animal operations, it is normally applied to fallow land. 

Growth Regulator 

The use of lead arsenate as a growth regulator for grapefruit in Florida is one 
of the two remaining agricultural uses of this pesticide. Current use patterns and 
legislation restrict application to part of the bearing grapefruit acreage in Florida 
only. Application rates are moderate, and only one application is used per year. 
Opportunity for exposure to applicators is minimal. There are no alternatives to the 
use of lead arsenate for this purpose except other arsenicals. Calcium arsenate 
would be an acceptable unregistered substitute for lead arsenate and would eliminate 
lead. 

Cherry Fruit Fly Control 

Lead arsenate is effective; however, currently it is not being used. Continued 
registration is desirable in the event resistance to the organic insecticide 
develops. 

Ant Control 

Sodium arsenate is used, principally by the householder, hotels, and motels, to 
achieve control of modest ant infestations. The advantages of sodiflID arsenate baits 
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are: 1) Ease of use, 2) limited quantities needed, 3) the toxicant is transported to 
the colony, and 4) the continuance of control. Formulations packaged in small ready
to-use containers are the safest of such products. 

Herbicide and Tree Killer 

Sodium arsenite is an effective soil semisterilant for weed and for tree-stump 
control. Numerous alternatives are available. No benefits over the alternatives 
seem apparent. 

Termite Control 

Several long-lasting alternatives are available for control of subterranean ter
mites. However, there are no suitable substitutes for sodium arsenite for certain 
specialty uses. 

Grape Disease Control 

Sodium arsenite is effective for control of Dead-Arm, but several alternatives 
exist. No alternatives to sodium arsenite for Black Measles control are available. 

Coal Tar, Creosote, and Neutral Oil 

Creosote, coal tar, and coal-tar neutral oil are registered for use for a large 
number of non-wood-preserving applications, the most common of which are of a herbi
cidal, fungicidal, insecticidal, and bactericidal nature. Neutral oil products com
posed principally of neutral oil and coal-tar acids account for most of the volume 
used. 

The varying definitions assigned to the term "neutral oil" are a source of con
fusion. In presuming against neutral oil the Environmental Protection Agency defined 
this product as a mixture of hydrocarbons of coal-tar origin from which the tar acids 
and tar bases have been removed. The Assessment Team was unable to verify that a 
product conforming to this definition is produced or used in the United States. The 
coal tar distillate referred to as "neutral oil" and used for the various types of 
applications referred to above is composed of 75% methylnaphthalenes and 25% coal tar 
naphtha. It does not contain the high-boiling fractions encompassed in EPAts defini
tion and for which there is some evidence of carcinogenicity in animals. This docu
ment addresses only that "neutral oiltt product that is currently being produced and 
used. 

Data on the quantities of coal tar, creosote, and neutral oil sold for non-wood
preserving uses are not available. Only vague information on who uses these prod
ucts, in what quanti ties, and for what purpose was supplied by the producers and 
packagers. 

Neutral-oil products are sold by the manufacturers to retail outlets, primarily 
farm and ranch stores, jobbers, veterinary supply houses, and repackaging firms. 
Only a limited amount (probably less than 5%) is sold directly to user groups. An 
estimated 65% of the total volume is u'ed as a general disinfectant in animal produc
tion and for household and institutional applications. The balance is used as an 
insecticide and fungicide and for such site-specific applications as gypsy moth con
trol, screwworm and ringworm wounds in animals, and animal dips for non-food animals. 
Some neutral-oil products are apparently still used for control of parasites in poul
try houses, notwithstanding the fact that this use was canceled in 1972. 
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Specific examples of the application of coal tar products for many of the uses 
for which they are registered were not uncovered by the Assessment Team. Exceptions 
are their uses as disinfectant in animal production, which was viewed by experts in 
the field as an important part of the total animal health program~ and for control of 
the gypsy moth. The latter use constitutes a USDA regulatory treatment thRt is con
sidered to be essential beca~se of the economic importance of the gypsy moth and the 
fact that no alternative chemicals are registered for this use. 

Data on efficacy of neutral-oil products for all except disinfectant uses are 
lacking. 

Dermal and inhalation exposure at the point of manufacture of neutral-oil
containing formulations is judged to be small. Approximately two-thirds of the for
mulating companies have apparently met OSHA standards with regard to employee safety. 
A relatively small number of employees (estimated at less than 1,000) are directly 
involved in the manufacture and packaging of these products, and duration of exposure 
for those most directly involved in these activities is generally less than 100 hours 
per year. 

The population of users is estimated at 100,000 to 500,000. Exposure varies 
with method of application but is judged to be quite small on an annual basis because 
of infrequency of use and the low concentration (about 0.5%) of neutral oil in ready
to-use solutions. 

The environmental fate of only those constituents of neutral oil that are dis
cussed above is addressed in this document. 

Among coal-tar chemicals used as pesticides, the naphthalenes are unquestionably 
among those that are most subject to biological oxidation. Evidence amassed by 
numerous studies shows with a high degree of certainty that these chemicals are 
rapidly decomposed in both aquatic and terrestrial environments by several species of 
microorganisms. No evidence was uncovered by the Assessment Team that naphthalene 
compounds accumulate in plants. The fate of these compounds in the air is unknown, 
but it is assumed that they are broken down in part by photochemical oxidation and, 
upon settling to earth, by soil bacteria. 
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CHAPTER1:PENTACHLOROPHENOLANDPENTACHLOROPHENATES 

Herbicide, Defoliant, and Mossicide 
Most herbicidal formulations of penta are made by dissolving the parent phenol 

in oil, methanol, ether, acetone or other solvents. Some herbicidal uses such as in 
algae control are in the form of the sodium salt. There are no registered herbicidal 
uses of penta for weed control in food crops either as the sodium salt or the parent 
phenol. Of the approximately 500 registered labels for herbicides containing penta, 
a large percentage is for use in industrial areas such as railroads, tank farms, and 
parking lots. In this report, uses for slime control in paper mills are not included 
in the total, since these are used primarily to control bacteria and other non
chlorophyl-containing microorganisms. 

Most herbicidal formulations containing penta are used for the control of vege
tation such as annual grasses and weeds and are not generally used for controlling 
larger woody plants such as brush sprouts and trees. Only four products have labels 
for tree control in industrial areas and only 43 out of about 500 products suggest 
the use of penta for brush control (Table 1). 

Table 1.--Number of times that site/pest combinations appear on labels of 
500 registered penta products 

Site 

Home Roofs Indus-Pest Rights- Parking Totcd.and trialLawns Crop and of-way Lots 
Farm Masonry Areas 

l a 1 
Defoliant 

6414Moss 50 
1 1 2 4 

Trees 
b 17 437 13 6Brush 

c 130 49 106 30924Weeds-general 
b 39568 142 73 112

Annual weeds 
b 107 36049 129 75Perennial weeds 
b 286c 28 110 47 101

Grass-general 
b 63 96 34762 126Annual grass 
b 66 34761 125 95Perennial weeds 

c b 26 21 30 90 
All vegetation 13

14 802 401 666 2,246
Total 50 1 312 

a Alfalfa grown for seed only. 
b Mostly fence rows. 
c Type not specified. 
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Because penta products are contact herbicides and usually mixed with phytotoxic 
oils, a quicker brownout of most vegetation is accomplished even though it might be 
only temporary for perennial plants. Mixtures of oil and penta are not translocated 
into the roots and stems of woody or other perennials, and the plants generally 
recover after a few months. This inadequacy can be overcome by mixing with bromacil 
or other residual-type herbicides that .kill the roots of woody plants. 

According to a current survey of formulators, less than 1% (about 
400,000 pounds) of the total U. S. penta production is used for herbicide formula
tions. Although many manufacturers or formulators have not responded to our ques
tionnaire, there is a definite indication that penta is widely used as an herbicide. 
There are over 500 registered labels for herbicidal use of penta. The results of a 
questionnaire to manufacturers and formulators of penta for herbicides are shown in 
Table 2. These figures are a compilation from 179 responses on labeled formulations 
from a total of over 400 questionnaires. This table shows that most manufacturers 
favor the continued use of penta as herbicides. 

Table 2.--Summary of responses to penta herbicide questionnaire 

Question 	 Yes No No Answer 

1. 	 Are you currently marketing, formulating, or manu
facturing a pesticide under this registration? 99 42 38 

2. 	 Would you object to cancellation of this registration? 111 32 36 

3. 	 If your answer to question (1) is yes, do you foresee a 
continued need for this product? 101 30 48 

4. 	 Would your firm be willing to help the assessment team 
by supplying additional information if needed? 83 22 74 

Railroad and other applicator groups were contacted in a telephone survey. The 
general opinion expressed is that little penta is now being used as a herbicide on 
railroads rights-of-way. One large company indicated that the loss of penta would 
create a serious problem to its operation, inasmuch as restriction on the use of 
penta could lead to cancellation of their product registration. Penta is an ingre
dient in the product as it is currently registered. 

Fourteen formulations containing penta for use in moss control on wood roofs and 
masonry have been registered. Fifty products registered for moss control in lawns 
were also identified. Although the so-called "moss ll that infests roofs is actually 
a lichen, moss that infests lawns is a true plant of the genus Polytrichum. 

Only one defoliant containing penta is registered for use on alfalfa grown for 
seed. This is for drying the leaves and stems of the plant as a harvest aid. 

Methods of Application 

Most uses of penta as an herbicide for industrial areas such as railroads, tank 
farriS, and parking lots are applied with power sprayers mounted on railroad tank cars 
or on trucks. Knapsack sprayers are sometimes used on small areas or for borne use. 
Railroad tank cars are equipped with fixed booms that apply a predetermined volume of 
spray on a specified area when proceeding at a given speed. Truck-mounted tanks and 
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sprayers are sometimes equipped with fixed booms to apply penta and mixtures of penta 
with other herbicides to industrial sites, parking lots, etc. Many trucks and other 
mobile equipment usually have some type of hand gun on a hose for application to 
inaccessible areas and to fence rows. Knapsack sprayers with adjustable nozzles are 
used for small areas around sign posts, building foundations, pavement cracks, and 
other areas of a similar nature. 

For home >.:..>e, penta may be purchased in ready-to-use forms, such as aerosol 
cans, or in small containers for use in sprinkling cans or other hand-operated equip
ment. For moss control, penta is usually sold as the sodium salt and is dissolved in 
water. It can be applied by brush or knapsack sprayer. Power sprayers could be used 
on larger surfaces such as brick patios and other masonry areas. Wood-shingled roofs 
are usually treated with long-handled brushes. Moss control formulations for use on 
lavms typically contain both fertilizer and a mossicide and are applied in granular 
form by hand spreader when the lawn is dormant. 

For "edging' ! driveways and killing vegetation around house foundations, penta 
mixtures are usually applied in oil or emulsified in oil and applied with hand-held 
equipment. 

Defoliants containing penta are applied wi.th low volume (5 to 10 gallons/acre) 
tractor-mounted booms, but could conceivably be applied by aircraft~ although no 
labeled aerial method of application was found. A telephone survey indicated that 
penta is rarely used as a defoliant. 

Use Patterns and Efficacy 

Rights-ot-Way 

Herbicidal mixtures containing penta are only used on right-of-way areas where 
total vegetation control is desired, such as on road beds for railroads, electrical 
substations, bridge abutments, and around road signs. In rights-of-way usage, the 
addition of bromacil or other soil-sterilant-type compound is essential for full
season weed and grass control. The concentration of penta in mixtures for use on 
rights-of-way is relatively low--Iess than 10%--in combination with a phytotoxic oil 
and a soil sterilant. The function of the penta is to provide a quick "burn" of 
vegetation. It has little or no lasting herbicidal effect and perennial weeds, 
grasses, and woody plants require repeated application for adequate control. Penta 
is non-selective in its action and will knock down all green foliage on contact, but 
perennial plants will recover in a short time unless longer lasting herbicides are 
used in conjunction with it. The same killing effect over a long period (1 to 
3 months) can be obtained whether or not penta is included. The application rate is 
1 gallon concentrate (40% a.i.) to 40,000 square feet or approximately 4 pounds 
penta per acre. 

In rights-of-way where selective removal of woody plants and weeds from grasses 
or other low growing ground cover is desired, penta is not included in the mixture. 
It kills the desirable species as well as disrupting normal absorption and transloca
tion of systemic herbicides by killing the leaves too fast. Although many formula
tions are on the market that contain penta combined with translocated herbicides such 
as 2,4-D, there is considerable doubt that such mixtures are as effective as when 
24-D is used alone. Translocated herbicides work best on healthy, vigorously growing 
plants. When these herbicides are mixed with penta, the leaves are killed immedi
ately, thus removing the major area of absorption for 2,4-D. 
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Tank Farms and Industrial Areas 

Penta is used in herbicidal mixtures on tank farms and other industrial areas 
where no vegetation is allowed because of the potential fire hazard. Penta has long 
been included in such mixtures because of its ability for quick "knock down" of vege
tation. Many of the newer soil sterilants prevent most weed and grass growth, and 
penta is no longer considered absolutely necessary for adequate vegetation control. 

The residual herbicidal effectiveness of penta is very low and for that reason 
its usefulness is questionable except where vegetative growth has not been kept under 
control by proper management. Longer lasting herbicides are available that will keep 
all plant growth to a minimum. 

Parking Lots 

Because penta is a contact herbicide, its use in parking lots is of value only 
when vegetation has begun to grow in paved or unpaved lots. Its chief disadvantage 
is that perennial plants are not killed by penta unless other herbicides are combined 
with it. Thus, it is important to use a suitable soil sterilant along with penta to 
give longer lasting control of vegetative growth. Soil sterilants must be selected 
carefully to avoid killing trees or shrubs adj acent to the parking lots due to 
leaching. 

Home Use 

With the exception of those penta products formulated for weed control in fence 
rows, there are very few penta formulations on the market for the homeowner. There 
are five registered products for controlling weeds in dormant Bermudagrass lawns. 
The application rate to control weeds in dormant Bermudagrass lawns is 1.6 ounces 
penta per 1,000 square feet. Other areas of use are: driveways, recreation areas, 
walkways, and around telephone poles and fence posts. Moss control formulations for 
use on lawns typically contain both fertilizer and a mossicide, and are applied in 
granular form by hand spreaders when the lawn is dormant. The application rate of 
penta to control moss in lawns is 1 pound per acre. 

Use Patterns as Indicated by 
Major Manufacturers 

Results of a questionnaire sent to major manufacturers of herbicidal formula
tions of penta are presented in Table 2. Based on the questionnaires returned, about 
400,000 pounds of penta are used in herbicidal formulations annually. This does not 
represent the total amount used annually, because it was not possible to contact all 
formulators and applicators. 

Defoliants containing penta are rarely used. Adequate alternatives, which are 
as efficient and safer to use, are available. 

The extent of penta usage as a mossicide for roof and masonry applications is 
unknown. Because only a few alternative products are available for this use, 
restrictions on the use of penta may result in economic and technical problems among 
users, particularly where conditions of high humidity and low sunlight favor the 
growth of roof or. masonry moss (lichens). 
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Usage of penta as a mossicide for lawn application may be substantial in areas 
of the United States where conditions for moss growth are highly favorable (e.g. the 
Pacific Northwest). The available data indicate that the use of penta (frequently 
in combination with other mossicide chemicals) is favored in geographical areas where 
moss is a serious and persistent lawn pest. 

Exposure Analysis 

Most herbicidal formulations of penta are applied by hand-held spray equipment, 
which greatly increases the possibilities of exposure by inhalation or skin contact 
to the applicator. Remotely controlled fixed nozzles on railroad spray cars offer 
considerably less exposure potential than hand-held nozzles on power or knapsack 
sprayers. On larger spray rigs such as railroad spray trains, operators and 
observers are usually inside an enclosed area and are not likely to be exposed to 
the spray. Without a complete set of protective clothing, the applicator using hand
held spray guns is in constant danger of dermal and inhalation exposure. 

The human exposure from accidental drift can be reduced by using liquid thick
eners, but the problem cannot be completely eliminated by this method. The exposure 
potential of operators spraying penta is in the following declining order: 1) hand 
gun, power operated; 2) hand gun, knapsack; 3) truck-mounted fixed nozzles. Some 
degree of dermal and eye exposure may be encountered by individuals involved in 
filling and mixing operations. 

Exposure (and exposure routes) to penta, when applied as a defoliant, would be 
similar to that encountered during herbicidal application. 

Exposure potential when the chemical is applied for moss control on roofs or 
masonry is highly dependent on the specific application method. Such methods include 
both spray and brush applications. 

Because moss control in lawns involves application of the granular form of penta 
by hand spreader, human exposure would likely be limited to the dermal route during 
filling operations. 

Fate In the Environment 

Penta is broken down in the soil fairly rapidly (Young and Carroll, 1951). Both 
the parent phenol and the salts are broken down by a number of soil organisms. There 
is no evidence of penta remaining in the soil for more than one growing season. 
Loustalot and Ferrer (1950) found that when Na-penta was applied to moist soil at 
rates as high as 90 pounds per acre it disappeared in 60 days. A more comprehensive 
treatment of fate of penta and Na-penta in the environment may be found in Volume I, 
Chapter 3. 

Alternatives 

There are a number of commercially available herbicides that can be used as 
alternatives for penta in the applications discussed in this report. These are out
lined below. 
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Railroad ballast and railyards 

1. Glyphosate + soil sterilant 
2. Paraquat! + soil sterilant 
3. Sterilants alone 

Highways, around structures, and pavement cracks 

1. Glyphosate alone 
2. Glyphosate + sterilant 

Tank farms 

1. Glyphosate alone (repeat applications) 
2. Glyphosate + soil sterilant 
3. Paraquat! alone (repeat applications) 
4. Paraquat! + soil sterilants 
5. Sterilants alone 

Parking lots 

1. Glyphosate alone (repeat applications) 
2. Glyphosate + sterilants 
3. Paraquat! alone (repeat applications) 
4. Paraquat! + sterilants 
5. Sterilants alone 

Home use - Fence rows 

l. Dicamba + sterilants 
2. Piclo.ram + sterilants 
3. Glyphosate alone 
4. Glyphosate + sterilant 
5. Sterilants alone 
6. Paraquat! alone 
7. Paraquat! + sterilants 

Home use - Driveways and walks 

1. Glyphosate alone 
2. Paraquat! alone + pre-emergence weed killer 
3. Paraquat! + pre-emergence weed killer 

Defoliants 

1. Endothall 
2. Sodium Chlorate 
3. Cacodylic acid! 
4. 5,5,5-tributylphosphorotrithioate 
5. Ametryn 
6. Paraquat! 
7. Zir..c sulfate 
8. Zinc chloride 

! On pre-RPAR list. 
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MOC3icides--Roofs and other wooden structures, masonry and lawns 

1. Ferric sulfate 
2. Ferrous sulfate heptahydrate 
3. Ferrous ammonium sulfate (FAS) 
4. Zinc chloride 
5. Zinc sulfate 

Na-Penta as a Mushroom House Biocide 

Commercial mushroom production practices have evolved in response to an ever 
increasing demand for high-quality mushrooms unscarred by pests and further recogni
tion by farmers of the connection between disease and reduced yields. These develop
ments have resulted in a significant effort to nurture disease-free mushrooms. 

Early mushroom cultivation, two centuries ago, made use of natural caves or 
abandoned mines. Manure was brought in for composting and beds of compost were 
inoculated with mushroom spawn (seed). Until the late nineteenth century, this 
practice usually resulted in abandoning the cave after as little as 2 years due to 
the population pressures of diseases, nematodes, and insects. This problem was 
greatly aggravated by the use of impure spawn. At the turn of the century, commer
cial mushroom production in the United States was concentrated in the New York City 
area, with an expanding supply coming from Pennsylvania in response to the developing 
market. 

Advances in spawn culture techniques led to a ~ethod of producing pure spawn 
more reliably by 1918. By the mid-1920 IS, scientific research had become institu
tionalized in the public domain. With the development of a market for processed 
mushrooms, producers were helped through the depression years. By 1950, development 
of selective fungicides allowed direct treatment of disease-causing organisms in 
active mushroom beds. Metal compounds of ethylene bisdithiocarbamate (EBDC) were 
shown to increase the quality of mushrooms substantially, and marginally increase the 
yield as compared with no-treatment or use of existing compounds (Yoder, et al., 
1950). Zinc-EBDC and benomyl (methyl 1- (butylcarbamoyl)-2-benzimidazolecarbamate) 
are the only effective fungicides reg1.stered and labeled for direct mushroom bed 
application. 

In order to ffi1.n1.m1.Ze the cost per pound of mushrooms, the period of sustained 
high mushroom yields for each fill of the beds or trays is required. This necessi
tates the direct application of fungicides to the mushroom beds, sanitizing measures 
between fills, and minimization of contamination of the bed by insects acting as 
disease vectoru. Insects are also controlled by spraying insecticides in the 
vicinity of the mushroom houses as often as several times each day during the warm 
months (Wuest, 1979). This program is targeted primarily at the fly populations, 
which are attracted to the odors of mushroom houses. The flies are of the small 
"gnat" type and are both pests and disease vectors. 

The primary commercial mushroom in North America, Agaricus bisporus (~ 
brunnescens), is susceptible to many fungal-induced diseases, but three are of major 
consequence. (1) Verticillium fungicola (syn. ~. malthousei.) is commonly referred 
to as "dry bubble." The maj or symptom is spotting and in extreme cases is. a small 
ball of a misshapen mushroom. (2) Mycogone perniciosa causes a disease referred to 
as "wet bubble" and results in a wet stinking mass. (3) Dactylium dendroides has a 
mildew effect which digests mushrooms prior to their harvest. Of the three, y...:.... 
fungi cola is the most prevalent fungus attacking mushrooms in the United States. 
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Trichoderma (green mold or spot) and La France (virus) diseases are most prevalent 
outside the United States, but both have had signifi.cant effects on U.S. crop produc
tion. Nematode infestations are another problem in commercial mushroom producti.on. 
Both disease-causing pathogens and nematodes may be spread by any equipment not sani
tized. Certain fly species are mushroom pests in both their larval and adult forms; 
adult flies may also act as disease vectors. 

Na-penta is used as a broad-spectrum hygienic agent to suppress population 
levels of pest organisms (fUilgi and insects) on the surfaces of objects in the 
vicinity of commercial mushroom beds. The compound is applied to the surfaces in a 
variety of ways, each of which involves dilution in water. It is highly toxic to 
mushrooms and is applied neither to the growing medium, which is steam pasteurized, 
nor to the surface of the producing mushroom bed, which is treated with EBDC and/or 
benomyl. Although the benefits of incorporating Na-penta into hygienic programs have 
not been objectively measured, it is generally accepted that the material is an 
effective disinfestant. 

Methods of Application 

Spray, and dip, are the two basic methods of applying Na-penta in the vicinity 
of mushroom houses (Wuest, 1979). The only currently registered label SPecifies 
dilution to 0.71 pound active ingredient per 50 gallons of water (l, 700 ppm Na-penta) 
for spray and dip applications. The recommended application rate is 50 gallons to 
1,000 to 2,000 thousand sq. ft. 

Spray Application 

Mushroom house exteriors, compost wharfs, lofts, and proximate grounds are 
sprayed as often as weekly during warm months of the year, but most spray programs 
call for a 3-week, or even longer, interval between applications. Most of the 
Na-penta used by mushroom producers is applied by spraying. 

Dip Application 

Tools are dipped in Na-penta solutions to reduce the transmission of disease
causing organisms from one bed to another or to subsequent mushroom crops. 

Use Patterns and Efficacy 

The use of Na-penta is not universal among mushroom producers. The exact extent 
of use is unknown. Based on communications with major mushroom producers (Painter, 
1979; and Patton, 1979) and comments by Wuest (1979), it is estimated that one-third 
of U.S. mushroom production is under a disease control program using Na-penta. 

Contacts made with individuals in the mushroom industry or with scientists who 
have studied mushroom culture have resulted in confirmation of two tenets: 

1) 	 A facility-wide hygiene program is essential to the viability of the mush
room industry as it is currently known to consumers (i.e., ,by quality, 
price, and availability of the product). 

2) 	 Na-penta is an effective hygienic agent due to a combination of broad
spectrum efficacy, residual efficacy, and other attributes. 

However, the industry is in disagreement about whether or not the "best" hygiene 
program should include Na-penta applications to non-producing surfaces. 
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A historical perspective helps to explain the current confusion. NaCl, often 
mentioned as an alternative to Na-penta, was the major chemical agent for mushroom 
house hygiene until formaldehyde became available. Formaldehyde was eventually 
displaced by Na-penta when it became available. Recent events have complicated the 
situation. Tolerance for Na-penta residues in mushrooms was set at zero. This 
resulted in pressure from many purchasers to eliminate any and all use of Na-penta 
by producers under contract. 

The extent of Na-penta use has diminished partly because of supply problems 
related to the willingness of manufacturers to continue operating facilities and 
incurring the costs of keeping labels up to date in a highly regulatory environment. 
The major domestic manufacturers have discontinued their production of Na-penta. One 
of the principal distributors, after several months of search, found an alternate 
U.S. source. Another did not find an alternate source in spite of an intensive 
search. The only known source of Na-penta for mushroom producers is Mushroom 
Supply Co. which, after a 6-month period of unavailability due to the loss of its 
source of supply, has obtained a new label and expects to market approximately 
20,000 pounds of its Fungicide "VX" annually. The label does not include among the 
list of sites any use on empty trays, beds, or even the walls and other surfaces 
interior to mushroom houses. 

There is concern for the risk of product contamination with Na-penta; however, 
following the current label instructions by not applying Na-penta to the interior of 
mushroom houses, or to the beds and trdYs, minimizes the risk from accidental con
tamination. In place of Na-penta, formaldehyde would be effective for interior sur
faces. Unfortunately it is no longer available. NaCl would not be used in place of 
Na-penta wherever corrosion would be intolerable (e. g. lofts, interior walls and 
ceilings, and around foundations). NaCl historically has been used on ground and 
floor surfaces and to antiseptize tools. Wuest (1979) has communicated with some 
producers on the West Coast who are currently using NaCl and found that they were 
unaware that Na-penta is again available. A definite preference for Na-penta was 
expressed by these producers. 

Exposure Analysis 

Inasmuch as Na-penta is not applied to the mushroom beds, significant consumer 
exposure is not likely. Of the two methods of application, spray application 
involves the greatest exposure potential. Inhalation exposure is expected to occur 
only during spray operations, because the volatility of Na-penta in aqueous solution 
is very low. The dip methods of treating tools carried from room to room or bed to 
bed may involve some dermal exposure. The level of such exposure depends on the 
extent to which personal hygiene and protective clothing are employed. 

Fate in the Environment 

For a comprehensive treatment of the fate of Na-penta in the environment, see 
Volume I, Chapter 3. 

Alternatives 

The only known effective alternative to Na-penta in mushroom production is 
sodium chloride (NaCl). Castle and Cooke Co., one of the largest mushroom producers, 
indicated a preference for NaCl and has not used Na-penta for several years (Patton, 
1979). They cited cost, convenience, and safety as factors favoring the use of NaCl; 
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however, it is highly corrosive to both application equipment and metal fasteners 
used in building construction. Its recommended rate of dilution is 1 pound per gal
lon of water (Wuest, 1979), which represents approximately 1 pound of salt for every 
20 to 40 square feet of surface. 

Summary of Biological Analysis-Pentachlorophenol 
and Pentachlorophenates 

He.rbicide, Defoliant, and Mossicide 

Penta is currently used either alone or as an additive to other herbicides for 
weed control in rights-of-way, tank farms, parking lots, and home use. Most penta 
herbicides are applied by various types of spray equipment. Human exposure to penta 
is highly dependent on the extent to which respirators and protective clothing are 
utilized and the level of personal hygiene employed by the applicator. Penta's rapid 
phytotoxicity is its main attribute. Penta has little or no residual activity in 
the soil and must be mixed with sterilant-type herbicides for long-term weed control. 
There are acceptable alternatives for all herbicidal uses of penta. 

Penta is rarely used as a defoliant, and satisfactory alternatives are readily 
available. Penta is used either alone or in combination with other mossicides on 
roofs, masonry, and lawns for the control of moss and lichens. Roof and masonry 
application is accomplished by spraying or brushing; lawn application generally 
involves distribution of the granular form by hand spreader. Although alternative 
chemicals for moss and lichen control are available, the continued use of penta 
either alone or mixed with other mossicides may be important in areas where moss is 
a severe problem due to environmental conditions. 

Mushroom House Biocide 

Na-penta is used to control pest organisms on the surfaces of obj ects in the 
vicinity of commercial mushroom beds. It is toxic to mushrooms and is not applied 
either to the growing medium or to the surface of the producing mushroom bed. Most 
of the Na-penta used by mushroom producers is applied as an aqueous solution by 
spraying. In addition to spray application to mushroom house exteriors, compos t 
wharfs, lofts, and proximate grounds, tools are dipped in Na-penta solutions to 
reduce the transmission of diseases from one bed to another or to subsequent mush
room crops. 

Many mushroom producers and mushroom scientists, as well as suppliers, recognize 
Na-penta as a valuable hygienic agent and express a preference for it over alterna
tives on many of the possible use sites. Current use of Na-penta is low because many 
mushroom producers are not aware that Na-penta is again available and because mush
room packers and processors may be reluctant to accept the risk of contamination 
under the zero tolerance levels. The new label directions may diminish this reluc
tance. NaCl, the only alternative to Na-penta, is inappropriate for some of the use 
sites, does not have equally strong residual and broad-spectrum efficacy, and is 
highly corrosive to metals at the required rates of application. No one has been 
willing to estimate the efficacy of Na-penta in terms of reduced quality and/or yield 
,·Jhen substituting the next best practice. The exact extent of such usage is unknown, 
but it is estimated that a third of the U.S.mushroom production is under a disease 
control program using Na-penta. 
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Of the two methods of Na-penta application, spraying has the greater potential 
for human exposure. Some dermal exposure to the chemical may occur during dip opera
tions, but the extent of such exposure depends on the extent to which personal 
hygiene and protective clothing are employed. 

The only known effective alternative to Na-penta in mushroom production is 
sodium chloride. Although it is highly corrosive to both application equipment and 
metal building fasteners used in building construction, it is likely that cancella
tion of Na-penta use would result in mushroom producers switching to NaCl in their 
disease control programs. 

Ecomonic Impact Analysis of Canceling Pentachlorophenol 
and Pentachlorophenate Uses 

Herbicide, Defoliant, and Mossicide 

Introduction 

No maj or impact is foreseen should pen'ta use as a herbicide, defoliant, or 
mossicide be canceled. Although penta does have a limited geographic role in control 
of moss and lichen (especially in the Northwest), the herbicide use is more extensive 
and may be motivated by economic incentives not explicitly accounted for in this 
analysis. The herbicide use could be the most important in an aggregate sense of the 
three. 

Herbicide Uses of Penta 

For all of the herbicide uses, penta has numerous alternatives of equal or 
greater efficacy and/or lower cost. Penta at $12 per gallon (40% a.i.) is combined 
with oil ($70 per 100 gallons) at a 1: 100 ratio and applied at the rate of 50 to 
100 gallons per acre (Chappell, 1979a). The material cost per acre is 41 to $82. 

Glyphosate is equally effective and less hazardous as mentioned above. It is 
also less expensive to use. Although the chemical cost is $60 per gallon and 
requires the same rate of application, dilution is with water rather than oil 
(Chappell, 1979a). The cost savings are 11 to $22 per acre. As oil prices climb in 
1979 and thereafter, the cost savings will become more accentuated. There remains 
the possibility that factors not accounted for provide the economic incentives that 
motivate current use of penta as a herbicide. Either penta or the solvent may be 
assessed by some users at a surplus or wholesale value below the prices listed ~bove. 
Oil contaminated with water or dirt has l:tttle commercial value and may be used with 
a little penta for herbicide uses rather than other means of disposal. 

Defoliant Use of Penta 

Penta has one label for use as a defoliant on alfalfa. It is rarely used as 
such. In the 1976 Survey of Pesticide Usage, penta was not reported as having been 
used as an alfalfa defoliant by any of the 1,200 respondents producing alfalfa. 
Little or no impact is expected should this use be canceled. 

Mossicide Use of Penta on Lawns 

Penta~containing products are sold for control of lawn moss in western 
Washington and Oregon. The most likely alternative to the currently popular penta
ferrous ammonium sulfate eFAS) fertilizer combination would be FAS-fertilizer combi
nations. Equal effectiveness can be achieved with the alternative, but this usually 
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requires an additional application. In this case labor costs become the major compo
nent of increased cost of treatment. Assuming that the user applies the granular 
mixture with an 18-inch applicator, averaging 1.0 mph, and at a $5 per hour salary, 
the labor cost of canceling this use of penta is $25.50/acre. Estimated lawn acreage 
in western Washington is 120,000 acres with 3 out of 4 lawns containing some moss. 
By assuming that western Oregon has 80,000 acres of lawn and that 1/3 of the infested 
lawn (about 25% of the total lawn area in both States or 50,000 acres) is treated 
with penta, the total cost of additional labor is $1,375,000 per year. The extent of 
use is not known to be this great, however. One major supplier is known to have sold 
enough penta for 5,000 acres during a recent 3-year period. Total acreage treated 
with penta is likely to be far less than the 50,000 acres assumed above. Also, the 
use of $5 per hour labor charge does not reflect the large number of users who may be 
applying the material during their leisure hours. This would suggest the use of a 
lower labor charge were it not for the fact that treated lawns are more likely to be 
professionally cared for or belong to persons in higher income categories. The cost 
of materials may also change, but would be insignificant in comparison to the value 
of additional labor required for the extra application. 

Other Mossicide Uses of Penta 

The economic benefits of penta used to control mosses and lichens on sites other 
than lawns are not known due to a lack of data. 

Summary of Economic Impact Analysis of 

Canceling Pentachlorophenol 


Pentachlorophenol-Herbicide Uses 

A. 	 USE: Herbicide application to railroad, ballast 
railyards, farms and industrial areas, parking 
lots, fence rows, driveways, highways, and 
walkways. 

B. 	 PLANTS CONTROLLED: Quick "burn" of all vegetation, woody plants 
recover. 

C. ALTERNATIVES: 

Chemical: 	 Glyphosate, paraquat, sterilants (alone or in 
combination with other alternatives). 

Non-chemical: 	 Chopping, mowing, tilling where appropriate. 

Comparative efficacy: 	 Alternatives at least as effective as penta are 
available. Less costly chemical alternatives 
are available. 

Comparative cost: 	 Glyphosate: 30 to $50/acre; Penta: 41 to 
$82/acre. M~chanical alternatives; 3 to 
$500/acre. 

Comments: 	 None. 

D. 	 EXTENT OF USE: Alternatives are preferred to penta. Combined 
herbicide use is less than 1% of penta produc
tion (about 400,000 pounds). 
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E. 	 ECONOMIC IMPACTS: 

User: 

Market: 

Macroeconomic: 

F. 	 SOCIAL/COMMUNITY HlPACTS: 

G. 	 LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS: 

H. 	 ANALYSTS AND DATE: 

Pentachlorophenol-Defoliant Uses 

A. 	 USE: 

B. 	 ALTERNATIVES: 

Chemical: 

Non-chemical: 


Comparative efficacy: 


Comparative costs: 


Comments: 


C. 	 EXTENT OF USE: 

D. 	 ECONOMIC IMPACTS: 

User: 

Market: 

Consumer: 

Macroeconomics: 

E. 	 SOCIAL/COMMUNITY IMPACTS: 

Not 	known 

Not 	known 

Not 	known 

Not 	known 

Some uses of penta as a hp.rbicide may be an 
alternative to, or a form of, disposal and have 
zero chemical cost. Recent increases in oil 
prices will affect the cost of treating with 
penta much more than the cost of treating with 
glyphosate. 

William E. Chappell, Plant Physiologist 
VPI 	 Blacksburg, Va. 
William A. Quinby, Ag. Economist 
ESCS 	 USDA Wash., D.C. 
12/27/79 

Alfalfa defoliation for seed harvest. 

Endothal; sodium chlorate; cacodylic acid; 
5,5,5-tributylphosphorotrithioate; ametryn; 
paraquat; zinc sulfate, and zinc chloride. 

None. 

Penta has alternatives that are at least as 

effective. 


Several alternatives are less expensive. 


None. 


Known to be rarely used. 


No impact. 


No impact. 


No impact. 


No impact. 


No impact. 
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F. 	 LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS: 

G. 	 ANALYSTS AND DATE: 

Pentachlorophenol-Mossicide Uses 

A. 	 USE: 

B. 	 PLANTS CONTROLLED: 

C. 	 ALTERNATIVES: 

Chemical: 

Non-chemical: 


Comparative efficacy: 


Co~arative costs: 

Comments: 

D. 	 EXTENT OF USE: 

E. 	 ECONOMIC IMPACTS: 

User: 

Market: 

Macroeconomic: 

F. 	 SOCIAL/COMMUNITY IMPACTS: 

G. 	 LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS: 

None. 

William E. Chappell, Plant Physiologist 

VPI Blacksburg, Va. 

William A. Quinby, Ag. Economist ESCS 

USDA Wash., D.C. 

12/27/7.9. 

Mossicide. 

Lichen and mosses infesting roofs, other wooden 
structures, masonry, and lawns. 

Ferric sulfate, ferrous sulfate heptahydr-ate, 
ferrous ammonium sulfate (FAS) , zinc chloride, 
and zinc sulfate. 

None. 

Penta is generally considered to be better than 
the alternatives for controlling moss and 
lichen. 

FAS 	 costs about the same as FAS with penta 
(fertilizer combinations), but labor costs are 
higher. 

Penta formulations with FAS and fertilizer 
after the best control of moss on lawns. FAS 
alone requires an extra treatment. 

Estimated 50,000 acres treated. 

Not 	known. 

Not 	known. 

Minimal. 

Impacts will be concentrated in the Northwest 
States where penta use as a mossicide is most 
heavily favored and where the infestations are 
most severe. 

Lack of data on extent of use. Lack of data on 
relative efficacy for sites other than lawns. 
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H. 	 ANALYSTS AND DATE: William E. Chappell, Plant Physiologist 
VPI Blacksburg, Va. 
William A. Quinby, Ag. Economist ESCS 
USDA Wash., D.C. 
12/27/79 

Na·Penta as a Mushroom House Biocide 

Introduction 

Control of disease in mushroom houses is a primary concern due to the concentra
tion of activities in a rp.latively small space, the ideal conditions available for 
disease growth, and the high level of traffic throughout the facility. Because no 
quantitative estimates of efficacy for this Na-penta use are available, the economic 
benefits could not be quantified. Even without data relating the use of a particular 
agent to the suppression of disease outbreaks, it would be premature to disregard any 
possible benefi'ts .. 

Impacts of Cancellation 

It would be possible to continue to produce mushrooms without the use of 
Na-penta, but the yield could be H;duced and the quality of the crop could be 
adversely affected. Hmvever, despite research on mushroom culture by public insti tu
tions for over 50 years, the effects have not been quantified. The value of the 
mushr'Oom crop in t.he 1978-79 season was $360 million. Savings of chemical costs 
($54,000) would be offset by yield or quality losses amounting to only 0.00045% of 
the $120 million revenue from affected production (one third of the U.S. production). 

Salt (NaCI) is widely used as an alternative to Na-penta. It is considered less 
effective than Na-penta by the industry, but was generally adopted because either 
Na-penta was not available or because of concern over the zero tolerance for Na-penta 
residues in mushrooms. NaCI costs less to apply than Na-penta, but causes corrosion 
problems in equipment and structures. 

A majority of the mushroom crop is now being produced without the hygienic use 
of Na-penta. Loss of registration would probably have minor economic impact, rela
tive to the value of produce affected. 

Limitations of the Analysis 

Neither the benefits resulting from the use of Na-penta nor the relative 
efficacy of Na-penta and its alternative, NaCI, has been quantified. The long-term 
efficacy of NaCI and the added costs resulting from its corrosivity are not known. 
The economic risk of a possible product recall that could result as a consequence of 
Na-penta use in production of a crop with a zero residue tolerance is not included. 

Summary 

In summary, mushroom producers and mushroom scientists, as well as suppliers, 
recognize Na-penta as a valuable hygienic agent and express a preference for it over 
alternatives on many of the possible use sites. Current use of Na-penta is low 
because many mushroom producers are not aware that Na-penta is again available and 
because mushroom packers and processors may be reluctant to accept the risk of con
tamination under the zero tolerance levels. The new label directions may diminish 
this reluctance. Finally NaCI, the only alternative to Na-penta, is inappropriate 
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for some of the use sites, does not have equally strong residual and broad-spectrum 
efficacy, and presents its own environmental problems at the required rates of appli 
cation. No one has been willing to estimate the efficacy of Na-penta in terms of 
reduced quality and/or yield when substituting the next best practice. 

The economic benefits of Na-penta for mushroom house hygiene are related, in 
part, to the total value of mushrooms produced. The total impact is unlikely to be 
more than a small fraction of the total revenue earned by mushroom producers. That 
revenue has increased from $62 million in the 1967/68 season to $360 million in the 
1978/79 season. 

The strength of preference for Na-penta is explained in its low cost relative to 
potential benefits. At $2.70 per pound, the total annual use of 20,000 pounds costs 
$54,000. Potential benefits may be in the millions of dollars. 

Summary of Economic Impact Analysis of 

Canceling Pentachlorophenate 

Pentach lorophenate-Mushroom 
House Biocide 

A. 	 USE: Used by mushroom producers, representing one 
third of the u.S. production capacity, as a 
broad-spectrum agent for mushroom house 
hygiene. 

B. SITES: 

Spray application: 	 Mushroom house exteriors, compost wharfs, 
lofts, and proximate grounds. 

Stearn injection: 	 Interiors of vaults or rooms not in production 
(no longer a labeled use). 

Dip application: 	 Tools. 

C. 	 SPECIES CONTROLLED: Verticillium fungicola, Mycogone perniciosa, 
and Dactylium dendroides. 

D. ALTERNATIVES: 	 Broad-spectrum disinfectants. 

Chemical alternatives: 	 NaCl (common table salt): non-corroding sites. 

Non-chemical controls: 	 Stearn: interiors, not for lofts. 

Comparative efficacy: 	 NaCl is not appropriate for all sites, less 
effective on appropriate sites. 

Comparative costs: 	 Material costs are not significantly different. 
NaCl material costs $O.Os/dilute gallon at 
$O.Os/pound but costs of corrosion are incident 
to use. Na-penta price is $2.70/pound or 
$0.049/gallon. 
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E. 	 EXTENT OF USE: 

F. 	 ECONOMIC IMPACTS: 

User: 

Market: 

Consumer: 

Macroeconomics: 

G. 	 SOCIAL/COMMUNITY IMPACTS: 

H. 	 LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS.: 

AUTHOR AND DATE: 

Approximately one third of mushroom house 
capacity or 20,000 pounds of 79% a. i. formu
lated Na-penta. 

Not 	known. 

More corrosion, higher disease pressure, less 

risk of penta contamination. 


Not known. 


Not known. 


Not known. 


Not known. 


Relative efficacy has not been determined. 


W. A. Quinby, Ag. Economist, 
USDA/ESCS Wash., D.C. 
1/24/80. 
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CHAPTER 2: INORGANIC ARSENICALS 

Arsenic Acid 

Arsenic Acid-Cotton Desiccation 

Arsenic acid has been used on over 2,000,000 acres of cotton as a desiccant in 
Texas and Oklahoma for the past 22 years. It is used as an integral part of an effi
cient, economical production system utilizing specially bred varieties for shorter 
growing seasons and harvested with mechanical strippers (Miller, 1974). The gins in 
the stripper areas have been modified to handle the stripped cotton as a part of the 
production system. The loss of arsenic acid would have a significant local impact 
on cotton production in Texas and Oklahoma and further prevent the use of the more 
economical system by other States. 

If seed or bur cotton is'' excessively wet, it needs to be ginned immediately 
according to the USDA (1965). Cotton containing less than 8% moisture can be stored 
indefinitely, whereas cotton with over 14% moisture cannot be stored safely. 

The principal sources of moisture in seed or bur cotton are: 

1. Harvesting too early or late in the day when dew is present. 
2. Rain during storage. 
3. Addition of green leaves to the bur cotton. 

The first two conditions are easily corrected by timing of harvest while cotton 
is dry and covering the modules with a cotton tarp. The addition of green leaves to 
the bur cotton is the principal reason for the use of a desiccant. The stripping 
operation removes essentially all parts of the plant and only a bare stalk remains 
in the field. The green leaves become a component of the bur cotton. Approximately 
1% green leaf trash in the bur cotton will increase the moisture content of the bur 
cotton by 1% (Miller, et al., 1968). When there are green leaves left on the plant 
at harvest time, it is-es'Sential to use a desiccant. Desiccants are essential to 
mechanical harvesting when one or more of the following conditions are encountered: 
1) Presence of young, second-growth leaves. 2) Presence of young regrowth leaves. 
3) Incomplete defoliation. 

Thus, the use of a desiccant in stripper harvesting helps keep the bur cotton 
moisture below 12% through prevention of added moisture from the leaves. The prac
tice of desiccation and moduling has been ~xamined in other areas such as Tennessee 
(Mullins and Goddard, 1973). 

The desired fiber moisture for ginning was found to be between 6.5 and 9.5% 
fiber moisture, according to Ward (1963). Overdrying results in lowered quality of 
the lint. 

Cotton desiccants dry green leaves on plants and are used in conjunction with 
cotton strippers. They are routinely used before mechanical stripping whether or not 
a defoliant is applied before applica bon of the desiccant. Defoliants will not sub
stitute for desiccants in the preparation of cotton for mechanical stripping except 
under very isolated, ideal circumstances (Brendel and Miller, 1978). Desiccants are 
applied under any condition in which green leaves are left prior to stripping because 
strippers harvest most, if not all, leaves and side branches that are present. The 
addition of green leaves to seed cotton increases moisture, which creates a condition 
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whereby the cotton will heat during storage and be lowered in quality while awaiting 
ginning. If the cotton is too wet, it is essential to dry it before it can be 
ginned. This would occur when the moisture of the bur cotton keeps the seed above 
16% moisture. This condition is encountered in essentially every field without the 
use of a desiccant. The only exception would be in some years on the High Plains of 
Texas, where an early freeze results in leaf desiccation. 

Cotton is prepared for mechanical harvesting in different ways depending on the 
variety of cotton, weather conditions, and type of mechanical harvester to be used. 
In higher yielding, irrigated areas of southern Texas, the general practice is to 
apply a defoliant such as DEF,Folex, sodium chlorate, or sodium cacodylate, and har
vest with revolving spindle-type pickers after the leaves abscize. 

In the non-irrigated areas of Texas and Oklahoma, another type of cultural 
system has evolved. Because maximum yields in dryland cotton are low, mechanical 
harvesters must be highly efficient. The cotton stripper was developed to meet this 
need, because pickers leave too much cotton in the field. A stripper operation is 
a once-over harvest done after desiccation when essentially all the bolls are open. 
D.ried leaves, burs, bracts, side branches, etc., are removed from the stalks, and may 
be left in the seed cotton. The growers plant storm-resistant types of cotton 
(Tippit, 1971), which are more adapted to a stripper harvest. Tippit evaluated 
various varieties of upland cotton adapted for stripper-harvesting. The selection 
and breeding has progressed for many years so that varieties are planted that are 
specifically adapted for stripper harvest. Some stripper-type varieties were har
vested more efficiently than others (Wilkes, et ~., 1959). 

The stripped cotton is routinely blown into trailers having wire sides and back. 
The trailers are towed to the gins and stand up to 5 days in line depending on the 
backlog. Modern agronomic practices include outside storage of the s tripped bur 
cotton in 10-bale modules. The storage of seed cotton or bur cotton in modules has 
enabled lengthening of the ginning season and has allowed more cotton to be ginned by 
fewer gins (Parnell, 1967). Storage in modules may be for periods of 30 days or more 
before ginning. The longer storage period will, however, allow greater deterioration 
of lint and seed quality unless the cotton is prepared properly for storage in the 
module. 

Sorenson and Wilkes (1973) reported that field storage of 10-bale modules could 
be done safely if the modules were covered and moisture percentage was 11% or lower. 
In a companion study, they reported that when seed temperatures reached 140 0 F due 
to moisture, there was an increase in fatty acids and the germination dropped to zero 
within 21 days of storage. 

In certain instances, the storage of cotton in modules has resulted in increased 
quality. Eickhoff, et a1. (1977) reported that storage of cotton in a modu Ie sys tern 
can mean better quality seed and lint. This was the result of examining 4,000 sam
ples in a 2-year study (Cotton Incorporated, 1973). 

Methods of Application 

Arsenic acid for cotton desiccation is always applied as a spray. About 20 to 
30% of the material is applied by aircraft and the rest by ground sprayers. Both 
self-propelled, high-clearance machines and tractor-mounted sprayers are used in 
the application by ground. Generally, 3 pints of the product is diluted to a final 
volume of about 10 gallons of spray solution per acre. Where aircraft are used, 
3 pints is applied in a total spray volume of 3 to 5 gallons per acre. Arsenic acid 
is deliquescent, which allows little drift and no dusting, as in powdery materials. 
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Use Patterns and Efficacy 

Table 3 lists manufacturers, registration numbers, and pertinent information for 
arsenic acid. 

The product is made by reacting trivalent As with nitric acid to yield a 75% 
H As0

4 
. The amounts of nitric and trivalent As are less than 0.10% in the final

3
product. 

The 75% aqueous solution has a specific gravity of 1.88 at 60° F and weighs 
15.7 pounds per gallon of total material with 11.8 pounds of H As0 per gallon. One

3 4
gallon of the product contains 2,800 gAs. 

Table 4 shows the use of arsenic acid from 1964 through 1977. The values were 
supplied by Pennwalt Corporation and reflect the total sales of arsenic acid during 
the various years. Individual county agricultural agents estimated the total desic
cant and defoliant acreage treated in Texas (Table 5). The desiccant acreage in
cludes acreage treated with paraquat. Table 6 is included to enable a comparison 
between pickers and strippers used in Texas, and contains an estimate of numbers in 
each county. Figure 1 shows the areas in Texas where cotton is grown desiccated and 
the varieties grown. Table 7 summarizes Texas cotton production by region. 

Table 8 is a listing of cotton acreages in Oklahoma from 1973 through 1979 and 
is not separated into treated versus non-treated acreage. Arsenic acid is applied 
to an estimated J{)O, 000 acres, or 20% of the total cotton acreage in Oklahoma 
(Oswalt, 1978). 

The practice of desiccation followed by stripper harvest is increasing. 
Researchers in other areas are looking at the more economical system developed in 
Texas and trying the shorter season concept. Johnson, et al. (1974), reported that 
cotton yields increased by 11% in California when planted in narrow rows. Yield 
increases were even greater for genotypes better adapted tq the higher plant popula
tions provided by narrow rows. Their research demonstrated the potential for higher 
yields, harvested once over, in 180 to 200 days from planting to harvest. Their 
cotton was harvested with a finger-type stripper harvester. Whiteley, et al. (1979), 
produced just as much cotton on narrow row culture with less production costs than 
with conventional methods. 

Exposure Analysis 

Three types of workers are exposeo to arsenic acid: Ground crew members who mix 
the acid for the spray rigs, the aerial applicator, and the ground rig applicator. 

Mixing for the ground rig is accomplished directly in the rig I s spray tank. 
Supplemental measuring containers are used where necessary. For aerial application, 
the concentrate is poured into water, which is pumped into the spray tanks of the 
aircraft. 

The worst exposure situation likely is that of spilling the concentrated 75% 
product on hands or clothing. The rig or aircraft is always close to the dilution 
water source at this time so that the individuals would have rinse water handy in 
case of an accidental spill. The likelihood of a spill out in the field during 
actual spray application is small and exposure would be to the diluted mixture if it 
occurred. 
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75.0 

Table 3.--Companies with labels registered for arsenic acid use in 

cotton desiccationa 

EPA Registration CompanyNumber 

148-674 Thompson-Hayward Chemical Co. 

295-5 Commercial Chemicals 

4581-231 Pennwalt Corp. 

4715-122 Colorado International 

7401-184 Voluntary Purchasing Group 

7401-195 Voluntary Purchasing Group 

7401-200 Voluntary Purchasing Group 

20004-3 Traylor Chemical & Supply 

a Source: Survey of Manufacturers, 1979. 

Table 4.--Amount of arsenic acid sold as cotton desiccanta 

H As0
3 4Year 

(75% Concentrate) 

Gallons 

1964 983,900 
1965 1,093,625 
1966 1,015,400 
1967 842,400 
1968 884,250 
1969 742,120 
1970 896,825 
1973 1,159,800 
1974 904,570 
1976 470,000b
1977 700,000 

Average 800,000 gallons/year 

Average 2,347,000 acres treated 

a Data in this table are based on figures supplied by Pennwalt Corp. 

b The supply was limited due to smelter worker strikes in 1977. Much 
have been used if it were available (Miller, 1979). 

Active 

Ingredient 


Percent 

75.0 

75.0 

75.0 

75.0 

75.0 

75.0 

75.0 

H As0

3 4 


(100% Basis) 


Pounds 


11 ,610,500 
12,904,800 
11,981,700 

9,940,320 
10,437,300 
8,757,000 

10,582,500 
13,685,640 
10,673,926 
5,546,000 
8,260,000 

more would 
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Table 5. --Texas cotton acreage treated with harvest-aid chemicals in 1977 

Counties 

Collingsworth 
Donley 

District 1 

Terry 
Yoakum 
Scurry 
Swisher 
Lynn 
Parmer 
Lamb 
Lubbock 
Hale 
Hockley 
Gaines 
Garza 
Dawson 
Floyd 
Cochran 
CroE:by 
Brisco 
Castro 
Bailey 
Borden 

District 2 

Motley 
Schackelford 
Kings 
Knox 
Jones 
Kent 
Young 
Throckmorton 
Wichita 
Wilbarger 
Fisher 
Dickens 
Hall 
Foard 
Cottle 
Hardeman 
Baylor 
Childress 
Stonewall 
Haskell 
Archer 

Desiccant 

20,000 
4,000 

24,000 

160,000 
15,000 
10,000 

3,500 
200,000 

20,000 
80,000 

165,000 
45,000 
70,000 

175,000 
31,500 

275,000 
50,000 
25,000 
75,000 
50,400 

2,000 
16,000 
15,000 

1,483,400 

1,200 

3,500 
6,500 

85,000 
1,000 

360 
80 

8,000 
18,000 
25,000 
10,000 
30,000 

25,000 
5,000 
1,000 

10,000 
2,000 

90,000 

Defoliant 

5,000 

5,000 

20,000 
30,000 

4,000 
8,000 

15,000 
25,000 
5,000 

400 

5,000 

2,000 

114,400 

500 

1,000 

5,000 

2,500 
1,000 

5,000 
3,000 

200 
10,000 

Com.bination Total 

25,000 
4,000 

29,000 

20,000 200,000 
45,000 

15,000 25,000 
3,500 

200,000 
24,000 

2,000 90,000 
10,000 190,000 

8,000 78,000 
6,000 81,000 

25,000 200,000 
100 32,000 

275,000 
40,000 90,000 

2,000 32,000 
75,000 
50,400 

L~, 000 
4,000 20,000 

15,000 

132,100 1,729,900 

1,750 

3,500 
7,500 

85,000 
1,000 2,000 

250 610 
80 

8,000 
2,000 25,000 

10,000 35,000 
6,500 19,000 
4,000 35,000 
5,000 5,000 

30,000 
2,000 10,000 

1,000 
10,000 
2,200 

100,000 
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Table 5.--Texas cotton acreage treated with harvest-aid chemicals in 

Counties 

District 3 

Wise 
Parker 
Rockwall 
Tarrant 
Montague 
Navarro 
Johnson 
Kaufman 
Hunt 
Jack 
Fannin 
Grayson 
Denton 
Ellis 
Collin 
Cooke 
Dallas 
Clay 

District 4 

Delta 
Lamar 
Hopkins 
Henderson 
Van Zandt 
Red River 
Rains 

District 5 

Andrews 
El Paso 
Culberson 
Howard 
Glasscock 
Martin 
Hudspeth 
Presidio 
Midland 
Upton 
Reeves 
Reagan 
Pecos 

1977--continued 

Desiccant 

321,640 

800 
3,300 

35,000 
22,000 
16,000 
27,877 

5,000 
3,000 
3,500 

80,000 
20,000 

550 
2,000 
1,500 

220,527 

12,000 
1,500 

5,876 
950 

1,375 

21,701 

10,000 

75,000 
10,000 
50,000 

60 
15,000 
9,500 
1,500 

Defoliant 

28,250 

400 

2,500 

150 

4,500 

2,000 

9,550 

2,500 

281 

2,781 

2,000 

5,000 
35,000 
20,000 

7,500 

4,000 

Combination Total 

30,750 380,640 

400 

800 
3,300 

7,500 45,000 
22,000 
16,000 
27:877 

150 
5,000 
3,000 
8,000 

80,000 
20,000 

550 
1,000 5,000 

1,500 

8,500 238,577 

2,000 14,000 
4,000 

281 
5,876 

950 
1,375 

2,000 26,482 

12,000 

10,000 85,000 
15,000 
85,000 
20,000 

60 
4,000 19,000 

9,500 
1,200 10,200 

4,000 
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Table 5.--Texas cotton acreage treated with harvest-aid chemicals in 
1977--continued 

Counties Desiccant 

District 6 171,060 

Tom Green 40,000 
Sterling 
Taylor 3,500 
Runnels 34,000 
Schleicher 4,500 
Mitchell 28,000 
Nolan 25,000 
Irion 200 
McCulloch 500 
Coleman 2,000 
Concho 15,000 
Callahan 150 
Coke 513 

District 7 153,363 

Palo Pinto 1,000 
Stephens 220 
Hill 85,000 
McLennan 15,000 
Eastland 
Erath 160 
Hamilton 900 
Brown 
Comanche 300 
Coryell 1,750 
Bell 17,000 
Bosque 2,546 

District 8 123,876 

Leon 1,000 
Freestone 
Houston 2,800 

District 9 3,800 

Washington 200 
William 61,500 
Robertson 
Travis 7,350 
Limestone 4,500 
Milam 20,000 
Guadalupe 1,697 
Hays 240 
Lee 
Caldwell 6,648 

30 

Defoliant 

73,500 

3,000 

2,000 
5,000 

10,000 

726 

5,000 

5,726 

500 

500 

1,500 

3,000 

5,000 

Combination Total 

15,200 259,760 

2,000 45,000 

500 

2,000 

170 

4,000 
34,000 
6,500 

35,000 
25,000 

200 
500 

2,000 
15,000 

150 
683 

4,670 168,033 

1,000 
946 

85,000 
20,000 

160 
900 

1,000 

300 
1,750 

18,000 
2,546 

1,000 130,602 

1,000 

5,100 8,400 

5,100 9,400 

15,000 

3,000 

200 
63,000 
15,000 
10,350 

4,500 
28,000 

1,697 
240 

6,648 



Table 5.--Texas cotton acreage treated with harvest-aid chemicals in 
1977--continued 

Counties Desiccant 

District 9-
continued 


Falls 16,000 
Bastrop 
Brazos 
Burleson 3,000 

District 10 121,135 

Waller 80 
Wharton 
Jackson 1,600 
Matagorda 
Fort Bend 3,800 
Harris 
Austin 1,000 
Brazoria 
Colorado 

District 11 6,480 

Zapata 
Starr 
Webb 
Willacy 10,000 
Hildalgo 5,000 
Live Oak 
Cameron 
Duvall/Jim Hogg 

District 12 15,000 

Zavala 1,500 
Frio 
La Salle 2,500 
Medina 377 
Maverick 
Uvalde 
Atascosa 
Dimmit 

Defoliant 

4.,000 
1,000 

14,500 

29,000 

30,000 
2,200 
7,500 
9,110 

454 
500 

3,000 

52,764 

10,000 

80,000 
20,200 

500 

1l0,700 

16,000 
6,356 

448 

1,700 
1,500 

4,848 

Combination Total 

20,000 
1,000 

9,000 9,000 
1,000 18,500 

28,000 178, l35 

80 
7,000 37,000 

200 4,000 
7,JOO 

3,500 16,410 
454 

1,500 
3,000 

10,700 69,944 

2,500 2,500 
10,000 

321 321 
20,000 110,000 

100,000 125,200 
500 

190,000 190,000 
2,354 2,354 

315,175 440,875 

1,500 19,000 
6,356 

7,000 9,948 
377 

1,700 
1,500 

430 430 
4,848 
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Table 5.--Texas cotton acreage treated with harvest-aid chemicals in 
1977--continued 

Counties Desiccant Defoliant Combination Total 

District 13 4,377 30,852 8,930 44,159 

San Patricio 7,200 22,500 42,816 72 ,516
Wilson 500 200 700 
Nueces 67,260 9,653 76,913
Refugio 5,500 5,500
Jim Wells 5,000 2,000 1,000 8,000
Kleberg 500 500 9,000 10,000
Aransas 535 535 
Bee 900 900 
Calhoun 500 800 1,300 

District 14 81,495 34,853 60,016 176,364 

STATE TOTAL 
Districts 1-14 2,751,854 507,876 622,141 3,881,871 
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Table 6.--Number of cotton pickers and strippers operating in Texas in 1977a 

Extension 
CountyDistrict 

1 Armstrong 
Collingsworth 
Deaf Smith 
Donley 
Gray 
Hemphill 
Randall 
Wheeler 

Total 

2 	 Bailey 
Borden 
Brisco 
Castro 
Cochran 
Crosby 
Dawson 
Floyd 
Gaines 
Garza 
Hale 
Hockley 
Lamb 
Lubbock 
Lynn 
Parmer 
Scurry 
Swisher 
Terry 
Yoakum 

Total 

3 	 Archer 
Baylor 
Childress 
Cottle 
Dickens 
Fisher 
Foard 
Hall 
Hardeman 
Haskell 
Jones 
Kings 
Kent 
Knox 
Motley 
Schackelford 

Pickers Strippers 

0 7 
0 280 
0 15 
0 275 
0 25 
0 4 
0 9 
0 200 

0 815 

5 400 
0 150 
0 500 
0 150 
0 750 
5 1,100 
0 1,500 
0 200 
0 820 
3 192 
0 2,075 
0 1,300 
0 2,200 
3 1,550 
0 1,500 
0 200 
0 350 
0 450 
0 550 
5 325 

21 16,262 

0 6 
0 75 
0 400 
0 250 
0 120 
0 B20 
0 23 
0 625 
0 150 
0 BOO 
0 B15 
3 BO 
0 135 
3 100 
0 150 
0 20 
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Table 6.--Number of cotton pickers and strippers operating in Texas 

in 1977a--continued 

Extension CountyDistrict 

District 3--continued 

Stonewall 
Throckmorton 
Wichita 
Wilbarger 
Young 

Total 

4 	 Clay 
Collin 
Cooke 
Dallas 
Denton 
Ellis 
Fannin 
Grayson 
Hunt 
Jack 
Johnson 
Kaufman 
Montague 
Navarro 
Parker 
Rockwall 
Tarrant 
Wise 

Total 

5 	 Delta 
Henderson 
Hopkins 
Lamar 
Rains 
Red River 
Van Zandt 

Total 

6 	 Andrews 
Culberson 
El Paso 
Glasscock 
Howard 
Hudspeth 
Marti.n 
Midland 

34 

Pickers 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

6 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 

7 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
7 

250 
0 
0 
5 
0 
0 

Strippers 

100 
28 
20 

500 
22 

5,239 

61 
700 

0 
132 

15 
1,000 

40 
12 

250 
6 

50 
196 

5 
375 

°6 
32 

3 

2,883 

175 
1 
4 

30 
10 

8 
9 

237 

30 
2 
5 

135 
807 

20 
460 
150 



Table 6.--Number of cotton pickers and 

in 1977a --continued 

Extension 
CountyDistrict 

District 3--continued 
Pecos 
Presidio 
Reeves 
Regan 
Upton 

Total 

7 	 Callahan 
Coke 
Coleman 
Concho 
Irion 
McCulloch 
Mitchell 
Nolan 
Runnels 
Schleicher 
Sterling 
Taylor 
Tom Green 

Total 

8 	 Bell 
Bosque 
Brown 
Comanche 
Coryell 
Eastland 
Erath 
Hamilton 
Hill 
McLennan 
Palo Pinto 
Stephens 

Total 

9 Freestone 
Houston 
Leon 

Total 

strippers operating in Texas 

Pickers Strippers 

20 24 
0 0 

20 50 
1 40 
0 40 

303 1,763 

0 5 
0 4 
0 30 
0 230 
0 2 
0 15 
0 400 
2 210 
0 850 
0 30 
1 0 
0 125 
0 650 

3 2,551 

0 750 
0 13 
0 0 
0 3 
0 70 
0 0 
0 6 
0 20 
0 1,500 
0 300 
0 7 
0 4 

0 2,073 

0 5 
8 22 
0 6 

8 33 
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Table 6.--Number of cotton pickers and strippers operating in Texas 

in 1977a --continued 

Extension 

District 


10 


11 

12 

County 

Bastrop 
Brazos 
Burleson 
Caldwell 
Falls 
Guadalupe 
Hays 
Lee 
Limestone 
Milam 
Robertson 
Travis 
Washington 
Williamson 

Total 

Austin 
Brazoria 
Colorado 
Ford Bend 
Harris 
Jackson 
Matagorda 
Waller 
Wharton 

Total 

Cameron 
Duval/Jim Hogg 
Hildalgo 
Live Oak 
Starr 
Webb 
Willacy 
Zapata 

Total 

Pickers 

0 
38 
40 

0 
10 

0 
0 
1 
0 

32 
35 

0 
0 
0 

156 

10 
30 
10 

310 
4 

18 
20 

1 
900 

1,303 

500 
16 

465 
0 

50 
3 

180 
8 

1,222 

Strippers 

10 
10 
18 
25 
80 
25 

2 
0 

50 
800 

6 
246 


2 

1,200 


2,574 

20 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
2 

23 

16 
6 
4 

10 
5 
0 

24 
0 

65 
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Table 6.--Number of cotton pickers and strippers operating in Texas 

in 1977a--continued 

Extension County
District 

Atascosa 
Dimmit 
Frio 
La Salle 
Maverick 
Medina 
Uvalde 
Zavala 

13 

Total 

14 	 Akransas 

Bee 

Calhoun 

Jim Wells 

Kleberg 

Nueces 

Refugio 

San Patricio 

Wilson 


Total 

Grand Total 

Total Counties 

a Compiled from county agents reports by Metzer, 

Pickers 

0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 

10 
80 

96 

0 
0 
5 
0 
5 

42 
25 
62 

0 

139 

3,264 

48 

1978 and Parnell, 1967. 

Strippers 

430 
10 

0 
30 

0 
6 
3 

10 

489 

7 
12 

4 
200 

20 
86 
10 

425 
3 

867 

35,874 

148 
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16% GSA 71 
13% Paymaster 30 
12% Stripper 31 ... 

* Total harvested acreage in thousands 

** Desiccated acreage 
62% Stoneville--2f3"' . 
14% Stoneville 256 

8% Tamcot SP-3~ '..co 

6% TPSA 1633 ~_ 

3% Stoneville 7A 
439* 3.4%** 

Figure 1. Map showing the areas of desiccant use in Texas 
in 1977 (Cotton Council International, 1978). 
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Table 7.--Regional cotton production practices, acreages and yields for 

Texas in 1977a 

Area Type of Harvest 

High Plains Stripper 

Rolling Plains Stripper 

C. Blackland Stripper 

Valley 90% Picker, 10% Stripper 

Coastal Bend and 
Upper Coast 65% Stripper, 35% Picker 

Trans Pecos Picker 

South Texas
Winter Garden Picker 

Total 

Harvesting cost per bale: 

Stripper $25/bale 

Picker $45/bale 

a Source: Metzer, 1978. 

Table 8.--0klahoma cotton productiona 

Year Planted Harvested 

1 1 000 Acres 1,000 Acres 

1973 547 526 

1974 570 547 

1975 360 295 

1976 350 335 

1977 535 520 

1978 605 585 
b

1979 600 580 

a Oklahoma Crop and Livestock Rep. Servo 1978. 
b Estimated August 1, 1979. 

Harvested 

1,000 Acres 

3,514 

1,483 

584 

438 

260 

43 

64 

6,386 

Yield/ 

Acres 


453 

342 

298 

472 

532 

558 

398 

Yield 


Pounds/Acre 

Harvested 


390 

272 

277 

251 

402 

292 

372 

Total 
Production 

Bales 

3,156,000 

1,144,900 

290,400 

431,000 

287,200 

50,000 

53,000 

5,413 ,000 

Production 

1 1 GOO Bales 

427 

310 

170 

175 

436 

355 

450 
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In over 95% of the spray operations, the field is treated only once in a season. 
The spray is applied by farm wor.ker.s, farmers, or certified aerial applicators. 

The annual exposure time of the ground rig or commercial aerial applicators 
would not normally exceed three 8-hour days per year. Crew members for loading the 
spray planes would be exposed for approximately six 8-hour days per year. 

Aerial Applicator 

In a survey conducted speci·fically for this assessment team report, question
naires were sent to all members of the Texas Aerial Applicators Association. Replies 
were obtained from 63 businesses, 29 of which applied arsenic acid. Fifty-seven 
pilots averaged 20 hours each while applying 95,000 gallons of arsenic acid to an 
estimated 250,000 acres in 1977. The planes were loaded by 49 crew members who 
worked 2,209 hours or 46 hours each for an average of 6 d~ys. All of the time was 
not spent in the actual pouring of the concentrate into the tanks. 

All loading operations, whether ground rig or airplane, are done in the open. 
Each pilot applied arsenic acid to an average of 4,386 acres of cotton. The average 
acres treated by each grour{: rig would be about 100 acres and ranged from 10 to 
500 acres. 

Most of the aerial applicators surveyed, who used arsenic acid, answered the 
questionnaire. No more than 40 businesses are involved in Texas. 

Extrapolations of total aerial applications based on the survey (29 of 40) are 
as follows: 1) Seventy-nine pilots applied .arsenic acid to an estimated 
342,618 acres in 20 hours each. 2) Planes were loaded by 68 ground crew members who 
worked 46 hours each within a month period. 

Some exposure may be expected during maintenance, but there is no way to esti
mate the time of maintenance for changing of nozzles, related operations, or actual 
exposure. 

According to Wolfe, et al. (1967), wind is the most important environmental con
dition influencing applicator exposure. The highest exposure value determined in his 
study was 552 mg/hr for an operator applying parathion in a fruit orchard with an 
air-blast sprayer. The application of 0.5 pound active ingredient of parathion with 
the use of a tractor-mounted boom ground sprayer in row crops, the same application 
means by which arsenic acid is applied, resulted in a mean dermal exposure of 
4.7 mg/hr, and respiratory exposure of less than 0.01 mg/hr. The study reported 
dermal and respiratory exposures for 31 different work activities involving 10 dif
ferent pesticides, but not arsenic acid. Exposure to arsenic acid will be similar to 
that received from the ground sprayer, not that reported for the air-blast sprayer. 

The highest amount of As deposited on the coveralls of an aerial applicator was 
1,880 mg after the applicator sprayed 450 gallons of arsenic acid in a period of 
2 days. This exposure was mostly due to a leak in a line which resulted in a slow 
drip on one pant leg. This averaged 117.5 mg/hr. About one-tenth of the As received 
by the coveralls would reach the skin, and one-tenth reaching the skin would be 
absorbed; thus, 1.17 mg As/hr x 20 hr/yr =23.40 mg As/yr, 23.40 mg As/yr/80-kg indi
vidual = 0.29 mg As/kg. The coveralls received the equivalent of 7.7 ml of spray 
over the 2-day period. No inhalation exposure is observed for the aerial applicators 
(Miller, et al., 1980). 
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Ground Crew Members 

The highest amount of As from arsenic acid deposited on the coveralls of a 
~round crew member was 1,665 mg after loading 450 gallons of the 75% concentrate in 
2 days. This averaged 104.06 mg/hr. It is hypothesized that one-tenth the amount 
on the coveralls would reach the skin and one-tenth on the skin would be absorbed, 
therefore: 1.04 mg x 8 hr = 8.32 mg As/day. 8.32 mg As/day x 6 days loading 
= 49.92 mg As/yr, 80 kg = 0.62 mg As/kg total for 6 days exposure per year. The 
ground crew memher received the equivalent of 2.269 mlof the concentrate they were 
handling on the~r coveralls in 2 days time. No inhalation exposure is observed for 
ground crew member (Miller, et al., 1980). 

Ground Rig Applicator 

The highest amount of dermal As from arsenic acid received by ~ ground rig 
applicator in a recent survey (Miller, et al., 1980) was 1,378 mg after the appli
cator sprayed 240 gallons of arsenic acid in a period of 7.33 hours. This averaged 
187.9 mg/hr. By EPA's assumptions, about one-tenth of that deposited on the cover
alls would reach the skin, and about one-tenth of that reaching the skin would be 
absorbed. Therefore, 1.879 mg As/hr x 8 hr = 15.0320 mg As/day x 3 days = 45.096 mg 
As/80 kg man = 0.564 mg As/kg total exposure in a relatively short time per year. The 
applicator received a small amount (ca. 2 .. 05 ml of total spray solution) of the spray 
deposited on the coveralls. 

Some of the ground rig applicators wore an air sampler during the spraying of 
arsenic acid. The highest As content in air for inhalation exposure was 

17 micrograms As/m3 during a ground spray application. This would be the equivalent 
of 0.002 ml of the spray being applied. The average ground rig applicator would 
spend about three 8-hour days spraying their fields. Thus, the possible inhalation 

3 3exposure may be calculated as follows: 17 micrograms As/m x 0.47 m /hr x 24 hr 
= 232.5 micrograms total As or about 0.0029 mg As/kg if no respirator was worn 
(Miller, et al., 1980). 

Non-Applicator 

The air that workers breathe during handling of arsenicals in commerce, or 
in Texas even during the ginning season was cleaner than tha t required by OSHA 
Standa rds. Attrep, et a1. (1975) collected atmospheric As samples wi th Gelman 
Hurricane Air Samplers using Gelman Type A filter paper. The authors sampled 

3approximately 100 m ; an average of 5 samples were taken each month and a heteropoly
molybdenum blue method for As analysis, which detects phosphate if it is present, was 
used. Even assuming that everything detected was As, which is dubious, only one of 

3
their values was above 0.05 microgram/m3 of air. OSHA (1978) set 10 micrograms/m / 
8-hr day as the standard for As in air in the workplace. 

Suta (1978) used Durrenberger's study (Durrenberger, 1975) of the particulate 
As emitted from cotton gins in Texas I as a basis for the assumption that 2,000 ppm 
As would be contained in the particulate matter emitted from cotton gins where 
arsenic acid was used. The value should be reduced to reflect the amount of As 
(50 to 450 ppm As) actually found in gin wastes (Miller, et al., 1975). Durrenberger 
did not have a sensitive means of detection and average~only the higher values he 
could detect. The Durrenberger values were also used to extrapolate through modeling 
done by Youngblood to determine the amount of As emitted from gins. Suta (1978) used 
the number of gins in Texas as 1,040 in :'972 as a basis, whereas there are only 818 
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in 1978 (Price, 1978). All values calculated by Suta should be reduced by a factor 
of at least 5. 

Oral exposure from arsenic acid to the general population arises from arsenic 
in treated cotton seed. The quantity of As in the daily diet due to arsenic acid is 
essentially zero. 

Only glandless cottonseed is used as a human food source. It has a tolerance 
of 0.2 ppm As, the natural background level. No As can be used on cotton whose flour 
will be used for human consumption (FDA, 1964). 

Bradicich, et al. (1969) reported values of arsenic in unrefined cottonseed oil 
as high as 1.33 ppm in a 1964 sampling. The amounts in refined oil are essentially 
zero. Further, cottonseed oil in the United States is mainly in salad oil, not in 
margarine and shortening. Only about 2% of margarine (Table 9, 10) is composed of 
cottonseed oil (Riepma, 1978). Over 80% of the cottonseed oil produced in the 
United States is exported. As a consequence, the amount of As from arsenic acid that 
could possibly be found in the U.S. diet would be so small as to be insignificant. 

Even if it is falsely assumed that the unrefined oil was used in margarine 
whose average annual per-capita consumption is 9.3 pounds, only a relatively small 
exposure would result. The exposure may be calculated as follows: 9.3 pounds 
x 453.6 g/pound = 4,218.48 g, 4,218.48 g x 0.02 =84.37 g annually of cottonseed oil. 
1.33 micrograms As/g of unrefined oil x 84.37 g =112 microgram As/yr, 112 micrograms 
As/yr/60 kg woman = 1.87 micrograms As/kg/yr. Pennwalt (1978) reported the highest 
amount of As contained in refined cottonseed oil from seed of As-treated fields to 
be 0.03 ppm. If this oil was used in margarine the annual exposure vlOuld be 
0.042 microgram As/kg/yr. Thus, the total exposure through food equals 0.000042 mg 
As/kg/yr. 

Total Exposure 

By using the highest case and the average case, the total exposure of a ground 
rig applicator may be calculated as follows: 

Source Highest case Average case Total exposure/year 

Food 0.000042 0.000042 9 pounds of margarine 

Air 0.0029 0.0029 3 days 

Dermal 0.564 0.04 3 days 

Total 0.567 mg/kg 0.043 mg/kg 

The greatest exposure is 1/176 of the No Effect Level of 100 mg As/kg suggested in 
the PD-1 (Federal Register, 1978) and the normal case is 1/2329 of the No Effect 
Level. 

The average exposure (not the highest) determined from the overall study for 
ground rig applicators was calculated as 0.13 mg As/kg when it is assumed that his 
annual dose for a 3-day period was all received at the same instant. The average for 
the aerial applicators would be 0.06 mg As/kg, again assuming that the applicator's 
annual dose was received instantaneously. The average for the ground crew would be 
0.30 mg As/kg again with the same assumption. 
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Table 9.--Fats and oils used in margar~ne, 1976 

Lard 
Total Cotton Safflower andMonth Soybean Corn Peanut PalmOils seed Seed Edible 

Tallow 

Million Pounds 

January 210.1 176.3 20.1 5.6 1.3 1.8 5.0 

February 198 .. 0 166.1 .18.0 4.5 0.8 8.6 

March 170.4 141. 7 17.6 4.9 1.0 1.3 3.9 

April 155.1 127.2 17.3 2.5 3.1 1.8 3.2 

May 146.L. 121.1 15.9 3.2 2.7 3.5 

June 154.7 133.0 12.7 4.1 0.3 1.9 2.7 

July 159.6 127.9 18.0 3.7 3.2 6.8 

August 153.3 125.6 18.8 3.9 2.0 3.0 

September 157.0 125.1 19.8 4.1 0.7 4.0 3.3 

October 160.2 131.6 16.9 4.5 0.4 6.8 

November 179.9 143.9 20.7 4.5 0.7 2.3 7.8 

December 188.1 151.6 22.1 4.6 9.8 

Totals 2,032.8 1,671.1 217.9 50.1 7.5 2.3 43.9 40.0 

a CD) Withheld to avoid disclosing figures of individual companies. 

Source: Bureau of the Census, U.S. Dept. Comm., 1977. 
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Table 10.--Fats and oils used in margarine, 1977 

Lard 
Total Cotton- Safflower andMonth Soybean Corn 	 Peanut PalmOils seed Seed 	 Edible 

Tallow 

- - - - - - - - Million Pounds - - - -

DaJanuary 188.6 147.0 24.4 4.8 1.0 5.6 5.8 

Da Da aFebruary 180.5 148.2 24.4 4.3 3.6 D

Da Da 
DaMarch 178.0 150.3 17.9 4.2 5.6 

Da a 
DaApril 152.6 123.6 18.6 3.8 D 6.6 

a 
Da aMay 142.8 108.8 18.8 2.6 	 D 7.6 D

Da a 
DaJune 142.9 111.1 14.9 3.6 D 8.4 

Da Da 
DaJuly 132.6 99.3 15.8 2.6 9.3 

Da DaAugust 158.8 122.2 20.4 3.3 8.2 2.9 

Da DaSeptember 166.9 l30.1 19.8 3.6 8.1 5.3 

D
aOctober 177.S. 146 .. 0 19.6 3.4 0.4 3.8 2.6 

a a DaNovember 182.4 146.5 23.3 3.7 	 D D 4.1 

Da Da D3December 194.9 152.4 25.6 4.5 	 8.7 

Totals 1,998.5 1,585.5 243.5 44.4 1.4 5.6 79.8 10.8 

a CD ) Withheld to avoid disclosing figures of individual companies. 

Source: Bureau of the Census, U.S. Dept. COIl'.m. , 1978. 
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For any particular application day the average ground rig applicator would 
receive the equivalent of 0.04 mg As/kg, the average pilot 0.02 mg As/kg, and the 
average ground crew member 0.05 mg As/kg. 

Fate in the Environment 

Air 

The combustion of leaf trash which contained 2,000 ppm As resulted in about 76% 
of the As volatilizing into the air (Aboul-Ela and Miller, 1965). The form in which 
the As was released was not determined. The source of 7~he leaf trash was cotton 
leaves from greenhouse-grown plants that were sprayed with As-arsenic acid. 

Burrus and Sargent (1976) suggested that As may be emitted during the burning 
of gin wastes. It was calculated that 84 kkg As were released during 1968 from the 
burning of gin wastes and 296 kkg As from burning of gin trash. These values are 
unrealistically high. The 84 kkg value was derived by assuming that 7.7 kg 
As/1,000 bales of cotton would be released and that the entire 10,857,000 bale 
United States crop for 1968 was treated. 

Burning of gin trash has been illegal in Texas since 1973, and only one gin was 
issued a permit to burn gin trash in Texas in 1978 (Peters, 1979). If this gin was 
in the arsenic acid area and ginned 3 to 5 thousand bales, this would amount to only 
about 40 kg of As total emitted and this is 2,000 times smaller than the 84 kkg sug
gested by Burrus and Sargent (1976). 

Oklahoma also does not permit the burning of gin wastes. In 1978, the Oklahoma 
Air Quality Control Board did not issue a single permit for burning of gin wastes 
(Gallion, 1979). 

Based on the discussion above, very little As is emitted into the air from 
burning of gin trash. 

Peters and Blackwood (1977) conducted a study to determine the amount of arsenic 
acid drift that would occur in the United States and concluded that there were 
18.5 tons of arsenic acid considered as drift loss during 1971. The loss factors 
reported were 12.2 pounds/ton of arsenic acid applied. The exposed popUlation esti
mate for the number of persons involved was 6,134. Texas and Oklahoma accounted for 
98% of the arsenic acid used as a cotton desiccant. 

Water 

Richardson, et al. (1978) applied arsenic acid at the rate c;i 6.6 kg/ha to 
cotton. Arsenic in s~ples from the first run-off water ranged from 18 to 250 ppb 
depending on time and tillage after application. After 2 to 3 run-off events, the 
water content decreased to 10 to 20 ppb As. 

Soil 

Many soils contain native As. Arsenic acid will rapidly react with calcareous 
soils and act similar to phosphorus as far as availability is concerned. Once the 
As enters the soil, the fate is the same as that described in Volume I, Chapter 4 of 
this report. 

The concentration in sediment averaged 20 ppm As and appeared to be related more 
to the As content of the soil than to the length of time or the tillage between As 
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application and the first run-off event (Richardson, et al., 1978). By assuming 
average run-off and sediment yields, the amount of As that would be transported from 
a watershed by runoff and erosion is about 7% of that applied; however, part of the 
As moved from a watershed may be native As. The As contained in the 0- to 15-cm soil 
layer of the 3 watersheds studied averaged 8.45 ppm. 

According to Fuller (1977), numerous factors influence the mobility of various 
ions in soil including: soil texture, pore space distribution, content and distribu
tion of Fe, AI, Mn hydroxides and oxides, pH of soil, reduction/oxidation potential, 
soil organic matter and concentration of hazardous ions. Arsenic is listed as slowly 
mobile, similar to phosphorus. ~he most prominent mechanism of attenuation of As 
applied to soil is adsorption to the soil colloids. 

The rate of accumulation or disappearance of As applied as arsenic acid which 
might be applied to Texas' soils is unknown. The Blacklands region of the State has 
highly calcareous soils which would tend to decrease the soluble As. The principal 
means by which As would enter the lower soil profile would be through the physical 
filling of cracks with dustier top soil which may contain higher As levels. The 
application of up to the legal limits of arsenic acid should only result in the addi
tion of about 2 ppm As/year to the top 6 inches of soil that averages 8 to 10 ppm As 
normally. Inasmuch as no studies have been conducted to determine the rate of As 
disappearance through leaching or volatilization, the buildup rates are not known. 
The practice of rotation of cotton with grain sorghum, which is routinely done, 
should cut the As buildup in half, because arsenic acid would only be applied every 
other year and a theoretical increase of 1 ppm As/year would be the maximum. 

Alternatives 

Historically, the first desiccant used for cotton was pentachlorophenol (penta) 
which became established as a desiccant in 1950. l"liller and Aboul-Ela (1969) found 
that amounts up to 2 ppm penta were accumulated in the seed of closed bolls when 

14C-labeled material was sprayed on the greenhouse-grown plants. 

The basic manufacturers of penta indicated that they sold more penta to one 
telephone pole processor than they did across the cotton belt. Because arsenic acid, 
due to its effectiveness and low price, was replacing penta the needed residue, 
feeding, and toxicological studies were not conducted. As a consequence, penta was 
lost as a cotton desiccant. 

Paraquat is the only other desiccant registered for use on cotton and it is also 
proposed for RPAR. Paraquat was first marketed in 1967 for use as a cotton desiccant 
and as an additive to defoliants. Paraquat is formulated as a 2 pound active ingre
dient per gallon product and is registered for use up to 2 pints per acre. Miller, 
et al. (1980) report that paraquat used at rates I:p to 3 pints pel acre was not as 
effective in desiccation of regrowth leaves as 2 pints per acre of arsenic acid. 
Lower amounts of paraquat have defoliation, but not desiccation properties. 

Defoliants, wil tants, and regrowth inhibitors used as harvest-aid chemica ls 
are not replacements for desiccants. The commercial defoliants include sodium 

chlorate, DEF, Folex, and Boll's-eye-. All of them with the exception of sodium 
chlora te are candida tes for RPAR. Currently, three new cotton defoliants are being 
developed, but no new desiccants. The three defoliants are Uniroyal N-252 (Ames, 
et al., 1974), trakephon (Cruz and Leiderman, 1974), and NorAm SN 49537 called Dropp. 
Miller, et a1. 1971 tested a wiltant, NH 30C, a product of Esso Research and 
Engineering which was never fully developed for market. 
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Gardner and Troutman (1975) used 7.3 gallons/acre of Vapam applied in irriga
tion water to defoliate cotton and terminate its growth in California. The practice 
was not economical, but did prevent regrowth for 75 days. Cathey (1976) increased 
the defoliation response of cotton plants to the action of DEF and Accelerate in 
Mississippi tests with the use of TD 1123, a produ.ct of Pennwalt Corporation. Cathey 
and Barry (1977) also tried glyphosate in greenhouse tests. Glyphosate, although not 
registe~ed) did inhibit regrowth. 

Intense heat treatments, which consumed 10 gallons of LPG per acre, desiccated 
plants in some tests reported by Wheeler and Ford (1974). The heat treatments 
resulted in leaf desiccation. In basic studies, Bashford (1973) found that larger 
leaves werZ more heat-resistant than you.nger leaves. Leaf desiccation resulted from 
0.6 cal/cm of heat and ideal time-temperature exposure for defoliation response was 
850 degree seconds above 130 0 F. At present, none of the major equipment manufac
turers has started producing the units. 

Miller and Aldred (1976) reported a new application technique aimed at in
creasing the effectiveness of desiccants. The technique involves the application 
of materials such as arsenic acid to the abraded stalks of the plants. Miller and 
Aldred (1977) reported a method for determination of the efficiency of application 
of arsenic acid to the abraded stalks. 

Kirk, et a1. (19·72) reported harvesting stripper-types of cotton with a special 
broadcast cotton combine picker. All of the efforts of individuals such as Kirk and 
companies such as Ben Pearson and John Deere to develop harvesting equipment for use 
without desiccants have not resulted in the production of a commercial unit. Perhaps 
in the distant future someone will be able to perfect a harvester that will handle 
narrow-row cotton without desiccation, but it is not known how far in the future the 
accomplishment will become reality. 

In recent efforts to determine if alternatives to desiccation could be used, 
application of a defoliant alone was not sufficient preparation of cotton at a 
Lyford, Texas test (Brendel and Miller, 1978). With ideal conditions and by using 
a variety of cotton that would easily defoliate, defoliation alone was sufficient 
preparation for cotton in a Sinton, Texas test. More recent extension of the studies 
indicates that it is only under special circumstances that defoliation alone is suf
ficient preparation of the plants for mechanical stripping. The growers cannot plant 
stripper-type cotton and hope that the one out of 10 years ideal conditions will be 
met so that they could harvest after defoliation only. 

Frost will sometimes prepare cotton plants for mechanical stripping. Depending 
on weather conditions, most of the cotton on the High Plains of Texas is terminated 
by freezing temperatures in some years; however, waiting for a frost is not feasible 
in the southern parts of the State. Ray and Minton (1973) reported on the reduction 
of lint yields and the pronounced adverse effect on the color of the lint due to 
field weathering. The losses were higher at the beginning of the season, i.e., 3% 
per week. Yellowness of the lint increased with weathering, and the seed germina
tion was reduced by exposure to weather due to delayed harvest. 

In summary, at present there is no replacement chemical or new technique which 
is suited for preparation of cotton for mechanical stripping. Perhaps in the future 
new desiccants will be developed, the heated air technique will be improved, or 
changes in harvesting equipment will enable stripper harvesting without the applica
tion of a desiccant; the removal of either of the two or both of the commercial 
desiccants at present would be detrimental to the production of stripper cotton. 
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Insect Control As An Additional 
Biological Benefit 

Pest management on about 1.7 million acres of Texas cotton today has been 
simplified by stripper harvest. The arsenic acid kills the growth of the plant, 
halts fruiting, allows the crop to be harvested in a short period of time, and kills 
the stalks. The food supply for boll weevils that are destined to overwinter is 
removed following application of arsenic acid and harvest. 

The evolution of stripper harvest with its various components including arsenic 
acid brought those fundamental changes to the cotton agroecosystem with long-season 
cotton, picker harvest, and high insecticide treatments. All of the components, 
collectively, have become a substitute for insecticide treatments. 

Because prompt areawide early harvests (and stalk destruction) are routinely 
followed in major cotton-growing areas in Texas, the boll weevil has dwindled to a 
problem of diminished significance. Successful over-wintering is difficult for the 
pest where the food sources required for winter survival are removed by stripper 
harvest. Boll weevil populations are so reduced in these areas that often no insec
ticide is required for control. If chemicals are used, the common practice is to 
apply only one or two applications. Bollworms and tobacco budworms, consequently, 
are far less of a problem. (Niles, et a1., 1978; and Walker, et a1., 1978.) 

For this system to function, a harvest-aid chemical, wi~h the properties of 
arsenic acid, is required. The loss of this component would negate the practica
bility of stripper harvest. In the absence of an arsenic acid, growers remaining in 
production would have only one option--they would return to longer season cottons and 
spindle-harvest. There is a wealth of experience to predict the increased insect 
problems, boll weevils and worms, that would spring from this production style where 
rapid harvest and prompt stalk destruction are impossible. The insecticide input 
would, without question, be increased. 

Summary of Biological Analysis-Arsenic Acid 

Arsenic acid is used on over 2 million acres of cotton grown in Texas and 
Oklahoma. It is used to desiccate the cotton plant prior to harvesting with a 
mechanical stripper. Low yields in this area necessitated the development of a pro
duction system that uses short-season varieties of cotton in which the bolls mature 
at the same time so that a once-over harvest is possible. Long-season varieties that 
use machine pickers are less economical where growing conditions may be unfavorable 
at harvest time, plant growth is limited, and yields are low. 

In some years, an early killing frost will prepare the crop for harvest without 
the need for arsenic acid. In other years, alternatives may be suitable if there is 
no rainfall to stimulate new growth at harvest time; however, in all years, regard
less of regrowth conditions, arsenic acid is the only desiccant that will effectively 
prepare the crop for harvest. Loss in the quality and quantity of both seed and 
fiber results if harvest is delayed or if complete desiccation of green leaves is 
not achieved. Green leaves in seed cotton stored in modules will raise the moisture 
content. The resulting high temperature causes a decrease in grade of cotton and 
seed through thermal degradation. At proper moisture levels (8 to 12%), cotton can 
be stored for a month without loss in grade or yield; however, severe losses can 
occur in 5 days if the moisture content is above 16% in the module. 
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Exposure to applicators is not large when proper safety te~hniques are employed. 
Dermal exposures were measured during application and results are as follows: 

Exposure During Application Annual Average 
Operation 

Highest Average Highest Average 

- mg As/kg/day - - - mg As/kg/day - -

Ground rig applicator 0.188 0.0l3 (for 3 days) 0.0016 0.0004 

Aerial applicator 0.116 0.0088 (for 20 hrs) 0.0008 0.0002 

Ground crew 0.103 0.0088 (for 6 days) 0.0017 0.0008 

These levels are well below the No Effect Level of 100 mg/kg suggested in PD-1 
(Federal Register, 1978). 

No environmental problems have been associated with the use of arsenic acid when 
it is applied according to label directions. It will add about 1 ppm As to the sur
face 6 inches of soil each year. Cotton is used as a clean-till rotation crop with 
wheat, milo, or sorghum in some areas. Its use in the rotation helps to control 
Johnsongrass. Without cotton, the other crops could not be grown, because Johnson
grass could not be controlled. The use of arsenic acid allows cultural practices 
which reduce insect populations and resulting insecticide use. In some cases no 
insecticide is necessary. 

A summary of testimonial letters solicited from the Texas Agricultural 
Extension Service is summarized in Table 11. Resporrr:;es of some individuals are also 
included even though their inputs were not requested. 

Economic Impact Analysis of Canceling Arsenic Acid 

Arsenic Acid-Cotton Desiccation 

Current Use Analysis 

Arsenic acid is registered for use as a harvest aid on cotton. Specifically, 
it is used to desiccate the plant in preparation for mechanical harvesting, primarily 
with a stripper-type harvester. Although the use of arsenic acid as a cotton desic
cant dates to 1956, its utility to Texas and Oklahoma cotton growers has been ampli
fied with the development of the short season production system and the module 
process for storing bur cotton prior to ginning. 

According to preliminary results from an unpublished survey conducted for USDA 
in 1977, approximately 1.4 million acre-treatments of arsenic acid were applied in 
that year. At the most commonly used rate of application (3 pints or 4.4 pounds a. i. 
per acre), total usage was approximately 5.9 million pounds of active ingredient 
(Table 12). 

As indicated in Table 4, sales and thus use of arsenic acid differs considerably 
from year to year, varying from a high of 1,159,000 gallons in 1973 to a low of 
470,000 gallons in 1976. The 1977 sales of 700,000 gallons are approximately 20% 
less than the average sales (880,000 gallons) for the period 1964-77, because there 
was a strike by the lead smelter workers in that year which curtailed production of 
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Table 11.--Surnmary of testimonial letters for the use of arsenic aCid in cotton productiona 
Lll 
0 

Name
b 

P/I/Co
c 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

L. Linney P X X X X X Column Headings 

M. A. Burkholder P X X X X X X I. Loss of arsenic acid will 
cause loss to self. 

W. Roberts, Jr. P X X X X X X X 2. Loss of arsenic acid will 
cause loss to county. 

D. E. Reue P X X X X X X X 3. Loss of arsenic acid will 
cause severe economic 

R. Upshaw P X X X X X X impact on product. 
4. Loss of arsenic acid will 

H. G. Hoermann P X X X X cause loss in grade of 
cotton. 

1. E. Winkler P X X X X X X X 5. Loss of arsenic acid will 
cause loss to cotton 

B. L. Greenway P X X X X X X X X X yield. 
6. Loss of arsenic acid will 

W. E. Ruth P X X X X X X X cause loss to seed 

J. R. Supak P X X X X 7. 
quality. 

Want to retain arsenic 
acid use. 

V. A. Walton P X X X X X X X 8. Alternative measures are 

R. Corbin P X X X X X 
not as 
acid. 

good as arsenic 

J. R. Supak P X X X X 
9. Arsenic acid is cheaper 

than alternatives. 

C. W. Green P X X X X X X X X X 
10. No alternative crops 

available. 
are 

II. Have had no trouble with 
B. R. Percival P X X X X use of arsenic acid. 

12. Loss of arsenic acid will 
D. Reeves P X X X X X X increase insect problem. 

J. D. Swift P X X X X X X 

D. Doggett P X X X X 



Table 11.--Sumrnary of testimonial letters for the use of arsenic acid in cotton productiona--continued 

bName P/I/Co
c 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

B. McCutchen P X X X X X X X Column Headings 

W. B. Griffith P X X X X X X X X X 1. Loss of arsenic acid will 
cause loss to self. 

G. Sears p X X X X X 2. Loss of arsenic acid will 

B. Filty I X X X X X 3. 
cause loss to county. 

Loss of arsenic acid will 
cause severe economic 

M. Cheek I X X X X X X X X X impact on product. 
4. Loss of arsenic acid will 

B. Mahe Co X X cause loss in grade of 
cotton. 

R. Butler I X X X 5. Loss of arsenic acid will 
cause loss to cotton 

J. Griggs I X X X X X X X yield. 

V. L. Kelly I X 
6. Loss of arsenic acid will 

cause loss to seed 

R. Green I X X X X X X X X 7. 
quality. 

Want to retain arsenic 
acid use. 

J. R. Watkins I X X X X 8. Alternative measures are 

R. M. Clack I X X X X 
not as 
acid. 

good as arsenic 

~1. and K. Thornton I X X X X X X 
9. Arsenic acid is cheaper 

than alternatives. 

W. E. Malone I X X X X 
10. No alternative crops 

available. 
are 

E. Lowrey I X X X X X X X 
11. Have had no trouble with 

use of arsenic acid. 

D. Clinard I X X X X X 
12. Loss of arsenic acid will 

increase insect problem. 

G. Clinard I X X X 
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Table 11.--Summary of testimonial letters for the use of arsenic acid in cotton producticna--continued 
U1 
N 

b c
Name P/I/Co 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

F. London I X Column Headings 

P. Lowrey I X X l. Loss of arsenic acid will 
cause loss to self. 

J. Lowrey X X X X X X X 2. Loss of arsenic acid will 
cause loss to county. 

A. L. Cooper I X X X 3. Loss of arsenic acid will 
cause severe economic 

A. Z. Puckett I X X X X impact on product. 
4. Loss of arsenic acid will 

Total Responses (40) 15 33 27 19 18 8 29 27 9 20 6 2 cause loss in grade of 
cotton. 

5. Loss of arsenic acid will 
cause loss to cotton 
yield. 

6. Loss of arsenic acid will 
cause loss to seed 
quality. 

7. Want to retain arsenic 
acid use. 

8. Alternative measures are 
not as good as arsenic 
acid. 

9. Arsenic acid is cheaper 
than alternatives. 

10. No alternative crops are 
available. 

11. Have had no trouble with 
use of arsenic acid. 

12. Loss of arsenic acid will 
increase insect problem. 

a X indicates that the topic was mentioned in letter. A blank indicates no mention of topic in letter. 


b For more information on the respondents, see references. 


c P Professional from Extension Service; I Individual farmer; Co Company. 




Table 12.--Estimated use of cotton desiccants by region for 1977 

Arsenic ArsenicCotton Total Arsenic Acid Paraquat- Paraquat ParaquatAcid- AcidRegion Planted Desiccated Pounds a.i. Treated Acre Pounds a.i.Treated AcreAcres d fAcres a 
b b Appliedc 

Acres Treatmentse AppliedAcres Treatments 

- - - - - Thousands - - - - - - - - -

Coastal 696 416 291 315 1,386 125 135 34 

Blacklands 593 511 476 479 2,108 35 38 10 

Rolling Plains 
and Oklahoma 1,813 588 333 339 1,492 255 275 69 

High Plains 3,486 1,588 220 220 968 1,368 1,478 370 

Trans-Pecos 166 11 0 0 0 11 12 3 

Total 6,754 3,114 1,320 1,353 5,954 1,794 1,938 486 

a 1977 Texas Cotton Statistics, Oklahoma Cotton County Estimates 1977, New Mexico Agriculture Statistics 1977, 
Arizona Agricultural Statistics 1977. 

b Preliminary data from unpublished survey conducted for USDA in 1977. 

c Derived by mUltiplying acre treatments by the maximum recommended application rate of 4.4 pounds a.i. per 
acre. 

d Estimated from unpublished survey conducted for USDA in 1977. 

e Assessment Team estimate. 

f Derived by mUltiplying acre treatments by 0.25 pound a.i. per acre, the C'c'mmon rate of application. 
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arsenic acid. Results from an industry survey (Pennwalt, 1979) indicate relatively 
little annual variation in arsenic acid use in either the Blacklands or the Coastal 
region. Thus, it is the Texas Plains and Oklahoma which accounts for the consider
able annual variation in arsenic acid use cited previously. This fluctuation would 
appear to be due mainly to varying weather conditions (Supak, 1978). 

Use Impacts 

Short-Season Production System.--The short season production system, as recom
mended by the Texas Agricultural Extension Service, (Metzer, 1979) consists of the 
following six elements: 

1. 	 Selection of sh0rt-season (120-140 days), determinate varieties of cotton. 
2. 	 Early planting. 
3. 	 Management of irrigation water (if used) and fertilizers (primarily with 

regard to nitrogen use) to promote early maturity. 
4. 	 Early season insect control with IPM approach: This implies chemical treat

ment as a curative rather than a preventive, first for fleahopper, and sub
sequently for boll weevil when the cotton is squaring. Such procedure 
presupposes good scouting practices. 

5. 	 Narrow-row pattern: With greater plant density, relatively more bolls 
mature early at any given level (height) of the plant. Here again the 
objective is early maturity, hence early harvest. 

6. 	 Early destruction of postharvest crop residues to reduce the number of dia
pausing boll weevils. To the extent that such over-wintering populations 
are reduced, the need for boll weevil insecticides in the following crop 
season is diminished. This in turn conserves the population of beneficial 
insects which prey upon Heliothis spp. 

Thus, the key element in the short season production system is earliness, early 
planting, early treatment for insects, and early destruction of crop residues. To 
ensure early harvest, a desiccant is used to crack immature bolls and to kill the 
cotton plant. 

Short-season practices have also received the attention of States other than 
Texas and Oklahoma, and thus may have the potential of becoming the universal basis 
of IPM approaches to profit maximization in cotton production. The record to date 
lends validity to the belief that potential (future) benefits of a more widely 
adopted short-season system far outweigh benefits currently realized. 

In response to processing constraints at the gin induced by the evolution of 
rapid harvest machinery (eg., 4-row strippers), Cotton Incorporated developed what 
is known as the module process for storing bur cotton adjacent to the field prior to 
ginning. In the module process, growers can harvest as fast as weather conditions 
permit, without spending time in line at the local gin. Rapid harvest capacity also 
facilitates early crop residue destruction which reduces insect damage in the fol
lowing season; however, if the bur cotton placed in the module contains greater than 
16% moisture (whether due to atmospheric moisture or the presence of green leaf or 
stem trash) (Metzer, 1979a), it will not store properly; and thus a substantial loss 
in both seed and fiber quality is likely. To minimize such losses, extension agents 
recommend that the moisture level at harvest should not exceed 12%. Given this con
cern, an effective desiccant is essential for stripper harvesting. 

Lest the impression be given that the module system has no disadvantages, it 
should be noted that its adoption entails new investments of a substantial magnitude. 
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The grower must purchase a module builder (special compactor), at a cost of approxi
mately $20,000, and the ginner must purchase specialized intake equipment to handle 
the modules (Southwest Farm Press, 1979). In addition, transport of the modules from 
field to gin requires the acquisition of a flatbed tractor-trailer (such purchase to 
be made by either the grower, the ginner, or some third party entrepreneur). 

Adoption of the module technology has been rapid in Texas. Whereas in 1974, 
only 3% of Texas cotton was moduled, by 1978 this had risen to 23% (USDA, 1974-79); 
however, this system would result in increased harvesting costs for smaller growers. 
Reportedly, one module builder can accommodate two strippers--which implies an annual 
harvest capacity of approximately 370 acres 2 per crop season. Though many growers 
exceed this acreage (especially in the Texas Plains), a substantial proportion of 
growers (especially in the Blacklands) have considecablv less cotton acreage. 

Alternatives to Arsenic Acid. --Paraquat and a killing frost are arsenic acid 
alternatives for certain regions within Texas and Oklahoma. Paraquat is a chemical 
alternative applied at a rate of 0.125 to 0.25 gallons (.25 to .50 pounds a.i.) per 
acre at a cost of $40.00 per galJon. Producers in the Blacklands and Coastal regions 
of Texas would apply paraquat at a rate of 0.25 gallons per acre (Table 13). 

It should be noted that the quantity of paraquat used in the Texas Plains and 
Oklahoma in 1977 (Table 12) was atypically high--a situation brought about by two 
factors. First, weather conditions were such that cotton matured earlier than usual, 
thus creating an unusually high demand for arsenic acid. Second, in view of the 
limi ted supply in 1977 (see above) growers apparently substituted pa raquat for 
arsenic acid. 

As explained previously, defoliants cannot be substituted for desiccants in the 
preparation of cotton for stripper harvesting. Although paraquat has defoliant prop
erties (Miller, et al., 1968), its primary mode of action is as a desiccant, and it 
is designated as ~c~by the Texas Agricultural Extension Service (Metzer and Supak, 
1975). Among the variety of harvest aids available, only paraquat and arsenic acid 
are desiccants; therefore, in the ensuing analysis, paraquat is considered to be the 
only chemical alternative to arsenic acid. 

In the Texas Plains and Oklahoma, growers generally rely upon a killing frost 
(28 0 F or less) to desiccate the cotton crop. Because the Blacklands and the Coastal 
regions may not receive a killing frost (National Oceanic Atmos. Admin., 1968-78), 
however, frost cannot be considered an alternative to arsenic acid in these regions. 

Use Patterns.--Usage patterns of arsenic acid (Table 14) indicate substantial 
differences in the relative importance of arsenic acid as a cotton desiccant in three 
different regions: Coastal Bend and Lower Valley; Blacklands; and the Texas Plains 
and Oklahoma. Consequently, the economic impacts of the cancellation of arsenic acid 
will be determined for each region. 

2 Derivation: (FEDS Budgets, 1977) Purchase price of new stripper = $8,715; 
depreciation per hour = $7.058; performance rate of stripper = .667 hours per 

acre. Hence: $8,715 $7.058
hr. 

= 1234.77 hours; 1234.77 hours 7 10 yrs. 

123.48 hrs./yr.; 
123.48 
year 

hrs. x 
1 acre 

0.667 hrs. = 184.30 acres; 
184.3 acres 

year 
x 2 

369 acres per year. 
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Table 13.--Change in treatment cost when substituting paraquat for arsenic acid 

Item Unit 
Arsenic 
Acid (All 
Regions) 

High 
Plains-

Rolling 
Plains and 

Oklahoma 

Paraquat 

Blacklands Coastal 

Chemical 
Price 
Rate 
Cost 
Change 

Sigal. 
gaL/acre 
$/acre 
$/acre 

6.00 
0.375 
2.25 

40.00 
0.125 
5.00 
2.75 

40.00 
0.188 
7.50 
5.25 

40.00 
0.250 

10.00 
7.74 

40.00 
0.250 

10.00 
7.74 

Change in 
aEElication cost 
Aerial 
Ground 

$/acre 
$/acre 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

Change in 
treatment cost 
Aerial 
Ground 

$/acre 
$/acre 

2.50 
2.75 

5.00 
5.25 

7.50 
7.75 

7.50 
7.75 

Method of arsenic 
acid aEElication 
Aerial 
Ground 

Percent 
Percent 

51 
49 

54 
46 

38 
62 

89 
11 

2 
98 

Average change in 
treatment cost 
Change $/acre 2.62 5.16 7.53 7.74 



Table 14.--Relative importance of arsenic acid and desiccation practices 

to cotton production in Texas and Oklahoma, 1977
a 

Proportion of Acres Treated With:Cotton 

Region Acreage 


Harvest ArsenicBase 
b DefoliantC 

Desiccant Paraquat 
AcidAid

- - - - - - - - Percent - - .. - - - - - - - -

Coastal 
dplanted 86 80 60 18 42 


treated 100 93 69 21 49 

desiccated NAe 

NA 100 30 70 


Blacklands 

planted 98 19 86 6 80 

treated 100 20 88 6 82 

desiccated NA NA 100 
 7 93 


Rolling Plains 

and Oklahoma 


planted 33 2 32 
 14 18 

treated 100 7 97 
 42 55 

desiccated NA 100 57
NA 43 


High Plains 

planted 49 6 46 
 39 6 

treated 100 94 13
12 81 

desiccated NA NA 100 87 13 


Trans-Pecos 

planted 11 7 a
4 7 

treated 100 40 60 60 a 

desiccated NA NA 100 100 a 


Total 

planted 52 14 46 27 20 

treated 100 27 89 51 38 

desiccated NA NA 100 58 42 


a From Table 12. 
b 

This includes defoliants and desiccants. 
c 

Unpublished survey conducted for USDA in 1977. 

d Read as 86% of cotton acreage planted is treated with a harvest aid. 

e NA: Not applicable. 
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Assumptions and Procedures for 
the Economic Analysis 

Blacklands.--In view of comparative efficacy data (i.e., arsenic acid vs. 
paraquat) and given the relative non-availability of pickers in the Blacklands, some 
assumptions must be made in order to estimate the impact of arsenic acid cancellation 
in this region: 

--50% (or 238,000 acres) of the cotton acreage treated with arsenic acid in the 
baseline year of 1977 (476,000 acres) will instead be treated with paraquat, 
and will be successfully stripped and ginned; 

--40% of the cotton acreage treated with arsenic acid in 1977 will be treated 
with paraquat, but due to the presence of substantial quantities of green leaf 
material, will not be ginned. There will be a total loss of output on this 
acreage; 

--10% of the cotton acreage treated with arsenic acid in 1977 will be treated 
instead with paraquat, but will be picked (as opposed to stripped), with an 
associated yield loss of 25% (Parvin, et al., 1979) owing to the lack of a second 
picking. 

The assumptions regarding the acreage that can be successfully stripped are only 
subjective estimates; thus, it is essential to determine the sensitivity of the 
aggregate regional impact to variations in these assumptions. Hence, the aggregate 
impact will be stated as a range of values. 

Although the impacted acreage that will be picked cannot. be documented, it 
nevertheless has some empirical basis. In 1977, an estimated 45 pickers wer~ used 
in the Blacklands (Table 6). If one assumes a performance ratio of 0.788 hr/acre for 
a 2-row picker (FEDS Budgets, 1977), a harvest season of 120 days (Texas Crop and 
Livestock Rep. Serv., 1968-78) at 6 to 8 hours of operation per day (Metzer, 1979), 
this number of pickers implies an annual harvest capacity of approximately 
48,000 acres. When it is further assumed that the 35,000 paraquat-treated acres in 
the Blacklands (Table 12) are picker harvested, there would appear to be about 
13,000 acres of "excess picker capacity" available for use on acreage currently 
treated with arsenic acid. 

Finally, in two counties adj acent to the Blacklands (Robertson and 
Brazos Counties), there were 73 pickers in use on 24,800 acres (Table 6; Texas Crop 
and Livestock Rep. Serv., 1968-78) in 1977, a fact which implies an excess picker 
capacity of some 53,000 acres. 3 With a total excess capacity of 66,000 acres 
(13,000 + 53,000), there would appear to be sufficient picker capacity to harvest 
once-over at least 10% (i.e., approx. 48,000 acres) of the acreage currently treated 
with arsenic acid, assuming that the pickers are sufficiently mobile. 

3 Derivation: 73 pickers x 120 days x 7 hours/day = 77,800 acres;
0.788 hr/acre 

77,800-24,800 acres = 53,000 acres. 
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The following prices and technical parameters will be used in the subsequent 
estimate of economic impacts in the Blacklands: 

Cotton yields (Texas Crop and Livestock Rep. Serv., 1968-78): 

225 pounds lint/acre 

365.6 pounds seed/acre 

Harvest aid treatment costs: Table 13 

Custom harvest rates (Table 7): $25/bale ($O.Oll/pound) for stripping 
$45/bale ($0.029/pound for picking 

Ginning costs (including bags and ties) (Lovell, 1979): 
$2.05/cwt of seed cotton (Note: On the average, 2,225 pounds of stripped seed 
cotton yields a 480-pound bale of lint) 

Associated marketing services (USDA, 1979a): 
Charges for receiving at the warehouse are $1.64/bale, plus storage charges 
at $1.00/bale/month for an average storage period of 3 months. 

Cotton prices (Texas Crop and Livestock Rep. Serv., 1968-78): 

$0.519/pound lint 

$87.75/ton ($0.04388/pound) for seed. 


Coastal Regions.--The analysis of the Coastal region is divided into two dis
tinct sub-regions: The Coastal Bend and the Lower Valley (Figure 2). These are 
geographically distinct regions with different average yields and cultural practices. 
The impact on each sub-region is calculated separately. 

The short-seasun system is a relatively new practice that was implemented in the 
Coastal Bend region as recently as 1974. Results from agricultural research in 
short-season concepts led to the rebirth of the cotton industry, as shown in 
Figures 3 and 4. From the 1969 period through 1975, cotton acreage in the Coastal 
Bend fell from 155,000 acres of dryland plus 8,000 acres of irrigated to 54,000 acres 
of dryland and 1,000 acres irrigated. This decrease is an average of approximately 
16,000 acres per year. Beginning in 1974, the introduction of the short-season 
practices resulted in the yield increasing from 200-300 pounds per acre to 450 to 
550 pounds per acre (Texas Crop and Livestock Rep. Serv., 1968-78a). 

The foregoing discussion provides information on the adoption of arsenic acid 
as part of the short-season system, but it does not provide any indication on the 
impacts of change from arsenic acid to an alternative. Discussions with cotton pro
duction specialists on the Assessment Team indicated they could not estimate the 
relative efficacy of paraquat versus arsenic acid. Therefore, the economic impact 
on the Coastal region will contain an estimated minimum and maximum impact of an 
arsenic acid cancellation, which are based on minimum and maximum estimated differ
ences of efficacy between arsenic acid and paraquat. 
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8-COASTAL REGION 
9-BLACKLANDS 
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Figure 2. Map of summary regions for 1977 USDA survey of 
pesticide use on cotton. 
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The minimum partial budget estimate of the economic impact in the Coastal region 
is based on the following assumptions by the Assessment Team: 

1. 	 All 291,000 acres of arsenic acid-treated cotton in the Coastal regions were 
managed under the short-season system: 170,000 acres in the Coastal Bend and 
121,000 acres in the lower Valley. 

2. 	 Paraquat, when applied at a sufficiently high dosage, is equally effective as 
arsenic acid. This rate is 2.0 pints per aCl'e in the Coastal regions. 

3. 	 Arsenic acid is applied at 3 pin~s per acre. 

A maximum estimate of the partial budget impact is useful for establishing an 
uppE..r bound for the expected economic impact. This maximum estimate assumes that 
weather conditions will be unfavorable and that producers will absorb the impact 
without substantially modifying their production decisions. If growers continue to 
produce cotton, the production adjustments are limited and depend upon regional 
characteristics. 

The maximum partial budget estimate for the Coastal Bend and Lower Valley 
regions is based on the following assumptions by the Assessment Team: 

1. 	 All 291,000 acres of the arsenic acid-treated cotton in the Coastal regions were 
managed under the short-f·.... ~son system: 170,000 acres in the Coastal Bend and 
121,000 acres in the Lower Valley. 

2. 	 With the cancellation of arsenic acid, a quality decrease equivalent to a yield 
loss of 3% would occur during the first year in the Lower Valley, and during the 
first 2 years in the Coastal Bend. Although the members of the Assessment Team 
were unable to project the magnitude of this loss, they nevertheless accepted 3% 
as a reasonable estimate. Such losses are the result of harvest delays imposed 
by a temporary shortage of pickers. 

3. 	 A further ramification of the temporary shortage of pickers would be the sacri 
fice of a second picking in the Coastal Bend for the first year with a resulting 
yield loss of 25%. Given that pickers are presently more widely used in the 
Lower Valley than in the Coastal Bend, no such losses are projected in the forGer 
region. 

4. 	 The reversion to picker-type cotton varieties (i.e. long season) will entail a 
yield loss of 10% on all acreage beginning in the second year following cancel
lation. 

Based on their professional experience, the members on the Assessment Team made 
the following additional assumptions: 

1. 	 Insect treatment costs would be $19.60 higher after the first year of impact. 
Without arsenic acid as a dessicant, the growing season would lengthen with sub
sequent increased time for the boll worm/budworm complex to increase populations 
that would overwinter. This cost estimate was made by the Assessment Team and 
was based on costs without short-season technology. 

2. 	 Paraquat will be used at a rate of 2 pints per acre. 
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3. 	 An average of 25% of the impacted acreage will be adequately prepared for 
stripper harvest. The remainder will be machine-picked with acreage picked 
twice (once in the Coastal Bend the first year due to a picker shortage). 

4. 	 Harvest costs will increase by $15.50 per acre with the shift to machine picking 
($20.00 for the first year following cancellation in the Lower Valley). This 
impact would be due to the increased costs of two pickings per acre. Picker 
scarcity in the Coastal Bend region would result in only one picking during the 
first year with no increased picker costs, hut yields would decline 30%. 

Texas Plains and Oklahoma.--Growers in Oklahoma and the Texas Plains rely pri 
marily upon frost for harvest preparation. The impact of canceling arsenic acid can 
be measured in terms of weathering losses sustained on that portion of the cotton 
crop that matures prior to the first hard-freeze date. 4 Implicit in the foregoing 
procedure is the assumption that acreage treated with a harvest aid chemical approxi
mates acreage harvested before the mean freeze date. This cannot be verified in any 
rigorous sense, but there is nevertheless some evidence supporting this contention. 

For the period 1964-76, the annual average sales of arsenic acid were estimated 
at 813,000 gallons,s which implies (over the long run) the annual treatment of 
approximately 2.17 million acres (813,000 gal. -;. 0.375 gal. = 2.17 million acres). 
When the 767,000 6 acres treated with arsenic acid in the Blacklands and Coastal Bend 
regions (Table 12) are subtracted from this total, the remainder of 1.4 million acres 
represents the annual average treatment in the Texas Plains and Oklahoma. 

4 The mean first hard-freeze daote (for convenience, referred to hereafter as "mean 
freeze date") was calculated in the following manner: For each year in the 
period 1968-78, the number of days was observed between an arbitrary date (e.g. 
Oct. 1) and the first fall day on which the temperature falls to 28° or less. 
Annual temperatures follow a normal distribution (Orton, 1979), and therefore an 
arithmetic mean can be calculated from the annual observations. Thus, if on the 
average a hard freeze occurs 50 days after Oct. 1, the mean freeze date would be 
Nov. 20. 

5 The annual average sales of arsenic acid for the period 1964-77 was reported to be 
880,000 gallons (Table 4). Missing from this time series, however, are data for 
1971, 1972, and 1975-years when the percentage of acres harvested prior to the 
freeze date was low. Moreover, due to a strike in the lead smelting indust.ry in 
1977, ~roduction and sales of arsenic acid were unusually low for that year. 
Given the foregoing distortions) the observation for 1977 was dropped. Subse
quently, sales for the missing years were estimated by regressing cotton acreage 
harvested on gallons of arsenic aCla sold (b = +0.105480, s(b) = 0.08118; 
t = 1.299). It should be noted, however, that the foregoing estimate of (b) is 
significant only at (approximately) the 0.88 level. 

6 It is assumed that the acre treatments in 1977 are representative of the annual 
average for these two regions. First, results from a recent survey (Pennwalt, 
1979) have shown the percentage of acreage treated with arsenic acid to be rela
tively stable over the period 1971-78. Second, because the cotton harvest begins 
as much as 2 months earlier in the Blacklands and Coastal Bend regions than in 
the Texas Plains and Oklahoma, it is highly likely that the 1977 "shortage" of 
arsenic acid manifested itself more strongly in the latter region. 
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The average annual acreage harvested prior to the freeze date for the period 
1968-78 was l.07 million acres (Table 15), or 0.33 million acres less than that 
implied by arsenic acid usage. Although this would appear to negate the hypothesis 
that acreage treated with harvest aid chemicals approximates acreage harvested prior 
to the freeze date, there are several factors which might account for this disparity: 

1. Decreasing Dosage Rates--'It has been alleged that in earlier years farmers 
tended to apply arsenic acid at relatively higher rates. In more recent times, 
factors such as increased treatment costs and educational efforts by extension agents 
have diminished the dosage of arsenic acid. Any current applications in excess of 
0.375 gal/acre would tend to overstate estimates of treated acres that are based on 
arsenic acid sales volume. 

2. Acre Treatments vs. Acres Treated--Arsenic acid is sometimes used in 
combination with defoliants (e.g., sodium chlorate) or other desiccants (e.g., 
paraquat). In addition, according to cetton production experts, when a rainfall 
immediately follows application, some growers resort to a second application. 
Neither of these factors was taken into account in the derivation of acres treated 
from the sales data. 

3. Sales Information on Arsenic Acid--According to industry sources (Culver! 
1980), approximately 20,000 to 30,000 gallons per year of arsenic acid are sold and 
used outside of Texas and Oklahoma. If the registered application dosage is assumed, 
then annual usage in Texas and Oklahoma has been overstated by approximately 53,000 
to 80,000 acres. 

4. Uncert.ainty Due to Weather-'-As illustrated in Table 15, the acreage actually 
harvested prior to the freeze date for the years 1968-78 was highly variable. To 
some extent, fluctuation in the freeze date is responsible, and can easily cause 
growers to estimate this date incorrectly. Another source of variation is the com
bined effect of the planting date, rainfall, and temperature during the growing 
season, all of which determine the da·te and uniformity of boll maturity. Finally, 
acreage harvested prior to the freeze date is partially a function of total acreage 
harvested, which is a function of both weather and economic variables. 

5. Data Uncertainty--One of the key elements in this analysis is the harvest 
schedule, which permits the determination of the percentage of cotton harvested prior 
to the freeze date. The data for the harvest schedule is a product, not of surveys, 
but of an informal reporting system carried out by the extension service. No criti
cism of the extension service is intended; however, it is recognized that the ex
penditure of resources necessary for an accurate survey might well exceed th~ derived 
benefits. Under these circumstances the accuracy of the data is open to quest.Lon. 

The acreage where there is a potential need for a harvest aid chemical is de
fined as the base average. In the absence of any information to the contrary, it is 
assumed that the need for such a chemical is the same for both irrigated and dryland 
cotton. In view of the foregoing considerations ~ the assumption of equivalence be
tween acreage harvested prior to the freeze date and acreage treated with a harvest 
aid chemical would seem to be a reasonable basis for estimating base acreage and 
subsequent weathering losses. Thus, base acreage for a given production region is 
established by multiplying the average acreage harvested by the mean percentage of 
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Table 15.--Total cotton acreage harvested and acreage harvested prior to the freeze date for the 

Texas High and Rolling Plains and Oklahoma, 1968-78a 

Aggregated1978 1977 1976 1975 1974 1973 1972 1971 1970 1969 1968 
Average 

Northern High Plains 

Cotton Acreage 

Harvested (1,000) 660 624 
 400 362 500 430 400 408 365 314 251 

Acreage Harvested before 

Freeze Date (1,000) 99 175 0 51 0 90 4 0 0 9 30 


Acreage Harvested before 

Freeze Date (percent) 
 15 28 0 14 0 21 1 0 0 3 12 

Southern High Plains 

Cotton Acreage 

Harvested (1,000) 2,825 2,890 2,100 
 1,978 1,630 2,275 1,877 1,822 1,722 1,545 1,281 

Acreage Harvested before 

Freeze Date (1,000) 1,017 1,850 504 297 359 956 56 383 413 247 346 


Acreage Harvested before 

Freeze Date (percent) 36 64 
 24 15 22 42 3 21 24 16 27 

Northern Rolling Plains 

Cotton Acreage 

Harvested (1,000) 700 725 570 456 441 520 449 424 393 447 381 


Acreage Harvested before 

Freeze Date (1,000) 154 326 143 18 123 156 67 47 126 124 83 


Acreage Harvested before 

Freeze Date (percent) 22 45 25 4 28 30 15 11 32 29 
 23 

0-
U1 
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Table 15.--Total cotton acreage harvested and acreage harvested prior to the freeze date for the 

Texas High and Rolling Plains and Oklahoma, 1968-78a --continued 

1978 1977 1976 1975 1974 1973 1972 1971 1970 1969 1968 Aggregated 
Average 

Southern Rolling Plains 

Cotton Acreage 
Harvested (1,000) 620 611 480 424 434 550 547 510 543 528 442 

Acreage Harvested before 
Freeze Date (1,000) 186 391 130 93 152 352 98 194 163 164 301 

Acreage Harvested before 
Freeze Date (percent) 30 64 27 22 35 64 18 38 30 31 68 

Oklahoma 

Cotton Acreage 
Harvested (1,000) 560 520 335 295 547 526 510 396 450 465 380 

Acreage Harvested before 
Freeze Date (1,000) 123 234 84 12 153 158 77 44 144 135 87 

Acreage Harvested before 
Freeze Date (percent) 22 45 25 4 28 30 15 11 32 29 23 

Total Acreage Harvested 
before Freeze Date, 
All regions (1,000) 1,579 2,976 861 471 787 1,712 302 668 846 679 852 1,067 

a Sources: Acreage harvested from Texas crop and Livestock Rep. Serv., 
Percent of acres harvesred prior to the freeze date from Table 16. 

1968-78 and Oklahoma Dept. of Agric., 1967-78. 



acreage harvested prior to the mean freeze date. 7 Based on the 90% confidence 
limits, an interval estimate of base acreage is derived in Table 16. 

Unlike their counterparts in the Blacklands and Coastal regions, growers in the 
Texas Plains and Oklahoma have the option of waiting for frost to prepare cotton for 
stripper harvesting. Frost frequently terminates the growth of the cotton plant 
(Supak, 1978). Thus, in years when weather conditions favor early maturation, such 
as 1977, farmers tend to increase the use of chemical harvest aids. At the same 
time, the decision to treat is also a function of lint price, yield, etc. To the 
extent that a farmer makes a conscious economic decision not to treat, the grower can 
be said to rely upon the frost. Evidence of the reliance upon frost can be found in 
Table 12, wherein the percentage of acreage treated in Oklahoma and the Texas Plains 
in 1977 was substantially lower than in the Blacklands and Coastal Bend regions. 
Further confirmation of this practice is evident in the fact that most of the cotton 
acreage in the Texas Plains from 1968-78 was harvested after the "first hard-freeze 
date" (Table 17). The "first hard-freeze date" is the first autumn day when the 
temperature falls to 28° F or less. Due to certain physiological properties of the 
cotton plant, a hard freeze at 25° F or less is required to prepare it for mechanical 
stripping (Quisenberry, 1979). It should be noted, however, that the temperatures 
reported by the National Weather Service are typically measured at 4.5 to 5 ft. above 
the ground surface. Depending upon such factors as type and moisture content of the 
soil, the ground level temperature is generally 4 to 6° F colder than the level where 
temperature is normally recorded (Hildreth and Orton, 1963; and Orton, 1979). There
fore, it would be reasonable to assume a threshold of 28° F for the definition of a 
"first hard-freeze date" used in the analysis. As might be expected, the percentage 
of acreage harvested prior to the freeze date was greater in the Southern High and 
Rolling Plains than in the Northern High and Rolling Plains. 

Although there is no information available for Oklahoma concerning the extent 
of pre-freeze harvest activity, it was found that the freeze pattern for the cotton
producing area of that State is nearly identical (Nov 20 vs. Nov. 18) to the adjacent 
Northern Rolling Plains of Texas. Thus, for the purposes of this analysis, estimates 
of pre-freeze harvest activity for the latter will serve as a proxy for Oklahoma. 

Waiting for the frost to prepare cotton for stripper-harvesting is not, 
however, without potential yield/quality losses. Research over a 3-year period at 
Lubbock, Texas has shown that field weathering (i.e., lint deterioration starting 
from the day of boll maturity) results in reduced lint weight, darkening of the lint, 
shorter staple length, and decreased germination rate in the seed (Ray and Minton, 
1973). 

7 This approach ignores the use of paraquat for the following reasons: 1) there 
is no time series of data available by which usage patterns of paraquat can be 
inferred; and 2) although generally efficacious at low dosages, in some years, 
weather conditions are such that paraquat does not adequately prepare the cotton 
plant for stripper harvest (Supak, 1978). In view of these considerations, 
paraquat was not considered in this calculation. 
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Table 16.--Average pre-freeze cotton harvest time span and base acreage for 

irrigated and dryland cotton in the Texas Plains and Oklahoma
a 

Cotton Production Regions 

Parameter to 
be Estimated Units North 

High 
South 
High 

North 
Rolling 

South 
Rolling 

bOklahoma 
Plains Plains Plains Plains 

Pre-Freeze harvest 
time span Days 

Lowc 

Intermediatee 4
d 

13
d 

27 
36 

30 
38 

50 
55 

30 
38 

Highf 22d 45 46 60 46 

Acreage harvested 
before freeze Percent 

Lowc 

Intermediatee 4d 

9
d 18 

27 
18 
24 

29 
39 

18 
24 

High
f 14d 36 30 49 30 

Acreage harvested 
before freeze Percent/day 

Lowc 0.47 0.63 0.56 0.56 0.56 
Intermediatee 

0.69 0.75 0.63 0.71 0.63 

High£ 0.91 0.87 0.70 0.86 0.70 

Dryland baseg 1,000 acres 

Lowc 
6 282 114 170 82 

Intermediatee 
14 423 151 229 109 

Highf 
21 563 189 288 136 

Irrigated base
h 

1,000 acres 

Lowc 20 233 15 8 NA 
Intermediatee 44 349 20 11 NA 

Highf 69 465 25 14 NA 

a Sources: Mean values for pre-freeze harvest activity and percentage of acreage 
harvested prior to the freeze date from Table 17 mean values for dryland and 
irrigated acreage. 

b 
Parameters for Oklahoma are assumed to be the same for the Northern Rolling Plains 

in Texas. Actual acreage harvested, however, was used to calculate base acreage. 
c Average number of days of pre-freeze harvest activity minus one standard dev~ation 

times the t-value at the 90% confidence level for 10 degrees of freedom 
(i.e., X - Sj{ -t. 90 :!:or 10 d.f.). 

d Given the high degree of skewness in the underlying distributions (Table 17), 
caution is warranted on any inferences made from the resulting confidence limits. 

e Average number of days of pre-freeze harvest activity (i.e., X). 

f X+ Sj{ -t. 
90 

for 10 d.f. 

g Average dryland acreage harvested x percent acreage harvested before fr.eeze = non
irrigated base acreage. 

h Average irrigated acreage harvested x percent acreage harvested before 

freeze = irrigated base acreage. 
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Table 17.--0bserved freeze data, days of pre-freeze harvest activity, percentage of cotton acreage harvested before the freeze 

date for various regions of Texas, 1968-78a 

Northern High Plains Southern High Plains Northern Rolling Plains Southern Rolling Plains 

Cotton Cotton Cotton Cotton 
Pre Acreage Pre Acreage Pre Acreage Pre Acreage

Observed Observed Observed Observed
Freeze Harvested Freeze Harvested Freeze Harvested Freeze Harvested

Freeze Freeze Freeze Freeze
Harvest before Harvest before Harvest before Harvest before

b b b b
Date Activity Freeze Date Activity Freeze Date Activity Freeze Date Activity Freeze 

Date
C DateC Date

C Date
C 

Days Percent Days Percent Days Percent Days Percent 

1978 11/14 34 15 11/28 60 36 12/2 43 22 12/3 52 30 

1977 11/2 51 28 11/10 56 64 11/10 56 45 11/10 56 64 

1Q76 10/8 o o 11/12 33 24 11/12 38 25 11/12 43 27 

1975 11/10 14 14 11/13 15 15 11/10 6 4 11/13 42 22 

1974 11/12 o o 11/14 45 22 11/30 53 28 11/29 60 35 

1973 11/20 25 21 11/27 39 42 11/28 43 30 12/5 57 64 

1972 10/30 2 1 11/14 4 3 11/20 31 15 11/20 51 18 

1971 11/6 o o 11/19 35 21 11/7 23 11 12/18 64 38 

1970 10/9 o o 10/28 39 24 11/15 37 32 11/3 44 30 

1969 10/13 3 3 10/13 33 16 11/19 54 29 11/19 70 31 

1968 11/11 17 12 11/11 42 27 11/11 37 23 11/28 61 68 

d d dAverage 11/2c 
13 9 l1/l1 36 27 11/18 38 24 11/23 55 39 

a The weather stations from which the data have been taken are as follows: Nothern High Plains--Amarillo; Southern High Plains-
Lubbock; Northern Rolling Plains--Childress; Southern Rolling Plains--Abilene. 

b Observed Freeze Date: The first autumn day when the temperature falls to 28° F or less, from National Oceanic Atmos. Admin., 
1968-78. 

c Interpreted from data in bar chart format (Texar. Crop and Livestock Rep. Serv., 1968-78). 

d Although temperature data are available for 1948-78, harvest activity data are available only for the years 1968-78. It should be 
0\ noted, however, that the means calculated for the 31-year period differ little from those for the II-year period (± 2 days for 
\0 a given region). 



Based on the findings of Ray and Minton (1973), the following potential lint 
weight losses in percentage terms have been estimated: 

--0.43% per day for the period 1-7 days following boll maturity; 

--0.24% per day for the period 8-28 days following boll maturity; 

--0.08% per day for the period 29-77 days following boll maturity; 


Lint can be expected to darken after the first 3 weeks following boll maturity, 
such that its grade decreases from white middling to white strict low middling by the 
end of 8 weeks. By the end of 12 weeks, the lint grade will have further deterior
ated to white low middling. According to USDA's 1979 cotton grading schedule (USDA, 
1979b), the decrease from middling to strict low middling implies a loss of 165 basis 
points, and from strict low middling to low middling, a loss of 280. Therefore, if 
lint is left in the field 12 weeks following boll maturity, the cumulative loss would 
be 445 basis points, or 4.45cents/pound of lint. The base grade for purposes of cal
culating premiums and discounts is presently white strict low middling with a staple 
length of 1-1/16 inches. 

Staple length can be expected to diminish by 1/32 inch with exposure of 6 to 
7 weeks or more. This decrease implies the loss of 155, 150, and 115 basis points 
for cotton graded as middling, strict low middling, and low middling, respectively. 

Finally, seed germination might decrease by 2.5% per week (Ray and M:i.nton, 
1973); however, the economic consequences of such effects can not be estimated in any 
meaningful manner. Given that only about 2.5% of the cottonseed harvested is used 
for replanting (8 IOunds planted/acre x 100 7 320 pounds yield/acre = 2.5%; Brints, 
1979), it would appear that the economic impact of such losses is limited. Although 
seed deterioration can also lower the resulting oil quality, this ef:[.;::ct was not 
investigated by Ray and Minton (1973). Reductions in the germination rate would not 
reduce oil quality significantly when it is designated for crushing. Understating 
the losses for field weathering and effects on seed quality will be ignored in the 
analysis. 

It should be noted, however, that chemical treatment is also not without poten
tial risks. In au effort to hasten maturity of the 1979 crop, many Texas Plains 
cotton growers used a chemical desiccant/defoliant, instead of waiting for the frost. 
The physiological reaction of the plants to this treatment is not precisely under
stood; however, the maturing crop's growth was stunted. As a consequence, the micro
naire for Texas plains cotton in 1979 was considerably below average (Cotton Grower, 
1980). 

Lint quality declines with time after the boll opens and harvest occurs. To 
determine the number of days that the lint might be exposed to weathering, the aver
age time span of harvest activity between crop maturity and the observed freeze dates 
for the period 1968-78 was estimated (Table 17). In the absence of any knowledge of 
the cumulative frequency distribution of acreage harvested prior to the freeze date, 
a simple averaging procedure of dividing the mean percentage of cotton acreage har
vested prior to the freeze date by the mean number of pre-freeze harvest days is used 
(Table 17). For example, in the Northern High Plains, the average acreage harvested 
prior to the freeze date is 0.69% per day (Table 16). 

As explained previously, there are three components of potential weathering 
losses: reduced lint weight, stated as a percentage reduction of the normal lint 
yield; reduced staple length; and lint darkening. Reduced staple length and lint 



darkening are measured in cents per pound. To continue wiLh the previous example, 
annual weathering losses for the Northern High Plains can be calculated as follows: 

Weather Losses = [13 days x 0.69% x average acreage harvested x average daily 
percentage of lint weight reduction x average lint 
yield x average lint price] + [(reduced staple length + lint 
darkening factor) (average lint yield x base acres)]. 

The prices and technical parameters to be used for the impact analysis are 
detailed below: 

--Cotton yields: For Oklahoma, only a Statewide total is available for both 
irrigated and dryland yields. Because no trend is evident, a 1967-78 average 
of 291 pounds lint/acre is used (Oklahoma Dept. Agric., 1967-78; and USDA, 
1979b). 

For Texas, data are available for the High and Rolling Plains by crop reporting 
district. Inasmuch as there was a slight negative trend apparent in the years 
1967-78, an average yield for the period 1974-78 is used (Table 18). Harvest-aid 
treatment costs given in Table 13) are $2.5/acre for arsenic acid plus either 
$2.25/acre or $2.00/acre for aerial or ground application, respectively. 

In recent years there has been a sharp upward trend in overall cotton acreage in 
the Texas Plains (Texas Crop and Livestock Rep. Serv. 1968-78a; and USDA, 1979b). 
Hence, only 1977 and 1978 will be used for the calculation of average acreage 
(Table 19). No such trend is evident in Oklahoma; consequently, an average for the 
period 1967-78 will be used--namely, 448,000 acres. 

Table 18.--Average yields of lint for 1974-78 

Lint Yield 

Crop Reporting District 


Dryland Irrigated 

- - Pounds/Acre 

Northern High Plains 223 376 

Southern High Plains 249 383 

Northern Rolling Plains 263 413 

429Southern Rolling Plains 291 
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Table 19.--Average cotton acreage harvested for the years 1977-78 by crop 
reporting district 

Dryland Irrigated Total 

- - - - 1 z000 Acres - -  -
Northern High Plains 152 490 642 

Southern High Plains 1,565 1,293 2,858 

Northern Rolling Plains 631 82 713 

Southern Rolling .Plains 587 29 448 

Oklahoma NA NA NA 

State average prices for the years 1977 and 1978 of 51.9 and 50.3 cents/pound 
of lint for the Texas Plains and Oklahoma respectively, will be used for calculating
lint impacts. 

Impacts of Arsenic Acid Cancellation 

Blacklands.--By varying the acreage for which there is a total loss of output, 
a range of potential impacts is generated (Table 20). Thus a 25% change in the acre
age (on which production is totally lost) in either direction from the assumed inter
mediate level (i.e., 190,400 acres) results in approximately a 19% change in the 
aggregate dollar impact. Given the sensitivity of the results to change in produc
tion losses, combined with the general uncertainty surrounding the assumptions upon 
which the intermediate level impacts are based, there is potential for substantial 
error in the estimated impacts. The calculations of the impacts are as follows: 

Calculation of High Level Impacts 

A. 	 Only 40% of acreage can be sucessfully stripped. The increased 
desiccant treatment costs are $7.53/acre. 

a. 	 0.4 x 476,000 acres x $7.53/acre ... . . 	 $1,433,712 

B. 	 50% of acreage cannot be ginned. This effects three cost/ 
revenue changes: (a) increased treatment costs; (b) total 
loss of lint and seed net ~'evenue on affected acreage; 
(c) elimination of stripping, ginning, and associated 
marketing charges. Thus: 

a. 	 0.5 x 476,000 acres x $7.53/acre.............. $1,792,140 


b. 	 [($0.519/pound lint x 225 pounds lint/acre) 

+ (365.6 pounds seed/acre x $0.04388/pound)] 

x 238,000 ... 	 .. .......................... .. $31,610,684 
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c. 	 ($4.64/bale + $25/bale + $45.61 bale) 

x (225 pounds/acre + 480 pounds/bale) x 238,000 . $8,395,078 

d. 	 Total = a + b - c $25,007,746 

C. 	 10% of acreage can be picked with: (a) increased treatment 

costs; (b) a lint and seed yield loss of 25%; (c) increased 

harvest costs of $20/bale. 


a. 	 0.1 x 476,000 x $7.53 . $358,428 

b. 	 [($0.519 x 225 x 0.25) + (365.5 x 0.25 x $0.4358)] 

x 0.1 x 476,000 ..... $1,580,528 

c. 	 ($45 - $25) x (225 + 480) x 47,600. $446,250 

d. 	 Total = a + b + C ..•• $2,385,206 

D. Total A + B + C High Level Impact 	 $28,826,664 

Calculation of Intermediate 
Level Impacts 

A. 	 Only 50% of acreage can be successfully stripped and $7.53/acre 

for increased desiccant treatment costs. Thus: 


a. 	 0.5 x 476,000 x $7.53 .... . . $1,792,141 

B. 	 40% of acreage cannot be ginnec, thus effecting net revenue 

changes as in the High Level Impacts above: 


a. 	 0.4 x 476,000 x $7.53 ....... . $1,433,712 


b. 	 [($0.519 x 225) + (365.6 x $0.04388)] 

x 190,400 ... $25,288,547 

c. 	 ($4.64 + $25 + $45.61) x (225 480) x 190,000. $6,716,063 

d. 	 Total = a + b - c ..... $20,006,196 

C. Same as for High Level Impacts. 	 $2,385,206 

D. A + B + C Intermediate Level Impacts. 	 $24,183,542 

Calculations of Low Level Impacts 

A. 	 Only 60% of acreage can be successfully stripped and $7.53/acre 

for increased desiccant treatment costs. 


a. 	 0.6 x 476,000 x $7.53 .... $2,150,568 
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B. 	 30% of acreage cannot be ginned, effecting net revenue changes as in 
the High and Intermediate Level Impacts above: 

a. 	 0.3 x 476,000 x $7.53 $1,075,284 

b. 	 [($0.519 x 225) + (365.6 x $0.04388)] 

x 142,800 . . . $18,966,343 

c. 	 ($4.64 + $25 + $45:61) x (225 48D) x 142,800. $5,037,047 

d. 	 Total = a + b - c . . . . . . $15,004,580 

C. 	 Same as for High and Intermediate Level Impacts $2,385,206 

D. 	 A + B + C Low Level Impacts ... $19,540,354 

Table 20.--Estimated impacts of arsenic acid cancellation to growers 
in the Blacklands 

Acreage Change in Change in 
Impact 
Level 

with Total 
Production 

Acreage from 
Intermediate 

Impacts 
Impacts from 
Intermediate 

Loss
a Level Level 

Acres Percent 	 Million Percent 
Dollars 

High 	 238,000 +25 28.8 +19.0 

Intermediate 190,400 	 24.2 

Low 	 142,800 -25 19.5 -19.4 

a 
Derived by multiplying 476,000 acres by 0.50, 0.40, and 0.30. 

The 1979 Upland Cotton Program authorizes disaster payments for yield losses 
caused by events beyond the producers' control (Cunningham, 1980), and therefore 
cotton growers will not sustain the full losses shown in Table 20. The disaster 
payment (DP) to a given farmer is a function of the disaster payment rate (DPR) 
(which is set at 1/3 the annually established target price (TP), and the farm payment 
yield (FPY). The latter is the average yield on harvested acreage over the previous 
3-year period. Finally, disaster payments are made only for production losses below 
75% of the farm payment yield on planted acreage for the year in question. Thus, for 
such acres, the disaster payment (on a per-acre basis) is: DP = 0.75 x DPR x FPY 
(USDA, 1979). 

To determine the aggregate disaster payment (in the event of the cancellation 
of arsenic acid), the per-acre payment must be multiplied by the number of acres on 
which production is lost. Farm payment yield is based on a 206 pounds/acre yield, 
the average for the Blackland region for the years 1974-1976; the payment rate is 
estimated at 16.66 cents/pound based on a target price of 49.9 cents/pound. 
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As shown in Table 21, the resulting disaster payments range from 3.7 to 
$6.1 million, depending upon the assumptions made concerning the acreage on which 
cotton production is totally lost. These payments are then subtracted from the 
impacts shown in Table 20 to arrive at net financial impacts to the grower as a 
result of the cancellation of arsenic acid. These net impacts are 22.7, 19.3, and 
$15.8 million for the high, intermediate, and low impact levels, respectively. These 
payments would decline over time, however, as the losses become part of the base 
period, and eventually would be eliminated. 

Finally, it should be noted that some growers are also covered by crop insurance 
written with the Federal Crop Insurance Corp. CFCIC, 1979). In addition to the dis
aster payments authorized under the 1977 Act, growers covered by crop insurance would 
receive indemnities on 65% of average yield at a payment rate approximately equal to 
market prices. It should be noted, however, that use of FCIC insurance by Blacklands 
farmers has been steadily declining in recent years--from 69,168 acres in 1968 to 
16,000 acres in 1978 CFCIC, 1979). Moreover, acreage insured as a percentage of 
acreage planted has declined from 9.5% in 1968 to 1.3% in 1978. If the present trend 
continues, it is reasonable to expect that the acreage covered by FCIC insurance will 
become negligible and, for this reason, inclusion of any potential indemnities is 
ignored in the present analysis. 

Table 21.--Estimate~ impacts of arsenic acid cancellation to growers in the 
Blacklands receiving disaster payments 

Impact Level 
Gross 

a
Impacts 

Disaster 
Payment 

Disaster
b

Payments 
Net 

Impacts 

Million 1,000 - - Million Dollars - - -
Dollars Acres 

High 28.8 238.0 6.1 22.7 

Intermediate 24.2 190.4 4.9 19.3 

Low 19.5 142.8 3.7 15.8 

a See Table 20. 
b Derivation: Aggregate disaster payment = 0.75 x 206 pounds/acre x $0.166/pound 

x affected acreage. 

Coastal Regions.--The impact for this region will be approximated by a minimum 
partial budget estimate using assumptions discussed previously in this chapter. A 
maximum partial budget estimate is also made. The two estimates provide the extremes 
for the likely true impact of arsenic acid cancellation. 

The total increase in treatment costs from the minimum partial budget estimate 
is approximately $2.2 million C$7. 74 increased cost per acre from Table 13 times 
291,000 acres treated). As stated above, this estimate is based on the assumption 
that the alternative, paraquat, is equally effective. 

The maximum economic impact of a loss of arsenic acid would be approximately 
$9.3 million the first year after a potential cancellation, increasing to $15.2 mil
lion the second year and decreasing to $14.3 million in subsequent years CTable 22). 
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The increased impact in the second year would be due to increased insect control 
costs on all acres and to yield reductions on stripped acres because of reduced 
insect control without short-season cotton. The loss of net revenues could decrease 
in subsequent years when the Coastal Bend producers obtain an adequate number of 
pickers. 

Table 22.--Maximum partial budget impact of canceling arsenic acid use 
in the Coastal Bend and Lower Valley regions of Texas 

Decrease in Net Revenues
a 

Region/ 
Acres b Per-AcreHarvest 

treated First Second Subsequent Impact forTechnique 
Year Year Years Subsequent 

Years 

1,000 Dollars - - - - - - DollalCs 

Coastal Bend 

Picked 127,500 6,740.9 7,564.6 6,677 .2 

Stripped 42,500 328.9 1,919.7 1,919.7 

Regional 
Total 170,000 7,069.8 9,484.3 8,596.9 50.57 

Lower Valley 

Picked 90,750 2,037.3 4,442.2 4,442.2 

Stripped 30,250 234.1 1,262.9 1,262.9 

Region 
Total 121,000 2,271.4 5,705.1 5,705.1 47.15 

Total 291,000 9,341.2 15,189.4 14,302.0 

a Acres treated times respective decrease in net returns per acre from Tables 23 
and 24. 

b Total acres treated from unpublished survey on cotton pesticide usage conducted 
for USDA in 1977. Portion in each region and portion harvested with each 
technique estimated by Assessment Team. 
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Table 23.--Maximurn partial budget impact of canceling arsenic acid 
use in the Coastal Bend region cf Texas 

Harvest Decrease in Net Revenue 
Technique 
and Item First Year Second Year Subsequent Year 

- - - - - - - - - - - Dollars/Acre 

Picked acreage 
Treatment costs 

Harvest aida b 7.74 7.74 7.74 
Insect control 19.60 19.60 
Sub-total 7.74 27.34 27.34 

CHarvest costs 15.50 15.50
G· b . c d d d1.n, ag, t1.es -24.78 -16.26 -16.26 

Yield losse f 64.49 25.79 25.79 
Quality loss 5.42 6.96 

Total 52.87 59.33 52.37 

Stripped acreage 
Treatment costs 

Harvest aida b 7.74 7.74 7.74 
Insect control 19.60 19.60 
Sub-total 7.74 27.34 27.34 

C d dHarvest costs -2.50 -2.50
Gin, bag, ties c -5.46d -5.46d 

Yield losse 25.79 25.79 
Quality loss 

Total 7.74 45.17 45.17 

a Table 13. 
b Assessment Team provided this estimate based on expected increased insect pres

sures due to longer season with paraquat as the harvest aid. 
c Calculated from FEDS Budgets (1977) as decreased processing cost at the gin due to 

yield reduction. 
d Negative values represent increases. 

e $64.49 = 124.2 (25% of yield of 497 pounds per ~cre) x $0.519 (price in dollars 
received for cotton). $25.79 = 49.7 (10% of yield of 497 pounds per acre) 
x $0.519 (price in dollars received per pound of cotton). (Texas Crop and 
Livestock Rep. Serv., 1978). 

f $5.42 = 347.9 (yield after 70% yield loss) x 0.03 (3% jield loss) x $0.519 (price 
in dollars received for cotton). 6.69 = 447.3 (yield after 10% yield loss) 
x 0.03 (3% yield loss) x $0.519 (price in dollars received per pound of cotton). 
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Table 24. Maximum partial budget impact of canceling arsenic ~cid use in the 
Lower Valley region of Texas 

Harvest Decrease in Net Revenue 
Technique 
and Item First Year Second Year Subsequent Year 

- - - - - - - - - - - Dollars/Acre 

Picked acreage 

Treatment costs 
Harvest aida b 
Insect Control 
Sub-total 

7.74 

7.74 

7.74 
19.60 
27.34 

7.74 
19.60 
27.34 

Harvest costs a 

Gin, bag, ties c 20.00d-12.00 
15.50

d-16.26 
15.50,., 

-16.26.... 
Yield losse f 
Quality loss 6,71 

22.37 22.37 

Total 22.45 48.95 48.95 

Stripped acreage 

Treatment costs 
Harvest aida b 7.74 7.74 7.74
Insect control 19.60 19.60
Sub-total 7.74 27.34 27.34 

C dHarvest costs d-2.50 -2.50
Gin, bag, ties c d d-5.46 -5.46 
Yield losse 22.37 22.37 

Total 7.74 41. 75 41. 75 

a Table 13. 

b Assessment Team provided this estimate based on expected increased insect preas
sures due to a longer growing season with paraquat as the harvest aid. 

Calculated from FEDS Budgets (1977) as decreased processing cost at the gin due 
to yield reduction. 

d 
Negative values represent increases. 

e $22.37 = 43.1 (10% of 431 pound per acre cotton yield) x $0.519 (price in dollars 
received per pound of cotton). 

f 
$6.71 = 43.1 (3% yield loss) x $0.519 (price in dollars received per pound of 

cotton. 
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The total impact in subsequent years would be $8.6 million in the Coastal Bend 
region and $5.7 million in the Lower Valley. The per-acre impacts in subsequent 
years would be $50.57 in the Coastal Bend region and $47.15 in the Lower Valley. 

Texas Plains and Oklahoma. --Weathering losses are sustained in terms of both 
lint quantity and quality. Quality losses, stated as average daily percentage reduc
tions in lint yield, are shown in Table 25. Shown in the same table are the esti 
mated per-pound losses due to degradation of quality. Only in the Southern Rolling 
Plains, where the cotton lint matures early in relation to the mean freeze date, are 
quality losses significant. 

Use of the foregoing loss parameters permits the calculation of the economic 
losses due to weathering, the results of which are presented in Tables 26 and 27. 
In the Southern Rolling Plains, where exposure to weathering effects is the longest 
(i.e., the most number of pre-freeze harvest days Table 25), potential weathering 
losses are the greatest. 

When arsenic acid treatment cost savings are subtracted from weathering losses, 
the remainder represents the net financial impact to growers resulting from the can
cellation of arsenic acid (Table 27). The annual net impact to growers ranges from 
2.22 to $12.95 million in the aggregate (i.e., Texas plus Oklahoma) and from 2.40 to 
$7.35 on a per-acre basis. 

At the price/yield levels used in the analysis, it may be economically irra
tional for growers in the Northern High Plains to treat with a harvest aid chemical, 
which is consistent with a contention of the Texas Agric. Ext. Serv. (Supak and 
Metzer, undated); however, at the high range of the estimated impact, chemical treat
ment is financially justified. Moreover, were it possible to measure the growers' 
risk preferences, and given the extreme variability of the weather-related parameters 
which determine the ranges of the estimated impacts, use of a harvest aid chemical 
may well be economically rational in all regions. 

Limitations Ot the Analysis 

Blacklands. --There are two critical limitations to the foregoing analysis: 
1) the lack of sufficient data to quantify the expected yield/quality loss as a 
result of arsenic acid cancellation; and 2) use of the partial budget framework, 
wherein no adjustments by economic agents are permitted. Although there is little 
doubt that the most widely used alternative (i.e., para4uat) does not perform as 
reliably as arsenic acid, this differential performance has yet to be accurately 
measured. Moreover, in view of the highly variable performance of paraquat across 
localities, it is unlikely that any meaningful test-plot data will be forthcoming in 
the near future. 

Coastal Regions.--This study has limitations regarding the magnitude of the 
impacts of a cancellation of arsenic acid use. 

1. 	 The agricultural scientists experienced with cotton production i.n thi.s 
region could only place reasonable limits on the magnitude of expected 
yield impacts. 

2. 	 Additional pickers may not be available to enable two pickings per year. 
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Table 25.--Cotton weathering losses for the Texas Plains and Oklahoma 

bQuality Losses Quantity 
Losses 

Cotton Pre-freeze Staple Value ofLintProduction Harvest 	 Length Total Quality Lint Weight
a DarkeningRegion Time Span Reduc- Reduction 

tion Losses c dFactor 

Day~ - - - Basis Points Cents/ Percent 
Pound Yield Loss 

Per Day 

Northern High Plains 
Low 4 1.72 
Intermediate 13 0.34 
High 22 0.30 

Southern High Plains 
Low 27 0.29 
Intermediate 36 0.24 
High 45 155 155 1.55 0.21 

Northern Rolling Plains 
Low 30 0.27 
Intermediate 38 0.23 
High 46 155 155 1.55 0.14 

Southern Rolling Plains 
Low 50 155 155 1.55 0.13 
Intermediate 55 155 155 1.55 0.11 
High 60 165 155 320 3.20 0.09 

Oklahoma 
Low 30 0.27 
Intermediate 38 0.23 
High 46 155 155 1.55 0.14 

a See Table 16. 

b The decision £ramework for assigning basis points is as follows: 

(1) Let X = the number of pre-freeze harvest days (i.e., lint exposure time) 

--If X ~56, then assign white middling 

--If 56< X <84, then assign white strict middling (WM - WSM = 165 basis 
points) 

--If X >84, then assign white low middling (WSM - WLM = 280 basis points). 

(2) 	Reduction of staple length by 1/32 inch for white middling implies reduction 
of 155 basis points. 

100 	basis points = 1 cent per pound of lint. 
d Lint weight reduction as a function of lint exposure following boll maturity. 


To take an example, the high lint weight reduction factor for the Southern 

High Plains is calculated as follows: 

[(0.0043 x 7) + (0.0024 x 21) (0.0008 x 17)] = 0.00209 


45 

c 
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Table 26.--Estimated cotton weathering losses for the Texas Plains and Oklahoma 

HarvestedCotton " ~ Daysa Average Daily
Per Day[0 A."o., A."O.'1 ~OlU' of A.m., 'ml W'"th,dn.Producing x Acreage b x Yield x Lint x Lint + Qua11ty x L1nt x a = i=l x Before d d Yieldc Acres. LossesRegions Harvested Yieldc Price

where Freeze Loss a 
Losses ~ 

n = 

Days Percent 
of 

Acreage 

1,000 
Acres 

Factor 
Percent 

Pounds 
Per 
Acre 

Dollars 
Per 

Pound 

Dollars 
Per 
P~d 

Pounds 
Per 
Acre 

1,000 
Acres 

1,000 
Dollars 

Northern High Plains 
(irrigated) 
Low 
Intermediate 
High 

4 
13 
22 

0.1.7 
0.69 
0.91 

490 
490 
490 

1. 72 
0.34 
0.30 

376 
376 
376 

0.519 
0.519 
0.519 

376 
376 
376 

20 
44 
69 

77 .30 
204.14 
660.44 

Northern High Plains 
(dryland) 
Low 
Intermediate 
High 

4 
13 
22 

0.47 
0.69 
0.91 

152 
152 
152 

1.72 
0.34 
0.30 

223 
223 
223 

0.519 
0.519 
0.519 

223 
223 
22) 

16 
14 
21 

14.22 
37.56 

121. 51 

Southern High Plains 
(irrigated) 
Low 
Intermediate 
High 

27 
36 
45 

0.63 
0.75 
0.87 

1,293 
1,293 
1,293 

0.29 
0.24 
0.21 

383 
383 
383 

0.519 
0.519 
0.519 0.0155 

383 
383 
383 

233 
349 
465 

1,774.99 
3,081.14 
7,620.55 

Southern High Plains 
(dryland) 
Low 
Intermediate 
High 

27 
36 
45 

0.63 
0.75 
0.87 

1,565 
1,565 
1,565 

0.29 
0.24 
0.21 

249 
249 
249 

0.519 
0.519 
0.519 0.0155 

249 
249 
249 

282 
423 
563 

1,396.73 
2,424.53 
5,997.27 

Northern Rolling 
Plains (irrigated) 
Low 
Intermediate 
High 

30 
38 
46 

0.56 
0.63 
0.70 

82 
82 
82 

0.27 
0.23 
0.14 

413 
413 
413 

0.519 
0.519 
0.519 0.055 

413 
413 
413 

15 
20 
25 

123.58 
188.72 
346.24 

Northern Rolling 
Plains (dryland) 
Low 
Intermediate 
High 

30 
38 
46 

0.56 
0.63 
0.70 

631 
631 
631 

0.27 
0.23 
0.14 

263 
263 
263 

0.519 
0.519 
0.519 0.0155 

263 
263 
263 

114 
151 
189 

605.56 
924.78 

1,682.90 

00 
...... 



00 Table 26.--Estimated cotton weathering losses for the Texas Plains and Oklahoma--continued 
N 

HarvestedCotton Average DailyPer DayProducing ~inoy.o AV"og' Av"og'] [jolll' of AV"og, B .Ji=1 x x Acreage b x Yield x Lint x Lint + Q 1· L· ase = WeatheringRegions Before ua 1ty x 1nt x A a 
where Freeze Harvested Yieldc Priced d Yieldc cres LossesLoss a 

Losses n = 

Days Percent 1,000 Factor Pounds Dollars Dollars Pounds 1,000 1,000of Acres Percent ~ Per Per Per Acres DollarsAcreage Acre Pound Pound Acre 
Southern Rolling 


Plains (irrigated) 

Low 
 50 0.56 29 0.13 429 0.519 0.0155Intermediate 429 8 113.1355 0.71 29 0.11 429 0.519 0.0155High 429 11 150.8060 0.86 29 0.09 429 0.519 0.0155 429 14 184.55 

Southern Rolling 
Plains (dryland) 
Low 50 0.56 587 0.13 291 0.519 0.0155 291Intermediate 55 162 1,677.400.71 587 0.11 291 0.519 0.0155High 291 217 2,217.1060 0.86 587 0.09 291 0.519 0.0155 291 280 2,700.60 

Oklahoma (dryland 
plus irrigated) 
Low 30 0.56 448 0.27 291 0.:>03Intermediate 291 82 461.0538 0.63 448 0.23 291 0.503High 291 109 704.0946 0.70 448 0.14 291 0.503 0.0155 291 136 1,308.12 

a Tables 16 and 25. 

b Table 19. 

c Table 18. 
d 
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Table 27.--Weathering losses, foregone treatment costs, and total financial impacts 
to cotton growers resulting from the cancellation of arsenic acid in 
the Texas Plains and Oklahoma 

ForegoneCotton Total AggregateWeathering Treatment Net
Producing Base Net Impact

Costs with ImpactRegion Acres Losses a to Growers
Arsenic Acid 

1,000 - - - - - - 1 1 000 Dollars - - - - - - Dollars/ 
Acre 

Texas 

Northern High Plains 
Low 26 91.5 113.9

b (22.4) (0.86)bIntermediate 58 241. 7 254.0 (12.3) (0.21)bHigh 90 781. 9 394.2 387.7 4.31 
Southern High Plains 

Low 515 3,171.7 2,255.\
b 916.0 1. 78 

Intermediate 772 5,505.7 3,381.4 2,124.3 2.75bHigh 1,028 13,617.8 4,502.6 9,115.2 8.87 
Northern Rolling Plains 

Low 129 729.1 561. 2c 167.9 1.30 
Intermediate 71 1,113.5 743.9 

c 369.6 2.16 
High 214 2,029.1 930.9 c 1,098.2 5.13 

Southern Rolling Plains 
Low 170 1,790.5 739.5 

c 1,051. 0 6.18 
Intermediate 229 2,369.9 996.2

c 1,371.7 5.99 
c

High 288 2,885.2 1,252.8 1,632.4 5.67 

Oklahoma 

Low 82 461.0 356.7 c 104.3 1. 27 
Intermediate 109 704.1 474.2 c 229.9 2.11 
High 136 1,308.1 591.6

c 
716.5 5.27 

Texas and Oklahoma 

Low 922 6,243.8 4,027.0 2,216.8 2.40 
Intermediate 1,338 9,932.9 5,849.7 4,083.2 3.05 
High 1,762 20,622.1 7,672.1 12,950.0 7.35 

a Table 26. 
b Derivation: $2.25 cost of arsenic acid + $2.13 application cost = $4.38/acre. 

The per-acre application cost is a weighted average, with the weights reflecting 
the respective percentage for ground and aerial application. Cost of ground 
application: $2.00/acre. Cost of aerial application: $2.25/acre. Thus: 
[($2.00 x 0.51) + ($2.25 x 0.49)] = $2.13/acre. The total treatment cost is the 
product of per acre treatment cost times base acres. 

c Derivation: $2.25 cost of arsenic acid + $2.10 application cost = $4.35/acre. As 
calculated in footnote b, the per-acre application cost is: [($2.00 x 0.62) 
+ ($2.25 x 0.38)] = $2.10/acre. The total treatment cost is the product of 
per-acre treatment cost times base acres. 
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3. 	 The maximum impact assumption was based on the expectation that pickers and 
strippers had sufficient mobility to harvest all acres dried adequately for 
strippers or pickers. 

4. 	 Acres treated with arsenic acid in 1977 were typical of current arsenic 
acid use. 

Texas Plains and Oklahoma.--In the discussion which follows, the limitations of 
the impact analysis for the Texas Plains and Oklahoma are identified, and an attempt 
is made to predict the resulting direction of bias. 

1. Exclusion of paraquat from the impact analysis: Although currently used by 
many growers in the Texas Plains and Oklahoma, paraquat was not considered as an 
alternative in the impact analysis for the following reasons: First, there are no 
data to ascertain the percentage of growers in the Texas Plains and Oklahoma who 
normally treat with paraquat. More importantly, the issue of comparative efficacy 
(paraquat vs. arsenic acid) has not yet been resolved. 

In view of these considerations, the benefits of arsenic acid were calculated 
on the assumption that frost action is the only alternative. This approach will 
somewhat overstate the impacts to cotton growers. 

2. Aggregated data: Whereas meteorological data are available at the local 
level (i.e., individual weather stations), information on the timing of the cotton 
harvest is available only at the relatively aggregated level of Federal crop re
porting districts. Given that these districts each comprise several counties, some 
analytical distortion may be introduced when local weather conditions are assl~ed to 
be representative of district-wide conditions. 

It would appear that this procedure will understate the impact of cancellation 
in the Southern High Plains. The Lubbock area, which represents the heartland of 
cotton production in the Texas Plains, is located near the northern extremity of the 
Southern High Plains, a crop reporting district some 150 miles long in a north-south 
direction. 

In the absence of more comprehensive data on local weather conditions over time, 
it is not possible to predict the direction of bias in the remaining crop reporting 
districts in Texas and Oklahoma. 

3. Insuffirient time series data: For weather and weather-related variables 
(e.g., acreage harvested before the freeze), a relatively long time series of data 
(i. e., greater than 20 years) is statistically preferable. With the exception of 
temperature, all other weather-related variables were estimated with only 11 years 
of data. The direction of any resulting bias is in this instance unknown. 

4. Calculation of weathering losses: The weathering loss parameters were de
rived from a study by Ray and Minton (1973). This study was based upon only 3 years 
of data; in some cases, the estimated losses were statistically insignificant. Thus, 
use of these results in the calculation of weathering losses leads to uncertainty in 
the estimate of the impact of cancellation. 

5. Exclusion of yield and price variation from the analysis: The growers' 
decision to treat with a harvest aid chemical is based upon the expectation of 
improving net revenues. Alth0ugh the analysis assumed constant yields and prices, 
incllsion of yield/price variation would not have altered the intermediate estimate 
of grower impacts; however, the range would have been widened considerably. 
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Summary of Economic Impact Analysis of 

Canceling Arsenic Acid 


Arsenic Acid-Cotton Desiccant 

A. 	 USE: 

B. 	 SITES: 

C. 	 SPECIFICATION: 

D. 	 ' ALTERNATIVES: 

Chemical desiccants: 

Non-chemical controls: 

Comparative efficacy: 

Comparative costs: 

E. 	 EXTENT OF USE: 

Primarily in Texas and Oklahoma by producers 
who stripper-harvest cotton. 

Aerial and ground application on stripper
harvested cotton. 

Desiccation of leaves and terminals, resulting 
in death of cotton plant in preparation for 
stripper harvesting. 

Paraquat. 

Killing frost (28 0 F or less). 

Expert opinion has it that paraquat is less 
efficacious than arsenic acid. Frost is 
equally efficacious, but is sufficiently reli 
able in only the Texas Plains and Oklahoma. 
Quality losses may result from reliance upon 
frost. 

Region 

Texas PlainsDesiccant Coastal Blacklands 
and 	Oklahoma 

- - - - - Dollars/Acre - - - - - -
Arsenic 
Acid 2.25 2.25 2.25 
Paraquat 5.00 1.50 10.00 
Frost NA NA 0 

Aerial application costs are $0.25 per acre 
less for paraquat than for arsenic acid due to 
the latter's corrosive action. Ground applica
tion costs are the same for both chemicals. 

An average of 2.2 million acres treated 
annually (any variation depending primarily 
upon rainfall and temperature conditions), 
which represents 15% of U.S. upland cotton 
acreage. Use is stable in Coastal and 
Blacklands regions; highly variable in Texas 
Plains and Oklahoma. 
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F. ECONOMIC IMPACTS: 

User: Region 	 Impacts 

Million Dollars 

Blacklands 15.8 to 22.7 
Coastal 2.3 to 14.3 
Texas 	Plains 

and Oklahoma 2.2 to l3.0 

Total 20.3 to 50.0 

Consumer: Not estimated 

G. SOCIAL/COMMUNITY IMPACTS: Due to potential shifts from cotton to sorghum, 
the existing trend of gin closures in the 
Blacklands may be greatly exacerbated. 

H. LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS: Partial budget techniques were used to estimate 
impacts. Comparative efficacy for paraquat vs. 
arsenic acid is unknown. Limitations specific 
to each region can be found at the conclusion 
of the analysis for the respective region. 

I. ANALYSTS AND DATE: William A. Quinby and Robert Torla 
Ag. Economists 
USDA/ESCS 
Washington, D.C. 

Edward Weiler 
Ag. Economist 
EPA/OPP/EAB 
Washington, D.C. 

March 31, 1980 

Arsenic Trioxide 

Arsenic Trioxide-Rodent Control 

Arsenic trioxide is probably one of the oldest poisons still in use today and 
has been used since the 13th century as an instrument to combat vermin (Crabtree,
1961) . 

It is reported to have an acute oral LDsO between 8 and 500 mg/kg (Packman, 

et al., 1961) depending on the species of test animal, particle size, solubility, and 
impurities. Merck Index (1968) reports an acute oral LDsO of 138 mg/kg, and Packman, 

et al. (1961) reports a dietary LDsO of chemically pure arsenic trioxide to rats at 

133 to 225 mg/kg depending on the bait material. Arsenic trioxide solution is ex
pected to be more toxic than the dry bait (Redeleff, 1964). Harrison, et al. (1958) 
reported a 96-hour LDsO for gastric intubation in rats of 15.1 to 39.4 mg/kg.
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·Methods of Application 

Arsenic trioxide may be mixed with water or in various materials, such as bread 
crumbs, cookie meal (or crumbs), animal feed, dog food, etc. This "bait" may be 
placed in the rat's runways, watering, or feeding locations. The mixed bait usually 
contains from 1.5 to 3% (by weight) arsenic trioxide, depending on the bait material. 

Use Patterns and Efficacy 

Manufacturer, registration number, and other pertinent information are presented 
in Table 28. 

Table 28.--Companies with labels registered for arsenic trioxide for 

use in ~odent controla 

EPA 
ActiveRegistration Company 

IngredientNumber 

Percent 

422-5379 Blueball Chemical Co. 1.5 

505-1 S. L. Cowley & Sons Mfg. Co, Inc. 1.5 

a Source: Survey of Manufacturers, 1979. 

Arsenic trioxide has been repeatedly tested as an aqueous rat bait by the EPA. 
It is used by trained personnel in special cases, because its effectiveness is some
what questionable unless extreme care is used in application. When test rats are 
exposed to water containing As (1.5% As 0 ), the resulting mortality has not met EPA

2 3
efficacy requirements of 90% mortality within 3 days of exposure (FIFRA Docket 341, 
1976). 

Exposure Analysis 

The use of arsenic trioxide in the home, without benefit of protective bait 
stations, may create an unnecessary exposure risk to children. When properly placed 
outdoors or in commercial warehouses or similar areas, however, arsenic trioxide 
should present a very low exposure risk to humans and non-target animals. 

Fate in the Environment 

Arsenic trioxide is slowly oxidized to the pentavalent state. Reactions in the 
environment have been discussed in Volume I, Chapter 4. 
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Alternatives 

Numerous alternatives to arsenic trioxide are registered and available. Other 
alternatives, if they continue to be available, may provide better control than 
arsenic trioxide. These alternatives are: 

Zinc phosphide 
1080, 1081 (1080 and 1081 are under RPAR) 
Antu (Alphanaphthylthiourea) 
Anticoagulant compounds 

Chlorophacinone 
Diphacinone 
Fumarin 
Pival 
PMP 
Warfarin 

Red squill (where safety is a factor) 
Phosphorus paste (under RPAR) 
Strychnine (mice only, under RPAR) 

Summary of Biological Analysis-Arsenic Trioxide 

The use of arsenic trioxide as a rodenticide is apparently very limited based 
upon available registration labels. Aqueous baits, as evidenced by EPA test data, 
may not be readily accepted by rodents and therefore may not be considered effica
cious. There are several alternatives which provide good control. 

Economic Impact Analysis of Canceling Arsenic Trioxide 

Arsenic Trioxide-Rodent Control 

Introduction 

The following report is an analysis of the potential economic impact of can
celing arsenic trioxide usage as a rodenticide. This analysis is qualitative in 
nature due to the lack of data or experimental findings needed to support precise 
quantitative estimates. Although the impacts are in some cases reported as point 
estimates, they represent general approximations of arsenic trioxide use and ~co

nomic impacts rather than precise statistical estimates. 

Current Use Analysis 

EPA Registrations of Arsenic Trioxide and Alternatives.--Arsenic trioxide is 
registered in liquid formulations for control of commensal rodents (house mice and 
rats) and in pelletized or dry bait formulations for control of moles and pocket 
gophers. All forms contain 1.5% active ingredient arsenic trioxide (EPA, 1979). 

For house mice and rats, several alternatives are available including: Antu 
(adult rats only) j chlorophacinonej diphacinone j fumarinj red squill (rats only) j 
sodium fluoroacetate (RPAR)j warfarinj strychnine (mice onlY)j zinc phosphidej pivalj 
and EMF. For moles and pocket gophers, stryc~line8 is the only registered chemical 
alternative (Tracor Jitco Inc., 1979). Various non-chemical alternatives are also 
available for control of both commensal and burrowing rodents (e.g., sanitation, 
mechanical devices, and modification of structures to limit rodent access). 

8 Strychnine RPAR does not include below ground uses. 
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Arsenic Trioxide Use Patterns.--The usage of arsenic trioxide as a rodenticide 
is estimated to be less than 1,000 pounds active ingredient annually (EPA estimate). 
Precise data are not available, but approximately 85% of all arsenic trioxide is 
used for control of commensal rodents with the remainder used for below ground con
trol of moles and pocket gophers. Geographically, most usage is in the southeastern 
United States (EPA estimate). 

For commensal rodent control, liqL:id arsenic trioxide is placed in jar tops or 
similar sources of drinking water at locations frequented by mice and rats. For 
moles and pocket gophers, roughly two teaspoons of arsenic trioxide pellets are 
inserted in mole tunnels or burrows. After baits are placed, the tunnels or burrows 
are closed by plugging the openings or pulling together or rolling back the turf. 

Impact Analysis 

Commensal Rodents. --Resistance to anticoagulant rodenticides (e. g., warfarin, 
fumarin, diphacinone, chlorophacinone) by rats has been documented in several U.S. 
cities, but a biological evaluation of the long-term viability of these chemicals as 
alternatives to arsenic trioxide is not available for inclusion in this analysis. 

Several alternatives are registered and currently in use for control of house 
mice and rats (Tracor Jitco Inc., 1979). Costs of alternatives vary according to 
concentrations of active ingredient, formulations (liquids, grain baits, tracking 
powders, and pellets), application rates and package sizes. Some alternatives are 
acute toxins (e.g., zinc phosphide and strychnine), whereas others may take several 
feedings over several days to be effective (e.g. anticoagulants). 

Alternatives are readily available, in common use, and are generally similarly 
priced (Table 29). This does not mean that specific alternatives are equally cost 
effective. Many factors ultimately determine the cost effectiveness of rodenticides. 
In specific cases, alternatives may be more cost effective than arsenic trioxide, and 
in other cases less cost effective. An accounting of these factors is not possible 
with data available at this time. Consequently, a quantitative comparative cost 
analysis of arsenic trioxide and alternatives has not been included; however, given 
that alternatives are more or less similarly priced, it is reasonable to conclude 
that significant economic consequences are unlikely if arsenic trioxide usage is 
canceled. A more detailed biologiLal evaluation of arsenic trioxide and alternatives 
is needed before more definitive economic effects can be estimated. In general, a 
more detailed biological analysis would not alter substantively the conclusions of 
this analysis, but would enable more precise estimation of the nature and extent of 
economic effects. 

Moles and Pocket Gophers.--Strychnine is the only registered chemical alterna
tive for use on moles and pocket gophers. Based on available prices for similar 
container sizes, strychnine is slightly more expensive than arsenic trioxide (on the 
average about $0.11 per container9 ). If one assumes that the efficacy of arsenic 

9 Strychnine costs about $2.19 per 4 oz. container, whereas the weighted average 
price of arsenic trioxide is $2.08 per 4 oz. container (range of 1.25 to $2.50). 
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Table 29.--Prices of arsenic trioxide and selected alternatives for control of 

conunensal rodents, 1979a 

ActiveRodenticide Bait Form Package Size Price
Ingredient 

Percent Dollars 

Arsenic trioxide Liquid 1.5 6 oz. container 1.19 per container 
Diphacinone Grain 0.1 S lb. drum 1.70-1.97 per pound 
Diphacinone Pellets 0.005 4 oz. package 0.54 per package 
Diphacinone Pellets 0.005 1 lb. package 1.59 per package 
Warfarin Grain 0.5 5 lb. drum 1. 74 per pound 

Pival Grain 0.5 5 lb. drum 1. 78 per pound 
Fumarin Liquid 0.025 6 oz. bottle 3.25 per bottle 
Chlorophacinone Mineral oil 0.28 Quart 15.00 per bottle 
Chlorophacinone Dry concentrate 0.1 5 lb. canister 2.75 per pound 
Chlorophacinone Paraffinized 

pellets 0.005 25 lb. drum 1.20 per pound 

Chiorophacinone Tracking powder 0.2 1 lb. canister 2.50 per pound 
Chlorophacinone Paraffin blocks 0.005 2 oz block 0.14 per block 
Chlorophacinone Canary seed 0.005 1 lb. canister 1. 75 per pound 
Chlorophacinone Ready-to-use 0.005 40 lb. carton 0.53 per pound 

bait 

a Sources: EPA, 1979a. 

trioxide and strychnine is roughly equivalent, the impacts of using strychnine could 
increase user costs in the aggregate by less than $5,000 annually. 10 These cost 
increases would have negligible impacts on individual users in southeastern States 
and would not be of national economic consequence. 

Summary of Economic Impact Analysis of 

Canceling Arsenic Trioxide 


Arsenic Trioxide-Rodent Control 

A. USE: Rodents. 

B. MAJOR PESTS CONTROLLED: House mice, rats, moles, pocket gophers. 

10 The precise value of the economic impact cannot be publicly released or discussed 
because the estimate is based on proprietary business data. These data are 
entitled to treatment as trade secret or proprietary data under Section 7eD) 
and Section 10 of FIFRA as amended. Disclosure of the methodology for calcu
lating this estimate would enable precise calculation of proprietary production 
data. 
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C. ALTERNATIVES: 

Major 	Chemical Alternatives: 

House mice and rats: 

House mice only: 

Adult rats only: 

Moles and pocket gophers: 

Non-Chemical Controls: 

Comparative Efficacy: 

House mice and rats: 

Moles and pocket gophers: 

Comparative Costs: 

House mice and rats: 

Moles and pocket gophers: 

D. EXTENT OF USE: 

E. ECONOMIC IMPACTS: 

F. SOCIAL/COMMUNITY IMPACTS: 

G. LIMITATION OF THE ANALYSIS: 

chlorophacinone 
diphacinone 
fumarin 
sodium fluoroaceta

(RPAR) 
te 

zinc phosphide 
pival 
PMP 
warfarin 

strychnine 

Antu 
red squill 

strychnine 

Trapping, sanitation, and modification of struc
tures to limit rodent access. 

Alternatives are available and generally 
effective; some anticoagulant resistance is 
developing in rats. 

Strychnine is available and effective. 

Alternatives are similarly priced. 

Strychnine is slightly more costly. 

Less than 1,000 pounds a.i. annually. 

House mice and rats: No economic impacts of 
national significance are expected. 

Moles and pocket gophers: Some user control 
cost increases totaling less than $5,000 
annually. 

Not investigated due to lack of cotr.parative 
efficacy and comparative performance data. 

Lack of comparative efficacy and comparative 
performance data on arsenic trioxide and 
alternatives. 
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H. 	 PRINCIPAL ANALYSTS ~~ DATE: Roger C. Holtorf 
Agricultural Economist, 
EAB/BFSDjOPP/EPA 
Washington, D.C. 

John R. Parks 
Agricultural Economists, 
NRED/USDA 
Washington, D.C. 
Jan. 1980 

Calcium Arsenate 

Calcium Arsenate-Turf 
Calcium arsenate is used to control Poa annua on recreational turf areas by cre

ating a soluble As pool in the soil which kills germinating-sensitive weed species. 
Calcium arsenate is applied only by professional turf managers and current use and 
production is very limited owing to companies' hesitation to upgrade manufacturing 
plants to meet OSHA regulations and while uncertainties attendant to EPA's RPAR 
decision exist. 

Lead arsenate has been used as an insecticide on golf greens since 1890, and 
owing to As accumulation, many greens were completely free of Poa annua. Calcium 
arsenate was used on turfgrasses (as a herbicide) based on experimental work first 
done at Purdue University in 1954. Between 1954-1960, numerous companies provided 
the following granular formulations (the preferred form for turf application). 

Product 	 Source 


Pre-Kill Vaughn Seed Co. 

Crabgrass Seed Killer Sears, Roebuck & Co. 

PAX PAX Co. 

Chip-Cal Chipman Chemical Co. 

STOPPS Indiana Farm Bureau 

Di-Met P.C.C. O. E. Linck Co. 

granular General Chemical Co. 

calcium arsenate powder several companies 


Table 30 lists manufacturers, registration numbers, and other pertinent data for 
calcium arsenate for those with turf application labels. Lead arsenate insecticide 
created toxic concentrations on putting greens and other types of professional turf, 
which resulted in simultaneous control of undesirable weed species. Calcium arsenate 
was a more economical source of arsenate, and in granular form was more easily cali 
brated and applied. In England, tests with calcium arsenate gave good insect (worm) 
control, and weeds were also reduced (Escritt, 1958). 

Poa is an undesirable grass where hot-weather use puts a strain on it. For this 
reason, Poa is not suitable for golf courses or parks where heavy use occurs during 
the hot summer months. As non-arsenate crabgrass preventors became available (DCPA, 
benefin, Betasan, and siduron) during the 1960's, the non-professional market turned 
to these safer products for crabgrass control. Professional turf managers, however, 
continued to use calcium arsenate because its performance was more reliable than the 
alternatives. 
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a
Table 30.--Companies with labels registered for calcium arsenate use on turf areas 

EPA Ac.:tive
Registration Company Ingredient

Number 

Percent 

359-360 Rhone-Poulenc 48.0 
769-466 Woolfolk Chemical Co. 48.0 
769-467 Woolfolk Chemical Co. 70.0 
962-93 Los Angeles Chemical Co. 70.0 
5535-35 J & L Adikes Inc. 48.0 

a Source: Survey of Manufacturers, 1979. 

By 1972, the Chip-Cal granular was the only form of calcium arsenate available. 
It was successfully promoted, and over 3 million pounds were being used annually. 
It is estimated that it was used on more than 1,000 golf courses, many athletic 
fields, and other professional turf areas (Kerr and Daniel, 1969). Rhodia, Inc., 
of France bought Chipman Chemical Co., a family-owned business and soon closed all 
plants that were not capable of meeting OSHA air standards, which stopped produc
tion of Chip-Cal. By 1976, no calcium arsenate was being manufactured in the 
United States because of OSHA and pending EPA-RPAR decisions. The bartering of 
available granular Chip-Cal reserves was brisk. By 1977, only a few turf installa
tions had smail reserves of granular Chip-Cal (48% tri-calcium arsenate). The supply 
of calcium arsenate was soon exhausted, inasmuch as no company was manufacturing 
because of OSHA regulations, even though the product had been well researched, well 
labeled, and had been sold nationally for approximately 20 years. Meanwhile 
Poa annua continues to be the most serious weed problem in the United States, Canada, 
and Europe (Kerr and Daniel, 1969a). 

Methods of Application 

The first formulation available was powdery calcium arsenate, either 72% or 85% 
tri-calcium arsenate. For application by sprayer, a rate not to exceed 1 pound of 
product per gallon of liquid was recommended. This was kept in suspension by agita
tion and dispersed through large flood jet or T-jet nozzles, which minimized particle 
bridging and nozzle blockage. Applications of the powdery material were sometimes 
made early in the day while the turf was wet, followed by watering to remove the 
powder from the foliage. Later, granular particles (about like fertilizer) were 
spread by either drop-type hopper or broadcast sling-type applicators. Arsenic is 
effective against susceptible plants and insects only when present in toxic concen
trations .tn the soil. Programs of application that have been used are listed in 
Table 31. 

Use Patterns and Efficacy 

The target species, Poa annua, annual bluegrass, persists until weather or other 
adversity kills it. Poa annua produces seed profusely, primarily in the early spring 
and summer. The seed will germinate in most months of the year, except in the hot
test months in the South. When Poa annua persists as a partial stand within blue
grass or bentgrass, it can be selectively removed or eliminated by the use of 
arsenicals. Under such professional management, turf areas were cleared of Poa 
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Table 31.--Suggested rates for Chip-Cal granular per 1,000 square feet 

Total To 
Reach Poa, 

Phos
phorus 
Test 

Appli
cati.on 
Season 70-90 

Percent Poa 

50-70 30-50 

annua-- 

15-30 Under 15 

Crabgrass, 
Goosegrass, 

and Soil 

Soil 
Type

a 

Insect 
Toxicity 

- -  - b
Pounds--  - - - - - -

Fall 4 6 8 10 12 
Spring 4 6 8 8 6 	 Light 

Low 	 Fall 4 4 4 2 2 16 - 20 sandy 
Spring 4 4 loams 
Fall 2-4 

Fall 6 8 8 10 12 
Spring 6 8 8 8 8 20 - 24 LoamsMedium 
Fall 6 4 + 4 4 + 4 4-6 2-4 
Spring 4-6 2-l. 

Fall 6 8 8 10 12 
Spring 6 8 8 8 8 	 Buffered 

High 	 Fall 6 4 + 4 4 + 4 6 6 24 - 30 clay and 
Spring 6 2-4 4-6 4-6 2-4 silt loams 
Fall 4-6 

Reseed Reseed Reseed Reseed Reseed 
often often as if if 

needed needed needed 

a 
Soils with low buffer capacity, low organic matter, less phosphorus, and poor 

drainage require less arsenical to reach toxicity levels. After restriction 
(Poa annua is yellow, thin, weak), then use annually 2 to 3 pounds per 
1,000 square feet to maintain toxicity. Reseed to improved varieties with 
vertical grooving as often as conditions permit. 

b 
Pounds per 1,000 square feet are expressed as 48% Chip·-Cal granular or 48% 

Tri-Calcium Arsenate. 

annua, and many times achieved stands of perfect bluegrass, bentgrass, or Bermuda
'grass, depending on the area of adaptation. In addition to Poa annua, other As
susceptible plants include: the crabgrasses, Digitaria sanguinalis and D.ischaemum; 
the foxtails; barnyardgrass; sandbur; common and mouse-ear chickweed; plus a limited 
number of other weedy annuals and viney perennials. In contrast, the perennial turf
type grasses including bluegrass, Poa pratensis; ryegrasses, f-olium perenne; red 
fescue, Festuca rubra; Bermudagrass, Cynodon dactylon; zoysia, Zoysia j aponica are 
more tolerant, and whereas the susceptible species are completely obliterated from 
the turf stand, the tolerant species fill in by rhizome, stolon growth, or seed 
placement. Because of this selectivity, it was possible to prescribe arsenical 
treatments for individual areas to achieve and maintain toxicity. It was estimated 
that at least 2,000 golf courses, as well as hundreds of other turfs managed by pro
fessionals, had at least one area on which Poa annua and other weedy grasses were 
under control at the time calcium arsenate became unavailable. 
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The efficacy of arsenicals is increased when no soluble phosphorus fertilizer 
is applied (Kerr and Daniel, 1969a). Therefore, special formulations without phos
phorus became available for the turf trade. Products such as 20-0-16 were offered 
for putting green and professional turfgrass use so that As toxicity could be 
maintained. Arsenic was used throughout the northern two-thirds of the United States 
on athletic fields, golf greens, fairways, tees, parks, and playgrounds. The pre
dominant use, however, was on golf course turf, particularly greens and fairways 
where Poa annua is the greatest problem in cool season turf. A golf course may have 
30 acres of fairways, 3 acres of greens, and 2 acres of tees. Approximately 3 mil
lion pounds of calcium arsenate were sold and distributed annually before Chipman 
Chemical Co. stopped their production (Kerr and Daniel, 1969a). 

Exposure Analysis 

Although turf managers used varying types of equipment for the application of 
calcium arsenate, the time of exposure was usually limited to an application period 
covering not more than 2 weeks a year. With the use of granular formulations and 
broadcast-type application, applicator contamination was reduced. The larger par
ticles did not blow, but tended to falloff the turf onto the ground surface. The 
product was colored pink for identification purposes, and as a warning the bags car
ried the picture of a skull and crossbones. Most golf courses used the same 
employees to make the applications each year. There is one case of extreme exposure 
worth noting: In 1958, a golf course superintendent hand-mixed Milorganite and 
powdered calcium arsenate but did not use enough Milorganite to separate the powder, 
to allow the material to flow properly during application. He applied the mixture 
to nine fairways over a 2-week period, doing all handling of the material and 
insuring proper flow by stirring with his bare hands. During this period, he was 
exposed to calcium arsenate because of his faulty techniques. As a result, he lost 
his sense of taste, had a skin rash around his genitals, and felt ill for 3 to 
5 days. Within 1 month all symptoms ceased. He continued to use arsenicals until 
his retirement in 1976 and is in good health at this time (Daniel, 1980). 

Fate in the Environment 

Many of the uses of arsenicals as presented by this Assessment Team are those 
employed to achieve a toxicity that persists in wood or in soil (Daniel and Freeborg, 
1970). In turf applications, a suitable concentration of the available soil As is 
desired, which causes seedling failure to susceptible species (Fre~borg, 1971). As 
a result, when heavy rains occurred on golf courses where calcium arsenate was 
applied and watered in, little evidence of movement or accumulation of As was 

observed in drainage areas. (In contrast, Kerb® is moved by rain and will streak 
across roughs or along drainways.) Small amounts of calcium arsenate may accumulate 
in drainage areas because of extensive surface treatment and erosion. 

Arsenic, like phosphorus, is attracted to soils and sorbed to the soil complex 
primarily at the soil clay surface where it first comes in contact. Extensive work 
by Freeborg (1971) and others showed that a downward movement through the profile 
occurs only very gradually, and over long periods this downward movement is limited 
to the upper 2 to 4 inches. One application of calcium arsenate made on an unfertil
ized lawn for crabgrass prevention was effective for 18 years. On an adjacent lawn 
where other nutrients, nitrogen, potassium, etc., were applied, toxicity lasted for 
13 years. In general, the larger the exchange capacity of the soil and the higher 
the organic matter, the larger the application of As required. There is evidence 
that two or three applications of calcium arsenate suddenly achieve toxicity when 
combined with specific weather conditions. 
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The seed of most plants accumulates enough phosphorus to carry the germinating 
seedling to about a three-leaf stage for grass or approximately 1 month of seedling 
growth. At this point, the root system of the seedling must obtain its phosphorus 
from the root zone. Where As is present in sufficient quantity to cause toxicity to 
susceptible plants, both mature plants and seedlings are restricted, and under adver
sity will die. (In greenhouse studies, plants, where growth is restricted by As, 
have stayed alive for several months, but when phosphorus is applied, these plants 
resume normal growth within 7 to 14 days.) For a general discussion of As in the 
environment, see Volume I, Chapter 4. 

Alternatives 

Chlordane became widely available and replaced lead arsenate as the standard 
insecticide, but is no longer available for this use. Meanwhile, calcium arsenate 
was not favored for homeowner use because of a potential hazard. During the period 
1959-1964, several pre-emergent materials became available, the first of which was 

DCPA (Dacthal®), sold as Rid by Swift & Co. The DCPA is merchandised by more than 
50 formulators, and is used extensively for the prevention of annual summer-type 
grasses, primarily crabgrass. Benefin is also widely distributed as the product 

Balan®. Two pounds per acre of active ingredient prevents a crabgrass and weedy 
summertime grass infestation. The products Betasan® (Stauffer) and Siduron 

®(Tupersan , Du Pont) have proven effective in preventing crabgrass germination for 
60 to 90 days. In humid areas, these products have proven adequate for annual home
owner and lawn care use. The standard recommended rate for crabgrass plus a supple
mental rate at one-half that level in early summer is recommended for tees, fairways, 
and athletic fields where goosegrass, Elusine indica, is a problem. In the South, 

pronamide, (Kerb®, Rohm & Haas), gives both Poa annua and cool-season grass control. 
It is used on Bermudagrasses in mid-spri~to kill the cool-season grasses and 
release the entire area for Bermudagrass growth during the summer. This provides 
an annual control from existing Poa annua plus some inhibition against weedy grass 
infestations. 

The alternatives listed above have not eliminated Poa annua in professional turf 
areas of golf greens, fairways, football fields, and parks because of persistent 
seedling germination. 

Calcium Arsenate-Slug and Snail Bait 

Calcium arsenate is used in bait form for the control of slugs and snails in a 
wide variety of plant crops. The bait is formulated with 5% calcium arsenate and 2% 
metaldehyde in pellets or flake-like materials. Application rates vary from 22.4 to 
56.0 kg of bait per hectare with one or two treatments per season. Human exposure 
is very minimal because there is little contact with the bait. Some alternatives are 
nearly as effective, but cost significantly more to use. 

Calcium arsenate was used as an insecticide prior to 1907 (Pickering, 1907), but 
Smith (1908) noted that it was not being marketed in New Jersey in 1908. The first 
extensive use of calcium arsenate was on cotton in 1919 (Coad and Cassidy, 1920) for 
boll weevil control. Its first use in baits for slug and snail control is not known, 
but may have resulted from studies reported by Lovett and Black (1920). They found 
a bait mixture of calcium arsenate and chopped lettuce to be suitably effective for 
control of the garden slug in Oregon. In a subsequent eradication program against 
the white snail, Helix pisana, Basinger (1927) successfully substituted bran for the 
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lettuce by ~~xlng one part of calcium arsenate by weight with 16 parts of bran and 
adding water to make a friable mash. The same bait mixture was later recommended by 
Basinger (1931) for use against Helix aspersa Muller, then known as the European 
brown snail. 

In 1934, metaldehyde was reported to be an effective molluscicide, and confirma
tory studies were undertaken and marketing of commercial baitE started in 1938. 
Metaldehyde baits appeared to attract slugs and snails more effectively than calcium 
arsenate baits, but provided lower kills. Combining the two materials with an appro
priate bait substrate provided Lange and MacLeod (1941) with the most effective baits 
in tests on artichokes and in garden areas. Most subsequent uses of calcium arsenate 
for slug and snail control have been in combination with metaldehyde and commercial 
baits marketed in recent years have been predominately of this type. No calcium 
arsenate baits are currently being used for reasons discussed in the turf portion 
of this chapter. Table 32 lists those companies who have registrations for bait 
applications . 

.Table 32.--Companies with labels registered for calcium arsenate use 

as a slug and snail bait
a 

EPA Active
Registration Company Ingredient

Number 

Percent 

239-23 Chevron Chemical Co. 5.0 
239-74 Chevron Chemical Co. 5.16 
239-111 Chevron Chemical Co. 5.16 
239-561 Chevron Chemical Co. 5.16 
359-536 Rhone-Poulenc 5.16 
476-1092 Stauffer Chemical Co. 6.75 
476-1551 Stauffer Chemical Co. 5.16 
728-23 Southland Pearson 5.0 
912-91 Farmer's Union Central 5.16 
1386-447 Universal Cooperative 5.0 
6720-70 Southern Millcreek Products 5.0 
7001-141 Occidental Chemical Co. 5.0 
11656-22 Western Farm Services 5.0 

a Source.' Survey 0 f manuf ac t urers,.1979 . 

Methods of Application 

Practically all uses of calcium arsenate for slug and snail control involve bait 
preparations in flake or pellet form. Low-cost edible materials are normally used as 
the substrate material. Distribution is frequently accomplished with mechanical 
equipment in order to provide a brG1dcast pattern onto ground surfaces, but much is 
manually applied. In many cases, it is desirable to place the bait around the base 
of plants for full effectiveness or to apply the bait in a manner to avoid the con
tamination of the edible plant part (e.g., strawberries). In such cases, manual 
applications may be preferred or necessary. 
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Use Patterns and Efficacy 

Label specifications indicate a potentially extensive use of calcium arsenate 
baits for slug and snail control, but it is recognized that, in actual practice, 
applications on many of the crops and sites included on such labels are restricted 
to localized and/or temporal needs brought about by unusual weather conditions, pre
disposing cultural practices or other transitory influences. Table 33 summarizes the 
crops and non-crop sites listed on labels where calcium arsenate may be used for slug 
and snail control. 

It was not possible to specify which of these labeled uses are individually 
recommended by State agricultural experiment stations or, even more explicitly, the 
actual regional uses by acreage or poundage on individual crops and other sites. 
Actual usage will vary greatly depending on weather (rainfall) conditions. In 
California, control recommendations are made for slug and/or snail control on such 
crops as artichokes, broccoli, brussels sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower, citrus, straw
berries, and tomatoes. Somewhat different listings would be expected from other 
States, but in the aggregate the number of crops and acreages potentially requiring 
treatment could be significantly high. Added to these uses are the needs for control 
in nurseries, greenhouses, lawns, home garden, and ornamen~al plantings. 

The efficacy of calcium arsenate bait treatments is almost universally enhanced 
by the inclusion of ~etaldehyde in the formulation. Such baits, commonly constituted 
with 2% metaldehyde and 5% calcium arsenate on a bran or other suitable substrate, 
will frequently provide pest mortalities in the range of 90%. This upper level of 
efficacy reflects, in great part, the fact that at the time of any treatment, a part 
of the pest population may be secreted in non-exposed areas or may not be actively 
feeding during the baiting period. This, coupled with the high reproductive poten
tial of some species, results in the need for a schedule or sequence of treatments 
throughout the season, particularly on permanent or semi-permanent croppings. Appli
cation rates are usually in the range of 20 to 50 pounds of bait per acre (22.4 to 
56.0 k6/ha) with one or two treatments per season. 

Exposurs Analysis 

Once the bait has been formulated and packaged, 
~ 

exposures are limited to acci
dental or purposeful openings of the bag or other container. Accidental openings and 
spillages would primarily involve ground surface contaminations because of the aggre
gate and relatively heavy nature of the bait formulation particles. The possibili
ties for exposure of humans, livestock, pets, or other animal forms to such ground 
contaminations could be almost entirely eliminated by the immediate and proper imple
mentation of retrieval, dissemination, or burial procedures. Such accidental spill
ages could also predispose to limited, but removable, dermal contaminations or t.o 
limited respiratory intake if fines or dust were present in the formulation. 

In the purposeful use of calcium arsenate bait formulations, only very limited 
exposures would result from the opening of the shipping container and the transfer 
of the material to a hopper on a mechanical dispensing unit or into a hand-carried 
container. Most pelletized bait preparations are essentially dustless, but along 
with flake-like baits, would pose the possibility of limited air dispersions which 
could be a source of respiratory intake. Such air-dispersed particles would tend 
to be trapped in the nasal passages and, after migration into the throat, would be 
expectorated or swallowed. 

With either pelletized or flake-like baits, spillages would not generally result 
in the extensive retention of bait particles on skin or clothing surfaces. With 
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Table 33.--Sites where calcium arsenate slug bait is registered for use 

Tree Crops 

Apples Grapefruit Peaches 
Apricots Lemons Pears 
Avocados Nectarines Plums 
Cherries Oranges 

Small Fruit Crops 

Blackberries Loganberries Strawberries 
Boysenberries Raspberries 

Vegetable and Field Crops 

Asparagus Celery Mustard greens 
Beans Collards Onions 
Blackeyed peas Corn Peppers 
Broccoli Cowpeas Pumpkins 
Brussels sprouts Cucumbers Rutabagas 
Cabbage Eggplant Spinach 
Cantaloupes Kale Squash 
Carrots Kohlrabi Tomatoes 
Cauliflower Melons Turnips 

Watermelons 

Non-crop Sites 

Commercial-inedible-outdoor Lawns 
Domestic dwellings--outdoor Non-crop areas 
Flowering plants Nurseries 
Greenhouses Ornamental plants 
Lathhouses Terrestrial structures 

dermal and respiratory intakes largely restricted, exposures from handling bait prep
arations would be primarily limited to the accidental conveyance of pellets or flakes 
into the mouth by the worker. The precautionary and personal work habits of the 
individual would determine the likelihood of such exposures. 

Calc~um arsenate baits, stored where children have had access to them, have been 
a source of poisoning episodes. It should also be noted that dogs have been killed 
by ingesting calcium arsenate-metaldehyde bait pellets. The palatability of the 
pellet substrate and possibly the resemblance in appearance to prepared dog foods 
appear to account in part for the attractiveness of applied baits to the animals. 
The problem also appears to be grea test when metaldehyde is one 0 f the ba i t 
inclusions. In some cases, repellents such as capsicum have been incorporated to 
make the baits unattractive to dogs. The incidence of poisonings has also been 
sharply reduced by substituting ground paper, sawdus t, and other less pa 1 a table 
materials in the bait substrate. 
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Fate in the Environment 
(See Volume I, Chapter 4) 

Alternatives 

Metaldehyde has long been recognized as an effective treatment for slug control 
(Mead, 1961), and is independently effective in baits or granular formulations for 
snail control providing the compound inclusion in the preparations is approximately 
7 to 10%. Low percentage metaldehyde baits, such as those supplied for home garden 
use, provide inadequate control in agricultural uses for snail control, resu1tjng in 
the need for more frequent treatments. 

The more recent studies of GeLzin and Cole (1964), Crowell (1967), Judge (1969), 
Judge and Kuhr (1972), and others have demonstrated the molluscicidal properties of 

materials such as aldicarb (Temik®), methiocarb (Mesurol®), methomyl, phorate 

CThimet®), and thionazin (Zinophos®). The latter compound is no longer produced by 
the American Cyanamid Co. and a1dicarb, methomyl, and phorate labels do not specify 
uses for the control of slugs or snails. 

Methiocarb is clearly a potential alternative treatment, but is not registered 
by EPA for use in slug and snail control for reasons that have not been clarified. 
It is registered for use in spray applications on certain deciduous fruit trees, and 
this coupled with the issuance of special local need registrations for slug and/or 
snail control on such crops as artichokes and citrus suggests that broader registra
tion coverages may be provided at some future time. Baits of methiocarb, or espe
cially of methiocarb in combination with metaldehyde, have been found to be very 
effective against the brown garden snail, and in favorable formulations have the 
prospect of providing more effective treatments than those obtainable with calcium 
arsenate-metaldehyde baits (Carman and Passas, 1979), although at a higher cost per 
acre. 

Calcium Arsenate-Fly Control 

House fly larvae are found in untreated animal manures. Subsequent development 
and emergence of house fly adults is a serious public health problem. In the south
eastern U. S., lack of control of the house fly associated with poultry operations 
has reached epidemic proportions. Therefore, treatment procedures for the larvae in 
animal manures are urgently needed. 

Mechanical and chemical procedures for treating animal manures are available 
that act to control house fly larvae. Calcium arsenate is one chemical treatment 
that is effective and economical to use as a house fly larvicide. Resistance to this 
compound has not developed. In contrast, resistance to synthetic organic compounds 
develops quickly. When calcium arsenate is used as recommended, few environmental 
problems are encountered. 

Calcium arsenate is used as a spray application to control house fly larvae in 
poultry manure. It is applied at 2.5 pounds of a 70% formulation in 4 gallons of 
water. This amount covers 1,000 sq. ft. of droppings beneath caged poultry. 

Companies with registered labels and their products are presented in Table 34. 
No calcium arsenate is currently being used or manufactured because companies are 
unwilling to invest capital to meet OSHA Air and Exposure Standards until a decision 
is made by EPA under the RPAR process. Two companies, however, have expressed 
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Table 34.--Companies with labels registered for calcium arsenate use 

for fly controla 

EPA Active
Registration Company IngredientNumber 

Percent 

769-374 Woolfolk Chemical Co. 70.0 

769-443 Woolfolk Chemical Co. 70.0 

962-93 Los Angeles Chemical 70.0 

a Source: Survey of Manufacturers, 1979. 

interest in reestablishing markets for calcium arsenate (Alden, 1980; and Mitchell, 
1980). 

Methods of Application 

Calcium arsenate is applied at 1.6 pounds of active ingredient per 1,000 sq. ft. 
as a low-pressure (30 to 60 psi) spray. The droplets are large, with little drift, 
and are applied by conventional power sprayers equipped with flat fan or cone-type 
nozzles. Sprays are directed, not broadcast, as banded treatments under cages of 
layers and as spot treatments to manure piles. This application technique is used 
to prevent contaminating poultry and livestock, or their feed. 

Use Patterns and Efficacy 

Coarse sprays are applied under caged poultry on a preventive schedule at 5- to 
7-day intervals when needed. If house fly maggot populations begin to increase, 
coarse sprays are applied at a 3- to 4-day intervals until control is achieved. 
Treated manure cannot be used for fertilizing pastures, food, or feed crops. 

Calcium arsenate is an effective house fly larvicide. Although no calcium arse
nate is currently used, it would be the most widely used compound for this use if it 
were available. No buildup of resistance to calcium arsenate is known. 

Exposure Analysis 

Directed large droplet (coarse) sprays are applied with low-pressure (30 to 
60 psi) power equipment or hand-operated compressed air sprayers. Protective 
clothing, (i.e., rubber boots, coveralls, gloves, goggles, and a protective mask) are 
used by applicators. This greatly reduces the possibility of operator exposure to 
calcium arsenate during mixing and spraying. 

Treated litter is handled by hand-operated mechanical devices or power equipment 
which precludes the occurrence of significant contact between the treated material 
and the operator. Specific exposure analysis data, with the use of this application 
technique, are not available. 
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Fate in the Environment 

To a great extent, the application techniques used prevent drift of spray 
particles. It is felt that little of the calcium arsenate used for fly control ends 
up in the air because it is applied in large droplets. The use of calcium arsenate 
as a fly larvic~dc will not contaminate water because no direct application is 
likely. Calcium arsenate-treated manure is only applied to fallow land and, there
fore, would end up in contact with the soil. It is applied so that contact with 
plants and animals is largely prevented. The As content in manure varies from 1 to 
10 ppm As. At application rates of 4 tons manure per acre, manure would add 
0.008 to 0.08 pound As to each acre. This is insignificant when compared to back
ground levels of 10 to 20 pounds As in each acre to a depth of 6 inches. For a 
further discussion on the fate of As in the environment, see Volume I, Chapter 4. 

Alternatives 

Manure must be made unsuitable for house fly development by using mechanical or 
chemical measures. Mechanical measures include hauling manure to a suitable site for 
disposal on a 3- to 4-day schedule, or maintaining a moisture content F25% or J75%, 
conditions which prevent house fly larva development. Chemical measures would in
clude larvicides such as naled, dichlorvos, dimethoate, fenthion, malathion, chlor
fenvinphos, and ronnel. Calcium arsenate was 25% less expensive than the alternative 
chemicals when it was available. Resistance to all synthetic chemicals develops 
quickly, often in less than a year. Fly larvae, however, do not develop a resistance 
to calcium arsenate. 

Summary of Biological Analysis-Calcium Arsenate 

Calcium Arsenate-Turf 

Calcium arsenate is approved (based on scientific research), and was sold 
throughout Canada and the United States over a period of approximately 20 years. It 
was the standard Poa annua control measure in professional turf areas because of its 
selective soil treatment behavior. It was used only by professional turf managers. 
Every program became an individual program based on the turf site, the history of the 
area, the turf manager's program, the climate, and subsequent management procedures. 

A recent canvass of some courses where calcium arsenate was used previously 
indicated a continued interest in the chemical by the following courses if usage and 
availability could be assured (Kerr, 1980; Lucas, Jr., 1980; Fisher, 1980; and Paetz, 
1980): 
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Club Contact Location 

Woodway Club Sherwood Moore Connecticut 
Cherry Valley Club Hank Heddeshiemer Long Island 
Deepdale Charles Amorim Long Island 
Garden City Country Club Stanley Bugaj Long Island 
Woodcrest Country Club Lynn O'Neil Long Island 
Woodmere Club Rick l-1cGuinness Long Island 
Baltusrol Golf Club Joe Flaherty New Jersey 
Bedens Brook Golf Club Jim Gilligan New Jersey 
Montammy Golf Club Mike Leary New Jersey 
Piping Rock Club Mel Lucas, Jr. New York 
Edgewood Country Club Lester Bishop Ohio 
Springfield Country Club Kermit Delk Ohio 
Jack Nicklaus Golf Club Richard Craig Ohio 
Mound Builders Country Club Steve Evee Ohio 
National Cash Register Golf Club Jack Hart Ohio 
Camargo Club Jack Johns Ohio 
The Country Club Alfred Muhle Ohio 
Aurora Country Club Carl Hopphan Illinois 
Prestwick Country Club Richard Trevarthan Illinois 
Short Hills Country Club Thomas VandeWalle Illinois 
Meridian Hills Country Club Steven Frazier Indiana 
Orchard Ridge Country Club John Leeper Indiana 
Broadmoor Country Club Oscar Miles Indiana 
Tippecanoe Lake Country Club James Plumb Indiana 
Bidenmun Golf Club Frank Staffieri Delaware 
Coatesville Country Club John Nagy Pennsylvania 
Concord Golf & Country Club Balbino Ramos Pennsylvania 
Green Hill Yacht & Country Club Lou White Maryland 
Overbrook Country Club Warren Savini Pennsylvania 
Talbot Country Club Ralph McNeal Maryland 
White Manor Country Club J. Wesley Pratt Pennsylvania 

It is estimated that up to 2,000 courses would use calcium arsenate "in approximately 
3 years after the reintroduction of the product" (Kerr, 1980). Interest in resuming 
production has been indicated by two companies if sufficient labeling is left after 
the RPAR process is completed (Alden, 1980; and Mitchell, 1980). The labels of 
interest are for turf, fly larvicide in caged poultry, slug bait, and grapefruit 
(assuming EPA grants the request by Florida to switch from lead arsenate to calcium 
arsenate). 

In a survey conducted by EPA (Plant Studies Branch, BFSD, OPP, OPTS), a random 
sample of potential users of calcium arsenate showed some support for the return of 
its use to control Poa annua in turf, some difficulties with its use when it was 
available and used, and some who were satisfied with the present turf management 
systems now available. These responses are summarized in Table 35. Included are 
results of a summary of testimonial letters received by the Assessment Team relative 
to the use of calcium arsenate on turf for Poa annua control. It was felt by most 
of the respondents that calcium arsenate was better than the alternatives available, 
had fewer problems, had little harmful effects when used properly, and has been used 
successfully at lower costs than the alternatives currently available. 
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Table 35.--Summary of letters fOL the use of calcium arsenate on turf for Poa ~ controla 

~ 

Namea 
Affiliation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

J. A. Jagschitz Univ. RI X X X X X X Column Headings 

Dr. Indyk Rutgers Univ. X X X 1. Calcium arsenate is 

D. Howell Athens C.C. X X X 2. 
selective. 

Calcium arsenate has 

C. R. Skogley Univ. RI X X 
post-emergent 
activity which the 

Dr. Kleeman Univ of liD X X X 
alternatives do 
not. 

J. Murray Univ. of liD X 
3. All alternatives not 

as effective. 

M. Geesleman Reston G.C. X X 
4. No chemical alterna

tives available for 

P. Naples G.C. Super. Assn. X X X X X 
post-emergence 
control. 

P. Paetz All Best Inc. X X 
5. Loss of calcium arse

nate has resulted 

C. Hopphan Aurora C.C. X X X X 
in greater usage of 
other chemicals. 

M. Lucas, Jr. Piping Rock C.C. X X 
6. No harm to personnel 

or environment. 

B. Orazi Hunt Valley G.C. X X X X X X 
7. Used with complete 

satisfaction. 

J. R. Hall VA Poly Inst. X 
8. 
9. 

Lower cost per 
Will return to 

acre. 
using 

1. W. White Green Hill Y & C.C. X X X X 10. 
calcium arsenate. 

Wet seasons cause 

D. S. Alford The Greens C.C. X X X X 
calcium arsenate to 
leach to low areas. 

S. J. Zontek U.S. GA Greens 
Section 

X X X X X 
11. Kerb effective in the 

S.E. United States 
in Bermudagrass 

W. Davis Golden Green X X X 12. 
turf. 

Balan, Dacthal, 

R. Koppitz Alva G. & C.C. X X X 
Betasan or Azak 
be used. 

can 

R. W. Young ~leadow Lake G. C. X X X 
13. 
14. 

Azak not available. 
Reseeding must be 

Total Responses (19) 2 2 6 3 4 6 9 3 8 1 5 5 3 3 
delayed with alter
natives. 

a For more information on the respondents, see references. 



Calcium Arsenate-Slug and 
Snail Control 

Calcium arsenate is effective for the control of slugs and snails in bait formu
lations that include metaldehyde. The bait is significantly cheaper than other 
materials on an annual per-acre basis. Exposure is minimal, because it is formulated 
in pellet or flake form with very little dust present. Application is normally done 
with hopper or broadcast equipment, but may be done manually. Slug control on a wide 
variety of crops may be necessary in unfavorable rainy years, such as California 
experienced in 1978. 

A summary of testimonial letters received by the Assessment Team is presented in 
Table 36. The growers responding to an item in the Pest Control Circular (Feb. 1980) 
indicate a strong desire to continue the registration of calcium arsenate for the 
control of slugs and snails because it is more efficacious and costs less than the 
alternative materials while being used with good success. 

Calcium Arsenate-Fly Control 

Calcium arsenate is applied to house fly larva breeding areas under poultry 
cages and to manure piles by using application methods that prevent most contamina
tion of animals, plants, soil, water, and air. When calcium arsenate-treated manure 
is removed from animal operations, it is normally applied to fallow land. This 
should not result in significant contamination of the environment by calciwn 
arsenate. Little exposure to calcium arsenate is likely when applied in the recom
mended manner. 

Economic Impact Analysis of Canceling 

Calcium Arsenate 


Calcium Arsenate-Turf 

Current Use Analysis 

Arsenical pesticides were produced by more than 10 different chemical companies 
in the United States. Most of the various individual arsenicals, however, are pro
duced by only one or two firms, and data on production are therefore difficult to 
obtain because such information is considered proprietary. The U.S. Tariff Commis
sion reported some data on pesticide production (Table 37). Production of calcium 
arsenate has been falling steadily, as its use is replaced by organic phosphorus and 
carbamate compounds. Beyond these few published statistics, little data are avail
able on the production of specific arsenials. 

There is very little published information on quantities used of the various 
arsenical pesticides, because in most cases they are not widely applied. 

Calcium arsenate (or tri-calcium arsenate) is registered for use as a herbicide 
in lawns and ornamental tu~f. It was applied as a 48% granular at a rate of about 
4 pounds actual per 1,000 sq. ft. (EPA label No. 962-93). It is a very efficacious 
compound (presented previously in this chapter). 

The primary use of calcium arsenate was for the control of Poa annua (annual 
bluegrass) on the fairways, greens, and tees of golf courses. Poa annua is a weedy 
grass that is common on many golf courses and other managed turf areas around the 
country. In some places with mild climates, it is cultivated as the predominant 
variety of turfgrass because it does possess some desirable properties. Poa ~~~ 
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Table 36.--Summary of letters for the use of calcium arsenate for the 
control of slugs and snails 

Namea 
Affiliationb 

1 2 3 4 5 

N. D. Buehling I X X X X Column Headings 
E. Pressey I X X 1. Alternatives less effective. 
A. M. Pomatto I X 2. Alternatives cost more. 
H. C. McMillan I X X X 3. Used calcium arsenate 
D. A. Stevning I with success. 
B. Hillebrecht I X X X 

X 
4. Continue the registration. 

G. W. Rahill 5. Alternatives must beI X X X X
G. B. ~1cReynolds I X X X applied more often. 

J. M. Daly I X X X X X 
J. E. Reimers I X X X 
C. R. Marshall I X X X X 
E. Leibacher I X X X 
Total responses 12 9 10 7 8 2 

a For more information on the respondent, see references. 


b I = Individual Growers. 


Table 37.--Production of calcium arsenatea 

Year Calcium Arsenate 

1,000 Pounds 

1960 6,590
1961 7,944
1962 4,660
1963 3,310
J.964 6,958
1965 4,192
1966 2,890
1967 2,040
1968 3,398
1969 1,158
1970 1,144
1971

b 940 
1972

b 133 
1973b 357 
1974 474 

a Source: (EPA, 1972a): Data since 1972 not available, but some produced through
1974. Purchased stocks still being used. 

b Source: Alden, 1980. 
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is generally healthy in the spring and fall, can be cut close, reseeds itself, and 
is tolerant of variations in soil nutrition. Poa annua is, however, susceptible to 
many climatic and use conditions easily tolerated by other species of turfgrass. It 
can be killed by continuous wear, it is easily smothered by ice and snow due to its 
high rate of respiration, and hot, dry winds will cause it to fail, as will hot, 
humid days and nights. Fairways of Poa aqnua have been known to wilt in an afternoon 
or be completely killed following a snowfall, leaving large areas that are difficult 
to play golf on and that must be reseeded (Keitt, 1979). 

Because of the uncertainty associated with its ease of failure, many golf course 
superintendents decided to phase out Poa annua in favor of more desirable turfgrass 
species. The most common method of changing turf species involved the use of calcium 
arsenate to kill and maintain control over Poa annua. The initial phase of the 
changeover involved the application of large quantities of calcium arsenate to the 
turf for the first year or two to raise the level of residual arsenic (As) in the 
soil. Poa annua is considerably more susceptible to As than are the desirable 
species such as bentgrass, Kentucky bluegrass, and Bermud,agrass. As the Poa annua 
was killed, the course was reseeded with the new species. The second phase-of the 
program consisted of annual applications of small quantities of calcium arsenate to 
maintain the soil toxicity and prevent reinfestation by Poa annua (Keitt, 1979). 

The amount of calcium arsenate applied during this type of program varied con
siderably due to climatic conditions, soil type, drainage, level of soil phosphorus, 
and many other factors. In the Midwest, golf courses typically applied about 
15 pounds annually per 1,000 sq ft in the first 2 years and 2 to 3 pounds annually 
to maintain toxicity. In some East Coast areas, however, the quantities of calcium 
arsenate needed to control Poa annua were only one-third of those needed in the 
Midwest (EPA, 1972a). 

Use of Calcium Arsenate 
and Alternatives 

There are numerous registered alternatives to calcium arsenate (see Table 38). 
The best alternatives include bensulide (an amide compound), benefin (a toluidine), 
DCPA (a phthalic compound), terbutol, pronamide, siduron, and oxadiazon. These 
alternatives are more expensive and must be applied more than once a year. The sub
stitutes are effective in controlling Poa annua but have some drawbacks. Some are 
phytotoxic to the seedlings of the new grass and do not have the residual effective
ness of calcium arsenate. Furthermore, the higher degree of phytotoxicity requires 
that a longer period of time be allowed between application of the herbicides and 
applying the new seed. Some of these alternatives present problems of leaching and 
lateral movement. This means that there may be die-off or a period of unsightly 
browning before the new grass matures (discussed previously in this chapter). 

Economic Impact Analysis 

The entire question of economic impacts of restrictive action by EPA against 
calcium arsenate turf herbicide is academic. According to Dr. Weinke, turf manager 
of the Chipman Division of Rhodia, Inc., t~2 only manufacturer of granular calcium 
arsenate, they are currently not able to produce the calcium arsenate. Rhodia had 
been manufacturing the herbicide with their own equipment, but in another firm's 
plant. The other firm began receiving inquiries from the Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA), presumably about the worker safety conditions of the 
calcium arsenate manufacturing process. Rather than risk restrictive action by OSHA, 
the firm refused to let Rhodia produce calcium arsenate in its plant. Rhodia has 
decided to drop regular calcium arsenate from its product line and not attempt to 
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Table 38.--Comparison of use patterns for calcium arsenate and other preemergent herbicides for weed control 

0 
00 

in turf 

Crabgrass 
Early spring 
Late summer 
Early fall 
Late fall 
Late winter 

Number of treatments 
per year 
Cool season 
Warm season 

Annual bluegrass 
Early spring 
Late summer 
Early fall 
Late fall 
Late winter 

Number of Treatments 
Per Year 
Cool season 
Warm season 

Chickweed 
Early spring 
Late summer 
Early fall 
Late fall 
Late winter 

(Information is derived from registered labels) 

Preemergent Herbicides 

Calcium 
DCPAa Benefina Bensulidea Siduron Terbutola 

Arsenatea 

PESTS, TIME OF APPLICATION,b AND NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS 

X X X X X X 

X X X X X X 


X 

X X X 


X 


2 1 1 1 1 1 

2 1 1 2 1 1 


X X X X X 

X X X X X 


X X 

X X 


X X 


2 2 1 1 1 

2 2 2 2 1 


X X X 

X X 


X 


X 


Pronamidea Oxadiazona 

X X 

X 


X X 

X 


0 1 

1 1 




Table 38.--Comparison of use patterns for calcuim arsenate and other premergent herbicides for weed control 
in turf (Information is derived from registered labels)--continued 

Preemergent Herbicides 

Calcium a a
DCPA

a 
Benefin Bensulide

a Siduron Terbutola Pronamidea Oxadiazon
Arsenatea 

Number of treatments 

per year 

Cool season 2 1 1 

Warm season 2 1 1 


TURFGRASS SITES c 

Cool season 
Bluegrass X X X X X X X 
Tall fescue X X X X X 
Fine-leafed fescue X X X X 
Smooth bromegrass X 
Perennial ryegrass X X X X X 
Orchardgrass X 
Bentgrass X X X X 
Poa trivalis X 
Red top X X X 

Warm season 
Centipedegrass X X X X 
Zoysiagrass X X X X X X 
Bermudagrass X X X X X X X 
Bahiagrass X X X 
Ca rpetgrass XdSt. Augustine X X X X X 

dDichondra X X 

a For use on established turf only. 

b As determined by pest and geographic location. 

c Refer to "Alternatives" section of "Calcium Arsen2te on Turf" previously in this chapter for more specific 
turf varieties and strains. 

~ 
0 
1.0 d The Calcium Arsenate label specifically states, "Do not use on dichondra or St. Augustine lawns." 



resume production (EPA, 1972a). Production ceased because of the financial invest
ments necessary to meet OSHA workplace air standards, and uncertainty about continued 
registration because of current RPAR review (covered earlier in this chapter). 

The same production situation is true of the other two registration holders-
J & L Adikes and Los Angeles Chemical Company. They have not produced calcium arse
nate for years. In both cases the companies have asked, or are in the process of 
asking, that their registrations be canceled for use of calcium arsenate on turf 
(Cummings, 1979; and Wackermann, 1979). There are at least two manufacturers, how
ever, that are interested in th1s use of calcium arsenate (Alden, 1980; and Mitchell, 
1980). 

Loss of the use of calcium arsenate for Poa annua control might have involved 
considerable economic loss on the part of many golf courses in the past. It is esti
rna ted tha t 2,000 of the approximately 11,000 golf courses a round the country used 
calcium arsenate to some extent. Some of these golf courses had been using calcium 
arsenate for as long as 20 years. It has been estimated that in the East, a typical 
golf course had spent about $2,000 per year on calcium arsenate. In the West, in the 
first year or two, golf courses spent about $4,500 per year and $2,500 annually 
thereafter. Costs of calcium arsenate for Poa annua were probably higher in the 
Midwest. 

Assuming an annual expenditure of about $2,500 per year per course, the 
2,000 courses spent on the order of $5 million annually. The various golf courses 
across the country used calcium arsenate for varying periods of time, but if a 
nationwide average of about 7 years is assumed, then golf courses may have had 
$35 million invested in a calcium arsenate Poa annua control program. To put this 
in perspective, however, it should be not~ that annual golf course maintenance 
budgets are about $150,000 apiece. The calcium arsenate program accounted for be
tween 1% and 2% of the total expenditures on course maintenance (EPA, 1972a). 

Assessing the economic impact of past loss of calcium arsenate in the present is 
not possible, inasmuch as there are alternatives available that were not in existence 
at the time calcium arsenate was used and c3lcium arsenate is no longer used on turf. 
The impact of the phytotoxicity of alternatives, however, is not easily defined in 
economic terms. Golf course turf is not a commercial crop, but, rather, is valued 
because of its esthetic and recreational qualities. Estimates of economic effects 
of lessened attractiveness or playability of golf courses are not available. There 
may be some economic loss associated with decreased quality of the turf itself. The 
magnitude of this potential loss is, however, unknown. 

Calcium Arsenate-Slug and 
Snail Control 

Current Use Analysis 

Calcium arsenate is registered by EPA for 53 sites, including tree fruit, small 
fruit, vegetables, field crops, and non-crop areas for control of both slugs and 
snails. Table 39 shows a detailed listing of the registered sites along with a 
selection of the major registered alternative chemical controls for slugs and snails. 
The chemical metaldehyde is the most frequently appearing registered alternative, 
duplicating all 53 sites. Carbaryl is the next most frequently appearing chemical 
with registrations on about one-half (26 of 53) of the sites for which calcium arse
nate is registered for slug or snail control. 
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Table 39.--EPA registration of calcium arsenate and selected alternative chemicals for slug and snail control 

Registered Chemicals 

Site Calcium Metaldehyde Carbaryl Methoxychlor Malathion Methiocarb Mexacarbate 
Arsenate 

Tree Crops 
Apples X X X 
Apricots X X X X X 
Avocados X X 
Cherries X X X X X 

Grapefruit X X 

Lemons X X 

Nectarines X X X 

Oranges X X 

Peaches X X X X X 

Pears X X X 


Plums X X X X x 

Small Fruit 
Blackberries X X 
Boysenberries X X 
LoganberrieR X X 
Raspberries X X 
Strawberries X X 

Vegetables and Field CroEs 
Asparagus X X X 
Beans X X X 
Blackeyed Peas X X 
Broccoli X X X 
Brussels Sprouts X X X 

Cabbage X X X 

Cantalopes X X 

Carrots X X X 

Cauliflower X X X 

Celery X X 


..... ..... .... 



~ 
~ Table 39.--EPA registration of calcium arsenate and selected alternative chemicals for slug and snail 
N control--continued 

Site 
Calcium 
Arsenate 

Collard X 

Corn X 

Cowpeas X 

Cucumbers 
 X 

Eggplant X 


Kale X 

Kohlrabi X 

Melons X 

Mustard X 

Onions X 


Peppers X 

Pumpkins X 

Rutabagas X 

Spinach X 

Squash X 


Tomatoes X 

Turnips X 


Non-croE Sites 

Commercial Inedible 


Outdoors 
 X 

Domestic Dwelling 


Outdoors 
 X 

Flowering Plants X 

Greenhouses 
 X 

Lath Houses X 


Lawns X 

Non-crop Areas X 

Nurseries 
 X 

Ornamental Plants 

Terrestrial Structures X 


Source: EPA, 1976c. 

Metaldehyde 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 


X 

X 

X 

X 

X 


X 

X 

X 

X 

X 


X 

X 


X 


X 

X 

X 

X 


X 

X 

X 

X 

X 


Registered Chemicals 

Carbaryl Methoxychlor Malathion Methiocarb Mexacarbate 

X 

X 


X 


X 


X 

X 


X 


X 
 X X 

X 
 X X 

X 
 X 


X 


X 

X X 


X 
 X 

X X 
 X 


X 




Use of Callum Arsenate 
and Alternatives 

Information on the extent of use of calcium arsenate for slug and snail control 
is very limited. The Assessment Team could provide no information in this area. 
California does provide reports of calcium arsenate use by site within that State. 
Table 40 shows the reported use of calcium arsenate and metaldehyde, the major alter
native, for the period 1975-1977. The distinctive feature of Table 40 is that both 
calcium arsenate ~nd metaldehyde have their greatest usage in California on citrus 
crops. 

Table 40.--Usage of calcium arsenate and metaldehyde on selected sites in 

California, 1975-1977
a 

1975 1976 1977 

Site 
Calcium Metal- Calcium Metal- Calcium Metal-
Arsenate dehyde Arsenate dehyde Arsenate dehyde 

- - -  - - - - - - - Pounds Active Ingredient - - - - - - - -

Agencies, 
other 3,287 2,094 2,502 1,513 350 1,269 

Avocado 338 249 262 245 19 

Citrus 700 522 2 1 149 

Citrus 
other 2,697 1,774 2,947 2,318 579 1,583 

Lemon 2,004 3,005 1,118 2,881 333 

Orange 1,042 2,359 2,082 3,177 878 4,570 

Ornamentals 113 74 34 1 85 

Other 617 2,312 759 2,656 not available 

Total 10,798 12,389 9,672 12,825 not available 

-------~-

a Source: California Dept. of Food and Agric.; 1975, 1976, and 1977. 

Little inference can be drawn from the information reported by California. 
Calcium arsenate and metaldehyde may not be used solely for slug and snail control, 
because both chemicals are registered for other pests. Also, calcium arsenate and 
metaldehyde are formulated in combination fo.r control of slugs and snails. There
fore, categorizing the use of these chemicals as either complementary or substitutes 
for one another cannot be done based on the available data. 

The typical formulation of slug and snail bait contains 5% calcium arsenate and 
2% metaldehyde. The bait substrate varies, depending on the product. Application 
rates range from 22.4 to 56.0 kg of bait per hectare (20 to 50 pounds of bait per 
acre). Either one or two applications may be made per season. This implies that 
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2 to 5 pounds active ingredient of calcium arsenate and 0.4 to 2 pounds active 
ingredient of metaldehyde are used on a treated acre per season. 

Comparative Performance 

Calcium arsenate is combined with metaldehyde in slug and snail baits at 5% and 
2% active ingredient, respectively. This combination frequently provides mortalities 
in the range of 90%. Metaldehyde alone is recognized as effective in controlling 
slugs and snails when preparations containing 7 to 10% active ingredient are used 
(discussed previously in this chapter). 

Methiocarb and methiocarb in combination with metaldehyde show promise as being 
as effective or more effective than the calcium arsenate/metaldehyde baits. Methio
carb, however, has only limited special local needs registrations at this time 
(discussed previously in this chapter). 

Economic Impact Analysis 

User Imp.3cts.--Lack of data on the volume of calcium arsenate used for slug and 
snail control prevents a quantification of the total uses impacts should cancellation 
of this use occur. The need for slug or snail control on many of the crops for which 
calcium arsenate is registered is localized and/or temporal (previously discussed in 
this chapter). 

For sites in some areas of California such as coastal counties or where 
sprinkler or drip irrigation is practiced, many growers must trea t regularly for 
snail control. In typical years, data reported by the State of California indicate 
that about 10,000 to 12,000 pounds of calcium arsenate were applied to citrus for 
snail control (see Table 40). If all of this were for slug and snail control, then 
5,000 to 6,000 acres could have been treated given an application rate of 2.0 pounds 
active ingredient per acre per season. In years when climatic conditions favor snail 
development, such as happened in 1978, approximately J.1 ,000 acres were reported 
treated in one county (Riverside County) alone (Carman, 1979a). The extent to which 
citrus was treated for snails for all of California in 1978 is not available, but is 
obviously significantly higher than in average years. 

The limited data available iprlicate that in typical years citrus growers might 
need to spend an additional 6.40 $32.00 per acre on about 5,000 to 6,000 acres 
(3% of California citrus acreage). In 1977, the total cash costs for producing 
oranges in California were estimated to be $1,291 per acre; adding depreciation and 
interest on investment gives an on-tree total production costs of $2,930 per acre 
(Gustafson and Rock, 1977). If growers incurred a cost increase at the maximum esti
mate of $32.00 per acre as a result of canceling calcium arsenate for slugs and 
snails on citrus, then this increase would represent 2.5% and 1.1% of total cash 
costs and total on-tree production costs, respectively. The total cost of production 
increase to California growers in typical years would be about 70,400 to $176,000. 
In some years, the acreage requiring treatment would be significantly higher; thus 
the increase in treatment costs across all citrus growers would be higher. 

The need for treating snails on citrus is generally a problem only in 
California; therefore, changes in production costs resulting from cancellation of 
calcium arsenate would be unlikely to affect total citrus supply or price in the 
United States. Affected growers would thus be unable to pass on all of the increased 
cos t of production. 
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For commodities other than citrus, production cost increases would be expected 
to occur in the same range as found on citrus. Given the sporadic need for snail 
control on these other crops, again it is unlikely that all of the increased produc
tion costs could be passed on by affected growers. 

Comparative Costs.--The typical bait formulation containing 5% calcium arsenate 
and 2% metaldehyde is estimated to cost $27 per 100 pounds (Carman, 1979). The cost 
per treatment, assuming 20 to 50 pounds of bait per acre, would therefore be 5.40 to 
$13.50. The season cost of treatment could be as high as 10.80 to $27.00 per acre 
when two applications are necessary. 

If metaldehyde alone was used in a bait formulation, then adequate control would 
be achieved if bait containing 7.5% active ingredient were used (Carman, 1979). The 
cost of a bait formulation containing 7.5% metaldehyde would be approximately $59 per 
100 pounds (Carman,1979). Treatment cost would range from 11.80 to $29.50 per 
treatment-acre or 6.40 to $16.00 per treatment-acre higher than the combination with 
calcium arsenate. Cost per season using metaldehyde alone falls in the range of 
11.80 to $59.00 per acre. The increase in season treatment cost per acre would be 
6.40 to $32.00 over the cost of the calcium arsenate and metaldehyde combination. 

Market and Consumer Impacts.--The limited extent to which individual crops rely 
on slug/snail control would indicate that production levels and prices for the 
several commodities involved should not be significantly affected. 

Limitations of the Analysis 

1. Detailed use pattern data were not available for calcium arsenate use on 
slug/snail control. 

2. The assumption was made that the primary alternative chemical, metaldehyde, 
would be available in the volume needed to replace calcium arsenate, and that the 
price of the alternative would not change. 

Calcium Arsenate-Fly Control 

(No narrative, Summary on page 118.) 

Summary of Economic Impact Analysis 
of Canceling Calcium Arsenate 

Calcium Arsenate-Turf 

A. USE: 	 Sold until 1977 for use on turfgrass sites. 

B. PLANTS CONTROLLED: 	 Crabgrass, annual bluegrass, chickweed 

C. 	 ALTERNATIVES: DCPA siduron oxadiazon 
benefin terbutol 
bensulide pronamide 

Non-Chemical alternatives: Hand pulling 
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---

Comparative efficacy: 

Comparative costs: 


Comments: 


D. 	 EXTENT OF USE: 

E. 	 ECONOMIC IMPACTS: 

Users: 

Market: 

Consumer: 

Macroeconomics: 

F. 	 SOCIAL/COMMUNITY IMPACTS: 

G. 	 LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS: 

H. 	 ANALYSTS AND DATE: 

Alternatives are effectively in use in some 
situations. Calcium arsenate is not 	presently 
sold. Since 1977, the demand for the product 
has 	not resulted in its appearance in the 
market. 

Not 	available. 

Not 	sold since 1977 because OSHA air standard 
regulations prevented production in U.S. and 
registrants are not importing. 

Quantity of residual stocks continues to be 
used. 

Users depleting existing stocks. 

Not 	marketed. 

Not 	sold. 

None. 

Not 	determined. 

Because this product has not been marketed in 
the U.S. since 1977, no actual prices could be 
obtained. Seven registered alternatives are 
available for all pests and on all sites pre
viously controlled by calcium arsenate on turf. 
Most have some problems on some sites. 

Robert O'Brien 
Economist 
EPA/EAB/BFSD 
OPP/OPTS 
Washington, D.C. 

Ray Stanton 
Economist 
USDA 
Washington, D.C. 
Dec. 1979 

Calcium Arsenate-Slug and Snail Control 

A. 	 USE: Calcium arsenate use to control slugs/snails on 
various crops. 

B. 	 MAJOR PESTS CONTROLLED: Slugs and snails. 
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C. 	 ALTERNATIVES: 

Major registered chemicals: 

Nonchemical controls: 

Efficacy of alternatives: 

Comparative Costs: 

D. 	 EXTENT OF USE: 

E. 	 ECONOMIC IMPACTS: 

User: 

Market/consumer: 


Macroeconomic: 


F. 	 LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS: 

G. 	 PRINCIPAL ANAI,YST AND DATE: 

Metaldehyde, carbaryl (pre-RPAR), methoxychlor, 
malathion, methiocarb, and mexacarbate. 

Effective nonchemical control methods are not 
available. 

Metaldehyde baits containing 7 to 10% active 
ingredient are equivalent to the commonly used 
calcium arsenate (5%) and metaldehyde (2%) 
combination baits. 

Use of baits containing 7 to 10% metaldehyde 

would increase production costs by 6.40 to 

$32.00 per acre per season in comparison to 

calcium arsenate plus metaldehyde combination 

baits. 

Information on calcium arsenate use in slug/ 
snail baits is not available for the total 
United States. Data for California show usage 
of about 10,000 to 12,000 pounds a.i. in the 
years prior to withdrawal from production on 
the part of formulators. Greatest usage in 
California was on citrus crops. The quantity 
of calcium arsenate used would be sufficient to 
treat about 5,000 to 6,600 acres annually in 
California. Climatic conditions sometimes 
greatly increase need for treatment. 

Growers producing crops needing slug and snail 

control may occasionally incur higher produc

tion costs of 5.40 to $32.00 per acre per 

season. Total impacts range over 70 to 

$180 thousand for citrus in typical years. 


Negligible. 

Negligible. 

1. Lack of total and detailed use pattern 
data. 

2. It is assumed that the primary alternative, 
metaldehyde, would be available in sufficient 
quantities to replace calcium arsenate. 

Gary L. Ballard 
Economic Analysis Branch 
OPP Environmental Protection Agency 
Washington, D.C. 
Jan. 1980 
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Calcium Arsenate-Fly Control 

A. 	 USE: 

B. 	 INSECTS CONTROLLED: 

C. 	 ALTERNATIVES: 

Chemical alternatives: 

Nonchemical alternatives: 

Comparative cost: 

Comments: 

D. 	 EXTENT OF USE: 

E. 	 ECONOMIC IMPACTS: 

User: 

Market: 

Consumer: 

Macroeconomics: 

F. 	 SOCIAL AND COMMUNITY IMPACTS: 

G. 	 LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS: 

H. 	 ANALYST AND DATE: 

Previously used to control house flies in 
poultry operations. No calcium arsenate is 
currently being used or manufactured. 

House flies. 

Stirofos Fenthion 
Naled Malathion 
Dichlorvos Chlorfenvinphos 
Dimethoate Ronnel 

Mechanical controls include: 1) hauling manurE 
to a suitable site on 3- to 4-day schedule or 
2) maintaining moisture of < 25% to > 75% to 
prevent house fly larvae development. 

Calcium arsenate was about 25% less expensive 
than 	alternatives when it was available. 

Not currently being used or manufactured. 
Calcium arsenate would likely be the most 
widely used compound for fly control in poultr~ 
operations if it were available. No buildup 0: 

resistance to calcium arsenate is known, where
as resistance to synthetic chemicals has 
already developed. 

Not 	known. 

None. 

None. 

None. 

None. 

None. 

Current prices of calcium arsenate are not 
available as it is not being used or 
manufactured. 

Walter L. Ferguson 
ESCS 
USDA 
Washington, D.C. 
Dec. 28, 1979 
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Lead Arsenate 

Lead Arsenate-Growth Regulator 

Standard lead arsenate has been used for several decades as a growth regulator 
on Florida grapefruit to bring about a lower level of acidity in the juice. It 
advances the beginning date for fresh grapefruit shipments from Florida by approxi
mately 2 months. 

The only known sites of application of lead arsenate are found in peninsular 
Florida, where 107,023 acres of grapefruit 7 years of age or older are growing 
(Florida Dept. of Agric. and Consumer Serv., 1978). Not all are sprayed in any 
1 year. According to a USDA survey (Doane Agricultural Serv. Inc., 19 nn, only 
37,591 acres were treated in 1977, or 35% of the total bearing Florida grapefruit 
acreage. Grapefruit trees are sprayed after bloom in the spring, over a period of 
approximately 2.5 months. Any grove worker probably works with As less than 1 week, 
although up to 50 days/year maximum is possible. There are no data on actual levels 
of exposure of either applicators or harvesting labor. 

It is estimated that average application on the sprayed acreage is 1.30 pounds 
As per acre. Assuming average production of 34,898 pounds of fruit per acre and a 
maximum value of 0.07 ppm As in whole fruit, a total of 0.0024 pound As would be 
removed from each acre of grove in the harvesting operation. Residue on the fruit 
is reduced in concentration as well as in total amount by the multifold increase in 
fruit size after spraying and by the 3 to 4 month weathering period, including the 
normal Florida rainy season in the summer. Of the total residue on fruit, less than 
10% is found in the juice or edible portion (Compton, 1976). 

Supplies of lead arsenate have been somewhat limited in Florida since the 
announcement in 1975 of proposed OSHA occupational exposure standards (OSHA, 1978), 
which cut off former sources of supply of the dry powder product. 

There are no alternative chemicals except other arsenicals. Of the others, 
calcium arsenate is equally effective on an equivalent As ~asis, could be manufac
tured and handled as safely, and would eliminate any question of lead residue3. 
Calcium arsenate does not have EPA approval for use on grapefruit, although a peti
tion asking for EPA approval was submitted through IR-4 January 23, 1976 (Compton, 
1976). 

Lead arsenate is used on grapefruit solely to lower the level of titratable 
acidity (mostly citric acid) in the juice of the mature fruit. This difference is 
easily detectable; the fruit tastes sweeter (less tart). Lowering acidity of the 
juice advances the time when fruit meets Florida legal maturity standards. 

The effect has been known for at least 80 years. There was no commercial utili
zation of this information in any citrus-growing area until the advent of fruit 
quality regulations. In Florida, this occurred in the 1920's when production grew 
sufficiently large to justify fruit quality standards to protect consumers from ship
ment of immature fruit (Longfield-Smith, 1935). 

Federal residue tolerances for spray materials including lead arsenate on citrus 
were set in the 1950's following passage of the Pesticide Chemicals Amendment (Miller 
Bill) to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act in 1954. The tolerance for citrus 
was set at 1 ppm lead, which still is in effect. Presumably, the tolerance was set 
on lead because of better analytical procedures. Although the Federal residue 
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standard applies to all citrus nationwide, lead arsenate may only be used on Florida 
grapefruit. 

Florida began to regulate As use by passage of the Arsenical Spray Law in 1927 
(Taylor, 1933), which prohibited the use of any As on citrus fruit either in spray 
or fertilizers. This law reinforces the first attempt at fruit quality regulation, 
which was (and still is, in part) based on a maturity test involving the ratio 
between total dissolved solids in juice and the acidity level (Soule, et al., 1967). 
Attempts to enforce the Arsenical Spray Law led to court action in 1934, when an 
injunction was obtained prohibiting enforcement of the law with regard to grapefruit. 
In 1949, a revision and recodification of the Florida cit-rus fruit laws (Florida 
Citrus Code, of 1949) incorpo~ated the grapefruit exemption into law and continued 
prohibition of As use on other citrus fruits. This law is actively enforced at the 
present time by the Florida State Department of Agriculture. Approximately 
61,000 boxes (2,500 metric tons) of oranges and tangerines were withheld from utili
zation during the 1975-1976 crop season due to enforcement of the Arsenic Spray Law 
(Florida Dept. of Agric. and Consumer Serv., 1975-1976). Most violations are due to 
spray drift and spray operations in mixed plantings of grapefruit and other kinds of 
citrus. There is little interest in expansion of As use to other kinds of citrus 
fruit. Under the Florida Pesticide Application Act of 1974 as amended 1978, lead 
arsenate is a restricted pesticide, available for sale only to certified applicators 
holding restricted pesticide identification cards. Lead arsenate as a growth regu
lator appears in the' registrations shown in Table 41. 

Methods of Appl ication 

All lead arsenate used in grapefruit groves is applied as a foliar spray with 
conventional machines, the most common of which is the air-blast sprayer. Applica
tion by hydraulic sprayer, including multi-nozzle spray booms, is effective, but 
little used at present because of economic factors, primarily labor costs. Aerial 
application would probably be effective, but is not attractive due to the constraints 
of weight and problems of formulation. Soil applications of high amounts may bring 
about a detectable effect (Miller, et al., 1933), but are not efficacious in bringing 
about the desired level of result andare- wasteful of material and hence expensive. 

The air-blast sprayer operator is a tractor driver whose sole function is to 
operate the tractor and sprayer at the prescribed speed and to be aware of any 
malfunctions that may occur in the equipment. The material for this sprayer is 
delivered by separate tank trucks. Each truckdriver places into the tank the pre
scribed amounts of various materials to be utilized in that particular application, 
while the tank is filled with water. The tank size is the same on the truck as on 
the air-blast sprayer. Depending on the distance of travel to obtain water and the 
level of concentrate application being utilized, one or possibly two trucks are 
required to service one air-blast sprayer. Mixing of the flowable lead arsenate is 
not likely to expose the mixing crew as much as the somewhat dusty, dry powder 
formerly used exclusively. In 1977, 99.3% of the material was applied from ground 
machines (Doane Agricultural Servo Inc., 1978). The conventional air-blast sprayer 
most used is modified for this application only in respect to the number of nozzles 
operating to obtain the desired output in relation to speed of travel and tree size. 

Dilution in the spray tank ranges from 4.0 to 12.5 pints of the 4-pound flowable 
lead arsenate per 500 gallons. This gives a concentration in the tank of 479 to 
1,498 ppm PbHAs0 (101 to 315 ppm As) on a dilute spray basis. Various concentrate

4 
mixtures are also used, in which the concentration in the tank may be increased with 
a corresponding decrease in the number of gallons sprayed per acre. The amounts of 
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Table 41.--Companies with labels registered. for lead arsenate use on 
. a grape f rU1t 

EPA ActiveRegistration Company IngredientNumber 

Percent 

279-79 Niagara Chemical Co. 94.0 

476-1084 Stauffer Chemical Co. 95.0 

769-186 Woolfolk Chemical Works 96.0 

2342-369 Kerr-McGee Chemical 96.0 

6170-5 Lobel Corporation 96.0 

9859-5667 Landia Chemical 52.0 

9859-10408 Landia Chemical 32.8 

35253-6036 Agra Chemical Sales 94.0 

a Source: Survey of Manufacturers, 1979. 

the 4-pound-per-gallon flowable material are limited on the label to 10.8 pints per 
acre. Mature grapefruit trees are ordinarily sprayed on a dilute basis at the rate 
of 1,000 gallons, more or less. Groves with exceptionally large trees may require up 
to 1,500 gallons per acre. 

Use Patterns and Efficacy 

Lead arsenate is the only arsenical compound cleared for use on grapefruit to 
reduce acidity. Use of As on other citrus is illegal. To avoid excessive phytotoxi
city, As should not be applied to trees less than 7 years of age. The most effective 
use of As is obtained by spraying within 1 to 6 weeks after bloom. Use 4.0 to 
12.5 pints--4 pounds flowable lead arsenate per 500 gallons for white varieties and 
4.0 to 6.0 pints for pink and red grapefruit. The lower amount is used for a high 
ratio of solids to acids in mid-season, and the higher amount for a high ratio in 
the early season (Knapp, 1979). 

Mature grapefruit trees can usually be sprayed with 1,000 gallons of dilute 
spray mixture per acre. The maximum application would thus be 12.5 pounds lead arse
nate per acre. According to a USDA survey, the average in 1977 was 6.2 pounds per 
acre (Doane Agricultural Servo Inc., 1978). 

Sprays are applied most commonly in the post-bloom period, when the developing 
fruit is between 1/2 and 1-1/2 inches in diameter, which occurs in April and May. 
Applications made after this period will be decreasingly effective. 

Because timing of the application is not critical, the lead arsenate application 
is nearly always combined with application of other needed pesticides. The most 
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common time is th~ post-bloom period previously mentioned, at which time spraying is 
also carried out for the control of citrus rust mite, or melanose and other fungus 
diseases. If spraying is not conducted in the post-bloom period, As application is 
delayed until the next period of needed pest control, generally in June for control 
of rust mite, greasy spot disease, and scale insects. 

Only one application is made each year, even though two produce an effect 
slightly greater than a single application. The additional effect is not. suffi
ciently great to be economically justified. 

The effect of As can be -demonstrated in all citrus fruits (Longfield-Smith, 
1935), but the magnitude is greater in the relatively low acid fruits such as man
darins and oranges. An application of As to a mandarin variety may bring about more 
than a 50% reduction in the titratable acid level of the juice, whereas an applica
tion made to grapefruit may produce only a 4 to 26% reduction. 

The effect becomes progressively greater as the season advances. Harding and 
Fisher (1945) stated that a single spray reduced the acid level in white grapefruit 
by 4 to 9% in early season and up to 26% in late season. This advanced the time of 
legal maturity by 1 to 4 months. Deszyck and Ting (1958) showed that red and pink 
grapefruit varieties are more susceptible to the As effect than white varieties, 
leading to a different statement for the two groups in the Florida Citrus Spray 
Guide. 

Exposure Analysis 

The formulation most commonly used in Florida at the present time is a "flowable 
lead arsenate" containing 4 pounds of 96% active ingredient per gallon. This mate
rial is sold only in 5-gallon steel pails. Before the initiation of the OSHA air 
standards for As in 1975, however, the product was a wettable powder formulation that 
had been manufactured for decades, primarily for insecticidal use. In 1977, 45% of 
the As used was wettable powder and 54% was liquid (Doane Agricultural Servo Inc., 
1978). No special formulation of lead arsenate was ever prepared specifically for 
use on Florida grapefruit until the flowable product was offered for sale about 1976. 
This product is never mixed with other pesticides before being offered for sale. 

Mixing of the flowable lead arsenate is not likely to expose the mixing crew as 
much as the somewhat dusty, dry powder formally used exclusively; however, the mixer 
may spill or splash the concentrate on his hands during the tank charging process. 
The sprayer operator may be exposed to drift of the pesticide, but is almost invari
ably protected by a rigid canopy over the tractor which intercepts much of the drift. 
No other activities generally occur when grapefruit groves are being sprayed. 

The user of lead arsenate in Florida grapefruit groves may include custom appli
cators, farmworkers, farmers, or certified applicators. The liquid formulation is 
distributed in 5-gallon containers with ample head-space, for stirring, and the po
tential for release of the liquid through spilling or splashing depends upon the care 
the mixer exercises. 

No data on actual exposures of applicators or harvesters are available. To be 
realistic, these data can only be obtained during appropriate seasons of the year, 
namely, post-bloom for applicators, and fall for harvesters. Some data will be 
available by fall 1979. 

Until actual data are available, some inferences may be suggested from the data 
of Wolfe, et al. (1972). Dermal, respiratory, and total exposure were determined for 
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11 pesticides during orchard spraying with air-blast sprayers in Washington. Formu
lation concentrations ranged from 0.03% to 0.12%. Recommended As concentrations 
would range from 0.01% to 0.03% in grapefruit spraying. Dermal exposures ranged 
from 0.10 mg/hr to 355 mg/hr. Respiratory exposures ranged from 0.01 mg/hr to 
0.65 mg/hr. No systematic explanation could be given for the wide range of values 
obtained. Presumably As would fall into a similar highly variable pattern, but with
in a lower range than that shown by Wolfe, et al. (1972) for the higher percentage 
concentrations. 

Estimates of exposure time to applicators involve numerous assumptions. The 
following assumptions are thought to be reasonable. 

1. Lead arsenate is sprayed almost entirely in the post-bloom period, which 
might cover approximately 10 weeks or 50 working days. The absolute maximum acreage 
of sprayed grapefruit trees could not exceed the 107,023 total bearing acreage, but 
probably is nearer 38,000 acres annually (Doane Agricultural Servo Inc., 1978). This 
is 4.9% of the total bearing acreage of 774,000 acres of citrus trees of all kinds in 
Florida (Florida Dept. of Agric. and Consumer Serv., 1978). The usual citrus produc
tion unit contains a mixture of all varieties and, consequently, the average spray 
operator would spend no more than 4.9% of his time in the post-bloom period spraying 
lead arsenate on grapefruit. This would amount to less than 3 days per year. We are 
not aware of a production organization in Florida that would have enough grapefruit 
to require anyone' spray operator to use As continuously for an entire post-bloom 
period of 50 working days. 

2. Total worker-years' exposure to lead arsenate can be approximated using the 
assumptions of two 500-gallon tanks per acre (dilute basis), and thirty 500-gallon 
tanks per day. This amounts to 15 acres sprayed per day, or 2,533 worker-days maxi
mum exposure for the entire 37,591 acres sprayed by the industry in 1977. A similar 
number of worker-days would be involved in the loading operation, but presumably the 
loader should receive only minimal exposure if carelessness on his part is prevented 
by supervision. 

3. The size of typical treatment areas is probably not less than 5 acres, but 
may be much larger. It is unusual, however, for anyone individual grapefruit grove 
to exceed 80 acres under ordinary circumstances in Florida. 

Time required to spray out a 500-gallon tank of dilute spray ma terials in a 
typical air-blast sprayer operation is 10 to 12 minutes. Two to 5 additional minutes 
would be spent in the transfer operation from the truck servicing the sprayer to the 
sprayer tank. During the spraying operation, no time is spent on equipment mainte
nance and there is no need to change nozzles or do other related operations. If the 
sprayer or truck needs servicing or modification, it is ordinarily done by another 
crew. 

Protective clothing is not ordinarily worn in the postbloom spraying period un
less required by label ins tructions on materials used concurrently; however, vir
tually every tractor that pulls an air-blast sprayer has a rigid metal protective 
canopy over the driver which substantially minimizes his exposure to spray drift. 
Water is always available at the loading site for washing if the operator is inad
vertentlyexposed. 

Some assumptions may be used to approximate the exposure to consumers due to As 
use on Florida grapefruit. If 35% of the acreage is sprayed, then approximately 
17.5 million of the 50 million total boxes would contain treated grapefruit. This 
amounts to 7.9 pounds of treated fruit in some channel of trade per capita. Inasmuch 
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as one-half of that weight would be juice which contains 0.03 ppm As, it follows that 
0.054 mg/person/year, or 0.15 microgram/person/day, would be the average exposure of 
the consuming public due to this practice. This is insignificant relative to the 
average daily consumption of As in the United States in 1974, which was 16 micrograms 
(see Volume I, Chapter 4). 

Attention must be directed to Table 12 in PD-1 (Federal Register, 1978). This 
is a presentation of the worst case situation, in which all commodities that have 
registrations for lead arsenate use are assumed to contain the maximum legal residue 
tolerance. The assumption is made that all citrus is sprayed with lead arsenate, 
even though it is illegal through State laws and U.S. label restrictions to apply As 
to any citrus in the United States except Florida grapefruit. As stated above, only 
17,500,000 boxes, or 744,000 tons, of citrus are treated out of a total U.S. citrus 
crop of 15,273,000 tons, or less than 5% of the U.S. crop. None of the other crops 
listed is now sprayed with As. The exposures in Tables 9, 10, 11, and 12 of PD-1 are 
unrealistically high because As is no longer used on most of these crops. 

The residue from canning plant operations is dried down to a high carbohydrate 
feed product commercially available under the name "dried citrus pulQ." Over 1 mil
lion tons of dried citrus pulp are produced annually in Florida, a1though most of it 
comes from the processing of oranges. Residual solids (including pulp, peel, and 
seeds) from oranges and grapefruit are mixed in processing operation during a large 
portion of the year, thus diluting any As residue. Only at the beginning of the 
season could large amounts of dried citrus pulp be produced solely from treated 
grapefruit. Citrus pulp is primarily used as feed for dairy cattle in Florida, the 
northeastern United States, and Europe. Some assumptions can be applied to derive a 
reasonable estimate of the significance of As in animal products from this practice. 

Fresh grapefruit peel has been estimated to contain 0.3 ppm As, and in the 
drying process can be expected to increase in concentration to 1.5 ppm As on a dry
weight basis. This is equivalent to 1.98 ppm As 0

3 
, which may be compared with the

2
3.5 ppm residue tolerance set on .many raw agricul tura 1 commodities by the Food and 
Drug Administration many years ago. Dairy cattle might consume a total of 22 pounds 
of dried citrus pulp feed per day, and this would contain 15 mg As. 

Marshall, et al. (1963) conducted a study to determine whether any change in 
levels of As in milk could be detected following continuous feeding of low levels 
to lactating cows. In an experiment that lasted 126 days, lactating cows were fed 
daily as much as 4.68 mg As per 100 pounds of body weight. These cows ranged from 
820 to I, 040 pounds each, thus some of the cows in the high ra te group may have 
received from 38.37 mg to 48.67 mg As per day for 126 consecutive days. Arsenic con
centrations did not increase as a result of feeding and all samples analyzed had less 
than 0.05 mg As per liter in the milk (the mini.mum detection level). 

If one assumes that these data are in fact representative and adequate, it seems 
clear that the amount of As in dried citrus pulp, as it is currently used, could not 
bring about a general increase in the level of As in milk. 

Fate in the Environment 

Based on the greatest As content of whole unwashed fruit of 0.07 ppm As and 
average yields, less than 0.2% of the total applied is removed with the crop. 
Arsenic is applied to the fruit when it is small in size, and it is weathered from 
the fruit surface during the usual rainy season from June to September when rainfall 
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averages more than 20 inches total. As a result, most of the As ends up in soil, 
although small amounts may be absorbed into the fruit. 

The fate of As in soils is more extensively discussed elsewhere in this report 
(see Volume I, Chapter 4). Woolson (1969) determined total As on soils from two 
sites in central Florida that had a known history of relatively heavy As use in prior 
years. The highest As content reported was 7 ppm found in the 36- to 48-inch depth 
of a commercial grove. The soil type was an acid sand, low in exchange capacity, and 
heavily leached. This soil is typical in chemical and physical composition to a 
large proportion of the soils .that are planted to grapefruit in Florida. Citrus 
trees root deeply (sometimes down to 20 ft) unless limited by water table or imper
vious layers. From these data and other inferences from Volume I, Chapter 4, it 
seems reasonable to believe that not much As will accumulate in the very sandy soils 
of Florida as a result of the present practice. 

The extent to which As may be lost from Florida soils by volatilization or by 
leaching is not known (see Volume I, Chapter 4). Arsenic was not determined by Baker 
(1977) because the Florida Department of Environmental Regulation does not consider 
it to be a problem in Florida drinking water. 

In summary, nearly all of the As used in spraying Florida's grapefruit groves 
remains in the groves, where it is subject to natural processes of sorption, erosion, 
leaching, and metabolism. Of the small amount carried from the grove in the fruit 
(not more than 3 grams/acre), more than 90% is found in the peel of the fruit. In 
normal utilization patterns, peel is either discarded by the fresh fruit consumer or 
incorporated into dried citrus pulp for cattle feed. The amounts of As found in 
dried grapefruit pulp feed are less than the amount required to bring about measure
able increases of As in the milk of lactating cows fed an ordinary mixture of feeds. 

Alternatives 

There is no substitute for the element "arsenic" in obtaining the growth regu
lator effect of acid reduction in grapefruit. Any compound containing As will pro
duce the effect, but no element or compound lacking As will do so. Numerous attempts 
have been made to find a substitute, but without success. The latest and current 
attempt to find a substitute for As is being conducted by Wilson (1978), Adjunct 
Associate Professor of the University of Florida (employed by the Scientific Research 
Department of the Florida Department of Citrus), who has tested several hundred com
pounds over each of the past 7 years. 

Wilson has found several organic arsenical compounds to be effective in reducing 
grapefruit acidity, but these effects were smaller in proportion to As content than 
those obtained from lead arsenate. Organic arsenicals are under RPAR consideration 
by EPA. 

Only two arsenical compounds have been given serious consideration as substi
tutes for lead arsenate. One of these was basic copper arsenate, which was manufac
tured for a short time by the Sherwin-Williams Company. The copper it contained had 
desirable fungicidal activity in addition to its effectiveness as a grapefruit sweet
ening agent (Deszyck, et al., 1954). The As contained in this form is equivalent in 
effectiveness to that in ]lead arsenate. This product was discontinued by the manu
facturer, presumably owing to lack of an adequate market. 

Calcium arsenate, the other arsenical given serious consideration, was avail
able, slightly more effective, less expensive, and higher in As content. Further, 
it does not contain lead. Calcium arsenate is an acceptable substitute for lead 
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arsenate as far as Florida grapefruit growers are concerned. Sufficient field 
testing has been accomplished to substantiate a recommendation by State agricultural 
workers. 

In the interest of obtaining a registration for calcium arsenate as a substi
tute for lead arsenate on Florida grapefruit, a petition was submitted on 
January 23, 1976, to EPA (Compton, 1976). No action was taken on this petition 
(Pesticide Petition 6E1737 and Food Additive Petition 6H5153) until April 4, 1977, 
when EPA responded that the questions raised by the petition could not be completely 
evaluated until the Rebuttable Presumption Against Registration of inorganic arseni
cals was resolved. 

Lead Ars~Jnate-Cherry Fruit Fly Control 

Standard lead arsenate (10 to 15% dust or 94% wettable powder) acts as a stomach 
poison on western cherry fruit fly (Rhagoletis indifferens Curran) and is also 
labeled for use against codling moth, cankerworms, pearslug, and Syneta beetle on 
cherries and other deciduous tree fruit crops. Since the early 1950's, lead arsenate 
dusts and sprays were used effectively to prevent cherry fruit fly from ovipositing 
in ripening cherries prior to harvest. During a later period of usage (1960-1967), 
lead arsenate was principally applied by fixed-wing aircraft as a dust. About 1967 
or 1968, aerial applicators became unable to purchase coverage from underwriters for 
lead arsenate applications, and alternative insecticides were resorted to, among them 
methoxychlor dust (organochlorine) and malathion (organophosphate) applied as an 
ultra low-volume (ULV) spray. 

The Federal residue tolerance during the period that lead arsenate was used was 
set at 7 ppm on sweet cherries and remained in effect through at least 1975. The 
interval before harvest for the spray application was 30 days for fresh and 14 days 
for processing cherries. A 2-day preharvest interval for dust applications was 
established and permitted growers to apply the dust over the entire 4 to 6 week 
cherry fruit fly season. Results of residue analyses conducted by Oregon State 
University du~ing the early 1950's on dust residues indicated that harvest samples 
of cherries receiving four applications of 15% dust, the last being made 1 day pre
harvest, were 1.6 ppm As--well under the official 7 ppm tolerance. 

Methods of Application 

The principal method of lead arsenate application was as a 15% dust applied by 
fixed-wing aircraft at 50 pounds per acre. Four to six applications were made, 
starting within 7 days of first adult fly emergence, which usually occurs in the The 
Dalles, Oregon area in mid-May. Applications were made each 7 to 10 days thereafter 
until harvest in late June to early July. This would amount to 30 pounds As per acre 
per year. Companies with registration for cherry fruit fly control are listed in 
Table 42. 

Use Patterns and Efficacy 

Because the tolerance for cherry fruit fly maggots in commercial sweet cherries 
is essentially zero, it is critical to start the fruit fly prevention program within 
7 days of first adult emergence and continue on a regular schedule until harvest. 
At the first application, cherries are approximately 1/2-inch diameter and about 
I-inch diameter at harvest. The aerial dust application was widely used in the 
Dalles area because it permitted rapid coverage of large acreages during the few 
short periods of ideal weather that occur in this windy area. Under the provisions 
of the Wasco County Pest Control District, all cherry trees in the area are to be 
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Table 42.--Companies with labels registered for lead arsenate use in cherry 

fruit fly controla 

EPA Active
Registration Company Ingredient

Number 

Percent 

239-880 Chevron Chemical Co. 14.25 

239-881 Chevron Chemical Co. 14.25 

239-1288 Chevron Chemical Co. 47.50 

239-1463 Chevron Chemical Co. 59.00 

279-29 Niagara Chemical 94.0 

279-46 FMC 96.0 (Basic) 

359-41 Rhone-Poulenc 98.0 

359-371 Rhone-Poulenc 90.5 

476-374 Stauffer Chemical Co. 95.0 

476-1186 Stauffer Chemical Co. 98.0 

635-143 Central Chemical Corp. 98.0 

1386-7 United Cooperatives 96.0 

1871-8966 Farm Craft 15.0 

1969-40 Parsons Chemical Works 97.0 

2124-455 W. R. Grace 98.0 

33955-31 PBl Gordon Corp. 98.0 

a Source: Survey of Manufacturers, 1979. 

protected from cherry fruit fly infestation by applications of approved insecticides 
on a regular schedule during the fruit fly season. 

Of the 7,500 acres of sweet cherries in the The Dalles area, it is estimated 
that all could receive one to possibly five annual applications, in the event cherry 
fruit fly develops resistance to the organophosphate insecticides presently used for 
control. Other cherry-growing acreages in the Milton-Freewater, Hood River, 
Willamette Valley, Oregon areas and Yakima Valley, Washington, areas would also use 
lead arsenate if resistance develops. 
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Exposure Analysis 

Exposure to lead arsenate dust applications would be principally to applicator 
personnel (growers, aerial custom loaders, and pilots). Inasmuch as few orchard 
operations are conducted in cherry orchards prior to harvest, besides setting out 
sprinkler irrigation, orchard labor exposure to the residues on foliage or orchard 
floor would be confined to sprinkler-changing personnel. Pickers would be exposed 
to residues during harvest operations. Drift of the dust to surrounding residences 
could occur during applications made under windy conditions. No actual exposure data 
exist. 

Fate in the Environment 

Continual usage of lead arsenate dust on cherries in the The Dalles area prior 
to 1968 resulted in no observable phytotoxic problems to newly established cherry, 
apple, peach, or apricot plantings. 

Lead arsenate dust is not as toxic to the beneficial predatory mite (Metaseiulus 
occidentalis (Nesbitt)) as certain organophosphate compounds such as azinphosmethyl, 
parathion, or diazinon, which are alternative registered fruit fly sprays. Malathion 
ULV, presently the most widely used preventative, has no known deleterious effect on 
predaceous mites. 

A program utilizing some of the previously listed organophosphates has been 
observed to cause mid-season spider mite resurgences by reducing the predatory mite 
populations. 

For a discussion on the fate of arsenate in the environment, see Volume I,
Chapter 4. 

Alternatives 

Several alternatives to lead arsenate presently registered for cherry fruit 
fly control are: azinphosmethyl, carbaryl, diazinon, malathion, methiocarb, 

methoxychlor, parathion, and Perthane- (no longer available). Perthane= and car
baryl are candidates for RPAR. Methiocarb is extremely expensive ($64.00/acre/ 
application), and the other materials are organophosphate compounds, except methoxy
chlor. Although aerial application costs of lead arsenate would be twice as expen
sive as malathion, should cherry fruit fly develop resistance to the organophosphate 
insecticides the number of alternatives available would be limited to two compounds: 
methoxychlor and carbaryl. Both of these compounds have a very deleterious effect 
on beneficials, including mites. 

Summary of Biological Analysis-Lead Arsenate 

Growth Regulator 

The use of lead arsenate as a growth regulator on grapefruit in Florida is one 
of the remaining agricultural uses of this pesticide. Current use patterns and 
legislation restrict application to part of the bearing grapefruit acreage in Florida 
only. Application rates are moderate and only one application is used per year. 
Opportunity for exposure to applicators is minimal. There are no alternatives to the 
use of lead arsenate for this purpose except other arsenicals. Calcium arsenate is 
a preferred substitute for lead arsenate, but is not registered for this use. 
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Cherry Fru it Fly Control 

Lead arsenate is an effective insecticide for control of the cherry ·fruit fly. 
It is not currently being used because the organic alternatives are effective; how
ever, continued registration for this use is desirable in case resistance to the 
organic insecticides develops. 

Exposure would be minimal because it is aerially applied and few workers are in 
the orchard area during application. No environmental problems were observed from 
15 years of previous use. 

Economic Impact Analysis of Canceling Lead Arsenate 

Lead Arsenate-Growth Regulator 

Current Use Analysis 

Lead arsenate is used on grapefruit in Florida to reduce the acidity level in 
early-season grapefruit. This allows the maturity standard to be met earlier, so 
that grapefruit can be marketed as early as the first of September rather than the 
normal mid-November. 

Lead arsenate was used on approximately 37,600 acres in Florida in 1977. This 
acreage represents about 35% of the total Florida grapefruit bearing acreage 
(discussed previously in this chapter). 

The assumptions and procedures in this analysis are as follows: 

1. The use of lead arsenate extends the shipping season for both pink and white 
fresh seedless Florida grapefruit by approximately 2-1/2 months. Marketing can start 
around September 1 rather than the normal mid-November, although considerable vari
ability in starting date occurs from season to season depending on the specific 
growing season. 

2. If lead arsenate is canceled, the level of production and quality of fruit 
is assumed to remain essentially unchanged. Fruit ripening and shipping in the ab
sence of lead arsenate would return to the "normal" season (beginning mid-November). 

3. The assumption is made that none of the grapefruit produced in untreated 
groves is marketed between September 1 and mid-November. 

4. The data base used in the analysis covers the eight growing seasons from 
1971 to 1972 through 1978 to 1979. The economic impact of a lead arsenate cancella
tion is estimated for the 1971 to 1972 to 1978 to 1979 seasons in order to demon
strate the variability in revenue impacts that may reasonably be expected to occur 
from one season to the next due to variations in fruit maturity patterns. 

5. The assumption is made that in the absence of lead arsenate, the same total 
volume would be marketed fresh as was marketed when lead arsenate was available. 
Traditionally, the fresh market has absorbed all the fresh fruit that has met appro
priate quality standards. It is reasonable to conclude that growers would attempt 
to maintain fresh quality sales in order to minimize the revenue effects of the 
shorter season caused by cancellation of lead arsenate. Some additional fruit may 
be diverted to processing, but this assumption appears to be appropriate based on 
the information available. 
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6. Prices used in the analysis for Florida Interior and Indian River white and 
pink grapefruit were as recorded by week and season (Tables 43 to 50; Growers Admin. 
Comm., 1972, 1972a, 1973, 1973a, 1974, 1974a, 1975, 1975a, 1976, 1976a, 1977, 1977a; 
Citrus Admin. Comm., 1978, 1978a, 1979, and 1979a). 

7. Shipment data used in the analysis for Florida Interior and Indian River and 
Texas were as recorded by the Growers/Citrus Admin. Comm. (1972 to 1979). 

8. Occasionally early season shipment data are reported without reported 
prices. In this event, the earliest reported price is used. 

9. Cost of application will not be a consideration because the assumption is 
made that lead arsenate is always applied with other pesticides. 

10. An ordinary least squares mUltiple regression technique is used to estimate 
the impact of a lead arsenate cancellation on the price of grapefruit. 

11. The equation 11 used to estimate the impact on the price of Florida Indian 
River pink grapefruit is the following: 

11 This equation and the equations used to estimate the price of Indian River white 
seedless grapefruit and Interior pink and white seedless grapefruit were derived 
by Gary F. Fairchild. The equations used herein represent the third set of 
price-estimating equations developed during the course of the analysis. Pre
vious equation sets were developed by Fairchild and Tilley (1979) and Luttner 
and Deluise (1979). The equation set reported here is used because of improved 
statistical significance and inclusion of additional relevant variables rela
tive to the two previously developed equation sets. 
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Table 43.--Average weekly f.o.b. price of fresh Florida Interior and Indian River 

white and pink seedless grapefruit, 1971-1972 season a 

Int.erior Indian River 
Week 

Ending White Pink White Pink 
Seedless Seedless Seedless Seedless 

Mo/Day/Yr - -. - - - Dollars Per 4/5-Bushel Carton - - - - - - - 

09/19/71 3.13 3.22 3.45 3.50 
09/26/71 3.13 3.22 3.45 3.50 
10/03/71 3.13 3.22 3.45 3.50 
10/10/71 2.87 3.00 3.45 3.50 
10/17/71 2.87 3.00 3.47 3.51 
10/24/71 2.84 3.00 3.47 3.51 
10/31/71 2.65 2.82 3.25 3.45 
11/07/71 2.50 2.50 2.79 3.10 

" 1'.1"\11/14/71 2.50 2.50 3.13 
11/21/71 2.50 2.50 L.. 70 3.14 
11/28/71 2.50 2.50 2.70 3.09 
12/05/71 2.50 2.50 2.71 3.04 
12/12/71 2.50 2.50 2.72 3.13 
12/19/71 2.50 2.50 2.73 3.16 
12/26/71 2.50 2.50 2.70 3.14 
01/02/72 2.35 2.50 2.58 2.98 
01/09/72 2.35 2.50 2.57 2.98 
01/16/72 2.35 2.50 2.57 2.97 
01/23/72 2.36 2.50 2.57 3.01 
01/30/72 2.40 2.50 2.64 2.99 
02/06/72 2.39 2.50 2.65 3.05 
02/13/72 2.41 2.53 2.69 3.07 
02/20/72 2.44 2.54 2.61 2.96 
02/27/72 2.43 2.55 2.60 2.97 
03/05/72 2.37 2.54 2.56 3.00 
03/12/72 2.23 2.50 2.55 2.98 
03/19/72 2.21 2.50 2.40 2.76 
03/26/72 2.20 2.50 2.39 2.79 
04/02/72 2.19 2.50 2.38 2.78 
04/09/72 2.24 2.52 2.45 2.83 
04/16/72 2.38 2.63 2.64 3.02 
04/23/72 2.58 2.81 2.87 3.25 
04/30/72 2.58 2.81 2.89 3.25 
05/07/72 2.66 2.88 2.98 3.25 
05/14/72 2.75 2.86 2.98 3.25 
OS/21/72 2.78 2.85 2.96 3.25 
OS/28/72 2.80 2.86 2.96 3.25 
06/04/72 2.79 2.86 2.99 3.25 
06/11/72 2.79 2.86 2.98 3.25 
06/18/72 2.79 2.86 2.98 3.25 

a Source: Growers Admin. Comrn. 1972a. 
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Table 44.--Average weekly f.o.b. price of fresh Florida Interior and Indian River 
awhite and pink seedless grapefruit, 1972-1973 season 

Interior Indian River 
Week 

Ending White Pink White Pink 
Seedless Seedless Seedless Seedless 

Mo/Day/Yr - - - - - Dollars Per 4/5-Bushel Carton - - - - 
09/03/72 3.50 4.60 4.00 5.25 
09/10/72 3.50 4.60 4.00 5.25 
09/17/72 3.50 4.60 4.00 5.25 
09/24/72 3.50 4.004.60 5.25 
10/01/72 3.50 4.004.60 5.25 
10/08/72 3.50 4.60 4.00 5.25 
10/15/72 3.50 4.16 4.00 5.49 
10/22/72 3.23 3.483.40 4.24 
10/29/72 2.77 3.232.98 4.25 
11/05/72 2.50 2.74 2.68 3.53 
11/12/72 2.39 2.62 2.70 3.53 
11/19/72 2.38 2.712.63 3.31 
11/26/72 2.40 2.51 2.72 3.52 
12/03/72 2.41 2.67 2.70 3.41 
12/10/72 2.39 2.742.75 3.36 
12/17/72 2.41 2.602.75 3.32 
12/24/72 2.30 2.55 2.50 3.84 
12/31/72 2.30 2.53 2.50 2.85 
01/07/73 2.35 2.53 2.58 2.91 
01/14/73 2.35 2.57 2.58 2.85 
01/21/73 2.35 2.54 2.58 2.92 
01/28/73 2.40 2.62 2.63 \ 3.05 
02/04/73 2.40 2.62 2.65 3.08 
02/11/73 2.40 2.62 2.68 3.17 
02/18/73 2.39 2.72 2.68 3.15 
02/25/73 2.40 2.63 2.69 3.14 
03/04/73 2.39 2.62 2.69 3.14 
03/11/73 2.39 2.50 2.69 3.15 
03/18/73 2.39 2.50 2.68 3.15 
03/25/73 2.40 2.41 2.68 3.15 
04/01/73 2.40 2.40 2.69 3.15 
04/08/73 2.40 2.40 2.69 3.15 
04/15/73 2.40 2.50 2.70 3.20 
04/22/73 2.40 2.55 2.70 3.22 
04/29/73 2.43 2.57 2.73 3.25 
05/06/73 2.45 2.60 2.73 3.23 
05/13/73 2.46 2.60 2.76 3.28 
OS/20/73 2.56 2.79 2.75 3.27 
OS/27/73 2.63 2.78 2.94 3.27 
06/03/73 2.73 2.76 2.95 3.25 
06/10/73 1. 75 2.76 3.08 3.27 
06/17/73 2.71 2.79 3.07 3.27 

a Source: Growers Admin. Comm. , 1973. 
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Table 45.--Average weekly f.o.b. price of fresh Florida Interior and Indian River 
a 

white and pink seedless grapefruit, 1973-1974 season 

Interior Indian River 
Week 

Ending White Pink White Pink 
Seedless Seedless Seedless Seedless 

~o/Day/Yr - - - - - Dollars Per 4/5-Bu~hel Carton - - - - 

09/09/73 5.65 5.85 4.40 4.60 
09/16/73 5.65 5.85 4.40 4.60 
09/23/73 5.65 5.85 4.40 4.60 
09/30/73 5.65 5.85 4.40 4.60 
10/07/73 4.20 4.45 4.40 4.60 
10/14/73 2.90 3.00 3.40 3.60 
10/22/73 2.70 3.00 3.00 3.50 
10/29/73 2.70 2.95 2.95 3.45 
11/05/73 2.55 2.95 2.95 3.45 
11/12/73 2.40 2.95 2.95 3.45 
11/19/73 2.40 2.90 2.65 3.45 
11/26/73 2.40 2.90 2.70 3.25 
12/03/73 2.40 2.80 2.50 3.30 
12/10/73 2.40 2.80 2.65 3.25 
12/17/73 2.40 2.83 2.69 3.42 
12/24/73 2.40 2.83 2.71 3.38 
12/31/73 2.40 2.83 2.71 3.38 
01/07/74 2.45 2.83 2.71 3.37 
01/14/74 2.44 2.80 2.64 3.26 
01/21/74 2.40 2.75 2.60 3.32 
01/28/74 2.38 2.71 2.58 3.02 
02/04/74 2.30 2.59 2.54 2.99 
02/11/74 2.31 2.57 2.59 3.06 
02/18/74 2.30 2.58 2.57 3.00 
02/25/74 2.31 2.59 2.59 2.98 
03/04/74 2.26 2.46 2.43 3.03 
03/11/74 2.16 2.34 2.48 2.96 
03/18/74 2.10 2.32 2.45 2.80 
03/25/74 2.10 2.32 2.45 2.80 

2.32 2.8004/01/74 2.10 2.45 
04/08/74 2.07 2.33 2.33 2.80 
04/15/74 2.11 2.37 2.38 2.88 
04/22/74 2.14 2.48 2.50 2.91 
04/29/74 2.14 2.48 2.50 2.91 
05/06/74 2.12 2.48 2.60 3.04 
05/13/74 2.28 2.57 2.75 3.05 

2.63 3.06OS/20/74 2.32 2.75 
OS/27/74 2.57 2.75 2.90 3.20 
06/03/74 2.57 2.75 2.90 3.20 
06/10/74 2.57 2.75 2.78 3.00 

2.75 2.8506/17/74 2.56 2.68 
06/24/74 2.55 2.75 2.72 2.90 

a Source: Growers Admin. Comm. ,1974. 
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Table 46.--Average weekly f.o.b. price of fresh Florida Interior and Indian River 

Week 

Ending 


Ho/Day/Yr 

09/01/74 
09/08/74 
09/15/74 
09/22/74 
09/30/74 
10/07/74 
10/14/74 
10/21/74 
10/28/74 
11/04/74 
11/11/74 
11/18/74 
11/25/74 
12/02/74 
12/09/74 
12/16/74 
12/23/74b12/30/74 
01/06/75 
01/13/75 
01/20/75 
01/27/75 
02/03/75 
02/10/75 
02/17/75 
02/24/75 
03/03/75 
03/10/75 
03/17/75 
03/24/75 
03/31/75 
04/07/75 
04/14/75 
04/21/75 
04/28/75 
05/05/75 
05/12/75 
05/19/75 
OS/26/75 
06/02/75 
06/09/75 

a Source: 
b N .o pr~ces 

awhite and pink seedless grapefruit, 1974-1975 season 

Interior Indian River 

White Pink White Pink 
Seedless Seedless Seedless Seedless 

. Dollars Per 4/5-Bushel Carton - - - - 
2.65 3.00 2.90 3.50 
2.65 3.00 2.90 3.50 
2.65 3.00 2.90 3.50 
2.65 3.00 2.90 3.50 
2.65 3.00 2.90 3.50 
2.60 3.00 2.83 3.50 
2.57 3.00 2.79 3.50 
2.57 2.85 2.71 3.15 
2.57 2.85 2.65 3.20 
2.59 2.85 2.69 3.20 
2.55 2.83 2.70 3.31 
2.57 2.84 2.70 3.31 
2.57 2.85 2.70 3.31 
2.57 2.85 2.70 3.30 
2.55 2.81 2.69 3.44 
2.56 2.83 2.57 3.44 
2.57 2.81 2.64 3.44 
0 0 0 0 
2.56 3.00 2.68 3.50 
2.60 3.03 2.65 3.50 
2.64 3.08 2.71 3.50 
2.62 3.08 2.72 3.50 
2.61 3.07 2.71 3.50 
2.63 3.07 2.70 3.50 
2.62 3.07 2.72 3.50 
2.59 3.07 2.84 3.50 
2.59 3.06 2.95 3.73 
2.54 3.23 2.82 3.86 
2.66 3.36 2.98 4.01 
2.71 3.49 3.07 3.99 
2.69 3.48 3.03 3.97 
2.67 3.49 3.00 4.00 
2.66 3.49 3.05 3.99 
2.57 3.48 3.94 4.06 
2.83 3.73 3.00 4.09 
2.86 3.72 3.07 4.09 
2.93 3.72 3.08 4.08 
2.92 3.72 3.10 4.08 
3.10 3.97 3.40 4.36 
3.21 3.97 3.47 4.36 
3.22 3.97 3.55 4.40 

Growers Admin. Comm., 1975. 


reported due to Christmas shipping holiday. 
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Table 47.--Average weekly f.o.b. price of fresh Florida Interior 	and Indian River 
a

white and pink seedless grapefruit, 1975-1976 season 

Interior Indian River 
Week 

Ending White 
Seedless 

Pink 
Seedless 

White 
Seedless 

Pink 
Seedless 

Mo/Day/Yr 	 - - - - - - - - Dollars Per 4/5-Bushel Carton - - - - 

08/31/75 2.70 2.94 3.01 3.30 
09/07/75 2.70 2.94 3.01 3.30 
09/14/75 2.70 2.94 3.01 3.30 

3.30 .09/21/75 2.70 2.94 3.01 
09/29/75 2.70 2.94 3.01 3.30 
10/06/75 2.65 2.91 3.01 3.34 
10/13/75 2.50 2.90 2.89 3.37 
10/20/75 2.50 2.78 2.82 3.37 
10/27/75 2.50 2.77 2.75 3.31 
11/03/75 2.48 2.77 2.75 3.35 
1l/10/75 2.48 2.77 2.75 3.26 
1l/17/75 2.45 2.77 2.62 3 . .<.0 
1l/24/75 2.46 2.77 2.62 3.20 
12/01/75 2.48 2.78 2.75 3.20 
12/08/75 2.50 2.77 2.75 3.34 
12/15/75 2.50 2.77 2.75 3.30 
12/22/75 2.50 2.77 2.75 3.30 
12/29/75 2.50 2.77 2.75 3.30 
01/05/76 2.38 2.68 2.69 3.23 
01/12/76 2.38 2.68 2.68 3.26 
01/19/76 2.38 2.68 2.69 3.23 
01/26/76 2.38 2.69 2.67 3.26 
02/02/76 2.39 2.69 2.70 3.22 
02/09/76 2.35 2.61 2.63 3.24 
02/16/76 2.34 2.61 2.61 3.25 
02/23/76 2.31 2.59 2.60 3.27 
03/01/76 2.32 2.CO 2.62 3.31 
03/08/76 2.33 2.66 2.62 3.34 
03/15/76 2.36 2.69 2.60 3.54 
03/22/76 2.44 2.84 2.68 3.58 
03/29076 2.38 2.83 2.60 3.56 
04/05/76 2.38 2.79 2.58 3.56 
04/12/76 2.31 2.79 2.59 3.55 
04/19/76 2.32 2.98 2.71 3.77 
04/26/76 2.33 3.22 2.72 3.83 
05/03/76 2.35 3.21 2.68 3.82 
05/10/76 2.42 3.20 2.87 3.79 

3.21 	 3.8005/17/76 2.61 2.91 
OS/24/76 2.79 3.28 3.03 3.82 
05/31/76 2.83 3.34 3.02 3.95 

3.34 	 3.8406/07/76 2.87 3.06 
06/14/76 2.83 3.33 3.08 3.82 

a Source: Growers Admin. Comm., 1976. 
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- - - - - - - -

Table 48.--Average weekly f.o.b. price of fresh Florida Interior and Indian River 

Week 

Ending 


Mo/Da:t:/Yr 

09/19/76 
09/26/76 
10/03/76 
10/11/76 
10/18/76 
10/25/76 
11/01/76 
11/08/76 
11/15/76 
11/22/76 
11/29/76 
12/06/76 
12/13/76 
12/20/76 
12/27/76 
01/03/77 
01/10/77 
01/17/77 
01/24/77 

01/31/77b 

02/07/77 
02/14/77 
02/21/77 
02/28/77 
03/07/77 
03/14/77 
03/21/77 
03/28/77 
04/04/77 
04/11/77 
04/18/77 
04/25/77 
05/02/77 
05/09/77 
05/16/77 
OS/23/77 

a Source: 

awhite and pink seedless grapefruit, 1976-1977 season 

Interior Indian River 

White Pink White PinkSeedless Seedless Seedless Seedless 

Dollars Per 4/5-Bushel Carton - - - - 

2.88 3.25 3.32 4.332.88 3.25 3.32 4.332.88 3.25 3.32 4.332.88 3.25 3.32 4.332.88 3.25 3.32 4.332.88 3.25 3.32 4.332.58 3.01 3.07 3.462.32 3.04 2.69 3.392.29 3.03 2.60 3.422.31 3.01 2.55 3.202.32 3.02 2.58 3.152.32 3.08 2.68 3.502.37 3.03 2.71 
2.36 3.10 2.70 

3.50 
3.622.35 3.10 2.70 3.602.22 2.74 2.52 

2.28 2.69 2.52 
3.28 
3.252.26 2.73 2.58 3.212.48 2.94 3.04 3.41 

0 0 0 03.03 3.44 3.40 4.183.03 3.46 3.40 4.183.02 3.50 3.39 4.182.86 3.30 3.26 4.17
2.75 3.23 3.13 4.17
2.73 3.21 3.09 4.132.74 3.28 3.04 4.022.74 3.46 3.29 4.042.74 3.47 3.05 3.962.75 3.31 3.00 
2.75 3.4i 3.94 

3.97 
4.072.92 3.48 3.99 4.072.92 3.43 3.01 

2.90 3.44 3.07 
4.19 
4.202.90 3.44 3.17 4.183.18 3.44 3.35 4.21 

Growers Admin. Comm., 1977. 

b No prices reported due to Christmas shipping holiday. 
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Table 49.--Average weekly f.o.b. price of fresh Florida Interior and Indian River 
a 

white and pink seedless grapefruit, 1977-1978 season 

Interior Indian River 
Week 

Ending White Pink White Pink 
Seedless Seedless Seedless Seedless 

Mo/Day/Yr - - - - - Dollars Per 4/5-Bushel Carton - - - - - - - 

10/02/77 2.90 3.95 3.30 4.60 
10/09/77 2.90 3.95 3.30 4.60 

3.95 4.6010/17/77 2.90 3.30 
10/24/77 2.90 3.95 3.30 4.60 

3.85 4.5010/31/77 2.90 2.45 
11/07/77 2.55 3.40 2.95 4.20 
11/14/77 2.45 3.20 2.70 3.75 
11/21/77 2.45 2.95 2.80 3.70 
11/28/77 2.45 2.90 2.85 3.75 
12/05/77 2.50 2.90 2.85 3.85 
12/12/77 2.50 3.00 2.95 3.75 
12/19/77 2.50 3.00 3.00 3.80 
12/26/77 2.50 3.00 3.00 3.85 
01/02/78 2.50 3.00 3.00 3.85 
01/09/78 2.55 3.10 2.90 3.60 
01/16/78 2.55 3.05 2.88 3.47 
01/23/78 2.53 3.03 2.90 3.61 
01/30/78 2.55 3.04 2.92 3.59 
02/06/78 2.55 3.05 2.93 3.63 
02/13/78 2.55 3.05 2.90 3.55 
02/20/78 2.54 2.87 2.89 3.53 

2.80 3.5602/27/78 2.55 2.90 
03/06/78 2.54 2.78 2.88 3.50 

2.75 3.5003/13/78 2.55 2.85 
03/20/78 2.47 2.70 2.77 3.46 

2.56 3.4303/27/78 2.36 2.68 
04/03/78 2.30 2.50 2.70 3.40 

2.53 3.5004/10/78 2.30 2.72 
04/17/78 2.30 2.60 2.63 3.42 
04/24/78 2.50 2.78 2.73 3.40 

05/01/78 2.53 2.79 2.75 3.41 
05/08/78 2.56 2.77 2.86 3.35 
05/15/78 2.61 2.92 2.85 3.45 
OS/22/78 2.62 2.94 3.01 3.51 
OS/29/78 2.81 3.04 3.06 3.55 
06/05/78 2.89 3.07 3.19 3.63 

06/12/78 2.86 3.11 3.31 3.70 

06/19/78 3.25 3.22 3.62 3.95 

a Source: Citrus Admin. Comm., 1978. 
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Table 50.--Average weekly f.o.b. price of fresh Florida Interior and Indian River 

Week 

Ending 


Mo/Day/Yr 

10/08/78 
10/15/78 
10/22/78 
10/29/78 
11/05/78 
11/12/78 
11/19/78 
11/26/78 
12/03/78 
12/10/78 
12/17/78 
12/24/78 
12/31/78 
01/07/79 
01/14/79 
01/20/79 
01/28/79 
02/04/79 
02/11/79 
02/18/79 
02/25/79 
03/04/79 
03/11/79 
03/18/79 
03/25/79 
04/01/79 
04/08/79 
04/15/79 
04/22/79 
04/29/79 
05/06/79 
05/13/79 
OS/20/79 
OS/27/79 
06/03/79 
06/10/79 

a Source: 

awhite and pink seedless grapefruit, 1978-1979 season 

Interior Indian River 

White 
Seedless 

Pink 
Seedless 

White 
Seedless 

Pink 
Seedless 

- - - - ~ Dollars Per 4/5~Bushel Carton - - - - - - __ 

9.00 
6.00 
5.00 
3.37 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
2.87 
2.75 
2.67 
2.67 
2.69 
2.76 
2.77 
2.84 
2.88 
2.90 
2.87 
2.86 
2.94 
3.04 
3.05 
3.05 
3.05 
3.05 
3.10 
3.25 
3.30 
3.37 
3.60 
3.61 
3.58 
3.82 
4.19 
4.20 
4.16 

10.00 
7.50 
6.50 
4.85 
3.55 
3.33 
3.25 
3.18 
3.05 
2.98 
3.00 
3.00 
3.06 
3.07 
3.37 
3.43 
3.45 
3.42 
3.40 
3.50 
3.58 
3.57 
3.56 
3.74 
3.74 
3.99 
3.99 
4.06 
4.36 
4.56 
4.61 
4.62 
4.99 
5.23 
5.21 
5.21 

10.00 
9.50 
5.75 
3,95 
3.20 
3.15 
3-.15 
3.14 
3.15 
3.03 
3.01 
3.06 
3.12 
3.06 
3.14 
3.33 
3.30 
3.30 
3'.29 
3.28 
3.39 
3.38 
3.40 
3.40 
3.37 
3.55 
3.67 
3.73 
3.82 
3.79 
3.83 
4.00 
4.14 
4.32 
4.30 
4.34 

11.00 
10.50 
8.00 
6.30 
4.15 
3.82 
3.65 
3.65 
3.60 
3.55 
3.55 
3.55 
3.55 
3.60 
3.98 
3.9') 
3.90 
3.88 
3.90 
3.90 
4.14 
4.11 
4.42 
4.40 
4.41 
4.56 
4.66 
4.64 
4.91 
4.90 
5.08 
5.15 
5.38 
5.55 
5.64 
5.55 

Citrus Admin. Comm., 1979. 
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IRPSP =3.379 - 0.0003942 IRS + 0.0002655 INTS - 0.0007674 TS + 0.1002 S + 0.3049 FR 
(24.34) (-2.424) (1.273) (-3.808) (4.386) (3.890 

+ 	0.06957 SH + 0.001838 DIL - 0.002679 D2L - 0.0001316 D3L + 0.001171 D4L 
(0.6999) (0.4161) (-0.6132) (-0.0295) (0.2489) 

+ 0.005612 D5L = 0.004712 D6L + 0.004894 D7L + 0.002512 D8L 
(1. 090) (0.9127) (1.031) (0.5719) 

- O.00161.6 D9L 

(-0.3501) 


R2 	 = 0.4081 

Standard error = 0.3288 

Where: 

IRPSP = Average weekly Florida Indian River pink seedless grapefruit price 
(dollars per 4/5 bushel carton). 

IRS = Weekly Florida Indian River. fresh grapefruit shipments 

(1,000 4/5 bushel cartons). 


INTS = Weekly Florida Interior fresh grapefruit shipments (1,000 4/5 bushel 
cartons). 

TS 	 Weekly Texas fresh grapefruit shipments (100 7/10 bushel cartons).on 

S =	Time trend variable; 0 = 71-72; 1 = 72-73; 2 = 73-74; etc. This 
variable is a proxy to include exogenous influences such as changes 
in income or population. 

FR = FREEZE 0-1 dummy variable (1 for all weeks after J;:;LlI.ary 20, 1977). 
The January 1977 freeze in Florida caused a sudden aramatic increase 
in grapefruit prices which has continued up to the present. 

SH =	Shipping Holiday 0-1 dummy variable. A shipping holiday represents 
a suspension of shipments over. the Thanksgiving and/or Christmas 
holidays by the Citrus Admin. Comm. The shipping holiday prevents 
a sudden glut of fruit on the market during these periods. Shipping 
holidays are not automatically imposed during these periods; for 
example, during the 1978-1979 season, shipments were suspended around 
Christmas (from December 21 to December 27), but a shipping huliday 
was not imposed at Thanksgiving (Growers/Citrus Admin. Comm., 
1972a-1979a). 

D1L =	October crop estimate effect variable (1 multiplied by October Florida 
seedless grapefruit estimate for weeks from October to November 
estimate). The monthly crop estimate by the Florida Crop and Livestock 
Rep. Servo (1971-1979) represents one of the few available measurea of 
within-season supply. The monthly figure estimates the total season 
crop; by subtracting the quantity already picked, interested parties 
can determine how much fruit remains available for sale during that 
season. This information is used by chain store buyers, packinghouse 
operators, and other market age~ts to determine price. These variables 
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were included in the equations due to their theoretical importance to 
the grapefruit pricing mechanism. For a discussion of relevant but 
insignificant variables and the rationale for including such variables 
in analyses, see Rao and Miller (1971) and Kelejain and Oats (1974). 

D2L =	November crop estimate effect variable (1 multiplied by November 
Florida seedless grapefruit estimate for weeks from November to 
December estimate). 

D3L = December crop estimate effect variable (1 multiplied by December 
Florida seedless grapefruit estimate for weeks from December to 
January estimate). 

D4L = January crop estimate effect variable (1 multiplied by January Florida 
seedless grapefruit estimate for weeks from January to February 
estimate). 

D5L = February crop estimate effect variable (1 multiplied by February 
Florida seedless grapefruit estimate for weeks from February to March 
estimate). 

D6L = March crop estimate effect variable (1 multiplied by March Florida 
seedless grapefruit estimate for weeks from March to April estimate). 

D7L =	April crop estimate effect variable (1 multiplied by April Florida 
seedless grapefruit estimate for weeks from April to May estimate). 

D81 = May crop estimate effect variable (1 multiplied by May Florida seedless 
grapefruit estimate for weeks from May to June estimate). 

D9L =	June crop estimate effect variable (1 multiplied by June Florida 
seedless grapefruit estimate for weeks from June to October estimate). 

The numbers in parentheses are the t statistics associated with the respective 
coefficients in the regression equation. 

12. The following equation is used to estimate the impact of a lead arsenate 
cancellation on the price of Florida Indian River white seedless grapefruit: 

IRWSP = 2.983 - 0.0003881 IRS + 0.0001555 INTS - 0.0004658 TS + 0.03507 S 
(34.76) (-3.890) (1.206) (-3.738) (4.180) 

+ 0.2201 FR + 0.02436 SH + 0.00006765 DIL - 0.005195 02L - 0.003299 03L 
(4.541) (0.3963) (0.02477) (-1.923) (-1.196) 

- 0.0004409 041 + 0.002691 D5L + 0.0006798 06L + 0.0001409 07L 
(-0.1515) (0.8453) (0.2130) (0.4800) 

+ 0.003054 D8L + 0.003661 09L 
(1.124) (1.291) 

R2 = 0.4519 

Standard error = 0.2033 
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where: 

IRWSP = Average weekly Florida Indian River white seedless grapefruit price 


(dollar per 4/5-bushel carton). 


Other variables are defined under equation (11). 

The numbers in parentheses are the t statistics associated with the respective 
coefficients in the regression equation. 

13. The following equation is used to estimate the impact of a lead arsenate 
cancellation on the price of Florida Interior pink seedless grapefruit: 

INTPSP = 2.974 - 0.0001979 IRS + 0.00005013 INTS - 0.00102 TS + 0.073538 S 
(26.17) (-1.487) (0.2936) (-6.182) (6.786) 

+ 	0.3466 FR + 0.03237 SH - 0.0002771 D1L - 0.002809 D2L - 0.000775 D3L 
(5.401) (0.3977) (-0.07664) (-0.7853) (-0.2123) 

+ 	0.002434 D4L + 0.003718 D5L + 0.001389 D6L + 0.001794 D7L 
(0.6315). (0.8819) (0.3286) (0.4614) 

+ 	0.002702 D8L + 0.0001277 D9L 

(0.4728) (0.3400) 


R2 = 0.4848 

Standard error = 0.2692 

vlhere: 

INTPSP = Average weekly Florida Interior pink seedless grapefruit price 
(dollars per 4/5-bushel carton). 

Other variables are defined under equation (11). 

The numbers in parentheses are the t statistics associated with the respective 
coefficients in the regression equation. 

14. The following equation is used to estimate the impact of a lead arsenate 
cancellation on the price of Florida Interior white seedless grapefruit: 

INTWSP = 2.803 - 0.0003829 IRS + 0.00002665 INTS - 0.0002887 TS + 0.02961 S 
(38.67) (-4.510) (0.2448) (-2.744) (-4.181) 

+ 	0.1961 FR + 0.05086 SH - 0.001885 D1L - 0.006895 D2L - 0.006188 D3L 
(-4.791) (0.9800) (-0.8174) (-3.023) (-2.658) 

- 0.002977 D4L - 0.0006321 D5L - 0.002681 D6L - 0.002221 D7L 
(-1.211) (-0.2351) (-0.9948) (-0.8962) 

+ 	0.001767 D8L + 0.0005791 D9L 

(0.7705) (0.2418) 


R2 = 0.4938 

Standard error = 0.1717 
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Where: 

INTWSP =Average weekly Florida Interior white seedless grapefruit price 
(dollar per 4/5-bushel carton). 

Other variables are defined under equation (11). 

The numbers in parentheses are the t statistics associated with the respective 
coefficients in the regression equation. 

15. The explicit assumption is made in this analysis that the quantity that must 
be marketed in a later time period (fruit now shipped from September to mid-November) 
is distributed over the remaining months on the basis of the proportion of the 
quantity currently marketed in each month over the period November 15 to June 30. 

16. Weekly f.o.b. prices are estimated for both the long marketing season 
(current situation) and the short marketing season (situation resulting from lead 
arsenate cancellation Tables 51 to 58). 

17. Weekly revenues are calculated based on the above price estimates and the 
weekly shipments for the long and short marketing seasons. 

18. Color distribution (white and pink) ratios for each season's shipments of 
Interior and Indian River grapefruit are appli~d to weekly Interior and Indian River 
shipments to estimate the weekly shipments of Interior white and pink grapefruit and 
Indian River white and pink grapefruit. This method is used because weekly shipment 
data are not reported by color type from the two production regions. 

19. The 1977 lead arsenate use pattern (37,600 acres of Florida grapefruit 
treated) is assumed to be typical of annual usage. 
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Table 51.--Actual long-season shipments and estimated short-season shipments of 
Florida Interior and Indian River fresh grapefruit, 1971-72 season 

Interior Indian River 

Week Texas a 


Ending b Long
a Short

b 

Longa Short 

Mo/Day/Yr - - - - 1 z000 4/5-Bushel Cartons - - - - - 1 z000 7/10-Bushel 
Cartons 

09/19/71 21 0 5 0 0 
0 009/26/71 166 0 4 
0 010/03/71 489 0 57 


10/10/71 695 0 176 0 14 


10/17/71 472 0 207 0 60 


10/24/71 607 0 328 0 167 

0 20010/31/71 493 0 313 

286 30311/07/71 379 0 0 
0 32511/14/71 380 0 339 

405 32711/21/71 405 511 372 

11/28/71 271 342 268 292 312 


360 36112/05/71 350 442 331 
523 48712/12/71 414 447 422 


12/19/71 392 495 539 587 471 

25512/26/71 176 222 311 339 

206 26601/02/72 162 205 189 

01/09/72 295 372 495 539 349 


526 44401/16/72 363 458 483 
518 49201/23/72 390 492 476 


01/30/72 409 516 711 774 488 


02/06/72 336 424 695 757 419 

43702/13/72 354 447 586 638 


02/20/72 363 458 695 757 475 


02/27/72 357 451 647 705 457 

880 43903/05/72 356 450 808 
834 42303/12/72 396 500 766 
695 32403/19/72 363 458 638 
830 33003/26/72 376 475 762 

452 75404/02/72 358 692 317 
28604/09/72 555 701 687 748 
208
04/16/72 608 768 691 752 


840 10104/23/72 569 718 771 
791 861 2104/30/72 513 648 

822 505/07/72 418 528 755 
340 648 706 005/14/72 269 
260 662OS/21/72 206 608 0 
220 617 672 0OS/28/72 174 

443 48206/04/72 103 130 0 


06/11/72 55 69 356 388 0 


34 43 278 303 006/18/72 

a Growers Admin. Comm., 1972a. 
b Estimated by Economic Research Dept. , Fla. Dept. of Citrus. 
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Table 52.--Actual long-season shipments and estimated short-season shipments of 
Florida Interior and Indian River fresh grapefruit, 1972-73 season 

InteriorWeek Indian River 

Ending 


bLonga Shortb 
Longa 

Short 

Mo/Day/Yr - 1,000 4/5-Bushel Cartons  1,000 7/10-Bushel 
Cartons 

09/03/72 4 o 1 o o09/10/72 15 o 1 o o
09/17/72 39 
 o 19 o
09/24/72 64 o o o 

o 
32 

10/01/72 169 o 97 o 2610/08/72 305 o 122 o 6710/15/72 503 o 211 o 12410/22/72 619 o 303 o 16810/29/72 741 o 421 o 18111/05/72 513 o 383 o 28611/12/72 507 o 330 o 37311/19/72 423 o 611 o 30311/26/72 299 378 373 418 16512/03/72 396 500 537 602 41812/10/72 399 504 459 515 47312/17/72 400 505 539 605 36012/24/72 212 268 386 433 31312/31/72 170 215 215 241 282
01/07/73 283 357 
 513 575 24701/14/73 249 314 617 692 14701/21/73 466 588 639 717 46201/28/73 370 467 599 672 46102/04/73 440 556 911 1022 41502/11/73 479 605 854 958 46602/18/73 388 427 575 645 46602/25/73 404 510 991 1111 18603/04/73 417 527 892 1000 69603/11/73 395 499 744 834 50803/18/73 436 551 835 937 48603/25/73 564 712 877 984 45404/01/73 551 696 810 908 33804/08/73 461 582 868 974 39104/15/73 5.28 667 742 832 34304/22/73 488 616 813 912 33904/29/73 374 472 628 704 32305/06/73 454 573 667 748 265
05/13/73 354 447 530 1594 252
OS/20/73 341 431 446 500 193
OS/27/73 239 302 417 468 146
06/03/73 200 253 283 317 7506/10/73 147 186 291 326 
06/17/73 91 115 235 264 

42 
28 

a Growers Admin. Comm., 1973a. 

b Estimated by Economic Research Dept., Fla. Dept. of Citrus. 
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Table 53.--Actua1 long-season shipments and estimated short-season shipments of 
Florida Interior and Indian River fresh grapefruit, 1973-74 season 

Interior Indian River
Week 


Ending a b a b
Long Short Long Short 

Mo/Day/Yr 1,000 4/5-Bushel Cartons - 1,000 7/10-Bushel 
Cartons 

09/09/73 10 o 6 o o 

09/16/73 2 o 16 o o 

09/23/73 19 o 21 o o 

09/30/73 77 o 46 o 1 

10/07/73 290 o 86 o o 

10/14/73 600 o 211 o 22 

10/22/73 723 o 401 o 32 

10/29/73 617 o 416 o 151 

11/05/73 493 o 515 o 249 

11/12/73 451 o 445 o 262 

11/19/73 375 o 348 o 304 

11/26/73 213 275 333 373 259 

12/03/73 310 401 455 509 387 

12/10/73 406 525 494 553 452 

12/17/73 358 463 523 586 517 

12/24/73 232 300 408 457 387 


c
12/31/73 6 8 4 4 76 

01/07/74 262 339 585 655 462 

01/14/74 288 373 568 636 372 

01/21/74 295 382 403 451 472 

01/28/74 343 444 553 619 431 

02/04/74 256 331 608 681 414 

02/11/74 195 252 367 411 421 

02/18/74 389 503 819 917 595 

02/25/74 366 473 756 846 435 

03/04/74 304 393 686 768 455 

03/11/74 279 361 697 780 414 

03/18/74 315 407 707 792 380 

03/24/74 330 427 832 931 353 

04/01/74 336 435 815 912 323 

04/08/74 350 453 787 881 211 

04/15/74 370 479 899 1006 154 

04/22/74 301 389 868 972 64 

04/29/75 342 422 852 954 20 

05/06/74 437 565 892 999 11 

05/13/74 421 545 912 1021 5 

OS/20/74 405 524 912 971 o 

OS/27/74 324 419 820 918 o 

06/03/74 175 226 408 457 o 

06/10/74 107 138 315 353 o 

06/17/74 91 118 254 284 o 

06/24/74 1 1 2 2 o 


a Growers Admin. Comm., 1974a. 
b Estimated by Economic Research Dept., Fla. Dept. of Citrus. 

c No shipments reported due to Christmas shipping holiday. 
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Table 54.--Actual long-season shipments and estimated short-season shipments of 
Florida Interior and Indian River fresh grapefruit, 1974-75 season 

Interior Indian RiverWeek 

Ending a b
Long Short Longa 

Shortb 

Mo/Day/Yr 1,000 4/5-Bushel Cartons - 1,000 7/10-Bushel 
Cartons 

09/01/74 112 o 20 o o
09/08/74 295 o 83 oo 
09/15/74 409 o 208 o o
09/22/74 481 o 386 9o 
09/30/74 356 o 380 o 22
10/07/74 330 o 423 o 28
10/14/74 349 o 338 o 91
10/21/74 304 oo 380 127
10/28/74 287 o 377 o 175
11/04/74 258 o 406 o 130
11/11/74 338 o 439 o 229
11/18/74 304 o 469 o 239
11/25/74 288 372 450 532 272
12/02/74 201 226260 267 340
12/09/74 445 575 341 403 448
12/16/74 468 605 611 722 461
12/23/74 279 361 536 633 366
12/30/74c o o o o 190
01/06/75 203 262 414 489 306

01/13/75 316 589 394
409 696 
01/20/75 296 383 477 564 414
01/27/75 320 436414 515 344
02/03/75 440 569 489 578 438
02/10/75 407 526 845715 488
02/17/75 350 452 816 964 396
02/24/75 395 511 1121 1325 311

03/03/75 392 507 
 1106 1307 261
03/10/75 431 557 1067 1261 258

03/17/75 465 601 
 1129 1334 234 

03/24/75 
 458 592 956 1130 110 
3/31/75 477 617 946 1118 46 
04/07/75 472 610 837 989 29
04/14/75 531 686 882 1042 14
04/21/75 373 482 643 760 7 
04/28/75 340 440 753 890 o 

05/05/75 248 603 o
321 713 
05/12/75 184 238 485 573 o 
05/19/75 125 162 360 425 o 

OS/26/75 117 151 287 
 339 o 
06/02/75 109 141 197 233 o 

06/09/75 107 138 141 
 167 o 

a Growers Admin. Comm., 1975a. 
b 

Estimated by Economic Research Dept., Fla. Dept. of Citrus. 

c No shipments reported due to Christmas shipping holiday. 
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Table 55.--Actual long-season shipments and estimated short-season shipments of 
Florida Interior and Indian River fresh grapefruit, 1975-76 season 

Interior Indian River
Week Texasa 

Ending a b bLong Short Longa Short 

No/Day/Yr 1,000 4/5-Bushel Cartons - 1,000 7/l0-Bushel 
Cartons 

08/31/75 48 o o o o 

09/07/75 178 o 37 o o 

09/14/75 423 o 242 o o 

09/21/75 443 o 357 o o 

09/29/75 450 o 414 o 15 

10/06/75 305 o 405 o 100 

10/13/75 309 o 538 o 167 

10/20/75 315 o 620 o 255 

10/27/75 247 o 599 o 305 

11/03/75 246 o 413 o 409 

11/10/75 278 o 462 o 326 

11/17/75 27?+ o 413 o \315 

11/24/75 276 343 559 653 368 

12/01/75 180 223 290 399 383 

12/08/75 475 590 540 630 536 

12/15/75 483 599 651 760 584 

12/22/75 314 390 668 780 344 

12/29/75 94 117 131 153 204 

01/05/76 176 218 309 361 335 

01/12/76 333 413 795 928 539 

01/19/76 360 447 625 730 541 

01/26/76 432 536 897 1047 562 

02/02/76 352 437 717 837 432 

02/09!i6 416 516 753 879 542 

02/16/76 382 474 842 983 592 

02/23/76 362 449 812 948 549 

03/01/75 369 458 674 787 524 

03/08/76 426 529 9/+3 1101 569 

03/15/76 453 562 927 1082 483 

03/22/76 450 558 980 1144 424 

03/29/76 407 505 941 1099 429 

04/05/76 421 523 983 1148 409 

04/12/76 413 513 859 1003 343 

04/19/76 486 603 955 1115 349 

04/26/76 389 483 870 1016 209 

05/03/76 341 423 768 897 124 

05/10/76 342 424 662 773 56 

05/17/76 250 310 546 637 41 

OS/24/76 197 244 537 627 17 

05/31/76 156 194 321 375 o 

06/07/76 106 132 199 232 o 

06/14/76 90 112 164 191 o 


a Growers Admin. Comm., 1976a. 
b Estimated by Economic Research Dept., Fla. Dept. of Citrus. 
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Table 56.--Actual long-season shipments and estimated short-season shipments of 
Florida Interior and Indian River fresh grapefruit, 1976-77 season 

InteriorWeek Indian River 
Ending 

Longa Shortb 
Longa 

Shortb 

Mo/Day/Yr 1,000 4/5-Bushe~ Cartons 1,000 7/10-Bushel 
Cartons 

09/19/76 7 o o o o09/26/76 124 o 1 o 110/03/76 372 o 43 o 110/11/76 634 o 182 o 510/18/76 828 o 323 o 2510/25/76 696 o 709 o 10711/01/76 542 o 699 o 13411/08/76 540 o 610 o 13411/15/76 440 o 485 o 40711/22/76 387 541 575 668 25711/29/76 187 261 268 311 23512J06j7fJ 470 657 557 6471 !/13,'7u 608 850 
525 

628 729 42612/20,'70 353 493 620 720 49712/27/76 149 208 267 310 25701/03/77 144 201 434 504 13301/10/77 309 432 639 742 21101/17/77 303 424 705 819 44901/24/77 350 489 849 986
01/31/77 c o o 315 

o o 56502/07/77 154 215 477 554 52602/14/77 402 562 906 1052 40502/21/77 318 444 708 822 49702/28/77 275 384 910 1057 30003/07/77 291 407 779 904 49003/14/77 315 440 897 1041 48903/21/77 262 366 883 1025 44503/28/77 228 319 809 939 30104/04/77 243 340 802 931 42404/11/77 190 266 663 770 40804/18/77 122 171 668 776 40204/25/77 71 99 600 697 30305/02/77 131 183 578 671 34105/09/77 36 50 435 505 27105/16/77 12 17 142 165 239OS/23/77 25 35 99 115 o 

a Growers Admin. Comm., 1977a. 

b Estimated by Economic Research Dept., Fla. Dept. of Citrus. 

c No shipments reported due to embargo following January 18-20 freeze. 
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Table 57.--Actual long-season shipments and estimated short-season shipments of 
Florida Interior and Indian River fresh grapefruit, 1977-78 season 

Interior Indian RiverWeek 
Ending a b aLong Short Long Shortb 

Mo/Day/Yr 1,000 4/5-Bushel Cartons - 1,000 7/10-Bushel 
Cartons 

10/02/77 44 o 13 o 1 

10/09/77 306 o 51 o 12 

10/17/77 519 o 246 o 28 

10/24/77 727 o 421 o 51 

10/31/77 638 o 653 o 79 

11/07/77 541 o 444 o 113 

11/14/77 424 o 401 o 154 

11/21/77 422 o 522 o 185 

11/28/77 176 224 287 326 324 

12/05/77 491 625 471 536 311 

12/12/77 550 700 631 718 491 

12/19/77 435 554 678 771 426 

12/26/77 193 246 387 440 320 

01/02/78 143 182 283 322 274 

01/09/78 228 290 555 631 313 

01/16/78 319 406 567 645 510 

01/23/78 297 378 723 822 423 

01/30/78 313 398 672 764 295 

02/06/78 358 456 674 767 510 

02/13/78 367 467 754 858 511 

02/20/78 426 542 773 879 562 

02/27/78 352 448 802 912 482 

03/06/78 409 521 740 842 485 

03/13/78 453 577 740 842 524 

03/20/78 404 514 742 844 461 

03/27/78 342 435 960 1092 494 

04/03/78 390 496 589 670 410 

04/10/78 376 479 758 862 484 

04/17/78 402 512 767 872 420 

04/24/78 373 475 750 853 417 

05/01/78 372 474 520 592 296 

05/08/78 337 429 456 519 313 

05/15/78 298 379 460 523 103 

OS/22/78 322 410 457 520 121 

OS/29/78 214 272 315 358 10 

06/05/78 141 179 219 249 5 

06/12/78 96 122 279 317 o 

06/19/78 66 84 244 278 o 


a Citrus Admin. Comm., 1978a. 

b Estimated by Economic Research Dept., Fla. Dept. of Citrus. 
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Table 58.--Actual long-season shipments and estimated short-season shipments of 
Florida Interior and Indian River fresh grapefruit, 1978-79 season 

Week Interior Indian River 

Ending aLong bShort aLong 
bShort 

Mo/Day/Yr 1,000 4/5-Bushel Cartons -

10/08/78 37 o 55 o 
10/15/78 411 o 216 o 
10/22/78 523 o 495 o 
10/29/78 601 o 750 o 
11/05/78 523 o 650 o 
11/12/78 465 o 621 o 
11/19/78 386 276 770 509 
11/26/78 278 346 369 425 
12/03/78 413 517 429 495 
12/10/78 551 689 579 666 
12/17/78 452 564 659 759 
12/24/78 202 251 517 595 
12/31/78 118 148 39P, 457 
01/07/79 302 378 470 542 
01/04/79 394 492 819 944 
01/20/79 374 467 781 899 
01/28/79 428 534 863 994 
02/04/79 387 482 881 1015 
02/11/79 435 544 971 1117 
02/18/79 468 585 900 1037 
02/25/79 441 550 989 1139 
03/04/79 481 601 982 1132 
03/11/79 485 605 1110 1278 
03/18/79 520 648 1015 1171 
03/25/79 450 562 932 1075 
04/01/79 433 539 912 1052 
04/01/79 535 669 937 1080 
04/15/79 480 600 996 1149 
04/22/79 446 558 677 780 
04/29/79 423 529 610 704 

a Citrus Admin. Comm., 1979a. 
b Estimated by Economic Research Dept., Fla. Dept. of Citrus. 

1,000 7/10-Bushel 
Cartons 

5 
14 
86 

170 
222 
400 
338 
348 
496 
679 
622 
412 
224 
339 
151 

22 
267 
217 
241 
228 
179 
152 
111 

37 
8 

14 
12 

9 
o 
o 
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Use Impacts 

Current and Alternative Programs.--There is at the present time no alternative 
chemical registered for use as an acidity-reducing growth regulator on Florida grape
fruit. In the arsenical group of chemicals, calcium arsenate is another potential 
alternative, although it has not been registered for this particular use. Apparently 
calcium arsenate would be as effective as lead arsenate and would involve a similar 
volume of active ingredient (discussed previously in this chapter). 

In the event that calcium arsenate were not registered for use on Florida grape
fruit, growers would be left without any replacement for lead arsenate. Growers 
would be forced to sustain the losses associated with the shortened marketing season. 

Impact on Production Costs. --The impact on the cost of production will be 
analyzed under the assumption that calcium arsenate will not be available as an 
alternative if lead arsenate is banned from use. According to a 1978 USDA pesticide 
usage survey, the average quantity of lead arsenate applied per acre is 6.188 pounds 
(USDA, 1978a). This material is 96% active ingredient, however, which means that 
approximately 5.94 pounds of active ingredient are used per acre. The average price 
paid by growers for lead arsenate is $5.35 per gallon (Mitchell, 19-. j. A gallon 
contains 3.84 pounds of active ingredient. Thus, the price per pound of active 
ingredient is approximately $1.39. The materials cost per acre is approximately 
$8.26. In the event of a cancellation of lead arsenate, this production cost would 
not be incurred by growers. 

In 1977 the estimated extent of use was 37,591 acres in Florida (USDA, 1978a). 
At a cost per acre of $8.26, the approximate total outlay made by Florida growers for 
lead arsenate is approximately $310,500 annually. In the event that lead arsenate 
were canceled, this figure would represent a reduction in production cos t outlays 
made by Florida grapefruit growers. Cost of application can be ignored because lead 
arsenate is nearly always applied with other pesticides (discussed previously in this 
chapter) . 

Impact on Production and Narketing.--As indicated above, a cancellation of lead 
arsenate would shorten Florida grapefruit growers marketing season. The quantity of 
the annual crop now marketed over the period September 1 to November 15 would have to 
be marketed from mid-November to the end of June. 

Both white and pink Florida grapefruit from the Interior and Indian River mar
keting districts would be similarly affected by the cancellation of lead arsenate. 
For Florida Interior grapefruit, an average of 3.607 million 4/5-bushel cartons were 
marketed prior to mid-November over the past eight seasons. This represents 27.8% 
of the average total fresh Florida grapefruit shipments during the 1971-1972 through 
1978-1979 seasons (Table 59). This quantity represents the additional amount of the 
annual Florida Interior fresh grapefruit crop that would be marketed in the remainder 
of the season (post mid-Nov.) if lead arsenate were no longer available for use. 

For Florida Indian River grapefruit, the total quantity marketed prior to mid
November averaged 2.959 million 4/5-bushel cartons during the 1971-1972 through the 
1978-1979 seasons (Table 59). This represents an average 13.9% of total Florida 
shipments per season. This percentage represents the additional portion of Florida 
Indian River fresh grapefruit crop that would be marketed after mid-November if lead 
arsenate were withdrawn from use. 

Changes in Florida Fresh Grapefruit Revenues.--A lead arsenate cancellation 
would affect the weekly prices and shipment volumes of both white and pink fresh 
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Table 59.--Volume and percent of Florida Interior and Indian River fresh 
grapefruit shipments marketed prior to mid-November 1971-72 

through 1978-79 seasons a 

Season Interior Indian River Total Florida 

~,OOO Percent 1 1 000 Percent 1,000 Percent 
Cartons Cartons Cartons 

1971-72 3,702 26.3 1,715 8.9 5,417 16.2 
1972-73 3,902 26.3 2,531 12.2 6,433 18.0 
1973-74 3,657 29.3 2,511 12.0 6,168 18.4 
1974-75 3,823 29.3 3,909 18.2 7,732 22.4 
1975-76 2,342 24.1 4,087 16.7 7,329 19.4 
1976-77 4,183 39.8 3,502 16.1 7,235 24.6 
1977-78 3,621 27.3 2,751 13.8 6,372 19.2 
1978-79 2,725 19.9 3,117 13 .2 5,842 15.7 
Average 3,607 27 .8 2,959 13.9 6,566 19.2 

a Source: Calculated from Growers/Citrus Admin. Comm., 1972 to 1979. 

Florida grapefruit from the Interior and Indian River marketing districts. Industry 
f. o. b. revenues and the incomes of growers of these commodities would thus be 
affected. Inasmuch as changes in f.o.b. prices and revenues are generally reflected 
directly in changes in grower level prices and revenue, it is appropriate to assume 
that changes in f.o.b. revenue resulting from a lead arsenate cancellation would be 
passed back to the grapefruit grower. 12 An assessment of this impact will be made 
by estimating the weekly f.o.b. prices that reflect both the "long marketing season" 
and the "short marketing season" for Interior white and pink and Indian River white 
and pink grapefruit (Tables 51 to 58). 

By combining the weekly price estimates for the "long" and "short" marketing 
season with the actual long marketing season and the estimated short marketing season 
weekly shipments, weekly revenues were estimated for the "long" and "short" seasons. 
Changes in these gross revenues represent the impact of a lead arsenate cancellation 
on the Florida grapefruit industry. 

Table 60 shows the estimates of gross revenues for the four fresh grapefruit 
categories under the assumption of a "long marketing season" and a "short marketing 
season" for the 1971-1972 through the 1978-1979 seasons. The average estimated 
annual revenue for the "long marketing season" is $100.8 million. This es tima te is 
based on the assumption that Florida Interior and Indian River white and pink grape
fruit growers have the benefit of lead arsenate. The average estimated annual reve
nue for the "short marketing season" is $94.8 million. This estimate is based on the 
assumption that Florida Interior and Indian River grapefruit white and pink grape
fruit growers are not able to use lead arsenate and that the commodity cannot be mar
keted before mid-November. Thus, the average projected loss in annual revenue to 
growers of fresh Florida white and pink seedless grapefruit from the Interior and 

12 Growers tend to be residual claimants with respect to price and revenue when their 
fruit is sold through cooperatives and participation plans. Grower prices re
flect f.o.h. prices less costs of picking, hauling, packing, and selling. 
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- - - - -

Table 60.--Estimated impact on Florida fresh grapefruit revenues of a ban on lead arsenate 
measured at the f.o.b. level, 1971-72 through 1978-79 seasons 

Long Marketing Season Shortened Marketing Season 

Season Interior Indian River Total 
Interior Indian River 

White Pink White Pink 
Florida White Pink White Pink 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,000 Dollars - - - - - - -

1971-72 19,230 21,930 27,048 22,046 90,254 17,584 19,862 26,698 21,592 

1972-73 18,530 24,552 26,882 25,601 95,564 16,963 22,293 26,247 24,767 

1973-74 15,842 21,410 28,190 26,909 92,351 14,177 19,042 27,584 26,074 

1974-75 16,253 23,675 29,611 28,508 98,047 14,615 20,831 28,256 26,653 

1975-76 18,526 22,439 36,052 28,852 105,869 16,612 19,730 33,715 2.6,541 

1976-77 13 ,635 19,897 29,530 24,391 87,451 11 ,225 16,078 28,668 23,369 

1977-78 24,609 22,229 37,667 24,035 108,539 22,334 20,067 36,489 23,189 

1978-79 16,651 27,598 41,506 42,896 128,651 15,501 27,526 41,170 42,775 
---

Total 143,276 183,730 256,486 223,238 806! 726 129, OIl 165,429 248,827 214,960 

Average 17 ,91O 22,966 32,061 27,905 100,841 16,126 20,679 31,103 26,870 

Revenue 
Change 

Total Total
Florida Florida 

85,737 4,517 

90,270 5,294 

86,877 5,474 

90,355 7,692 

96,597 9,272 

79,340 8, III 

102,079 6,460 

126,971 1,680 

758,226 48,500 

94,778 6,063 

...... 
V1 
W 



Indian River marketing districts would be approximately $6.1 million. Table 61 gives 
the color distribution of grapefruit from the two major producing regions. 

Table 61.--Color distribution of Florida Indian River and Interior fresh seedless 

grapefruit shipments, season averages 1971-72 through 1978-79a 

Indian Riverb . bI nter10r 
Season 

Pink White Pink White 

- - - - - Percent - - - 
1971-72 43 57 53 47 
1972-73 39 61 49 51 
1973-74 38 62 48 52 
1974-75 36 64 47 53
1975-76 40 60 52 48 
1976-77 35 65 50 50 
1977-78 46 54 56 44 
1978-79 44 56 56 44 

a 
Source: Growers Admin. Comm. , 1972a to 1977aj Citrus Admin. Comm. , 1978a, 1979a.

b 
Ratios used to calculate weekly white and pink shipments from the Interior and 

Indian River marketing districts for each season. 

Over the eight seasons considered, the loss in revenue varied from a low of 
$1.7 million in 1978-1979 to a high of $9.3 million in 1975-1976 (Table 62). The 
degree of variation in the impact of a lead arsenate cancellation is associated with 
the particular growing conditions 0f a given season and the amount of fruit which is 
shipped prior to mid-November (Table 59). 

Net Producer Level Impact. --The net impact, a t the producer level, of a lead 
arsenate cancellation is estimated by taking into account both the reduction in 
grower revenue and the change in production cost that would occur if the chemical 
were no longer available. As noted above in the section on production cost, the 
reduction in production cost would be approximately $8.27 per acre. If lead arse
nates were canceled, this cost would not be incurred by growers. Production costs 
would be reduced by this amount because no alternative material is currently regis
tered for use by growers. 

The approximate total outlay made by Florida growers for lead arsenate is 
$0.31 million. The estimated average reduction in annual f. o. b. revenue would be 
approximately $6.06 million, and therefore the net negative impact on Florida growers 
after taking the reduction in production cosL outlay into account is approximately 
$5.75 million (Table 63) or about $153 per affected acre. 

The loss in gross f.o.b. revenue that would be incurred by Florida grapefruit 
growers can be measured as a percent of the total f. o. b. value of Florida fresh 
grapefruit (Table 62). For the 1971-1972 through 1978-1979 seasons, the estimated 
average loss in f.o.b. gross revenue of $6.06 million is 5.8% of the total estimated 
f.o.b. value for fresh Florida grapefruit of $104.3 million. The average f.o.b. 
revenue for Florida seedless grapefruit approximated $1,100 per acre during this 
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Table 62.--Estimated gross f.o.b. revenue loss from lead arsenate cancellation 
as a percent of total f.o.b. value of Florida fresh grapefruit, 
1971-72 through 1978-79 

F.o.b. Value Estimated Loss as 
Season Florida Fresh Revenue Percent of 

Grapefruit
a Loss Total Value 

-' - 1,000 Dollars - - - - Pet 

1971-72 87,800 4,517 5.1 
1972-73 90,427 5,294 5.9 
1973-74 95,500 5,474 5.7 
1974-75 108,300 7,692 7.1 
1975-76 111,000 9,272 8.4 
1976-77 95,275 8,111 8.5 
1977-78 103,957 6,460 6.2 
1978-79 142,177 1,680 1.2 
Average 104,305 6,063 5.8 

a Florida Citrus Mutual, 1972 to 1979. 

period; thus the estimated average loss amounts to about 14% of f.o.b. gross revenue 
on the average acre which would be affected by the loss of lead arsenate. 13 

Consumer Impacts. --For the period September 1 to November 15, Florida fresh 
grapefruit accounts for a major percentage of the commodity available to U.S. con
sumers. During recent growing seasons (1976-1979), Florida has accounted for 
approximately 85.4% of U. S. fresh grapefruit marketed during this period (Florida 
Citrus Mutual, 1976, 1977, 1978, and 1979). A reduction in supply of this magnitude 
would have an "adverse price effect" for consumers purchasing fresh grapefruit from 
Texas, California, and Arizona. 'Of particular importance is the fact that fresh 
grapefruit would not be available to a major segment of the consuming public during 
the September to November 15 period. 

The negative impact that would be felt by consumers of fresh market grapefruit 
would be offset, in part, by the downward pressure on prices that would be expected 
in the remainder of the marketing season. With the assumption that total annual pro
duction would remain approximately unchanged after a lead arsenate cancellation, the 
greater quantities marketed in each week of the remainder of the season would be 
expected to result in a reduction in f.o.b. and producer level prices that would be 
passed on, in part, to consumers. The extent to which this price reduction would be 
passed on to consumers cannot be estimated with any precision, however. It is likely 
that only part of the reduction in price during the latter part of the season would 
be passed on to consumers in the form of lower prices at the retail level. 

13 During the period covered by this analysis, there were approximately 93,400 acres 
of bearing seedless white and pink grapefruit in Florida (Florida Agric. Statis
tics, 1978). Average annual gross f.o.b. revenue = $104,305,000 7 93,400 acres 
= $1,117 per acre. Average gross revenue loss is estimated at $6,063,000 
7 37,600 affected acres = $161 per acre. Average percentage gross revenue loss 
therefore approximates 14.4% per affected acre ($161 7 $1,117). 
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310.5 

Table 63.--Summary of impacts on Florida grapefruit growers, average of 
1971-72 through 1978-79 seasons 

With Without Economic
Item Lead Lead Impact

Arsenate Arsenate 

- - - - 1 2°00 Dollars - - - - - - -
Treatment cost 

Materialsa 310.5 

Annual revenues 
Interior 

White 17,910 16,126 1,784 
Pink 22,966 20,679 2,287 

Indian River 
White 32,061 31,103 958 
Pink 27,905 26,870 1 1 °35 

6,064 

Estimate of 
net loss 5,753.5 

a No labor or equipment costs are assigned because material is applied with 

pesticides that would still be needed without lead arsenate. Material 

cost: $1.39 per pound of active ingredient times an average rate of 

5.94 pounds per acre. 

Several difficulties arise in trying to estimate the possible magnitude of 
impact at the consumer level. First, retail level data for fresh grapefruit are 
geographically incomplete and of questionable accuracy. Though limited data are 
available for certain cities in the Northeast (Baltimore, Boston, and New York), 
these data do not form an adequate base for the measurement of consumer impact for 
the entire U. S. retail market. Second, to the extent that retail price data are 
available for a few urban areas, less than two seasons' shipment data are available 
that show the geographic markets into which fresh Florida grapefruit are shipped. 
Thus, additional problems would arise in trying to estimate retail price impact on 
those few areas in which adequate data have been generated. 

Limitations of the Analysis 

Although the figures for lead arsenate usage and seasonal revenue impacts 
resulting from cancellation presented in this analysis are reported as point esti 
mates, they represent approximations of lead arsenate use and economic impacts. The 

R2 values for the four price-estimating equations developEd herein indicate that the 
predictive capacities of the equations are somewhat limited and that the results 
obtained are subj ect to interpretation.. It is the consensus opinion of the analysts, 
however, that, given the nature of the analysis and the data available, this report 
presents a reasonable estimate of the magnitude of the economic impacts likely to 
occur in the event lead arsenate use on grapefruit is canceled. 
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The difficulties involved in preparing the analysis are also reflected in the 
lack of quantified consumer effects. Too little is known of the effect of the poten
tial cancellation upon specific production and marketing mechanisms to permit more 
than a qualitative assessment of expected consumer impacts. Additionally, data 
limitations concerning specific retail price responses and consumer demand patterns 
would limit the reliability of predicting such effects even if the fruit maturity, 
production, and shipment parameters could be assessed with a high degree of 
confidence. 

Lead Arsenate-Cherry Fruit Fly 

Current Use Analysis 

Lead arsenate is registered to control a variety of cherry pests, the most 
significant of which are the cherry fruit fly and cherry leaf spot. Other pests 
for which lead arsenate is registered are pea~ slugs, snails, syneta beetles, rose 
chafer, plum curculio and brown rot (EPA, 1979). Lead arsenate is not currently 
listed in any of the State recommendations. Those pesticides currently registered 
and recommended are; for cherry fruit fly control: azinphosmethyl, parathion, mala
thion, carbaryl, and diazinon; for cherry leaf spot: benomyl, ferbam, folpet and 
captan.14 

Lead arsenate is not currently used for cherry pest control and alternatives 
are relied upon exclusively as previously discussed. Although the quantity of these 
chemicals applied depends upon the presence and severity of the pests in the orchard, 
spray schedules recommend approximately five applications of fungicides per season to 
control leaf spot.14 Approximately five applications of insecticides per season are 
used in Oregon to control fruit flies (Zwick, 1979). 

Data for the quantity of these chemicals applied nationally were not available. 
However, Table 64 illustrates approximate quantities applied on a per-acre basis. 14 

Performance Evaluation of Lead 
Arsenate and Alternatives 

Pest Infestation and Damage.--Cherry fruit flies are economically important 
pests. Adult females feed on exudates by puncturing leaves and fruit with the 
ovipositor. Egg laying takes place approximately 5 to 6 d~ys after mating, and an 
average of 386 eggs may be laid by one fly. Eggs are inserted into the fruit through 
small slits made by the ovipositor. Larvae hatch approximately 1 week later and 
begin feeding on the fruit. 

Infested cherries become misshapen and undersized, often with one side of the 
fruit decaying. Broken burrows extend through the fruit (Metcalf and Flint, 1962). 

Due to quarantine laws and marketing cooperative& standards, cherries have a 
zero tolerance to fruit fly infestations (Howitt, 1979; and Facteau, 1979). Detec
tion of this pest in a shipment of cherries results in condemnation of the entire 
stock. 

Cherry leaf spot is an important fungal disease that causes premature leaf drop 
that can seriously weaken trees. 

14Indiana, 1975; Montana, 1975; New Jersey, 1976; Ohio, 1977a; Pennsylvania, 1977a; 
Tennessee, 1977; Virginia, 1978bj and Washington, 1977. 
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Table 64.--Annual use per acre of lead arsenate and alternatives on cherries
a 

Pesticide Pounds a. i. / 
b300 Gallons 

Number of 
Applications 

Total 
Pounds 

a.i./Acre 

Lead arsenate 6.0 5 30.0 

Fungicides: 
Benomyl 1.5 5 7.5 
Folpet 4.5 5 22.5 
Ferbam 4.5 5 22.5 
Captan 6.0 5 30.0 

Insecticides: c 

Azinphosmethyl 1.0 4-6 5.0 
Parathion 1.0 4-6 5.0 
Malathion 4.0 4-6 20.0 
Diazinon 2.0 4-6 10.0 
Carbaryl 4.0 4-6 20.0 

a Source: State recommendations. 
b Approximately 300 gallons spray mixture are required to treat 1 acre of cherry 

trees (Pennsylvania, 1977). 
c Insecticide applications are maximum annual usages representative for Oregon. 


Carbaryl is not considered in the Oregon Spray Schedule (Zwick, 1979). 


The fungus overwinters on fallen leaves and fruit; the following spring spores 
are borne by the wind to attack leaves on the trees. Keeping the area around the 
trees clean of litter can help, but this is only a halfway measure and is not suffi 
cient to control the fungus adequately (Kilpatrick, 1979). 

Comparative Performance Evaluation. --The alternative pesticides available are 
adequate pest controls; lead arsenate is currently not used or available. Table 65 
illustrates lead arsenate production levels from 1950 through 1973. 

Comparative Costs.--Table 66 illustrates the cost differences between lead arse
nate and alternatives on a seasonal per-acre basis. Fungicide alternatives are 
generally less expensive; seasonal per acre treatment cost differences range from 
22.72 to $19.80. All insecticide alternatives are less expensive; seasonal per-acre 
treatment cost differences range from 37.10 to $6.50. 

Use Impacts 

User Impacts. --No immediate impact is expected from the cancellation of lead 
arsenate. If pests developed resistance to organic chemicals without changes in the 
marketing standards for the cherry fruit fly maggot, the long-run impacts upon Oregon 
and Washington producers would be significant. 

Existing California as well as Oregon and Washington marketing cooperatives 
standards will not tolerate the cherry fruit fly maggot; therefore detection of this 
pest in any fruit shipment will result in condemnation. The entire output of about 
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Table 65.--United States lead arsenate production, 1950-1973
a 

Year 1,000 Pounds Year 1,000 Pounds 

1950 39,434 1962 9,930 
1951 25,416 1963 7,842 
1952 14,286 1964 9,258 
1953 14,196 1965 7,098 
1954 15,620 1966 7,328 
1955 14,776 1967 5,952 
1956 11,756 1968 9,016 
1957 11,920 1969 9,204 
1958 14,938 1970 4,156 
1959 12,904 1971 6,168 
1960 10,062 1972 5,164 
1961 10,446 1973 

1974-80
b 3,946 

a Source: Hertzmark, 1974. 
b Data not available under current regulations. 

Table 66.--Seasonal per acre application costs for lead arsenate and 

alternatives on cherriesa 

Pesticide Pound a. i. Total Cost 
Pesticide Cost/Pound Applied/ Pesticide Difference/ 

a. i. Season Cost/Season Season 

Dollars Pounds Dollars Dollars 

Lead arsenate 1.59 30.0 47.70 

Fungicides: 

Benomyl 9.00 7.5 67.50 19.80 

Folpet 1. 78 22.5 40.05 -7.65 

Ferbam 1.11 22.5 24.98 -22.72 

Captan 1.20 30.0 36.00 -11.70 

Insecticides: 

Azinphosmethyl 4.30 5.0 21.50 -26.20 

Parathion 2.60 5.0 l3.00 -34.70 

Malathion .85 20.0 17.00 -30.70 

Diazinon 1. 06 10.0 10.60 -37.10 

Carbaryl 2.06 20.0 41.20 -6.50 

a Source: Prices from EPA price lists for 1978, and from personal communications 
with Chevron Chemical Co .. Chemagro Chemical Co. , and Ciba-Geigy Corp. 
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154,000 tons of cherries produced on 20,000 and 24,000 acres in Oregon and Washington 
are potentially subject to impact if widespread resistance to organic pesticides 
occurs (Facteau, 1979a). 

The effects of cherry leaf spot infestations would take longer to be realized. 
Trees would weaken considerably and lose their vitality over time. 

By preliminary 1977 farm level prices of $428 and $538 per ton of sweet variety 
cherries produced in Oregon and Washington (USDA, 1978), the value of output that is 
conjecturally subject to future impact exceeds $75 million. 

Market Impacts.--No immediate market impacts will occur because lead arsenate 
is not currently used by cherry producers. 

Oregon and Washington, however, accounted for over 57% of the total 1977 U.S. 
production of sweet variety cherries (USDA, 1978). If future cherry fruit fly 
resistance to organic insecticides develops in this region without changes in cur
rent marketing standards, supply shortfalls and market price increases could be 
substantial. 

Consumer Impacts.--No immediate consumer impacts are expected. 

If the cherry fruit fly developed widespread resistance to organic pesticides 
with no changes in the existjp~ marketing standards, future supply shortfalls would 
cause consumer price increases. ~~timates of either the magnitude or time occurrence 
of such impacts would be highly conjectural. 

Social and Community Impacts. --No immediate social and community impacts are 
expected. Future social and community impacts are possible if the cherry fruit fly 
develops widespread resistance to organic insecticides with no changes in marketing 
standards. However, the potential for such impacts is quite speculative. 

Macroeconomic Impacts.--No impacts are expected. 

Limitations of the Analysis 

Long-term impacts can only be speculated; impacts will not occur unless target 
pests develop widespread resistance to alternative controls. 

Summary of Economic Impact Analysis 
of Canceling lead Arsenate 

Lead Arsenate-Growth Regulators 

A. USE: Lead arsenate use as a growth regulator on 
Florida grapefruit. 

B. MAJOR FUNCTION: Reduces acidity in early-season varieties, 
thereby enables maturity standards to be met 
earlier. Lengthens marketing season by 
2.5 months (mid-November-June to 
September-June). 
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C. 	 ALTERNATIVES: 

Major registered chemicals: 

Nonregistered chemicals: 

State recommendations: 

Nonchemical regulators: 

D. 	 EXTENT OF USE: 

Active ingredient applied 
and acres treated: 

E. 	 ECONOMIC IMPACTS: 

User: 

Market, consumer: 

F. 	 LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALXSIS: 

G. 	 PRINCIPAL ANALYSTS: 

None. 

Calcium arsenate is effective but not 
registered. 

Florida application rate: 4 to 12.5 pints lead 

arsenate 4 pounds flowable per 500 gallons 

spray, depending on variety. 


None. 


224,000 pounds a.i. on about 37,600 acres (35% 

of 	Florida grapefruit) annually. 


Annual gross revenue reductions range from 1.68 

to $9.27 million (average $6.06 million). 

Average gross revenue loss = $161 per affected 

acre or 14% of per-acre revenue. After de

ducting cost of lead arsenate, average revenue 

loss approximates $5.75 million annually or 

$153 per affected acre. 


Florida provides 85% of early-season fresh 

grapefruit (Sept.-mid-Nov.). Supply reductions 

of this magnitude would increase retail prices 

sharply in early season. Increased marketings 

in later season (Nov.-June) would reduce prices 

in this period. Net consumer impact 

undetermined. 


1) Lead arsenate usage levels based on 1977 

data. 

2) Statistical limitations of price-estimating 

equations indicate results subject to 

interpretation. 

3) Data limitations prevent quantitative 

analysis of market and consumer impacts. 


John Bratland 

Natural Resource Economics Division 

ESCS 

USDA 

Washington, D.C. 


Gary Fairchild 

Fla. Dept. of Citrus 

Univ. Fla. 

Gainsville, Fla. 
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Lead Arsenate-Cherry Fruit Fly 

A. 	 USE: 

B. 	 MAJOR PESTS CONTROLLED: 

C. 	 ALTERNATIVES: 

Major Registered Chemicals: 

State RecoDUllendation: 


Non-chemical Control: 


Efficacy of Alternatives: 

Comparative Costs: 

D. 	 EXTENT OF USE: 

E. 	 ECONOmC IMPACTS: 

F. 	 SOCIAL/COMMUNITY IMPACTS: 

G. 	 LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS: 

H. 	 PRINCIPAL ANALYST AND DATE: 

Linda DeLuise and Mark Luttner 
Economic Analysis Branch 
OPP 
EPA 
Washington, D.C. 
Feb. 1980 

Lead arsenate use on cherries 

Cherry fruit fly, cherry leaf spot 

Cherry leaf spot: benomyl, caplan, ferbam, 
folpet 

Cherry fruit fly: azinphosmethyl, parathion, 
malathion, diazinon, carbaryl 

Same as above 

Cherry fruit fly: none 

Cherry leaf spot: keeping grounds surrounding 
trees clean. 

All provide adequate control; however, develop
ment of pest resistance is possible. 

Per-acre costs of alternatives range from 10.60 
to $41.20 for an insecticide, and 24.98 to 
$67.50 for a fungicide. Per-acre cost of lead 
arsenate is $47.70. 

No 	 lead arsenate being used at present. 
Alternatives are currently effective. 

No 	 immediate impacts; future impacts may b(' 
experienced if pest resistance develops. 

None 

Longer term impacts can only be speculated. No 
impacts will result unless pest resistance to 
alternatives develops. 

Elena Boisvert 
Economic Analysis Branch, OPP 
U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency 
Sept. 1979 
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Sodium Arsenate 

Sodium Arsenate-A.nt Control 

Sodium arsenate is a white powder of moderate solubility in water. It is formu
lated in various baits for control of ants and frequently contains combinations of 
water, glycerin, sugar, and honey. Some baits, especially designed for protein- or 
grease-loving ants, contain beef liver, peanut butter, or a soybean product. The 
amount of sodium arsenate in bait formulations ranges from 0.3 to 3.0%. The consis
tency of bai~s varies from a syrup to a paste. Syrups are frequently impregnated on 
an absorbent, inert base. 

The EPA files show 12 products registered as containing sodium arsenate, but it 
is not known if all of these are registered for ant control (Table 67). 

Methods of Application 

All formulations for ant control are baits, and application is therefore limited 
to ready-to-use formulations. Frequently, the bait ingredients are in small, tamper
proof containers that are punctured to permit the entry of ants. These self
contained devices are placed in protected or secluded places near the trails and 
other sites of ant activity. Label directions call for placement in wall voids, 
behind cabinets and fixtures, in enclosed crawl spaces, and other protected locations 
not accessible to children, pets, or wildlife, nor where contamination of food can 
occur. The latter is highly unlikely with self-contained devices. Some formulations 
are liquids, however, which are poured from the container in small quantities onto 
wax paper or cotton, and placed in the same locality as described above. 

Sodium arsenate is generally applied by the householder rather than by com
mercial applicators. There are two reasons for this situation. One is that commer
cial applicators pref~r to spray thoroughly for ants to provide immediate relief for 
the customer. The other is that the purchase and llse of baits by the householder is 
a convenient and inexpensive method, especially for small infestations. 

Use Patterns and Efficacy 

Baits are used for ant control only when needed, and thus there is no set pat
tern of use. Placement is made manually, and large numbers are not used. Two fac
tors favor infrequent application: 1) Sodium arsenate is long-lasting even in the 
small quantities used; 2) the toxic action is relatively slow, so that ants carry the 
bait back to their nests, and transfer the toxicant to developing larvae. The latter 
behavioral pattern frequently results in the elimination of a colony with a minimum 
use of the insecticide. 

Sodium arsenaLe is an effective toxicant against most species of common ants. 
Satisfactory control can be expected when small populations are present or when there 
are alternative sources of food outside the area of annoyance. Large ant colonies 
may present a greater problem requiring a greater distribution of bait stations. 

Exposure Analysis 

Once baits have been formulated and packaged, exposure can occur only if pack
ages are opened. Even then, baits that are marketed in small enclosed containers are 
relatively inaccessible to children and pets. Bait formulations that have to be 
poured onto a suitable substrate are more hazardous and must be plaLed with special 
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Table 67.--Companies with labels registered for sodium arsenate use 

in ant controla 

EPA ActiveRegistration Company IngredientNumber 

Percent 

29-4 Jones Product Co. 1.5 

30-1 W. R. Sweeney 2.3 

55-1 Fatsco 3.0 

149-4 Senoret Chemical Co. 2.27 

149-2 Senoret Chemical Co. 0.92 

419-4 Cenol Company 2.37 

498-1 Chase Products Co. 0.95 

2341-3 Clark Nowlin Co. 3.08 

2443-1 Atlanta Chemical Co. 1.88 

4972-8 Protexall Chemical 2.27 

7992-5 TNT Chemical Inc. 1.66 

38542-10224 Richard Ludwig 2.0 

a Source: Survey of Manufacturers, 1979. 

care; however, the amount dispersed in a single loc6tion and the total amount used 
at anyone time are quite small. Further, antidotes are relatively available, con
sisting of either mustard or salt in water. Although accidental poisonings are 
annually recorded for arsenicals, those resulting from the use of sodium arsenate 
are infrequent and could be eliminated with strict adherence to the label. Baits 
packaged in container stations are preferred. 

Fate in the Environment 
(See Volume I, Chapter 4) 

Alternatives 

Even though sodium arsenate has been in use for about a century, use has been 
lower since the advent of chlorinated hydrocarbons and other synthetic organic insec
ticides. In structural ant control, dieldrin and chlordane have been extensively 
used, principally as sprays. Neither is now registered for ant control. Among bait 
materials, Kepone has been most widely used in structures, and its close relative, 
Mirex, outdoors. Neither is now available. The lack of alternatives in situations 
where baits are desired in structures implies a growing reliance on sodium arsenate. 
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There are, however, a number of materials used principally as sprays that are 
still registered. These include chlorpyrifos, diazinon, and propoxur. Propoxur is 
formulated also as a bait, but performance is not satisfactory because it is too 
fast-acting to be carried back to the nest. 

Summary of Biological Analysis-Sodium Arsenat9 
for Ant Control 

Sodium arsenate, long used as the toxic ingredient in bait formulations for ant 
control, is still registered by a number of firms. The principal use is by the 
householder who relies on baits to achieve control of modest ant infestations. The 
advantages of sodium arsenate baits are: Ease of use, limited quantities used, the 
transport of the toxicant to the colony, and the continuance of control. Formula
tions packaged in small ready-to-use containers are the safest of such products. In 
light of the recent loss (no longer registered) of insecticides which have been com
monly used for ant control, including bait products, the continued use of sodium 
arsenate for sweet-eating ant control seems well justified. Low exposure potential 
from the small amounts of toxicant used per location favors the continued use of 
sodium arsenate for the control of sweet-eating ants. 

Economic Impact Analysis of Canceling 

Sodium Arsonate 


Sodium Arsenate-Ant Control 

Current Use Analysis 

Ants present a nuisance or annoyance problem. Sodium arsenate is generally 
applied in bait form by the householder. Commercial applicators use other insecti
cides to spray thoroughly for ants, providing immediate relief for the customer. The 
use of baits by the householder is a convenient and inexpensive method of control, 
especially for small infestations. 

According to one manufacturer, householders using sodium arsenate usually pur
chase a 1- or 2-ounce bottle of sodium arsenate about once during a 5-year period 
(Roberts, 1980). Infrequent application provides sufficient control, as sodium arse
nate is long lasting and its slow toxic action allows the ants to carry the bait back 
to the nest and transfer the toxicant to the developing larvae. 

Alternatives 

There are two registered alternatives to sodium arsenate for indoor residential 
use as baits--Kepone and propoxur. Kepone is no longer available. Propoxur is a 
faster-acting insecticide than sodium arsenate, allowing a much smaller proportion 
for the adult ants to carry the bait back to the nest. Thus, sodium arsenate is con
sidered the more effective of the 2 pesticides for indoor residential ant control. 

A number of materials are used principally as sprays, including chlorpyrifos, 
diazinon, and propoxur. Application of these materials as sprays is restricted to 
custom applicators. It generally takes 2 applications to remove the entire ant popu
lation, as not all of the nests are found during the first application. 

Use Impacts 

In 1979, approximately 700,000 householders purchased containers of sodium arse
nate (Survey of Manufacturers, 1979). Each of these containers generally provides 
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sufficient quantities of material to control household ant infestations over a period 
of several years. 

As sodium arsenate and propoxur baits are approximately equal in cost, the 
switch to a propoxur bait would have minimal impact on the householder in terms of 
application costs. Because propoxur is a less effective bait than sodium arsenate, 
however, the householder may be faced with the choice of the continued nuisance of 
the presence of an ant population, or employing an extermination service. If an 
extermination service is employed, removing the entire ant population generally 
requires two spray applications, with an approximate cost of $30 per application. 
The $60 total exterminator service cost is to be compared with an approximate cost 
of $2.60 using sodium arsenate bait applied by the householder. 

For modest infestations, the propoxur bait may provide satisfactory control for 
many householders. Data are not available on the number of householders that would 
use the services of commercial exterminators if propoxur baits did not provide satis
factory control. For an estimated 700,000 householders, the cost would range from 
no additional cost using propoxur baits (assuming all obtained satisfactory control) 
to about $42 million additional cost if all used the services of commercial exter
minators (assuming a $60 cost per household). 

Summary of Economic Impact Analysis of Canceling 

Sodium Arsenate for Ant Control 


A. 	 USE: The principal use is in baits for indoor resi 
dential ant control. 

B. INSECTS CONTROLLED: 	 Ants. 

C. ALTERNATIVES: 

Chemical alternatives: 	 Chlorpyrifos, diazinon, and propoxur are 
applied principally as sprays by commercial 
applicators for indoor residential ant control. 
Only propoxur and Kepone are registered for 
use as baits. Kepone is no longer available. 

Comparative efficacy: 	 The alternative spray applications provide 
satisfactory control. Propoxur baits are less 
efficacious than sodium arsenate baits for com
plete removal of an ant infe,tation. 

Comments: 	 The advantages of sodium arsenate baits are: 
1) the transport of the toxicant to the nest 
for complete removal of an infestation, 2) low 
cost, 3) the continuance of control, and 
4) ease of use. 

D. 	 EXTENT OF USE: Sodium arsenate is generally applied by house
holders who prefer the convenience and low cost 
of baits, especially for small or modest 
infestation. In 1979, approximately 
700,000 householders purchased containers of 
sodium arsenate. 
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E. ECONOMIC IMPACT: For those householders purchasing propoxur 
baits, there would be minimal economic impact, 
as the cost of propoxur and sodium arsenate 
baits is approximately the same. For each 
householder using commercial exterminating 
services, there would be an approximate cost of 
$60 for the two applications generally needed 
for complete removal of an infestation. This 
cost is to be compared with approximately $2.60 
using either a sodium arsenate or propoxur 
bait. If all of an estimated 700,000 house
holders used commercial exterminator services, 
they would incur an additional total cost of 
approximately $42 million, assuming an average 
cost of $60 per household. 

Market: Some increased demand for commercial extermin
ating services could result without availa
bility of sodium arsenate baits. 

Consumer: Minimal impact. 

Macroeconomics: Not known. 

F. SOCIAL/COMMUNITY IMPACTS: 	 Not known. 

G. 	 LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS: Estimates are not available for the number of 
householders that would use commercial exter
minating services if propoxur did not provide 
satisfactory control for some infestations. 

H. 	 ANALYST Al'ill DATE: Walter Ferguson 
ESCS 
USDA 
Washington, D.C. 
Feb. 1, 1980 

Sodium Arsenite 

Sodium Arsenite-Non-Selective Herbicide 
(Soil Semi-sterilizat!on and Tree Killer) 

The high water solubility of sodium arsenite (Table 5) facilitates its use; it 
is commonly formulated as a concentrated aqueous solution. A total of 70 registra
tions are on file (Table 68) for products containing 15 to 66% (wt/wt/ NaAsO~). The 

.t. 

most common formulations are 40% and 42. 5% NaAsO~. Many of the manufacturers and 
L. 

distributors listed in Table 68 consider sodium arsenite as only a small part of 
their total business, and several indicated they are depleting existing stocks and 
will evaluate continued handling of the product after EPA has issued new regulations. 
The OSHA air standards have also resulted in curtailment of manufacture and formula
tion of sodium arsenite. 

Sodium arsenite is registered for a number of pest control problems including 
non-selective herbicide/defoliant, soil semi-sterilization in industrial areas, 
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aTable 68.--Cornpanies with labels registered for sodium arsenite agricultural uses 

EPA 
Registration 


Number 


4-109 

5-31 

106-1 

192-90 

239-61 

239-289 

359-1 

359-228 

363-1 

402-53 

421-368 

421-398 

446-1 

491-3 

551-1 

551-88 

551-208 

551-214 

604-17 

769-287 

779-2 

839-59 

842-113 

962-349 
 b962-10173

CA962-50067b 


1022-109 

1057-20 

1266-43 

1269-22 

1270-42 

1325-60 

1386-136 

1421-74 

1439-234 

1624-55 

1685-26 

1691-16 

1691-16 

1769-37 

1969-70 

1769-121 

1926-30 

2155-26 

2169-27 

2270-684 


Manufacturer 

Bonide 
Empire Lab. 
Brulin 
Drexol Ind. 
Chevron Chern. 
Chevron Chern. 
Rhodia, Inc. 
Rhodia, Inc. 
Coopers Creek Chern. Corp. 
Hill Mfg. 
James Varley & Sons 
James Varley & Sons 
James Good 
Selig Chern. Ind. 
Baird & McGuire 
Baird & McGuire 
Baird & McGuire 
Baird & McGuire 
Hammond Paint & Chern. 
Woolfolk Chern. Works 
Fasey & Besthoff 
Bell Chern. Co 
G. S. Robins Co. 
L. A. Chemical 
L. A. Chemical 
L. A. Chemical 

Chapman Chemical 

Dolge 

Malter International 

DeWitt Chern. 

Zep Mfg. 

Davis Well Mfg. 

United Corp. 

Dettelbach Chern. Corp. 

Blue Spruce 

U.S. Borax & Chern. 

State Chern. Mfg. 

Chern. Compounding Corp. 

Chern. Compounding Corp. 

National Chernsearch 

National Chernsearch 

National Chernsearch 

Navy Brand Mfg. 

Schneidi, Inc. 

Patterson Chern. 

Huge Co., Inc. 


Percent(wt/wt) 
NaAs0

2 


Percent 

42.5 
48.75 
45.5 
43.4 

42 

55 

42.5 
57.4 
42.5 

40 

42.4 
59.5 

40 

44 

16.5 
33.0 

66 

46.9 

30 

40 

42.5 

40 

55 

52.5 
43.4 
43.4 

40 

42.5 

40 

50 

50 

40 

42.5 

40 

66 

17 

45.4 

35 

53.86 

40 

40 

40 

55.8 

44 

40 

40 


As 0
2 3 


Pound/ 
Gallon 

4 

4.5 

4 

4 

4 

6 

4 

6 

4 

4 

4 

6 

3.7 

4 

2 

3 

8 

4 

2.6 

4 

4 

4 

6 

6 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5.5 
5.5 

4 

4 

4 

8 

2 

4 

3 

6 

4 

4 

4 

6 

4 

4 

4 
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Table 68.--Companies with labels registered for sodium arsenite agricultural 

usesa--continued 

EPA Percent(wt/wt)Registration Manufacturer 	 As 0NaAs0	 2 3Number 	 2 

Percent 	 Pound/ 
Gallon 

2831-4 Napasco Chern. Co. 40 4 
3040-38 Edco Chern. Co. 15 2 
3040-39 Edco Ctern. Co. 40 4 
3862-43 ABC Compounding Co. 40 4 
4450-6 Chernex Industries 25 3 
4581-102 Pennwalt 66.1 8 
4581-205 Pennwalt 45.9 4.5 
4581-229 Pennwalt 53.86 6 
4931-33 Good-Life Chemicals 42.5 4 
5664-1 Technical Maintenance Products 38 3.5 
6294-22 Comet Mfg. 40 3 7 
6720-150 Southern Mill Creek Products 42.5 f 

,,~ 

6720-181 Southern Mill Creek Products 41. 7 3.5 
6762-29 Stern Chern. Corp. 20 2 
6837-22 Wilmar 	 20 2 
6837-30 Wilmar 	 40 3.7 
7273-61 Crown Chemicals 	 40 4 
7273-61 Crown Chemicals 55.8 6 
8047-9 Poly-Chern. Inc. 40 3.7 
9791-4 Yukon Service Co. 	 53.86 4 
10204-11 Marko Chemical 30 2.6 
10827-4073 Industrial Solvents 40 3.7 
13437-4074 Du-Cor Chemical Corp. 40 3.7 
22058-2 Sharp Chemical 40 3.7 

a Some are no longer manufacturing or selling the product; no attempt was made to 
ascertain these (Survey of Manufacturers, 1979). 

b 962-10173 and CA962-50067 are special local need labels for California only. 

rights-of-ways and beneath paving, subterranean termite control, and control of cer
tain fungus-related diseases of grapes in California vineyards. It is not available 
for home lise; only licensed commercial applicators may purchase the product. With 
the exception of control of Black Measles in grapes, numerous alternativE's are cur
rently available. The amount of sodium arsenite used nationally has 1 ndoubtedly 
declined markedly in recent years. However, no production or use figures are avail 
able. California estimates that about 60,000 to 75,000 gallons of 43.4% solution 
were used in 1978-79, or about 430, 000 pounds of NaAs0 (Elliott, 1979; Stephens,21979). A marked increase in price of the material has occurred recently, especially 
in California, due to lack of availabilitv. Crude As prices have quadrupled since 
1975, and sodium arsenite now retails for about $1.75 per pound of As. 
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Methods of Application 

The concentrated solution is usually diluted before use as a semi-sterilant. 
Label recommendations vary widely (Table 69). The final As concentration ranges 
from 0.03 to 0.8 pound As/gallon (about 3,600 to 94,000 mg As/liter). The labels 
often do not readily distinguish between use as a contact herbicide and as a semi
sterilant. Those recommending low application rates (17 to 50 pounds As/acre) are 
more likely used as a contact herhicide. Soil semi-sterilization rates recommended 
range to a high of 2,900 pounds per acre. The highest recommendations are on the 
Los Angeles Chemical Corp. l'abel (EPA 962-349) for the control of perennial weeds 
and grass on medium-textured soils. 

Various application methods are used. Sprayer or sprinkling-can application is 
often recommended, with more dilute solutions usually being applied by sprinkler. 

For tree control, either the undiluted or a slightly diluted product is recom
mended. Application involves direct pouring of the solution on gashes or cavities 
in the tree or over the entire stump. 

Use Patterns and Efficacy 

No use pattern data are presently available, especially for soil semi
sterilization in industrial areas and tree control. Apparently, sodium arsenite has 
not been widely used for several years in the paving industry or for railroad right
of-ways (Chappell, 1979). 

Exposure Analysis 

The semi-sterilization and tree control uses are of the small multi-user variety 
and exposure analysis is difficult if not impossible to determine. Applicator con
tact would seem a distinct possibility in any of the above uses. Non-target organ
isms, especially desirable vegetation, may well be affected if application is done 
poorly, and this fact is clearly pointed out in several of the labels. 

If the application site is clearly restricted, little exposure to wildlife or 
humans should ensue from sodium arsenite use; however, changing land-use patterns 
could lead to unexpected exposure for many years (e. g., if an industrial area was 
converted to a residential area). Sodium arsenite should never be applied in areas 
with public access, or areas frequented by wildlife. It would appea~ however, that 
present labels do not entirely restrict this possibility, inasmuch as airports, ware
houses, building foundations, fence rows, drive-in theaters, sand traps in golf 
courses, and cemeteries are recognized use areas (Livings ton, 1978; Vento, 1978; 
Haney, 1978; Heneke, 1978; Alden, 1978; EPA, 1972; and EPA, 1977). 

Fate in the Environment 

Arseni te is rapidly oxidized to arsena te in aerobic environments, and thus its 
chemistry becomes the chemistry of the arsenate ion (Volume I, Chapter 4). In an
aerobic environments, it may be reduced to volatile alkyl arsines. At high applica
tion rates, significant leaching and runoff might occur in unpaved areas. 

Alternatives 

Owing to its phytotoxicity and stability, sodium arsenite is a highly effective, 
long-lasting, and relatively inexpensive non-selective herbicide and soil semi
sterilant. 
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Table 69.--Summary of selected label recommendations for use of sodium arsenite for 
wood and tree stump control 

Weed Control (Soil Semi-sterilization) 

EPA ApplicationPoundRegistration Dilution Tree Stump Control
As/GallonNumber (Gallon/ Rate,
UndilutedGallon) Method Pounds
Product As/Acre 

10204-11 Bare ground 1:6 0.3 130-220 Pour undiluted into 
cavities, over stumps. 

446-1 Bare ground 1:49 0.06 Sprinkling can 120 
Bare ground 1: 15-1: 30 0.09-0.18 Spray or sprinkle Pour 1:3 dilution on stumps. 

1769-70 Bare ground 1:50-1:100 0.03-0.06 Sprayer 35 Pour undiluted in gashes or 
on stumps. 

Paving 1: 2 0.9 610 
22058-2 Bare ground 1:36 0.08 30 None. 

Paving 1:4.5 0.5 250 None. 
769-287 Bare ground 1:5-1:10 0.2-0.5 17 Pour 1:3 dilution on stumps. 

Paving 1:10 0.2 610 
779-2 Bare ground 1:3-1:40 0.08-0.8 Spray or sprinkle 130-260 Pour 1:1 dilution on stumps. 
1057-20 Bare ground 1:40 0.08 38 None. 
4931-33 Bare ground 1:5-1:10 0.25-0.5 Spray 20 None. 

Paving 1:5-1:10 0.25-0.5 Spray or sprinkle >20 None. 
359-1 Bare ground 1:20 0.15 Spray 54 None. 
962-349 Paving none 4.5 488-2,900 None. 
359-228 Bare ground 1:18 0.24 Spray 38 None. 
1926-30 Bare ground 1:5-1:20 0.2-0.8 Spray or sprinkle 38 Pour 1:3 dilution on stumps 

or gashes. 
1439-235 Bare ground 1:9 0.6 Spray or sprinkle 38 Pour 1:10 dilution on stumps 

or gashes. 

t-' 
....... 
..... 

http:0.03-0.06
http:0.09-0.18


Alternatives for weed control in non-crop areas were obtained from the compila
tion by EPA (1977a) and from Thomson (1977a). Non-arsenical alternatives are listed 
in Table 70 and a summary of state-recommended mixtures in Table 71. Many alterna
tive chemicals exist for most uses. For weed control under paving, however, only 

aTable 70.--Alternative non-arsenical herbicides for use on non-crop areas 

Compound 

Amitrole 
AMS 
Atrazine 
Borax 
Bromacil 
Carbon bisulfide 

2 4-Dd , 
Dalapon 
Dicamba 
Dichlobenil 
Dinoseb (DBNP) 
Fenac 
Fenuron TCA 
Glyphosate 
Karbutilate 
Krenite 
Linuron 
MCPA 
Methyl bromide 
Monuron 
Paraquat 
Petroleum oils 
Picloram 
Prometon 
Simazine 

Silvex 
Sodium chlorate 
Sodium TCA 
2,4,5-T 
2,3,6-TBA 
l'ebuthiuron 
Gas-flaming 

Weed Control 

.. bSe 1ectlvlty Durationc 

2 y 
2 Y 

1,2 y,L 
1,2 L 
1,2 L 

1 s 

4 s-y 
3 s 

1,4 L 
1 L 

(1) s 
1,4 L 

y 
2 s 

1,2 
4 s 

1,2(3)(4) y 
4 s-y 
1 s 
1 y-L 
2 s 

1,2 s-y 
4 y-L 

1,2 L 
1,2 y,L 

4 Y 
1,2 L 

3 Y 
4 s-y 

1,2 y-L 
1,2 L 

s 

Tree/Stump 
Control 

Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 

Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 

Yes 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 


Comments 

RPAR-perennials 

Woody plant perennials 


Perennials, paving 

Uncommon use 

Some perennials 
Some perennials 
Some perennials 
Incorporated 
Repeated application 
Perennials 

Perennials 
Perennials 
Tree buds 
Annuals 
Some perennials 
Semi-sterilant 
RPAR 
RPAR-top kill 
Top kill 
Some perennials 
Perennials 
Root uptake 

dRPAR
Fire hazard without borate 
Paving 

eRPAR, woody 
RPAR, woody 
Woody 

a Source: EPA, 1977aj and Thomson, 1977a. 

b 1 = nonselective preemergencej 2 = nonselective postemergencej 3 = grasses; 
4 = broad-leaf weeds. 

c 
s = 2-4 wksj y = <1 yrj L = >1 yr. 

d 
2,4-D may be RPAR'd. 

e 
Suspended 3/1/79. 
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a
Table 71.--Some common herbicide mixtures for non-crop area 

Mixture 

Amitrole + bromacil + fenac 
Amitrole 

+ simazine 

Atrazine + amitrole + fenac 
Atrazine + borate + chlorate 
Atrazine + fenac 
Atrazine + prometone 
Borate + bromacil 

eBorate + monuron 
Bromacil + diuron 
Bromacil + fenac 
Chlorate + borate 

eChlorate + borate + monuron 
Chlorate + borate + bromacil 
Chlorate + borate + prometone 
Chlorate + borate + prometone + 
2,4-D + dalapon 
2,4-D + dicamba 
2,4-D + petroleum oils 
2,4-D + picloram 

f
2,4-D + 2,4,5-T f 
Dalapon + silvex 
Dalapon + 2,4,5-T 
Dalapon + TCA 
Dicamba + picloram 

fDicamba + 2,4,5-T
Diuron + TCA 

fPetroleum oil + 2,4,5-T
fPicloram + 2,4,5-T

a Source: EPA, 1977a. 

Selectivityb 

1,2,4 
1,2 

1,2 
1,2 

1,2,4 
1,2 
1,2 

1,2 
1,2 

1,2,4 
1,2 
1,2 
1,2 
1,2 

simazine 1,2 
2 

1,4 
1,2,4 

4 

1,2,4 

3,4 

3,4 


3 

1,4 


1,4 
1,3 
1,2 

4 

Durationc Usesd 

y FR,I,G 
Y I,G 

y-L G 
L G 
y G 
L G 
L FR,ROW,G 

L FR,ROW,G 
y-L G 

L G 
L FR,ROW,PG 
L FR,ROW,G 
L FR,ROW,G 
L FR,ROW,G 
L G 

s-y FR,G 
y ROW,G 
Y T/S 

y-L FR,T/S 

y T/S 
s-y FR,ROW 
s-y FR,ROW 
s-y G 
y-L T/S 

s-y T/S 
y-L FR,T/S 
s-y T/S 

y-L T/S 

b 1 = nonselective preemergen~e; 2 = nonselective postemergence; 3 = grasses; 
4 = broad-leaved. 

c 
s = 2-4 wks; y = < 1 yr; L = > 1 yr. 

d FR = fence row; ROW = right-of-way; P = under paving; G = general noncrop use; 
T/S = trees and stumps. 

~ RPAR'd or RPAR candidates. 
Suspended, 3/1/79. 

sodium trichloroacetate (TCA) and borate-chlorate mixtures are recommended. TCA is 
effective for 60 to 90 days (Thomson, 1977a). Sodium borate-chlorate mixtures are 
highly effective for several years and have low toxicity (Thomson, 1977a). 
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Sodium Arsenite-Subterranean Termite Control 

Only two available labels listed sodium arsenite for subterranean termite con
trol. Based on Forest Service studies, the effect of 10% sodium arsenite applied for 
termite control is questionable in both test methods used for making the evaluation. 
It has proved effective in some cases of practical use under buildings. The National 
Pest Control Association. (Rambo, 1979) would like to retain use as a spot treatment 
on difficult control problems. 

Methods of Application 

The only available recommendation is for use in industrial or commercial termite 
control (EPA Registration No. 962-349). It reads, 

"Apply in trench, 30 inches deep, but not beluw the top of footing, if this is 
shallower. Trench must extend all the way around the building being treated. 
Use 1 gallon of the diluted mixture (dilution not specified) per linear foot of 
trench including backfill soil. Use 2 gallons per 5 linear feet for trenches 
15 inches deep. Also soak under and around porches and under each of the piers 
of the building." 

The diluted solution-normally contains about 10% sodium arsenite. 

A California label (962-50067) recommends appJ ying a 1: 4 dilution of 43.5% 
2sodium arsenite at 1 gallon per 40 ft under slab or attached porches or at 1 gallon 

per 30 ft2 of fill. On conventional buildings, apply 1 gallon to 10 linear L'et 
alongside interior or exterior foundations, etc. 

Hill-Smith Termite Control Co., Inc. (Smith, 1978) uses sodium arsenite only for 
special purposes. They specify dilution in an outdoor tank or a tank truck and 
application with proper equipment. The applicator uses rubber gloves, goggles, and 
protective clothing, and application methods minimize exposure (e.g., start at the 
point farthest from the exit and work back from there). Application is limited to 
slab and void injection; occasionally crawl spaces are treated. Applicator exposure 
is only during mixing and handling, and would be a maximt~ of 2 hours per day. They 
estimat.e a maximum of 60 workers hours of use per year. 

Use Patterns and Efficacy 

Smith (1979) states that the Forest Service publications no longer recommend 
sodium arsenite as a soil treatment for subterranean termite control because alterna
tive chemicals are more effective. There are, however, no substitutes for control 
in industrial or commercial situations where the odors of organic solvents or insec·· 
ticides could be a problem. Treatment should be limited further to those industrial 
situations in locations where the water table is not high, because of the high water 
solubility of sodium arsenite. Further, the opportunity for alkyl-arsine formation 
exists in wet locations (See Volume I, Chapter 4). 

Exposure Analysis 

No information is available. The potential for applicator exposure exists and 
damage to shrubs and trees is a distinct possibility if sodium arsenite is not 
applied properly. Residential use is not reconunended primarily because of phyto
toxicity to foundation plantings and lack of efficacy. The potential for alkyl
arsine formation also must be considered (See Volume I, Chapter 4). 
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Fate in the Environm~nt 
(See Volume 1, Chapter 4) 

Alternatives 

Formulations of four materials--aldrin, dieldrin, chlordane, and heptachlor--are 
currently registered for use in treating soils to control native subterranean ter
mites. These chemicals, when applied according to the prescribed rates and methods, 
have provided complete protection for 17 to 21 years in Gulfport, Mississippi tests 
(Johnston, et a1., 1972). 

Sodium Arsenite-Grape Disease Control 

California ranks first nationally in grape production, and in 1974 grapes pro
vided 6.0% of the total value of California agriculture (CCLRS, 1975). Garoyan, 
et a1. (1975) and Moulton (1979) provide comprehensive production and economic re
views of the grape industry to date. They point out the dynamic nature of grape pro
duction and acreage over the post-war years. Acreage increased until recently with 
a shift to wine varieties over table and raisin varieties. Currently, raisin varie
ties are on the increase, but total acreage is stable. Table and raisin grape varie
ties can also be used for wine, but wine varieties have no alternative use. Thus, 
the industry is less flexible than formerly. Three years are required before a vine
yard bears a marketable product, whick makes adjustment of acreage to market condi
tions difficult and often leads to overproduction depending on weather (Moulton, 
1979). There are two diseases, Black Measles and Dead-Arm, which can be controlled 
with sodium arsenite. Sodium arsenite treatment is used only when Black Measles is 
also present. Alternate materials are used otherwise. 

Black Measles, also known as "Spanish measles" or "Apoplexy," was first de
scribed in France, where it is known as Esca (Moller and SolI, undated; Bonnett, 
1926; Nelson, et al., 1949; Hewitt, 1952; Chiarappa, 1959, and 1959a; and Hewitt and 
Jensen, 1965) .-The Black Measles disease can occur on wine, table, and raisin grapes 
in most areas of California, although it is most prevalent in the interior valleys 
which have consistently high summer temperatures. The disease is most noticeable in 
the white and light-colored varieties; table grape growers in the San Joaquin Valley 
suffering the most serious losses (Hewitt and Jensen, 1965; and Moller and Soll, 
undated). Generally, vines that are 8 to 10 years or older are affected. 

Either the fruit, vine, or both, may be affected. One or more shoots, or the 
entire vine, may be diseased. Symptoms often are present on a vine 1 year and absent 
the next. Some vines may show symptoms several years in succession, and be randomly 
distributed throughout the vineyard. Symptoms are always correlated with an inten
sive wood rot in the vine. Black Measles appears to be caused by toxins (likely 
oxidative enzymes) released by one or more fungus species which invade the rotting 
wood (Chiarappa, 1959). Species of fungi in the genera Fornes, Cephalosporium, and 
Stereum (Phellinus) are most frequently implicated in the literature (Chiarappa, 
1959, and 1959a; and Moller and SolI, undated). Rotting trunks of vines are the 
likely site for production of the fungus fruiting bodies, whose spores invade the 
live plants through unhealed wounds. As wood rot develops over the years, the toxins 
are apparently transported to other portions of the vines. Estimated annual volume 
losses of fresh market grapes range from 1.5 to 5% with an ~verage level of about 3%. 
Individual vineyards may suffer up to 35% loss of table grapes and 25% loss in wine 
and raisin grapes (Christensen, 1978). Control on fresh market grapes is economical 
when about 3 to 4% of the vines are diseased (Hewitt, 1978). 
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Dead-Arm, so-called because of the dead arms sometimes associated with this 
disease, is caused by the fungusPhomopsis vi!=-icola Sacco (Leavitt, undated; and 
Hewitt, 1971). It also causes black necrotic spots on leaves, leaf petioles, canes, 
and flower cluster stems, blighting of shoots and canes, and poor fruit quality and 
storage life. It occurs in the San Joaquin Valley of California and is most serious 
on the table and raisin grapes. Hewitt (1971) estimated that, in 1971, about 
350,000 acres of vineYHrds (about 70% of California's acreage) were infected and Dead 
Arm was a ser~0us disease on about 120,000 acres. Most recent estimates (Kasimatis, 
1979) are about 40,000 acres affected by Dead-Arm. It was particularly severe in 
1978 (Kissler, 1979). 

Black Measles appears in severe and mild forms. The severe form usually occurs 
early in the growing season (May-June) and is characterized by sudden apical dieback 
of shoots, accompanied by leaf dropping and shriveling, bronzing, and drying of fruit 
clusters. Leaves remaining on the vines show necrosis and bronzing. In extremely 
severe cases, diseased shoots may compl' _ely die. The more common mild form may 
occur on all California vineyards, with symptoms developing throughout the growing 
season. Leaf symptoms are highly variable and consist of chlorotic and bronzed 
areas. The fruit may have dark, purple spots scattered throughout the outside of 
the berry. Affected grapes of certain varieties such as Emperor, Red Malaga., and 
Thompson Seedless have a s lightly pungent, aroma tic, and characteristic flavor. 
Affected clusters are worthless as table fruit regardles~; of variety (Hewitt, 1971). 

Methods of Application 

Sodium arsenite solution (43.4% NaAs0 in 30-gallon drums) is diluted (usually
2 

3 qt./100 gallons water or about 3 pounds As/100 gallons) in a closed-system appa
ratus. California law presently requires employees, but not owners, to use closed 
systems for transfer and dilution of chemicals that have a poison label (Yagi, 1979). 
From 100 to 300 gallons per acre are applied (3 to 9 pounds As per acre) depending 
on size of vines and number of vines per acre. Some growers use a standard wind 
machine sprayer (Yagi, 1979), which would present some drift hazard if the applicator 
were not protected by an enclosed cab and proper clothing and face mask. Most 
growers use high-pressure sprayers with no air blower. Many are specially built 
sprayers that use dual nozzles on an extension boom that minimizes drift problems. 

Application is made during the dormant season to the entire head or under-branch 
part of the vines. Treatment of individual infected vines has proven ineffective, 
and therefore the entire vineyard must be treated. 

Use Pa~terns and Efficacy 

Table 72 gives the acreage, production, and value of grapes in 1977, 1978, and 
estimates for 1979. The alternative usage of table and raisin grapes for wine makes 
estimates of actual production and income per acre difficult. It would appear from 
evaluating production, yield, and acreage statistics that about 50% of the table and 
raisin varieties actually are crushed for wine. 

Acreage figures by region and variety are not directly available; however, pro
duction data are available and can be used to verify wine variety acreage. Table 73 
shows that the San Joaquin Valley, which has the highest incidence of Black Measles, 
has nearly all of the table and raisin gTape acreage and 74.7% of the wine grape pro
duction. Wine variety grapes are rarely treated for measle control. A very small 
percentage of the Thompson Seedless grape acreage dried for raisins might be sprayed. 
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Only Thompson Seedless grapes for fresh table use are commonly sprayed. Thus, prob
ably about half of the 60,000 acres of table grapes would be treated yearly. 

Table 72.--Acres, production, and value of grapes, California, 1977-1979 

Type of Bearing Yield b Value Value Value ofProductionGrape Per Acre Per Ton Per Acre bAcres a Production

Tons 1,000 Tons - - Dollars - - - 1,000 
Dollars 

Grapes, all: 

1977 621,730 6.41 3,986 190 1,218 757,909 
1978 616,247 6.52 4,017 c 232 d 

1,513 874,307 c 

1979 616,247 e 
7.29 f 4,493 226 1,648 1,016,261 

1977-79 618,075 6.74 4,165 216e ,f 1,456 882,826 

Raisin type: 

1977 242,220 7.99 1,935 182 1,454 353,112 
1978 240,348 7.98 1,918 c 229 f 1,827 381,641 c 

1979 240,348
e 

9.57 f 2,300 232 2,220 533,342 
1977-79 240,972 8.51 2,051 215 f ,g 1,830 422,698 

Table 'type: 

1977 64,330 7.59 488 269 2,042 131,272 
1978 62,245 6.31 393 342 2,158 134,406 
1979 62,245 e 6.64

f 
413 303f 2,012 125,139 

1977-79 62,940 6.85 431 302 2,069 130,272 

Wine type: 

1977 315,180 4.96 1,563 175 868 273,525 
1978 313,654 5.44 1,706 210 1,142 358,260 
1979 313,654

e 5.68 1,780 201 1,142 357,780f f1977-79 314,163 5.36 1,683 196 1,051 329,855 

a California Crop and Livestock Rep. Serv., "California Grapes, Raisins, and Wine," 
1978, Table 2, page 2, October 1979 (CCLRS, 1978a and 1979b). 

b Noncitrus Fruits and Nuts Annual Summary (USDA, 1980; and CCLRS, 1979). 
c Raisin and all grape total production includes 248,000 fresh tons (55,000 dry 

tons) laid for raisins, but not harvested due to severe weather damage. Value 
of lost raisins is not included in value of production. Data presentation ~s 

identical to published data. 
d Calculated using 1978 harvested production (see footnote c); i.e., 


$874,307,000 [4,017,000 - 248,000 = 3,769,000] = $231.97.
I 

e Bearing acres in 1979 assumed to be same as bearing acres in 1978 because SRS 

estimate of bearing acres in 1979 will not be released until June 1980. 


f Weighted average. 

g Calculated using 1978 harvested production (see footnote c); i.e., 
$381,641,000 [1,918,000 - 248,000 = 1,670,000] = $228.53.I 
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Table 73.--Regional California projected grape productiona 

Bearing Acres Percent of productionRegion Year 
Table Raisin Wine Table Raisin Wine 

North and 
South Coast 

1975 
1979 

0 47,000 
107,875 

0 0 19.3 

San Joaquin 
Valley 

1975 
1979 

68,300 
58,937 

250,000 
242,306 

123,400 
183,049 

100 100 74.7 

Other 1975 
1979 

0 
5,407 

0 
2,936 

14,900 
22,831 

0 0 6.0 

a 
Garoyan, et al., 1975; and Moulton, 1979. 

Table 74 summarizes establishment, production, and harvest costs for grapes. 
Establishment costs are similar except for the North Coast area. Production and har
vest costs vary Widely, depending on use and yield. 

Hewitt (1978) estimates that from 3 to 20% of the susceptible acreage is subject 
to sodium arsenite treatment yearly. Based on 1978 figures, this would be about 
16,000 to 54,000 acres, utilizing (at an average application rate of 6 pounds per 
acre) from 100,000 to 324,000 pounds As 0 . In 1976-1977, Los Angeles Chemicals sold

2 3 
about 20,000 to 30,000 gallons of 43.5% sodium arsenite (80,000 to 120,000 pounds 
As 2 03 ), but 1977-1978 has seen a sharp increase in use, estimated at 60,000 to 

70,000 gallons (240,000 to 280,000 pounds As 0 ) (Stephens, 1979). More sodium2 3
arsenite could have been sold in 1978-1979 if it had been available; the increased 
demand is apparently due to a much higher incidence of Dead~Arm and Black Measles 
because of repeated spring rains in 1978 (Christensen, 1978; and Stephens, 1979). 
This use is much greater than the total estimated agricultural use of sodium arsenite 
in PD-1 (Federal Register, 1978). 

Treatment for Black Measles by spraying \vith sodium arsenite in the dormant 
season is generally considered an effective (>80%) control (Nelson, et al., 1949; 
Hewitt, 1970, 1971, and 1978; Christensen, 1978; and Hewitt and Jensen, 1965). 
Moller and SolI (undated), however, feel that control is erratic and SolI (1978) has 
reservations about the efficacy of sodium arsenite. These questions can only be 
resolved by future research. Nevertheless, the industry continues to use this mate
rial; thus economic benefits must be assumed to occur. 

Early treatment with sodium arsenite can damage grapevines (Nelson, et al., 
1949), particularly if leaf scars on varieties such as Thompson Seedless have not 
healed and are sprayed directly. Also, yield reductions have been noted from 
treating vineyards with sodium arsenite for more than 2 consecutive years (Hewitt
and Jensen, 1965). 

Exposure Analysis 

The sodium arsenite solution (43.4% NaAs0 , 3.4 pounds As/gal.) commonly is
2 

delivered in 30-gallon drums. Because it carries a poison label, California law 
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Table 74.--Sample 1978 costs of grape establishment production and harvest 

Establishment Production Harvest 

Region and Type of Grape 
Dollars/Acre, Yield, Dollars/ Dollars/ 

3 yr Tons Ton Ton 

North Coast Winea 

Cane-pruned 5,680 4 465 75 
Head-trained 5,680 4 295 54 

San Joaguin-ThomEson Seedlessb 

Raisins 2,533 2.2 381 176 
Wine 2,533 7.8 108 4 
Table 2,981 6.0 227 448 

San Joaguin-EmEeror Table
c 

3,117 5.25 210 435 

San Joaguin-Wined 

High yield varieties 2,754 11 79 18 
Moderate yield varieties 2,754 8 108 13 

a 
Bowers, et al., 1978. 

b 
Christensen, et al., 1978, 1978a, 1978bj and Swanson, et al. , 1978. 

c 
Christensen, et a1., 1978cj and 1978d. 

d 
Christensen, et a1., 1978ej and 1978f. 

requires employees to use a closed system for transfer and dilution of the solution, 
eliminating the possibility of direct contact (Yagi, 1979). Vineyard owners do not 
need to follow this rule, but because most vineyards are relatively large operations, 
little direct human contact with the solution should occur. Further, many growers 
use tractors with enclosed cabs and enforce the use of proper clothing. Thus, appli
cator contact is probably minimal. In 1969, only 12 lead or As-related occupational 
diseases attributed to pesticides or other agricultural chemicals from a total of 
1,493 cases reported (CDPH, 1970). All 12 of these cases occurred during spring
summer, when sodium arsenite would not have been used on grapevines. 

Inasmuch as the actual rate of As applied is relatively low (4 to 9 pounds per 
acre per treatment), and treatment is required only once every 4 to 7 years, the 
risks of environmental exposure at harmful levels should be minimal. Interestingly, 
some wineries in California do not purchase grapes treated with sodium arsenite 
(Moller and SolI, undated). 

Fate in the Environment 

Sodium arsenite is applied to arable soils, and its fate is therefore essen
tially that of arsenate (see Volume I, Chapter 4). Transport through runoff of top
soil containing elevated levels of arsenate is unlikely because most California vine
yards are on level ground. The possibility of changes in land use (e.g., suburbs on 
As-treated vineyard land) must be considered, but at the levels of As used environ
mental problems would seem unlikely. 
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Alternatives 

No alternatives for control of Black Measles are registered or in the experi
mental stage. Diseased vines could be removed by hand, but this is not economically 
feasible (Hewitt, 1971). Dead Arm (Phomopsis) can be controlled with captan, but 
this treatment does not seem to be effective in severe outbreaks (Hewitt, 1971; and 
EPA, 1976b), although continued treatment with captan for 2 to 3 years may be suffi
cient (Hewitt, 1971). Other alternatives for Phomopsis control include folpet and 
Dithane M-45. These must be applied as foliar treatments in early spring (Thomson, 
1978; Leavitt, undated; and Kissler, 1979). The dinitro compound, dinoseb 

(Premerge@), is a registered alternative for dormant eradication of Phomopsis. 

When more is known about the organisms responsible for Black Measles and the 
mechanisms leading to the symptomatic damage, alternate chemical and/or management 
strategies may be developed (SolI, 1978). 

Summary of Biological Analysis-Sodium Arsenite 

Non-Selective Herbicide and Tree Killer 

Sodium arsenite is normally applied as diluted solutions by sprinkling can. 
Applicator exposure is minimal because the concentrate is formulated as a liquid, 
which is further diluted with water. Little e .. posure to the environment is likely 
with soil semi-sterilization uses. 

Sodium arsenite is an effective soil semi-sterilant for weed control and for 
tree-stump cont::-:ol. Numerous alternatives are available, however, which have lower 
toxicity and have less potential environmental impact. No benefits over the alterna
tives seem apparent. 

Subterranean Termite Control 

Sodium arsenite is applied in trenches as a water solution for the control of 
subterranean termites. Exposure is limited to the application, as the trea ted soil 
is cuvered over. 

Several long-lasting alternatives are available for control of subterranean 
termites. There are no suitable substitutes to sodium arsenite, however, for certain 
specialty uses where organic vapors cannot be tolerated. 

Grape Disease Control 

Sodium arsenite is used to control Dead Arm and Black Measles in California 
grapes. It is applied as a directed dormant spray on 3 to 20% of the susceptible 
acreage yearly. Application is at a rate of 3 to 9 pounds As 0 /acre. The concen

2 3
trate is diluted in a closed system and exposure is limited to the application 
process. No exposure data are available, however. The low application rates should 
present little environmental problems, especially since anyone field will only be 
treated once every 4 to 7 years. 

A summary of testimonial letters solicited from growers in California is shown 
in Table 75. The responses are from professional extension workers, associations, 
and private individuals. 
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Table 7S.--Summary of testimonial letters for the use of sodium arsenite in grape production in Californiaa 

Nameb 	
A/P/I

c 
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 

T. Hale A X X X X X X X Column 	Headings 

F. 	Merlo I X X X X 1. No other material is 
available to control 

H. L. Andris P X X X X X 	 Black Measles. 
2. Desire registration. 

F. 	L. Jensen P X X X X X 3. Infected table grapes are 
unmarketable. 

S. 	 H. Ficklin I X X 4. Black Measles causes a 
severe loss of grapes 

T. H. Aivazian I X X X X 	 and/or income. 
S. Black ~leasles appear 

J. G. Zaninovich I X X X X 	 sporadically. 
6. Black Measles will cut the 

C. EIrich I X X 	 X life of the vineyard. 
7. Replant costs are high. 

G. 	 A. Zaninovich I X X X 8. Sodium arsenite has a 
limited environmental 

A. V. Zaninovich I X X X 	 impact. 
9. Sodium arsenite gives 

1'1. 	 B. Zaninovich I X X good control of Black 
Measles. 

W. J. Gamboni I X X 	 X X 10. Have seen no adverse deffects on employees. 
J. Jakovich I X 	 X X X 

M. Caratan I X X X 	 X 

N. Zaninovich 	 I X X 

Total Responses (15) 12 12 4 10 3 2 3 2 3 S 

a 
An X indicates they mentioned this item in their letter. A blank indicates no mention of this in their 

letter. 
b For more information on the respondents see references. 

....... A = Association; P = Professional extension worker; I = Individual grower or farm manager. 
co d ....... 
 Adverse effects observed would most likely be acute, not chronic . 
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Although sodium arsenite is effective for control of Dead-Arm, several alterna
tives exist; however, no alternatives to sodium arsenite for Black Measles control 
are currently available. 

Economic Impact Analysis of Canceling Sodium Arsenite 

Sodium Arsenite-Non-Selective 
Herbicide and Tree Killer 

The list of alternatives to herbicide uses of sodium arsenite is extensive 
(Table 70), with the exception of use as a soil semi-sterilant under pavement. Many 
of the alternatives are highly efficacious and at least one of these is less expen
sive, suggesting that little or no impact would result from canceling these uses. 
Generally, the extent-of-use data are not known. It is known, however, that sodium 
arsenite use has not been widespread in the paving industry because there is also a 
highly effective alternative in sodium borate-chlorate. The cancellation of sodium 
arsenite use under pavement is unlikely to result in large impacts. Greater risk 
associated with dependence on a single chemical would be a result. 

Sodium arsenite costs approximately $12 per gallon (42.5% a.i.) and is applied 
at the rate of 1 gallon per 300 to 1,200 square feet (Besthoff, 1979). The chemical 
cost is 12 to $40 per 1,000 square feet (all prices are suggested consumer prices). 
Sodium borate-chlorate is an equally effective alternative, costs $62.25 per 
100 pounds (Wackermann, 1979a), and is applied at the rate of 1/2 to 4 pounds per 
100 square feet (Ritehoven, 1980). This alternative costs 3.11 to $24.90 per 
1,000 square feet, about half the cost of sodium arsenite. The chemical cost of 
treatment under pavement is near the higher figure of the above price ranges and may 
explain the limited use of such chemicals for control of weeds under pavement. 

Sodium Arsenite-Subterranean 
Termite Control 

No narrative (see summary, page 209). 

Sodium Arsenite-Grape 
Disease Control 

Introduction 

Sodium arsenite is used to control two diseases of grapes, Black Measles and 
Phomopsis cane and leaf spot (Dead Arm) in the San Joaquin Valley of California. No 
alternatives for control of Black Measles are registered or in the experimental stage 
(Moller, 1979; and Jensen, 1979a). Diseased vines can be removed by hand, but this 
is neither economically feasible nor desirable because symptoms are highly erratic 
from year to year. Black Measles control is important on all grapes for fresh use, 
but is not as important on grapes to be used for wine or raisins. Phomopsis can be 
controlled with a mixture of dinoseb and oil (dormant), and can be effectively sup
pressed with captan, folpet, or Dithane M-45 (soon after budbreak) (Moller, 1979). 
Dinoseb would be the alternative of choice because it is used in the same manner and 
at the same time as sodium arsenite, which is used primarily on grapes in the 
San Joaquin Valley of California (Moller., 1979). 
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Methodology and Assumptions 

1. This analysis examines the economic effect of the cancellation of sodium 
arsenite to control Black Measles and Phomopsis cane and leaf spot (Dead Arm) on 
grapes in California. 

2. The analysis assumes that no new materials will be registered for control of 
Black Measles and Phomopsis cane and leaf spot for at least 6 years following cancel
lation of sodium arsenite. 

3. Partial budgets, considering only materials and cultural practices that 
change, are used to estimate cost differences with and without sodium arsenite. 

4. The 1977-79 weighted average acres, production, and value for grapes in 
California are assumed to represent the acres, production, and value of grapes that 
would occur in the analysis period. 

5. Losses from not controlling Black Measles on table- and raisin-type grapes 
increase through time. An analysis period of 6 years is assumed adequate to reflect 
short-term losses due to the cancellation of sodium arsenite. Production losses of 
raisin-type grapes for raisins .continue to increase through year 11 in this analysis. 
Thus, the 6-year summary does not represent maximum expected losses. A 7% discount 
rate is used to calculate present values of the losses occurring during these 
6 years. 

6. Consideration of longer term losses is limited to estimating the change in 
amortized investment costs due to shorter vineyard life without Black Measles con
trol. A 7% amortization rate is used in this analysis. 

7. It is assumed that 75% of raisin-type grapes treated with sodium arsenite 
are sold fresh as table grapes, and 25% are dried for raisins (Jensen, 1979a). 

8. In practice, treatments for Black Measles on table- and raisin-type grapes 
for fresh market occur in the dormant period prior to the season when the individual 
grower expects a level of infestation of about 4% infested vines. This is assumed 
to occur once every 3 years in infested vineyards. Expected levels of infestation 
are estimated based on counts of vines with symptoms in the previous season. A 
sodium arsenite application usually reduces the level of infestation by about 2/3 or 
to around 1% (Jensen, 1979a). After treatment, the infestation begins to increase 
in an erratic manner. For this analysis, it is assumed that the infestation would 
increase in equal increments over the 3-year period that sodium arsenite gives pro
tection (Jensen, 1979a). This assumption reflects the typical situation of maximum 
control of Black Measles in the treatment year and reduced control the following 
2 years (Jensen, 1979a). Fruit cullage and/or fruit loss are highly correlated to 
the level of infestation in the vineyard (Jensen, 1979a). Thus, fruit cullage and/or 
fruit loss due to Black Measles are minimized in the treatment year and increase with 
the level of infestation the first and second years after treatment. This reflects 
a reduction in the protective effects or benefits from a sodium arsenite treatment 
1 and 2 years after treatment. 

In addition, it is assumed that the losses from Black Measles during the first 
3-year treatment rotation after cancellation of sodium arsenite would equal the pro
tective effect or benefit from sodium arsenite had it been used. During the second 
3-year treatment period, 4 to 6 years after cancellation, an average protective 
effect of 3% was assumed (Moller, 1979; and Jensen, 1979a). This average effect 
is used because of the highly erratic nature of an uncontrolled Black Measles 
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infesta tion and the lack of test plot data reflecting the effects of uncontrolled 
Black Measles infestations (Jensen, 1979a). 

Based on the above, the following efficacy schedule was estimated and is assumed 
to represent the progression of the effects of Black Measles on grapes utilized for 
table use (Jensen, 1979a). The percentages shown in the column "Protective Effect" 
are benefits of reduced cullage from the use of sodium arsenite to control Black 
Measles, or expected losses if sodium arsenite is canceled. 

Fruit CullageVines Protective 
Time Period Infested or Loss a 

Effect 

Treatment year 1% 0 3% 

1 year later 2% 1% 2% 

2 years later 3% 2% 1% 
b +c 3% +c 3%c3 years later retreat or 4% 0 or 

+c +c4 years later 3%c 

+c +c5 years later 3%c 

a 
Fifty percent of fruit affected goes to winery for crushing; 50% lost (no value). 

Utilization of Lnfected grapes depends on level of infestation in vineyard, 
severity of symptoms, and method of packing (approximately 2/3 of fresh market 
grapes are field-packed and 1/3 shed-packed). Unless other problems that Cause 
considerable fruit to be left unharvested exist in vineyards being field-packed, 
it is rarely economical to glean the measled grapes for crushing. In harvesting 
for shed packing, clusters with severe symptoms are left in the field. Clusters 
with mild or moderate symptoms are harvested, culled, and crushed. 

b A sodium arsenite application usually reduces the level of infestation by about 
2/3 to around 1% (Jensen, 1979a). 

c 
Highly erratic. Individual vineyards may suffer infestations and output losses of 

25-35%, with an average loss of 10% possible in a bad year. It is assumed that 
if the Black Measles infestations were left untreated for 4 or more years after 
cancellation of sodium arsenite, the resulting cullage losses would be at least 
3% annually. 

9. By using assumptions identical to those in statement number 8, except for 
time frame, the following efficacy schedule was prepared and is assumed to represent 
the progression of the effects of Black Measles on raisin-type grapes utilized for 
raisins (Jensen, 1979a). Again, the percentages shown in the column "Protective 
Effect" are benefits of the reduction in losses from the use of sodium arsenite to 
control Black Measles, or expected losses if sodium arsenite is canceled. 
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Fruit Cullage
Vines Protective 

Time Period Infested or Loss a Effect 

Treatment year 	 2% 0 1.25% 

1 year later 	 3% .25% 1.00% 

2 years later 	 4% .50% .75% 

3 years later 	 5% .75% .50% 

4 years later 	 6% 1.00% .25% 
b5 years later retreat or 7% +c 0 or 1.25%c 1.25%c 

+c +c6 years later 	 1. 25%c 

a 
All fruit lost (no value). In harvesting raisin grapes for raisins, all grapes 

are taken from vines and laid for drying. Grapes with moderate symptoms cannot 
b~ distinguished from other raisins after drying. Only Lhose grapes with symp
toms severe enough to cause splitting, decay, and/or complete drying are lost. 
It is assumed that 25% of the grapes with symptoms are affected severely enough 
to be lost in the process of drying for raisins (Jensen, 1979a). Thus, the 
losses associated with raisin grapes for raisins are much smaller than for fresh 
market, but are total losses. 

b A sodium arsenite application usually reduces the level of infestation by about 
2/3 or to around 2% (Jensen, 1979a). 

c 
Highly erratic. Individual vineyards may suffer infestations of 25 to 35%, with 

associated raisin losses of 6 to 9%. Average raisin losses of 2.5% are possible 
in a bad year. It is assumed that if the Black Measles infestations were left 
untreated for 6 or more years, the resulting raisin losses would be at least 
1.25% annually. 

10. Raisin-type grapes for fresh market use and raisin-type grapes for raisins 
are managed very differently throughout the life of the vineyarc (Jensen, 1979a). 
Therefore, it is assumed that vineyards of raisin-type grapes established and managed 
for fresh market could not shift to raisin production and vice versa. 

11. It is assumed that sodium arsenite is essential for Black Measles control 
on 80,000 acres of table and raisin-type grapes managed for fresh market utilization 
and 6,300 acres of raisin-type grapes dried for raisins in the San Joaquin Valley of 
California (Moller, 1979; and Jensen, 1979a). Black Measles occur or have a poten
tial to occur in all vineyards 8 years or older in the San Joaquin Valley; however, 
only 33,150 acres currently have a Black Measles problem severe enough to treat with 
sodium arsenite. Therefore, only these 33,150 acres are included in the short-term 
analysis. 

12. A rate of discount of 7% was assumed appropriate for discounting the esti 
mated future revenue losses and treatment cost savings without sodium arsenite back ' 
to a present value for year 1. 

Current Use Practices 

There are about 618,000 acres of all types of grapes in California (Table 72). 
Wine-type grapes (314,000 acres) predominate. Raisin-type grapes (241,000 acres) and 
table-type grapes (63,000 acres) produce greater yields and value per acre. Average 
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1977-79 yields for ralsln-, table-, and wine-type grapes were 8.51 tons, 6.85 tons, 
and 5.36 tons, respectively. Total value of grapes in California averaged 
$882.8 mi llion in 1977-79 with ralsln-, table-, and wine-type grapes averaging 
$422.7 million, $130.3 million, and $329.9 million, respectively (Table 72). Sodium 
arsenite is most important on raisin-type and table-type grapes for fresh market. 
Raisin and table uses of grapes annually contributed $76.8 million and $102.4 mil
lion, respectively, to the total value of grapes in California in 1977-79 (Table 76). 

Sodium arsenite is currently used for Black i-1easles and Phomopsis cane and leaf 
spot (Dead Arm) control on grapes in California. To simplify presentation of the 
data, analysis, and impacts, the discussion of Black Measles and Phomopsis is separ
ated in this report. 

Black Measles.--Sodium arsenite is essential for Black Measles control on 
80,000 acres of table- and raisin-type grapes managed for fresh market utilization 
and 6,300 acres of raisin-type grapes dried for raisins in the San Joaquin Valley of 
California Woller, 1979; and Jensen, 1979a). Black Measles occurs or has a poten
tial to occur in all vineyards 8 or more years old in the San Joaquin Valley. Cur
rently, less than half of the fresh market grape acreage has a Black Measles problem 
serious enough to treat with sodium arsenite. Sodium arsenite for Black Measles con
trol is less important on the wine- and other raisin-type grapes. 

About 10,000 acres of table- and raisin-type grapes are treated with sodium 
arsenite for Black Measles control annually (Table 77). Treatments give protection 
for 3 years on fresh market grapes and about 6 years on raisin-type grapes for 
raisins; therefore, about 33,150 acres are protected at anyone time (Moller, 1979; 
and Jensen, 1979a). It is estimated that the 10,000 acres treated annually consist 
of 3,150 acres of raisin-type grapes for fresh market, 1,050 acres of raisin-type 
grapes to be dried for raisins, and 5,800 acres of table-type grapes for fresh market 
(Table 77). The raisin- and table-type grapes for fresh market are treated with 
9 pounds arsenic15 per acre in 300 gallons of water (Jensen, 1979a). Raisin-type 
grapes for drying are treated with 6 pounds of As 0 per acre in 200 gallons of

2 3 
\Vater (Moller, 1979; and Jensen, 1979a). Application is usually by a three-man team, 
\Vith t\Vo persons using hand-directed nozzles (Moller, 1979; and Jensen, 1979a). 

Phomopsis. --An additional 5,000 acres of raisin- and table-type grapes are 
treated annually for Phomopsis control (Table 77). Phomopsis control requires annual 
treatments (Moller, 1979). Six pounds of As

2
0

3 
in 200 gallons of water are applied 

as a dormant spray (Moller, 
Measles (Moller, 1979). 

1979). Method of application is the same as for Black 

Estimated Use of Sodium 
Arsenite and Cost 

Black Measles. --About 86,850 pounds of As 0 are applied annually on raisin
2 3 

and table-type grapes for fresh market use and raisin-type grapes for raisins 
(Table 77). About 34,650 pounds are used on raisin-type grapes and 52,200 pounds on 
table-type grapes. At the current price of As 0 ($6 per 4-pound gallon), the cost

2 3 
of sodium arsenite is $9.00 per acre at a rate of 6 pounds, and $13.50 per acre at a 

15 Use figures will be expressed in terms of As 0 , although sodium arsenite is the
2 3material used. 
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Table 76.--Utilization of grape production and average grower returns for grapes, California 1977-1979a 

Prod~ction for Fresh Market Production for Processing Total Production 
Type of 

Grape Value b Total Value b Total Valueb c TotalTons Tons Tons cPer Ton Value Per Ton Value Per Ton ' Value 

1,000 Dollars 1,000 1,000 Dollars 1,000 1,000 Dollars 1,000 
Dollars Dollars Dollars 

GraEes! all: 
1977 461 427 196,847 3,525 159 560,475 3,986 190 757,322 
1978 412 483 198,996 3,357 201 674,757 3,769 232 873,753 
1979 479 401 192,079 4,104 206 826,884 4,493 227d 1,018,963d d1977-79 451 435 195,974 3,632 189 687,372 4,083 216 883,346 

Raisin type: 
1977 155 487 75,485 1,780 156 277,680 1,935 183 353,165 
1978 155 500 77 ,500 1,515 201 304,515 1,670 229 382,015 
1979 166 466 77 ,356 2,134 214d 456,676 2,300 232 534,032d d1977-79 159 483 76,780 1,810 191 346,290 1,968 215 423,071 

Table type: 
1977 205 502 102,910 283 101 28,583 488 269 131,493 
1978 192 552 105,984 201 142 28,542 393 342 134,526 
1979 225 437 98,325 188 143 26,884 413 303 125,209d d d1977-79 207 495 102,406 224 125 28,003 431 303 130,409 

Wine type: 
1977 101 183 18,483 1,462 174 254,388 1,563 175 272,871 
1978 65 240 15,600 1,641 209 342,969 1,706 210 358,569 
1979 88 187 16,456 1,692 202 341,784 1,780 201 358,240d d d1977-79 85 198 16,846 1,598 196 313,047 1,683 196 329,983 

a Noncitrus Fruits and Nuts Annual Summary (USDA, 1980, CCLRS, and 1979). 

b 


Value per ton is derived by dividing total value by tons produced. 

c 
Does not equal totals in Table 72 because of rounding errors in published data. 
d Weighted average. 
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Table 77.--Current use and costs of sodium arsenite for Black Measles control on raisin- and 

table-type grapes, San Joaquin Valley, Californiaa 

Type of Grape Bearing Acres Material Cost Per-Acre Treatment Cost 
and Method of TotalPer PoundbUtilization In Area TreatedC 

A c,e 
Materials Applicationc Total Cost 

Per Acre
c 

Total s2°3 

- - - - - - - - - - Dollars - - - - - - - - - - - -

Raisin 237,438 4,200 34,650 1.50 15.00 27.38 114,975 

Fresh market 3,150 9 28,350 1.50 13.50 15.00 28.50 89,775 

Dried 1,050 6 6,300 1.50 9.00 15.00 24.00 25,200 

Table 57,336 5,800 9 52,200 1.50 13.50 ]5.00 28.50 ]65,300 

Total 294,774 10,000 86,850 1. 50 15.00 28.03 280,275 

a 
San Joaquin Valley includes Fresno, Kern, Kings, Madera, Merced, San Joaquin, Stanislaus, and Tulare 

Counties. 
b 

CCLRS, 1979c. 
c 

Moller, 1979; and Jensen, 1979a. 
d 

This analysis is based on a sodium arsenite formulation of 43.4% NaAs0 per gallon, or 4 pounds of As 0 per 
gallon (Moller, 1979). 2 2 3 

e 
Based on cost of $6 per gallon for formulation described in footnote d (Moller, 1979). 



rate of 9 pounds, plus an application cost of $15.00per acre (Table 77). Total ex
penditures for Black Measles control on raisin- and table-type grapes are $280,275. 

Phomopsis. --About 30,000 pounds of As 0 are applied annually on raisin- and
2 3 

table-type grapes for Phomopsis control (Table 78). As 0 treatment costs $9 per
2 3 

acre for materials plus $15 per acre for application. Total expenditures for 
Phomopsis control on raisin- and table-type grapes are $120,000 (Table 78). 

Alternatives to Sodium Arsenite 

Black Measles. --At present, sodium arsenite is the sole effective material 
registered for Black Measl~s control on grapes in California (Moller, 1979; and 
Jensen, 1979a). No other materials have been found to be effective in many years of 
research, and no new materials are in the experimental stage. Diseased vines can be 
removed by hand, but this is not economically feasible or desirable because symptoms 
are highly erratic from year to year; i.e., there is a significant risk of removing 
vines unnecessarily. 

Phomopsis. --This disease can be controlled with dinoseb plus oil (dormant), 
captan, folpet, or Dithane M-45 (soon after budbreak). Dinoseb plus oil would be the 
alternative usually chosen because it is used in the same manner and at the same time 
as sodium arsenite and is equally effective (Assessment Team). Dinoseb is applied at 
the rate of 8.25 pounds a. i. per acre plus 2.5 gallons of oil (Table 78). At the 
current cost of dinoseb ($3.17 per pound), the cost of using dinoseb plus oil is 
$28.65 per acre ($26.15 for dinoseb and $2.50 for oil), plus $15.00 per acre for 
application. Total cost of the dinoseb plus oil treatment would be $218,250 for the 
5,000 acres currently treated. Carefully timed applications of protectant fungicides 
such as captan, Di thane M-45, and folpet applied during the early season growth 
stages offer effective suppression of Phomopsis; however, control is less predictable 
because proper timing of the use of these materials is unlikely from year to year. 

Use Impacts 

Black Measles. --The Black Measles disease can occur on wine-, table-, and 
raisin-type grapes in most areas of California, but it is most prevalent in the 
San Joaquin Valley, which has consistently high summer temperatures (Moller, 1979). 
The disease is most noticeable in the white and light-colored varieties. Table-grape 
growers in the San Joaquin Valley suffer the most serious losses.. Vines that are 
8 to 10 years or older are affected most often. 

Infected vines are randomly distributed throughout vineyards and symptoms appear 
on different vines from year to year. Symptoms are always associated with an inten
sive wood rot in the vine trunk caused by fungi of several genera. The time between 
planting and removal of vineyards is shortened by 5 to 7 years if not treated. 
Severe infestations are characterized by sudden dieback of shoots, leaf drop, and 
drying of fruit clusters. Moderate symptoms include purplish to black speckling and 
mottling of the berries which may be reduced in size, sometimes cracking followed by 
rot. Spotted fruit on some varieties have a slightly pungent, aromatic, and very 
characteristic flavor (Chiarappa, 1959). Affected clusters are worthless for fresh 
use, but a portion of the clusters can be crushed for wine. It is assumed that 50% 
of the infected raisin- and table-type grapes for fresh market use go to a winery for 
crushing and 50% are lost (no value). It is also assumed that 25% of all infected 
raisin-type grapes grown for raisins are lost (Jensen, 1979a). 
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Table 78. Current use and costs of sodium arsenite and potential alternatives for Phomopsis control 
o 

on raisin- and table-type grapes, San Joaquin Valley, Cal;fornia
a 

Bearing Acres Active Ingredient Material Per Acre Treatment Cost IncreasedAternative Total
Cost Per Cost of UsingTreatment b

In Area Treated C Unit Per Acree Total Unit a. i. c Materials Application
c 

Total 
Cost 

Alternative 

- - Dollars - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Sodium arsenited 
294,774 5,000 lbs 6 30,000 9.00 15.00 24.00 120,000 

Dinoseb and oil 294,774 5,000 NA NA NA 28.65 15.00 43.65 218,250 98,250 

Dinoseb 5,000 lbs 8.25 41,250 3.1/ 26.15 

Oil 5,000 gal 2.5 12,500 1.00g 2.50 

a 
San Joaquin Valley includes Fresno, Kern, Kings, Madera, Merced, San Joaquin, Stanislaus, and Tulare Counties. 

b 
CCLRS, 1979c. 

c Moller, 1979. 
d 

This analysis is based on a sodium arsenite formulation of 43.4% NaAs0 per gallon, or 4 pounds of As 0 per gallon
2 2 3(Moller, 1979). 

e Based on cost of $6 per gallon for formulation described in footnote d (Moller, 1979). 
f 

Based on cost of $9.50 per gallon for 3 pound a.i. of dinoseb per gallon (Moller, 1979). 

g Moller, 1979. 



Control with sodium arsenite is economical on table- and raisin-type grapes for 
fresh use when about 3 to 4% of the vines are diseased. On raisin-type grapes for 
raisins, control is economical when about 6 to 7% of the vines are diseased (Moller, 
1979; and Jensen, 1979a). Sodium arsenite applied to a typical Black Measles infes
tation gives 50 to 75% control (or an assumed 2/3 reduction in infestation); i. e. , 
a 3 to 4% infestation in a vineyard managed for fresh market in the treatment year 
is reduced to a 1% infestation after treatment. Sodium arsenite rarely eliminates 
a Black Measles infestation, but gives effective control for random length periods. 
Length of control is highly variable from vineyard to vineyard and may be related to 
weather and other factors. For this analysis, average efficacy schedules were esti
mated by viticulturists and assumed to represent the progression of the effects of 
Black Measles on grape yield and quality. These efficacy schedules and supporting 
assumptions are presented in methodology and assumption statements 7 and 8. 

Cullage and yield losses on table- and raisin-type grapes for fresh market and 
raisin-type grapes for raisins in the first scheduled treatment year and latter years 
are presented in Table 79. The losses are in terms of percent of increased cullage 
of fresh market grapes and percent of yield loss for raisin-type grapes for raisins 
due to Black Measles on impacted acres. Grape cullage and yield losses from Black 
Measles in tons per acre by year are estimated in Table 80, using the percent loss 
per acre per year in Table 79, and the 1977-79 average yield by type of grape from 
Table 72. Distribution of cull fresh market grapes between crush increase and total 
output loss is also shown. The distribution is based on the assumption that 50% of 
the affected raisin- and table-type grapes for fresh market go to the winery and 50% 
are lost. Application of the 1977-79 weighted average prices to these quantities 
results in estimated losses of 40 to $116 per acre per year for raisin-type grapes 
for fresh market, 32 to $96 per acre per year for table-type grapes for fresh market, 
and 4 to $21 per acre per year for raisin-type grapes for raisins (Table 80). 

By using the per-acre cullage losses in Table 80, the estimated decrease in the 
production of raisin-type and table-type grapes for fresh market is 2,037 tons the 
first year after cancellation (Table 81). These losses are estimated to continue to 
increase to 6,111 tons in year 6, for an accumulated loss of 24,447 tons over the 
first 6 years after cancellation. Similarly, the production of raisin-type grapes 
for raisins is estimated to decrease 116 tons the first year and increase to a loss 
of 452 tons the sixth year, for an accumulated loss of 1,702 tons over the first 
6 years. Detailed calculations used in making these estimates are presented in 
Tables 82, 83, and 84. It should be noted that one-half of the estimated decrease 
in raisin- and table-type grape production for fresh market represents an increase 
in cull grapes for wine production. 

Tables 85, 86, and 87 present the per-acre and total decreases in value of pro
duction by type of grape and by year of the treatment cycle. Both decreases in value 
of production from Tables 85, 86, and 87, and savings in treatment costs from 
Table 75, are summarized in Table 85 by type of grape. By subtracting savings in 
treatment costs from the decrease in value of production, net value loss is obtained. 
Net value loss on raisin grapes for fresh market is $275,600 the first year without 
sodium arsenite, increasing to a $1,006,400 loss in the sixth year (Table 85). Net 
value loss on table-type grapes for fresh market is $391,500 the first year without 
sodium arsenite, increasing to a $1,505,100 loss in the sixth year. On raisin-type 
grapes for raisins, a net cost savings of $3,100 occurs the first year without sodium 
arsenite. In the second year, however, teere is a net value loss of $14,800, which 
increases to a $61,100 loss in the sixth year (Table 88). Value of production of 
raisin grapes for raisins continues to decrease through year 11 (Table 89). There
fore, this 6-year summary does not represent maximum losses. 
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Table 79.--Cullage and yield losses of grapes for fresh market use and raisins 
due to Black Measles without sodium arsenite 

Grape Cullage and Yield Lossa 

Time Period 

Scheduled treatment year 
1 year later 
2 years later 
3 years later 

4 years later 
5 years later 

6 years later 
7 years later 

a 

Table Type for 
b

Fresh Market 

3.0 
2.0 
1.0 
3.0 

+d 
+d 

Raisin Type for 
b

Fresh Market 

- Percent 

3.0 
2.0 
1.CJ 
3.0 

+d 
+d 

Raisin Type 

for Raisins 
c 

1.25 
1. 00 

.75 

.50 

.25 
1. 25 

+e 
+e 

On table- and raisin-type grapes for fresh market use, it is assumed that 50% of 
fruit affected goes to a winery for crushing and 50% is lost (no value). On 
raisin-type grapes for raisins, it is assumed that all affected fruit was lost 
(no value) (Jensen, 1979a). 

b 
Based on progression of infestation and fruit cullage losses presented in 

Statements 7 and 8 in the Methodology and Assumptions section. 

Based on progression of infestation and fruit cullage losses presented in 
Statements 7 and 9 the Methodology and Assumptions section.~n 

d 
Highly erratic--individual vineyards may suffer infestations and losses of 25 to 

35% and an average loss of 10% is possible in a bad year. An estimated average 
loss of 3% was assumed representative for this analysis (Moller, 1979). 

e 
Highly erratic--individual vineyards may suffer infestations of 25 to 35% with 

associated raisin losses of 6 to 9%. Average raisin losses of 2.5% are 
possible in a bad year. An estimated average loss of 1.25% was assumed 
representative for this analysis (Moller, 1979). 
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Table 80.--Estimated per acre fresh grape cullage, crush increase, yield loss, and decrease in value for scheduled treatment 
and later years if sodium arsenite is canceled for Black Measles control on grapes 

b
Decrease in Value of Grapes

Raisin-Type Grapes Table-Type Grapes 	 Yield Loss 
of RaisinTime Period 	 Fresh Use

Fresh Crush Yield Fresh Crush Yield Type Grapes RaisinsCullagea Increase Loss Cullagea Increase Loss for Raisins c 
Raisin Type Table Type 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tons - - - - - - - - -	- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dollars - - - -

Scheduled treatment 
year .26 .13 .l3 .21 .105 .105 .11 116 96 21 

1 year later .17 .085 .085 .14 .07 .07 .09 76 64 17 

2 years later .09 .045 .045 .07 .035 .035 .06 40 32 11 

3 years later .26 .l3 .13 .21 .105 .105 .04 116 96 8 

4 years later .26 .13 .l3 .21 .105 .105 .02 116 96 4 

5 years later .26 .13 .13 .21 .105 .105 .11 116 96 21 

6 years later .26 .13 .13 .21 .105 .105 .11 116 96 21 

a 
Cullage loss calculated by multiplying estimated percent yield loss from Table 10-74 by 1977-79 weighted average yield from 

Table 73. Estimated yields are 8.51 tons for raisin-type grapes for fresh market and raisins, and 6.85 tons for table-type 
grapes for fresh market (Table 73). Cullage was then apportioned to an increase in crushing grapes and a decrease in yield 
on the basis that 50% of the affected fruit from table- and raisin-type grapes for fresh use goes to winery for crushing, and 
50% is lost (no value), (Jensen, 1979a). 

b 
Changes in utilization times value per ton. Values from Table 74 are: fresh market raisin-type grapes, $483; fresh market 

table-type grapes, $495; and raisin-type grapes for raisins (fresh basis), $191. Value for cull grapes for crushing is $75 
(Christensen et al., 1978b). Example calculation: [.26 x $483 = $125.58] - [.13 x $75 = $9.75] = $115.83. 

Fresh basis (before drying). Effects of Black Measles on raisin-type grapes for raisins are assumed to be entirely a yield loss 
(no value), (Jensen, 1979a). 



Table 81.--Estimated increase in cullage of fresh market grapes and decrease in 
production of raisin-type grapes for raisins, by year, for first 
6 years after cancellation of sodium arsenite for Black Measles control 

Grapes for Fresh Market Raisin Type 
TotalYear Grapes for 

Raisin Type
a 

Table Typeb 
Total All Grapes 

Raisins 
c 

- - - - - - - - - - Tons - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

1 819 1,218 2,037 116 2,153 

2 1,355 2,030 3,385 210 3,595 

3 1,639 2,436 4,075 273 4,348 

4 1,639 2,436 4,075 315 4,390 

5 1,922 2,842 4,764 336 5,100 

d6 2,457- 3,654 6,111 452 6,563 

Total 9,831 14,616 24,447 1,702d 
26,149 

a Taken from Table 82, Column 7. 

b Taken from Table 83, Column 7. 

C Taken from Table 84, Column 13. 
d 

Production of raisin type grapes for raisins continues to decrease through year 11 
(Table 84). Therefore, this 6-year summary does not represent maximum expected 
losses. 
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Table 82.--Estimated decrease in production of raisin-type grapes for fresh market, 
by year, for first 6 years after cancellation of sodium arsenite for 
Black Measles control 

Acres in 3-Year Treatment Cycle
a 

b Fresh MarketIbBlock Block 2b Block 3
Year Production 

Loss
Per-Acre Total Per-Acre Total Per-Acre Total 

d d d
Loss

c Loss Loss
c 

Loss Loss c Loss 

- Tons - - - - - - - 

1 .26 819 819 

2 .17 536 .26 819 1,355 

3 .09 284 .17 536 .26 819 1,639 

4 .26 819 .09 284 .17 536 1,639 

5 .26 819 .26 819 .09 284 1,922 

6 .26 819 .26 819 .26 819 2,457 

a An estimated 3,150 acres (Table 77) of raisin-type grapes for fresh market are 
sprayed for Black Measles each year for a total of 9,450 acres during the 3-year 
treatment cycle (Moller, 1979). 

b Each block represents the 3,150 acres that are scheduled to be treated once each 
3 years. 

c Taken from Table 80, Column 1. 
d 

Per-acre production loss times 3,150 acres. 
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Table 83.--Estimated decrease in production of raisin-type grapes for fresh market, 
by year, for first 6 years after cancellation of sodium arsenite for 
Black Measles control 

Acres in 3-Year Treatment Cycle
a 

b Fresh Market 
Year 

Block Ib Block 2b Block 3 Production 

Per Acre Total J;>er Acre Total Per Acre Total 
Loss 

Loss c Loss
d 

Loss
c 

LOiss d Loss
c Loss d 

- - - - - - - - Tons - - - - - - - 

1 .21 1,218 1,218 

2 .14 812 .21 1,218 2,030 

3 .07 406 ,,14 812 .21 1,218 2,436 

4 .21 1,218 .07 406 .14 812 2,436 

5 .21 1,218 .21 1,218 .07 406 2,842 

6 .21 1,218 .21 1,218 .21 1,218 3,654 

a 
An estimated 5,800 acres (Table 77) of table-type grapes for fresh market are 

sprayed for Black Measles each year for a total of 17,400 acres during the 
3-year treatment cycle (Moller, 1979). 

b 
Each block represents the 5,800 acres that are scheduled to be treated once each 

3 years. 

c Taken from Table 80, Column 4. 
d 

Per-acre production loss times 5,800 acres. 
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Table 84.--Estimated decrease in production of raisin-type grapes for ralslns, by year, for 
11 years after cancellation of sodium arsenite for Black Measles control 

Acres ain 6-Year Treatment Cycle 

Year Block Ib Block 2b Block 3b Block 4b Block 5b Block 6b Raisin 
Production 

Per-Acre Total Per-Acre Total Per-Acre Total Per-Acre Total Per-Acre Total Per-Acre Total Loss 

Lossc dLoss Loss c dLoss dLoss dLoss Lossc dLoss Lossc dLoss 

- - Tons - - - - - - - -

1 .11 115.5 115.5 

2 .09 94.5 .11 115.5 210.0 

3 .06 63.0 .09 94.5 .11 115.5 273.0 

4 .04 42.0 .06 63.0 .09 94.5 .11 115.5 315.0 

5 .02 21.0 .04 42.0 .06 63.0 .09 94.5 .11 115.5 336.0 

6 .11 115.5 .02 21.0 .04 42.0 .06 63.0 .09 94.5 .11 115.5 451.5 

7 .11 115.5 .11 115.5 .02 21.0 .04 42.0 .06 63.0 .09 94.5 451.5 

8 .11 115.5 .11 115.5 .11 115.5 .02 21.0 .04 42.0 .06 63.0 472.5 

9 .11 115.5 .11 115.5 .11 115.5 .11 115.5 .02 21.0 .04 42.0 525.0 

10 .11 115.5 .11 115.5 .11 115.5 .11 115.5 .11 115.5 .02 21.0 598.5 

11 .11 115.5 .11 115.5 .11 115.5 .11 115.5 .11 115.5 .11 115.5 693.0 

a 
An estimated 1,050 acres (Table 77) of raisin-type grapes for ralSlns are sprayed for Black Measles each year for 

a total of 6,300 acres during the 6-year treatment cycle (Jensen, 1979a). 

b Each block represents the 1,050 acres that are scheduled to be treated once each 6 years. 

c Taken from Table 80, Column 7. 
d 

Per-acre production loss times 1,050 acres. 



Table 85.--Estimated decrease in value of proGuction of raisin-type grapes for 
fresh market, by year, for first 6 years after cancellation of 
sodium arsenite for Black Measles control 

aValue for Acres in 3-Year Treatment Cyc]e 
Net

b Total
End of Block Ib Block 2b Block 3 Present

Value
Year Value

of Loss
Per Acre Total Per Acre Total Per Acre Total of Losse 

d d dLossc Loss Lossc Loss Lossc Loss 

Dollars 1,000 Dollars 1,000 Dollars 1,000 Dollars - - -
Dollars Dollars 

1 116 365.4 365.4 341.5 

2 76 239.4 116 365.4 604.8 528.3 

3 40 126.0 76 239.4 116 365.4 730.8 596.6 

4 116 365.4 40 126.0 76 239.4 730.8 557.5 

5 116 365.4 116 365.4 40 126.0 856.8 610.9 

6 116 365.4 116 365.-'+ 116 365.4 1,096.2 730.5 

3,365.3 

a 
An estimated 3,150 acres (Table 77) of raisin-type grapes for fresh market are 


sprayed for Black Measles each year for a total of 9,450 acres during the 

3-year treatment cycle (Moller, 1979). 


b Each block represents the 3,150 acres that are scheduled to be treated once each 
3 years. 

c Taken from Table 80, Column 8. 
d 

Per-acre value loss times 3,150 acres. 
e Present value of loss calculated using 7% discount factor. 
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Table 86.--Estimated decrease in value of production of table-type grapes for 
fresh market, by year, for first 6 years after cancellation of 
sodium arsenite for Black Measles control 

a 
Value for Acres in 3-Year Treatment Cycle 

Net 
b Total PresentEnd of Block 1b Block 2b Block 3 Value ValueYear of Loss 

Total Per Acre TotalPer Acre Total Per Acre of Losse 

Lossc Loss
d Loss

c Loss
d Lossc Loss

d 

Dollars 1,000 Dollars 1,000 Dollars - - -Dollars 1,000 

Dollars Dollars 


556.8 520.41 96 ~56.8 

928.0 810.62 64 371. 2 96 556.8 

3 32 185.6 64 371.2 96 556.8 1,113.6 909.0 

371.2 1,113.6 849.64 96 556.8 32 185.6 64 

5 96 556.8 96 556.8 32 185.6 1,299.2 926.3 

556.8 96 556.8 1,670.4 1,113.16 96 556.8 96 
5,129.0 

a An estimated 5,800 acres (Table 77) of table-type grapes for fresh market are 

sprayed for Black Measles each year for a total of 17,400 acres during the 

3-year treatment cycle (Moller, 1979). 


b Each block represents the 5,800 acres that are scheduled to be treated once 

each 3 years. 


c Taken from Table 80, Column 9. 

d Per-acre value loss times 5,800 acres. 

e 
 Present value of loss calculated using 7% discount factor. 
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~ Table 87.--Estimated decrease in value of production of raisin-type grapes for ralslns, by year, for 
o first 11 years after cancellation of sodium arsenite for Black Measles control 

Value for Acres Treated in 6-Year Treatment Cyclea 

End of 
Year 

Block Ib Block 2b Block 3
b 

Block 4b 
Block 5b 

Block 6b Total 
Value 

Net Present 
Value 

Per-Acre Total Per-Acre Total Per-Acre Total Per-Acre Total Per-Acre Total Per-Acre Total of Loss of Losse 
Lossc Lossc Lossd Lossc Lossc Lossd Lossd 

Dollars 1,000 
Dollars 

Dollars 1,000 
Dollars 

Dollars 1,000 
Dollars 

Dollars 1,000 
Dollars 

Dollars 1,000 
Dollars 

Dollars 1,000 Dollars - - - -

1 21 22.1 
22.1 20.7 

2 17 17 .9 21 22.1 
40.0 34.9 

3 11 11.6 17 17.9 21 22.1 51.6 42 ..1 
4 8 8.4 11 11.6 17 17.9 21 22.1 60.0 45.8 
5 4 4.2 8 8.4 11 11.6 17 17.9 21 22.1 64.2 45.8 
6 21 22.1 4 4.2 8 11 11.6 17 17.9 21 22.1 86.3 57.5 
7 21 22.1 21 22.1 4 4.2 8 8.4 11 11.6 17 17.9 86.3 53.7 
8 21 22.1 21 22.1 21 22.1 4 4.2 8 8.4 11 11.6 90.5 52.7 
9 21 22.1 21 22.1 21 22.1 21 22.1 4 4.2 8 8.4 101.0 54.9 

10 21 22.1 21 22.1 21 22.1 21 22.1 21 22.1 4 4.2 114.7 58.3 
11 21 22.1 21 22.1 21 22.1 21 22.1 21 22.1 21 22.1 132.6 63.0 

529.4 

a An estimated 1,050 arres (Table 77) of raiSin-type grapes for raisins are sprayed for Black Measles each year for a total of 6,300 acres 
during the 6-year treatment cycle (Jensen, 1979a). 

b Each block represents the 1,050 acres that are scheduled to be treated once each 6 years. 
c Taken from Table 80, Column 10. 
d 

Per-acre value loss times 1,050 acres. 

e Present value calculated using 7% discount factor. 



Table 88.--Estimated decrease in value of production, savings in treatment cost, and net loss by type of grape, 
by year, for first 6 years after cancellation of sodium arsenite for Blac'~ Measles control 

Fresh Market Grapes 
Raisin Type Grapes for RaisinB 

End of 
Year 

Raisin Type 

Decrease in 
Value of 

Productiona 

Savings in 
Treatment 

b
Cost 

Net 
Lossc 

Decrease in 
Value of 

Production
d 

Table Type 

Savings in 
Treatment 

bCost 

Net 
Lossc 

Decrease in 
Value of 

Production
e 

Savings in 
Treatment 

bCost 

Net 
Lossc 

- - - 1,000 Dollars 

1 365.4 89.8 275.6 556.8 165.3 391.5 22.1 25.2 -3.1 

2 604.8 89.8 515.0 928.0 165.3 762.7 40.0 25.2 14.8 

3 730.8 89.8 641.0 1,113.6 165.3 948.3 51.6 25.2 26.4 

4 730.8 89.8 641.0 1,113.6 165.3 948.3 60.0 25.2 34.8 

5 856.8 89.8 767.0 1,299.2 165.3 1,133.9 64.2 25.2 39.0 

6 1,096.2 89.8 1,006.4 1,670.4 165.3 1,505.1 86.3 25.2 61. If 

Total 4,384.8 538.8 3,846.0 6,681. 6 991.8 5,689.8 324.2 151.2 173. Of 

a Taken from Table 85, Column 7. 

b Taken from Table 77, Column 9. 

c Decrease in value of production minus savings in treatment costs. 
d 

Taken from Table 86, Column 7. 

e Taken from Table 87, Column 13. 
f Value of production continues to decrease through year 11 (Table 87). Therefore, this 6-year summary does 

not represent maximum expected losses. 
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Table 89.--Estimated increase in amortized investment costs resulting from the 
cancellation of sodium arsenite for Black Measles control on 
grapes, San Joaquin Valley, California 

VineyardVineyard Increase Per
Type of Grape Protected Bearing Establishment 

Year Amortized
and Alternative Bearing Life and Cost. Per Acre c 

Investment cost
Treatment AmortizationAcres a 

Annualb Total Per Acre TotalPeriod dAmortized

Years - - - - Dollars - - - - - - -

Raisin: 
Sodium arsenite 15,750

e 
32 2,981 f 

236 
No treatment 15,750e 

26 2,981 f 
252 16 252,000 

Table: 
Sodium arsenite 17 ,400g 

32 3,117
h 

246 
No treatment 17 ,400g 

26 3,117
h 

264 18 313,200 

Total 33,150 NA NA NA NA 565,200 

a See footnote a in Tables 82, 83, and 84. 
b 

Moller, 1979. Bearing life and amortization period is estimated vineyard life 
minus 3-year establishment period. 

c 
Per-acre vineyard establishment costs defined as net costs incurred during 3-year 

establishment period. Includes an allowance for partial crop of fruit sold for 
juice the third year. 

d 
Total establishment cost amortized using an interest rate of 7% or an amortized 

factor of .08456 for 26 years and .07907 for 32 years; i.e., 
.07907 X $2,981 = $235.71 (Selby, 1967). 

e 
9,450 acres of raisin-type grapes for fresh market and 6,300 acres of raisin-type 

grapes for raisins. See Tables 82, 84, 85, and 87. 
f 

Christensen, et al., 1978. 

g From Tables 76 and 79. 
h 

Christensen, et al., 1978a. 

To accumulate these expected net revenue losses, it is necessary to express each 
year's loss in terms of value as of a base year. This is accomplished by discounting 
the estimated future revenue losses and treatment cost savings without sodium arse
nite back to a present value for year 1, using a rate of discount of 7%. Thus, the 
loss of production value for all grapes, increased cullage, and reduced yield due to 
Black Measles is estimated to have a present value of $8.7 million over the 6 years 
(Table 90). The present value of cost savings from not treating with sodium arsenite 
for the same period is estimated to be $1.3 million. Subtracting cost savings from 
::hange in value of production results in a grower revenue impact of $7.4 million the 
first 6 years after sodium arsenite is canceled (Table 90). These impact estimates 
assume ceteris ~ribus conditions in the California grape industry. 
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Table 90.--Estimated decrease in value of production, savings in treatment cost, and 
net loss on a current and present value basis for all grapes, by year, 
for the first 6 years after cancellation of sodium arsenite for 
Black Measles control 

a
Current Value Present Value 

End of 
Decrease in Savings in Decrease in Savings in

Year Net Net
Value of Treatment Value of Treatment

d e
b C Loss b C Loss

Production Cost Production Cost

- 1,000 Dollars - - 

1 944.3 280.3 664.0 882.5 262.0 620.5 

2 1,572.8 280.3 1,292.5 1,373.7 244.8 1,128.9 

3 1,896.0 280.3 1,615. 7 1,547.7 228.8 1,318.9 

4 1,904.4 280.3 1,62L,.1 1,452.9 213.8 1,239.1 

5 2,220.2 280.3 1,939.9 1,583.0 199.9 1,383.1 

6 2,852.9 280.3 2,572.6 1,901.0 186.8 1,714.2 

Total 11,390.6 1,681.8 9,708.8 8,740.8 1,336.1 7,404.7 

a 
Present value calculated using 7% discount factor. 

b 
Sum of Columns 1, 4, and 7, Table 88. 

c 
Sum of Columns 2, 5, and 8, Table 88. 

d 
Column 1 minus Column 2. 

e 
Column 4 minus Column 5. 

Additional loss resulting from the cancellation of sodium arsenite would be a 
shorter average bearing life of vineyards. With Black Measles control, it is esti
mated that a vineyard will have an average bearing life of 32 years. Without Black 
Measles control, the life would probably be reduced 5 to 7 years on the sodium 
arsenite-treated acreage (Moller, 1979). In the short run, costs associated with 
this change in vineyard bearing life are difficult to measure because of the lack of 
data on previous investment patterns and age distribution of existing vineyards. 
Effects of the shorter vineyard bearing life more appropriately fall into a long-run 
analysis. As data required for either a short- or long-run analysis are unavailable, 
it is assumed that all treated acres are of equal age and only amortized establish
ment costs change; i.e., the shorter bearing life of vineyards without sodium arse
nite results in establishment costs being spread over fewer years, resulting in a 
higher annual cost. 

It must be noted that the change in amortized costs estimated by this procedure 
is only a proxy for actual cost changes and cannot be added to the present value of 
impacts previously discussed. These amortized costs represent an estimate of in
creased annual fixed cost that growers can expect in the future without sodium arse
nite or an equal alternative. 
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Table 91.--Estimated increase in amortized net income foregone during establishment period 
resulting from the cancellation of sodium arsenite for Black Measles control 
on grapes, San Joaquin Valley, California 

Fresh Market Grapes Raisin Type
Area Grapes 

Raisin-Type Table-Type for Raisins 

------- - Dollars - - - - 
Per-acre: 

Gross value a b c3,090 2,673 1,625 fProduction costs d2,694 2,376e 
1,072Net income 396 297 553 

Per-acre net income foregone during 3-year establishment period: g1 ,271~ 953 g 
1,775

Amortized net income foregone if vineyard had 32-year bearing life h hIOOh 75 140hAmortized net income foregone if vineyard has 26-year bearing life 107 81h ' 150
Annual increase in net income foregone without sodium arsentie 7 6 10 

Protected acres: i i9,450 17,400i 
6,300Total increase in amortized net income foregone 85,050 104,400 63,000 

a Gross value is based on a yield of 8.51 tons--6.01 tons packed for fresh market and 2.5 tons of culls; i.e.,
(6.01 tons x $483 = $2,902.83) + (2.5 tons x $75 = $187.50) = $3,090.33. Percent culls based on culls 
shewn in budget cited in footnote b. Appropriateness of percent culls was confirmed by Moller, 1979 and
Jensen, 1979a. 

b 
Gross value is based on a yield of 6.85 tons--5.14 tons packed for fresh market and 1.71 tons of culls; i.e., 

(5.14 tons x $495 = $2,544.30) + (1.71 tons x $75 = $128.25) = $2,672.55. Percent culls based on culls 
shown in budget cited in footnote g. Appropriateness of percent culls was confirmed by Moller, 1979; and 
Jensen, 1979a. 

C Gross value is based on a yield of 8.51 tons; i.e., 8.51 tons x $191 = $1,625.41. 
d 

Christensen, et al., 1978. 
e 

Christensen, et al., 1978b. 
f 

Costs indexed to 1977-78 price base from Christensen, et al., 1976. 

g Annual net income per acre times 3, plus 7% interest on accumulated foregone income. 
h 

Per-acre net income foregone amortized using an interest rate of 7% or an amortization factor of .08456 for 
26 years and .07907 for 32 years (Selby, 1967). 

i 
Taken from Table 89, Column 1 and footnote. 

http:1,625.41
http:2,672.55
http:2,544.30
http:tons--5.14
http:3,090.33
http:2,902.83
http:tons--6.01


Establishment costs are of two ~ypes: 1) the 3-year investment for establish
ment and 2) the income foregone durin6 the 3-year establishment period because of no 
or low grape yields. Annual amortized investment costs for raisin-type grapes for 
fresh market increase from $236 per acre to $252 per acre, or $16 per acre, if vine
yard bearing life is shortened from 32 to 29 years (Table 89). The amortized value 
of foregone income because of lost yields during establishment would change from 
$100 per acre to $107 per acre, or an increase of $7 on an annual basis (Table 91). 
The two costs add to $23 per acre to produce $217,350 in increased annual establish
ment costs due to shorter vineyard life for the 9,450 acres of raisin-type grapes for 
fresh. market that are protected. 

Annual amortized investment costs for table-type grapes increase from $246 per 
acre to $264 per acre, or $18 per acre (Table 89). The amortized value of foregone 
income because of lost yields during establishment would change from $75 per acre to 
$81 per acre, or an increase of $6 on an annual basis (Table 91). The two costs add 
to $24 per acre to produce $417,600 in increased annual establishment costs due to 
shorter vineyard life for the 17,400 acres of table-type grapes for fresh market that 
are protected. 

Annual changes in amortized investment costs for raisin-type grapes for raisins 
are the same as cos~s for fresh market grapes. The amortized value of foregone in
come because of lost yields during establisrunent would change from $140 per acre to 
$150 per acre, or an increase of $10 on an annual basis (Table 91). The two costs 
add to $26 per acre to produce $163,800 in increased annual establishment costs due 
to shorter vineyard life for the 6,300 acres of raisin-type grapes for raisins that 
are protected. 

Total annual increase in all amortized costs due to shorter vineyard bearing 
life for all grapes would be $817,650 on the 33,150 acres protected. An estimated 
$565,200 would be increased annual establishment costs, and $252,450 would be from 
the increased amortized C' ;st of lost production during the 3-year establishment 
period. 

Phomopsis.--The use of sodium arsenite to control Phomopsis can be replaced by 
dinoseb plus oil to obtain equal control (Moller, 1979). Treatment with dinoseb plus 
oil costs $43.65 per acre compared to $24.00 per acre for sodium arsenite (Table 78). 
On the 5,000 acres treated annually with sodium arsenite, the increased costs are 
$98,950 or $19.65 per acre. 

Average Per·Acre User Returns 

The 1977-79 averages of the gross returns per acre for grapes were $3,090 for 
raisin-type grapes for fresh market, $2,673 for table-type grapes for fresh market, 
and $1,625 for raisin-type grapes for raisins (Table 92). Production costs for the 
same period with sodium arsenite were $2,705, $2,387, and $1,077, respectively. 
Thus, the average net returns were $385 for raisin-type grapes for fresh market, $286 
for table-type grapes for fresh market, and $550 for raisin·-type grapes for raisins. 

Without sodium arsenite for Black Measles control on the 33,150 acres currently 
treated, gross returns are expected to decrease by 4 to $39 per acre the first year 
depending upon the type and use of the grapes. After 6 years, gross returns would 
decrease 14 to $116 per acre (Table 92). Adjusting production costs for the savings 
from not using sodium arsenite, net returns for raisin-type grapes for fresh market 
would decrease from $385 to $280 per acre over the first 6 years. Net returns for 
table-type grapes for fresh market would decrease from 286 to $201 per acre over the 
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N Table 92.--Average annual per acre net returns 
0 

with and without sodium arsenite on the 33,150 acres of 
0\ California grapes currently treated with sodium arsenite for Black Measles control 

Number of Years 
Per Acre 

Without 
Sodium Arsenite 

Gross Returns 
With 

Sodium Arsenitea 

Loss of 
Gross 

bReturns 

Gross returns 
Without 

Sodium Arsenite 

Production 

Costs a 
Net 

Returns 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dollars - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Raisin-type graEes for fresh market: 

3,090 NA 2,705 c 385°1 3,090 °39 3,051 2,694 3572 3,090 64 3,026 2,694 332 

4 
3 3,090 77 3,013 2,694 319 

3,090 n 3,013 2,694 3195 3,090 91 2,999 2,694 3056 3,090 116 2,974 2,6ql. 280 
Table-type graEes for fresh market: 

2,673 NA 2,387 c 
286°1 2,673 32° 2,641 2,376 2652 2,673 53 2,620 2,376 2443 2,673 64 2,609 2,376 2334 2,673 64 2,609 2,376 2335 2,673 75 2,598 2,376 2226 2,673 96 2,577 2,376 201 

Raisin-type graEes for raisins: 
1,625 NA d

1,0n 548°1 1,625 °4 1,621 1,072 5492 1,625 6 1,619 1,072 5473 1,625 8 1,617 1,072 5454 1,625 10 1,615 1,072 5435 1,625 10 1,615 1,072 5436 1,625 14e 
1,611 1,072 539 

a Taken f'om Table 91. 

b Calculated by dividing protected acres into total value of losses shown in Tables 85, 86, and 87. 
c 

Includes cost of $28.50 per acre for sodium arsenite treatment amortized over 3 years at 7% interest; i.e., 
$28.50 x .38105 = $10.86 (Selby, 1967). See Table 75 for components of treatment costs. 

d 
Includes cost of $24 per acre for sodium arsenite treatment amortized over 6 years at 7% interest; i.e., 

$24 x .2098 = $5.04 (Selby, 1967). 
e 

Value of production of raisin-type grapes for ra1S1ns continues to decrease through year 11 (Table 87). Therefore, 
this 6-year summary does not represent maximum expected losses. 



first 6 years. Net returns for raisin-type grapes for raisins would decrease from 
550 to $539 per acre in the sixth year. 

Market and Consumer Impacts 

In California, cullage and production losses of grapes during the first 6 years 
without sodium arsenite range from 0.52 to 1.55% of the total production of raisin
type grapes going into fresh market uses and 0.59 to 1.77% of the total production 
of table type grapes going into fresh market uses (Table 93). Losses of these magni
tudes over the 6-year period are not expected to result in measurable price changes 
of fresh market grapes at the market or consumer level. The elasticity of demand for 
all grapes in California approaches unity as illustrated in the following data 
(Christensen, et al., 1978g). 

Price Elasticity 
Market Flexibility 16 of Demand 

Farm -0.981 -1.0194 

This indicates that if the losses from the lack of control of Black Measles increase 
1%, the price will decrease by approximately 0.981%. It should be noted that this 
is a point estimate of elasticity derived from annual data and applies to changes 
from one year to the next, not to changes over a 6-year period. 

Limitations of the Analysis 

The following limitations apply: 

1. The assumed efficacy and performance schedules for sodium arsenlLe control 
of Black Measles used as the basis of this analysis are not well supported by test 
plot data; rather they are largely based on a consensus of agricultural specialists 
and viticulturists in the San Joaquin Valley of California. Use of the efficacy and 
performance schedules for Black Measles may over-simplify the actual variability of 
the disease. 

2. This analysis presents effects of the lack of control of Black Measles for 
the first 6 years after sodium arsenite is canceled. Value of production of raisin
type grapes for raisins continues to decrease through yea r 11. Therefore, losses 
summarized in th':'s report do n0t represent maximum expected losses. 

3. Data needed to evaluate the costs of the 5- to 7-year change in expected 
vineyard life without Black Measles control are incomplete or non-existent. Users 
of the proxy analysis should recognize that the analysis does not reflect the differ
ence between historical costs of existing vineyards and current cost of new vine
yards. Therefore, the analysis may understate the cost of the shorter life of uncon
trolled Black Measles infected vineyards. 

4. It was assumed that sodium arsenite is essential for Black ~leasles control 
on 80,000 acres of table- and raisin-type grapes managed for fresh market utiliza tion 
and 6,300 acres of raisin·-type grapes dried for raisins in the San Joaquin Valley of 
California (Moller, 1979; and Jensen, 1979a); however, only 33,150 acres currently 
have a Black Measles problem severe enough to treat with sodium arsenite. Therefore, 

16 The price flexibility is defined as the percentage change in price with respect 
to a 1% change in quantity. 
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Table 93.--Cullage and production losses for all grapes, by year, for first 
6 years after cancellation of sodium arsenite for Black 

Measles control, California a 

Year 
Grapes 

bRaisin Type 

for Fresh Market 

cTable Type Total 

Raisin Type 
Grapes for 

R 
. . d 

a~s~ns 

- - - - Percent - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 0.52 0.59 0.56 0.01 

2 0.85 0.98 0.92 0.02 

3 1. 03 1.18 1.11 0.03 

4 1.03 1.18 1.11 0.03 

5 1. 21 1.37 1. 30 0.03 

6 1.55 1.77 1. 67 0.04e 

a 
Production declines by type and use of grape as shown in Table 83 divided by 

1977-79 average production for California (Table 76, column 1).
b 

Percent calculated using 1977-79 average production of raisin-type grapes for 
fresh market of 159,000 tons (Table 76, column 2). 

c Percent calculated using 1977-79 average production of table-type grapes for 
fresh market of 207,000 tons (Table 76, column 2). 

d 
Percent calculated using 1977-79 average production of raisin-type grapes dried 

for raisins of 1,087,000 tons (fresh basis), Noncitrus Fruits and Nuts Annual 
Summary (USDA, 1980). 

e 
Production losses of raisin-type grapes for raisins continue to decrease through 

year 11 (Table 84). Therefore,. this 6-year summary does not represent maximum 
expected losses. 

only the losses associated with the 33,150 acres currently treated are presented in 
this report. 

Summary of Economic Impact Analysis of Canceling 
Sodium Arsenite 

Sodium Arsenite-Nan-Selective 
Herbicide and Tree Killer 

A. USE: Contact herbicide, soil semi-sterilant, and 
tree control. 

B. PLANTS CONTROLLED: Non-selective herbicide. 
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C. 	 ALTERNATIVES: 

Chemical: 

Non-chemical: 

Comparative efficacy: 

Comparative costs: 

Comments: 

D. 	 EXTENT OF USE: 

E. 	 ECONOMIC IMPACTS: 

Users: 

Market: 

Macroeconomics: 

F. 	 SOCIAL/COMMUNITY IMPACTS: 

G. 	 LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS: 

H. 	 ANALYSTS AND DATE: 

Sodium Arsenite-Subterranean 
Termite Control 

A. 	 USE: 

B. 	 PEST CONTROLLED: 

C. 	 ALTERNATIVES: 

Chemical alternatives: 

Nonchemical controls: 

Many alternatives for all uses except weed con
trol under pavement, for which only two alter
natives have been identified: sodium TCA and 
sodium borate-chlorate. 

Varies according to specific use but usually 
involves a chopping, mowing, or tilling 
activity; none for control under pavement. 

Equally effective chemical alternatives are 
available. 

Sodium arsenite: 12 to $40/1,000 sq. ft., 
herbicide 60 to $80/1,000 sq. ft., sterilant; 
sodium borate-chlorate: 3.11 to $24.90/ 
1,000 sq. ft., herbicide 12.45 to $24.90/ 
1,000 sq. ft., under pavement. 

None. 

Not 	known; not widely used in the paving 
industry or for railroad rights-of-way. 

Little, except for use under pavement. 

Unknown. 

Small. 

Small. 

Lack 	of data on extent of use and alternatives. 

D. R. Keeney 	 W. A. Quinby 
Soil Scientist Agriculture Economist 
University of Wisconsin USDA 
Madison, Wis. Dec. 27, 1979 

Used to control subterranean termites under 
industrial structures. 

Termites. 

Alternatives include aldrin, dieldrin, 
chlordane, and heptachlor. 

None. 
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Comparative cost: 

Conunents: 

D. 	 EXTENT OF USE: 

E. 	 ECONOMIC IMPACTS: 

User: 

Consumer: 

Macroeconomics: 

F. 	 SOCIAL/COMMUNITY IMPACTS: 

G. 	 LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS: 

H. 	 ANALYST AND DATE: 

Sodium Arsenite-Grape 
Disease Control 

A. 	 USE: 

B. 	 MAJOR PESTS CONTROLLED: 

C. 	 ALTERNATIVES: 

Major-registered chemicals: 

Non-chemical controls: 

Efficacy of alternatives: 

Comparative costs: 

Not 	available. 

Treatment using sodium arsenite in industrial 
structures should be limited to locations where 
there is no high water table. Sodium arsenite 
is converted to sodium arsenate on contact 
with water and air. Sodium arsenate is highly 
soluble in water and in areas of high water 
table would not remain near the structure to 
control termites. Sodium arsenite is not 
reconunended for residential use. 

No known use for this purpose. There may be a 
minimal amount used by conunercial applicators. 

The impacts are probably minimal as alterna

tives are more effective. 


No 	 impacts expected. 

None. 

None. 

Estimates of industrial structural treatment 

costs by sodium arsenite were not available. 


Walter L. Ferguson 
ESCS, USDA 
Washington, D.C. 
Dec. 28, 1979 

Treatment of grapes in San Joaquin Valley of 

California. 


Black Measles and Phomopsis cane and leaf spot. 

Black Measles - no alternative. Phomopsis
primarily dinoseb. Other chemicals provide 
suppression of disease. 

None. 

For 	Phomopsis, dinoseb gives equal control. 

For Phomopsis, dinoseb costs $19.65 per acre 
more than sodium arsenite (82 %in_rease). 
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Conclusions: Losses will occur on the acreage now protected 
from Black Measles. Effective control of 
Phomopsis is obtained with dinoseb at a higher 
cost. 

D. EXTENT OF USE: 

Sodium 
Arsenite 

Use 

Black measles 

Fresh Market 
Grapes 

Raisins 

Phomopsis 

Fresh Market 
Grapes and Raisins 

Acres treated/ 
year 

Percent of bearing 
acres 

Years of control/ 
treatment 

Acres protected 
Percent of bearing 

acres 
Pounds As

2
0

3
/acre 

Pounds As
2

0
3
/year 

Chemical cost 
Application cost 
Total cost 

8,950 

11 

3 
26,850 

34 
9 

80,550 
$120,825 
$134,250 
$255,075 

1,050 

1 

6 
6,300 

5 
6 

6,300 
$ 9,450 
$15,750 
$25,200 

5,000 

NA 

1 
5,000 

NA 
6 

30,000 
$ 45,000 
$ 75,000 
$120,000 

E. ECONOMIC IMPACTS: 

User: On the 33,150 acres affected by Black Measles, 
the present value (using a 7% discount rate) of 
production losses would increase from $620,500 
in the first year to $1.7 million in the 
sixth year; the total of these losses for the 
first 6 years following a cancellation would be 
$7.4 million. 

On a per-acre basis, the annual losses would 
increase from an initial level of 19 to $52 
after 6 years; per-acre losses fot the 6-year 
period would be $223. 

During the first 6 years, annual net returns 
would decline by 27 to 30% for fresh market 
grapes and 2% for raisins if farm price levels 
are unaffected by the production losses over 
time. 

In addition to the production losses, Black 
Measles would cause vineyard bearing life to 
decrease by 5 to 7 years, resulting in annual 
establishment cost increases of $817,650 
($565,200 for increased investment costs and 
$252,450 for foregone net income) or $24.67 
per acre. 
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Production Loss from Black Measles After Cancellation 

Tonnage Affected 
Net Loss - Net Loss -

Year Current PresentFresh Market Raisin 
Value ValueGrapes (Fresh basis) 

1,000 Dollars - 

1 2,037 116 664 620 
3 4,075 273 1,616 1,319 
6 6, III 452 2,573 1,714 

Total (for 
6 years) 24,477 1,702 9,709 7,405 

On the 5,000 acres affected by Phomopsis, 
annual production costs would increase by 
$98,250 or $19.65 per acre; losses in pro
duction are not expected. 

Market and Consumer: 	 Six years after a cancellation, California pro
duction of fresh market grapes and raisins is 
expected to decline by 1.67 and 0.04%, respec
tively. Production changes of this magnitude 
over a 6-year period are not expected to have 
measurable effects upon farm or consumer 
prices. 

Macroeconomic: 	 None expected. 

F. SOCIAL/COMMUNITY IMPACTS: 	 None expected. 

G. 	 LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS: Loss estimates are not well supported by 
experimental data; losses are highly variable 
over time and between vineyards. Raisin losses 
will continue to increase beyond the 6-year 
analytical time frame. The analysis of in
creased annual investment costs due to short
ened vineyard life does not reflect the differ
ence between historical and current cost of 
vineyard establishment. 

H. 	 ANALYSTS AND DATE: B. Ted Kuntz Ra lph Freund 
Economist Agricultural Economist 
NRED/ESCS EAB/BFSD/OPP/EPA 
USDA Washington, D.C. 
Corvallis, Oreg. April, 1980 
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CHAPTER 3: CREOSOTE, COAL TAR, AND COAL·TAR NEUTRAL OILS 

Certain coal-tar distillates, primarily low-boiling fractions composed princi
pally of naphtha and methylnaphthalene and known in the trade as "neutral oils," are 
used for several pesticidal applications that are of a non-wood preservative nature. 
Both coal tar and creosote are included in formulations that also contain tar acid 
fractions and other ingredients, and which are intended for some of the same uses as 
those for neutral oils. A summary of the various uses of products containing neutral 
oils, creosote, and coal tar is given in Table 94. 

Table 94.--Site pest information for coal tar, creosote, and neutral oils, exclusive 
of wood preservatives 

Ingredients 
Type Method of 

SitesUse Application Neutral Creo Coal 
Oil sote Tar 

Disinfectant and Spray, pour, brush, Animal quarters, x x 
deodorizer mop, wipe, sick rooms, 

immerse, wet down bathrooms, 
kitchens, public 
buildings 

Mosquito Spray, pour Stagnant pools of x 
larvicide water 

Bird repellent Treat seed Seed x x x 

Screwworm Mop Farm animals x 
control 

Fungicide Saturate Dogs x x 

Animal Spray, pour Lawns, flower beds, x x 
repellent fencing 

Herbicide Spray Nutgrass x 

Mosquito Wipe Human skin x 
repellent 

Insecticide Spray, pour Sewers and drains x x 

Gypsy moth Spray Egg clusters x 
control 

Miticide Spray Poultry houses x 

Animal dip Immerse, spray, Non-food animals x x 
brush 
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The varying definitions assigned to the term "neutral oil" are a source of con
fusion. In presuming against neutral oil, the EPA (Federal Register, 1978) defined 
this product as a mixture of hydrocarbons of coal-tar origin from which the tar acids 
and tar bases have been removed. Basically, this definition covers the neutral frac
tion of creosote and includes all the constituents shown in Table 75. The Assessment 
Team was unable to verify that a product conforming to this definition is produced or 
used in the United States. The coal-tar distillate referred to as "neutral oil" and 
used for the various types of applications referred to above is composed of 75% meth
ylnaphthalenes and 25% coal-tar naphtha. It does not contain the high-boiling frac
tions encompassed in EPA's definition and for which there is some evidence of carci
nogenicity in animals. This document addresses only that product that is currently 
being produced and used. 

Although pesticides of coal-tar origin have been used for well over 100 years, 
literature on these products is quiLe limited. In particular, the Assessment Team 
was unable to find data on quantities of neutral oils, coal tar, and creosote that 
are produced for non-wood preserving purposes, methods of applications, and exposure 
at the point of manufacture and at the point of end use. This information gap \vas 
filled in part by direct contact with the producers and, to a lesser extent, the 
users of coal-tar-based pesticides. All producers of record were contacted both by 
telephone and by mail questionnaire. Approximately 20% of these firms were recon
tacted by telephone. In addition, several major retail outlets were contacted by 
telephone and by letter. The purpose of these contacts was to obtain information on 
methods of formulation, employee exposure, the quantities sold by type of use, to 
whom the products were sold, and other poi~ts of a related nature. 

These contacts were less productive than was desired because the companies 
involved appeared to have little information on the chemical composition of the raw 
materials that they use in formulating their products, lack data on employee expo
sure, and were able to provide essentially no information on who uses their products, 
in what quantities, or for what purposes. It follows that the data base to which 
this report is anchored is considerably less than satisfactory. The confidence that 
can be placed in the various statistics used throughout the report is indicated by 
expressions of the number of plants or percentage of the industry upon which the 
statistics are based. 

Methods of Application 

The various methods of application of pesticides containiug neutral oils, creo
sote, and coal tar are listed in abbreviated form in Table 94. The method of appli
cation used depends upon the purpose (disinfectant, larvicide, etc.) and the applica
tion site. 

When used as a disinfectant, the diluted product may be sprayed on the surface 
of concern using a garden-type sprayer, or, in the case of floors, applied with a 
mop. Items of equipment may be sterilized by simply wiping with a cloth, brushing, 
or mopping. Complete immersion is recommended for small items of equipment. 

Wet down, sprinkle, spray, wipe, mop, scrub, immerse, sponge, and brush are all 
mentioned by one or more manufacturers as acceptable methods of applying these prod
ucts for purposes of disinfecting premises or equipment. They are recommended for 
use in animal shelters, animal feeding and watering equipment, households, institu
tional buildings, and transportation equipment as both a disinfectant and deodorant. 
In 1970 the USDA canceled the registrations of products containing coal tar neutral 
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oil-coal tar acid combinations for use in dairy barns and the registration of products containing creosote for use in food-animal quarters; however, products containing neutral oil are still permitted and apparently are widely used in applications of the latter type. 

Methods of application recommended for coal-tar products as a miticide, insecti cide, etc., vary, as above, with the particular pest and site combination. Whencoal-tar products are used as a miticide in poultry houses for control of chicken redmites, the entire area--walls, floor, and ceiling--may be sprayed. Such applicationsare normally routinely scheduled for interim periods between the time the birds in ahouse are marketed and a new population is quartered in the area.
ucts containing neutral oil in poultry houses was 
The use of prod


canceled by EPA in 1971, but theuse of creosote is permitted. 

Cuntrol of mosquito larvae typically involves simply pouring the product intowater that serves as a breeding place for this insect. Applications are normallymade in undiluted form and dosage is regulated in terms of the volume of waterinvolved. Control of animal parasites such as fleas, ticks, and lice usuallyinvolves spraying or sprinkling the diluted product over the subject, or, if it is asmall animal such as a dog, simply immersing it. The use of neutral oils and othercoal-tar distillates for this purpose is restricted by USDA regulations to non-foodanimals. 

Creosote and coal tar, either alone or in combination with various other products, are sold as repellents. These formulations are used on seed to prevent or discourage their ingestion by pheasants, crows, blackbirds, and starlings. For thisparticular use, the seeds are simply treated with the product prior to sowing. Thetotal production of coal-tar products of at least one company is used for this purpose. Other repellent applications include soaking a specially designed sorptivematerial mounted on a stick and placing it in flower beds or other similar locationsto discourage the use of the area by dogs. Then, too, creosote is commonly appliedto stalls and fencing by brush or spray to discourage cribbing by horses. Finally,coal tar is formulated with camphor, oil of citronella, and methyl salicylate andused as an insect repellent against gnats, mosquitoes, and deer flies. This latteruse requires that the product be applied directly to the skin. 

Neutral-oil-containing formulations are also recommended for such additionaluses as control of maggots and drain flies in drains, septic tanks, toilet facili ties, and garbage trucks. Spray and pour applications, as appropriate, are used.They may also be used to kill screwworms in animals, by inserting a cotton swabcoated with the product into the infected area and mopping it onto the grub, and as afungicide in the control of ringworms. 

There is a single registration for the use of creosote in diluted form as aherbicide in the control of nutgrass in flower gardens and lawns. A foliar spray isused to apply the creosote. 

Use Patterns and Efficacy 
Approximately 330,000 gallons of various formula tions containing neutral oilsare produced annually. This estimate is based in part on sample survey returns from25% of the firms holding registrations for pesticides containing neutral oils, andin part on discussions with selected producers of coal-tar distillates. No reliabledata are available on the percentage of total production that goes to the varioususes of these products--that is, diGinfectants, fungicides, larvicides, etc.; however, limited information gleaned from industry responses to a mail survey, as well 
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as telephone interviews with managers of farm cooperatives, strongly suggests that 
most of the production goes for farm and ranch uses and that disinfectant uses are 
the most important, probably accounting for well over 50% of production.

l 

A relatively small percentage of neutral-oil products is sold directly by the 
manufacturer to the ultimate consumer. The greater part of production--an estimated 
95%--is sold to farm cooperatives, farm supply stores, veterinary supply stores, 
pharmaceutical supply companies, and other distributors, as well as to jobbers. Some 
producers sell bulk quantities of their products to repackaging firms. 

Although only 330,000 gallons of ppsticides containing neutral oils are produced 
annually, the volume of ready-to-use solution is substantially greater because of the 
high dilution ratios employed. Based on label data for approximately 75% of the 
brand-name products currently marketed, these dilution ratios range from a low of 
32:1 to a high of 350:1 for most uses, exclusive of those for which the product is 
applied in undiluted form. 

The dilutant recommended is water. The average dilution ratio, considering all 
uses, is about 60:1. This ratio includes products that are recommended for use in 
undiluted form. If they are excluded, the average ratio is about 89:1. If one uses 
the smaller ratio and assumes that the ratios are nominally distributed, it is evi
dent that approximately 20 million gallons of ready-to-use solution are applied 
annually. 

Neutral oil concentrations in the products as formulated average 48.7% and range 
from 2.6 to 63% for uses exclusive of wood preservatives. If a dilution ratio of 
89:1 is assumed for all except preservative uses, the average concentration of neu
tral oils in ready-to-use solutions is about 0.5%. Formulations sold for use as wood 
preservatives have neutral oil contents of 90% or higher and are applied full 
strength. 

Projections of future demand for coal-tar-based disinfectants cannot reliably be 
made because of the inadequacy of the data base. Respondents to the mail question
naire varied little, however, in their estimates of future sales. Most expressed the 
belief that sales would remain essentially steady for the foreseeable future. A few 
of the respondents expressed the contrary view that sales would increase slightly 
because of cancellation of some of the "modern" pesticides. 

The question arises as to why these products are used when, for many of the 
applications for which they are intended, there are numerous substitute pesticides 
for which efficacy data show a high level of effectiveness. The reason is due, in 
part at least, to custom and tradition. The products have been in use for over a 
century, and during much of that period were the only products available. Their 
employment for many purposes has been recommended for years by the USDA and by State 
agricultural extension and research authorities. Then, too, many people associate 
the characteristic odor of these products with cleanliness and aseptic conditions. 
Also, cost is undoubtedly a factor, as coal-tar-based pesticides are less expensive 
for many--if not most--applications than potential substitutes. The cost per gallon 
as applied is about 11 cents. Finally, effectiveness must be considered, and the 
available data suggest that these products are generally more efficacious as disin
fectants than many of the common alternative chemicals because they remain active for 
longer periods of time in the presence of organic materials. 

Data simply do not exist on the quantity of coal-tar-based pesticides used in 
various applications. One can, however, perceive the relative importance of these 
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applications from the number of site/pest combinations for which registrations are 
on file. 

Herbicidal Uses 

A single registration exists for the use of a coal-tar distillate--in this case, 
creosote--as a herbicide. The creosote is blended with petroleum distillates and 
applied directly as a foliar spray in the control of nutgrass. Two sites are listed: 
flower gardens and ornamental lawns. 

Creosote and creosote coal-tar solutions have also been used extensively in the 
past by the wood-preserving industry for the control of weeds and grass on product 
storage yards. This use has been one of convenience rather than necessity, because 
of the availability of creosote oil which, because of contamination or other reasons, 
was unsuitable as a preservative. Pollution-control regulations applicable to this 
industry have severely curtailed this use. 

Herbicidal uses of coal-tar products outside of the wood preserving industry are 
currently limited, if indeed they are practiced at all. Turfgrass experts and weed 
scientists, as well as USDA personnel, are not aware of any use of these products for 
that purpose. Efficacy data are lacking, but it was generally agreed that coal-tar 
products are poor substitutes for several alternative herbicides now available. 

Fungicidal Uses 

Although coal tar, creosote, and neutral oils find wide application as a fungi
cide in the control of decay and other wood-inhabiting fungi, their uses outside this 
substrate are limited. Review of label data revealed only one such registration, and 
it was for control of ringworm on horses. No evidence was uncovered to indicate that 
neutral-oil products are, in fact, still used for this purpose. Efficacy data are 
not available. 

Creosote and coal tar are registered for use as a fungicide to protect cordage 
and canvas from fungal infection, and also to provide some level of resistance to 
water penetration. The extent to which they are used for this purpose is unknown. 

Insecticidal, Miticidal, Larvicidal, and Repellent Uses 

Coal-tar distillates are used to a limited extent in the control of insects 
associated with livestock and animal--including human--waste products. For most 
uses, control is achieved by killing the pest. An exception is their use as repel
lents for insects and birds, as well as animals. The relative importance of those 
coal-tar products of concern here can be obtained from the following tabulation, 
which shows the number of registrations for creosote, coal tar, and neutral oils by 
types of uses. 
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Use Neutral Oil Creosote Coal Tar 

Repellent 

Bird 1 1
Insects 1
Animals 2 

Insecticide 

Gypsy moth 2 1 

Drain flies 
 1 
Flies (unspecified) 1 
Animal parasites a 

21 1 1
Ants 1 

Larvacide 

Mosquitoes 16 

Maggots 
 2 

Miticide 

Chicken mites 6 1 

a. Includes lice, ticks, fleas, and screwworms; does not include mites. 

It is apparent that neutral oils are the most important of the three coal-tar 
distillates, the use of creosote and coal tar being confined mainly to repellent 
uses, based on available data. The extent to which these products are actually used 
for the purposes noted is unknown; however, the responses to the aforementioned mail 
questionnaire supply some insight into this question. Based on these data, which are 
at best inadequate, 19% of the production of formulations containing neutral oils is 
used in whole or in part as an insecticide, miticide, or larvicide. This percentage 
would indicate that approxim~tely 62,000 gallons of concentrate are devoted to this 
purpose annually. 

Animal Quarters 

Coal-tar products are apparently used extensively in the control of such animal 
parasites as lice, ticks, fleas, screwworms, and mites in animal quarters. Registra
tions of these products for use on food animals have been canceled, but they continue 
to be used in animal quarters and on nonfood animals such as dogs and horses. 

Products containing neutral oils were formerly used extensively for the control 
of mites in poultry houses, but registrations for this use were withdrawn in 1971. 
This fact notwithstanding, some labels for neutral-oil products still list this use 
and indications that they are, in fact, being used for this purpose were obtained in 
conversations with both the producers of neutral-oil products and managers of farm 
stores. Creosote is still officially registered (1 label) for control of mites in 
poultry houses. 

Efficacy data on coal-tar products for the types of uses outlined above were not 
available to the Assessment Team. 
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Gypsy Moth Control 

The use of neutral-oil-containing products and creosote is a regulatory treat
ment in the control of the gypsy moth by the USDA Plant Protection and Quarantine 
Program (Wood, 1979). Specifically, these products are used to treat egg masses of 
the gypsy moth that are located during inspection of products being shipped out of 
quarantine areas. When located on forest products, vehicles, or other obj ects or 
products, the egg masses are simply coated with the coal-tar distillate in undiluted 
form. 

A relatively small amount of neutral-oil product (under 100 gallons/year) is 
utilized in this control program. Its continued use is considered essential by USDA 
because, when used selectively, it may prevent great economic destruction by the 
gypsy moth in presently non-infested areas. This will also prevent subsequent use 
of large amounts of insecticides in the future. The insect is capable of causing 
extensive damage to both hardwood and coniferous forests, as well as to shrubs and 
other plants used for landscaping purposes. Tests are continuing, but no promising 
materials have been found to date that will serve this need. 

Larvicides 

Neutral oil coal-tar acids are registered for use in the control of mosquito and 
fly larvae and screwworms in horses and mules. 

The use of these products for mosquito control involves the spraying or pouring 
of the insecticide onto the surface of stagnant waters in amounts designed to cover 
the water surface with a thin film. Effective substitute materials are available for 
this use, and the available information indicates that the current usage of neutral
oil products in mosquito-control programs is quite limited (McWhorter, 1979). 

Treatment of screwworms in horses and mules is likewise believed to be an 
extremely minor use of coal-tar products. No information was uncovered by the 
Assessment Team to confirm that these products are used at all for this purpose. 

Neutral-oil products are used for the control of maggots and flies in garbage 
trucks, where its application serves doubly as a disinfectant. The importance of 
this use, the amount of product consumed for this purpose, and the efficacy of the 
treatment are unknown; however, neutral-oil products are used for. the control of 
drain flies and their maggots in drain lines, toilets, and similar locations. The 
continued availability of these products for this purpose is believed to be impor
tant, because no alternative chemicals have been registered. 

Repellents 

Creosote, coal tar, and neutral oils are used either alone or in combination 
with other products as animal and bird repellents. Coal tar is, in addition, regis
tered for use as an insect repellent in preparations intended for use on human skin. 

The use of these products as animal repellents is limited in terms of the quan
tity involved, and it could not be verified that they are in fact used for all the 
repellent purposes for which they are registered. They are apparently used to some 
extent in lawns and flower beds to discourage the use of these areas by dogs. In 
addition, creosote is commonly brushed or sprayed in stalls and on wooden fences to 
prevent cribbing by horses. This latter use is apparently widely practiced and con
sidered to be important by people who own or work with horses (Alford, 1979). No 
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alternative materials for this purpose seem to be available, except other coal-tar 
distillates. 

Fairly extensive use was made in the past of coal-tar products in the treatment 
of seed, particularly corn, to prevent or discourage their ingestion by birds. Creo
sote and neutral oils are still used for this purpose either alone or in combination 
with other products, such as turpentine. The Assessment Team was able to locate only 
one company that formulates and sells a bird repellent based on coal-tar distillates 
(see Repellent Uses in this chapter). 

Animal Dip 

Coal-tar distillates, including coal tar itself, have been used for a century 
or more for the control of parasites such as ticks and mites, on animals. Current 
restrictions on these products limit their use to dogs and other non-food animals. 
Large animals such as horses are simply wet down with a water emulsion formulation. 
Small animals may be immersed, sprayed, or bathed in the material. 

There are approximately 10 registrations for animal-dip formulations based on 
neutral oil-coal tar acid combinations (8), creosote (1), and coal tar (1). These 
products are used extensively for this purpose and are reported to be quite effective 
(Hidalgo, 1979). 

Disinfectant Uses 

The use of coal-tar distillates as a disinfectant is the single most important 
non-preservative use and accounts for an estimated 50 to 80% of total production of 
those formulations containing neutral oils. The well-established customer acceptance 
of these products as disinfectants is probably due to a combination of their effec
tiveness, economic consideration, aesthetic factors, and their availability over a 
period of many years. 

If it is assumed that 65% of the total volume of coal-tar-based pesticides that 
contain neutral oils as an ingredient is used as disinfectants, the quantity involved 
would be about 215,000 gallons of concentrate, or about 13 million gallons of ready
to-use solution. This estimate is based on a concentrate production of 330,000 gal
lons per year and a dilution ratio of 60: 1. It is assumed that most of this material 
is used to disinfect animal quarters and equipment that are associated with farm and 
ranch work; however, neutral-oil formulations are registered for residential and 
institutional uses as well. 

There are currently 406 separate site/pest registered uses of coal-tar distil
lates as disinfectants that contain neutral oils or coal tar. Only 13 of these con
tain coal tar; none contains creosote. 

Farm and Ranch Uses 

The efficacy of coal-tar distillates for farm and r.anch use results from two 
facts: 1) they are quite effective against animal bacteria, including Pseudomonas; 
and 2) they retain their effectiveness for long periods of time in the presence of 
organic matter (Gaskin, 1974). This latter point is particularly relevant as it 
applies to agricultural uses. Many chemicals which, in other applications, may be 
viable substitutes for those of coal-tar origin generally have very poor activity and 
little residual effect in the presence of the organic matter that is an inevitable 
part of lives tock operations. Thus, for example, chlorine in the various forms 
available for use as disinfectants has a wide germicidal range, but it has poor 
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activity in the presence of organic matter. Likewise, quaternary ammonium compounds, 
which ordinarily have fair to good germicidal activity in the absence of organic 
material, as well as iodine, are generally ineffective in its presence. Even after 
thorough cleaning, preparatory to disinfecting, the organic matter remaining, even in 
minute amounts, is more than enough to inactivate organic-sensitive disinfectants. 

Products containing neutral oil-coal-tar acid combinations are used extensively 
as general disinfectants in livestock quarters, exclusive of dairy parlors, but 
including cattle pens, pig sties, sheep folds, farrowing houses, barns and other 
shelters, and poultry houses. 17 They are also used as a disinfectant for feeding and 
watering equipment, vehicles used to transport livestock, halt.ers, ropes, and for 
other general disinfecting uses associated with animal production. 

Coal-tar-based disinfectants containing 50% or more cresylic acid and 21% or 
more soap are "permitted disinfectants," which, upon specific approval by USDA 
Veterinary Services, may be designated for use in the control of virulent animal 
diseases such as tuberculosis, anthrax, European fowl pests, etc. (Anonymous, 1971, 
1978, and 1978a). Specifications for these products (Anonymous, 1978) are such that 
the formulations cannot contain neutral oils. Specifically, these products must be 
soluble in water, a requirement t.hat disinfectants containing neutral oil cannot 
meet. 

Personnel in the USDA (Miller and Mackery, 1979) icdicate that the use of coal
tar-based disinfectants is a significant part of the animal disease control program 
at the farm and ranch level in the United States. The products are simple to use, 
inexpensive, and have been shown to be effective as general-use disinfectants. 

General Disinfectant Uses 

Although most disinfectants cootaining neutral oils are used in farm and ranch 
applications, many of these products are also registered as a disinfectant for home 
and institutional use. The quantity actually purchased for this purpose is unknown, 
but telephone calls to randomly selected producers verified that part of their pro
duction finds use in non-agricultural applications. Specifically, it is used as a 
disinfectant in outhouses and other sanitary facilities at parks, camping grounds, 
highway rest stops, and other public facilities. It is also used as a disinfectant
deodorant for garbage cans, garbage trucks, and related equipment. 

The extensive use in home and institutions of the proprietary disinfect.ant., 

Lysol@, which for many years was based on coal-tar distillates, strongly suggests 
that the related products of concern here are also currently used to some extent as a 
general household disinfectant. Suggested uses on labels indicate that they are used 
in bathrooms, sick rooms, and as an all-purpose disinfectant for floors, walls, and 
kitchen sinks, among other sites. 

The availability of test data on disinfectant formulations containing neutral 
oils that were obtained by following the procedures of the Official Methods of 
Analysis of the AOAC are limited (Kiggins, 1979). Data which were made available to 
the Assessment Team show a high degree of effectiveness against the bacteria used. 
One set of such data obtained in tests conducted by Hill Top Research, Inc., 

17Cancellation in 1971 of the registrations of these products for use in poultry 
houses has not prevented their continued use for this purpose. 
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fJiaaiyille. Ohio,. is sbown in Table 95 for a typical formulat:ion coot.ain.ing the fol
lowiq inaredieDtsin the percentages indiceted: 

Coal tar pbenols 14.0'1 
Neutral coal tar oils 61.67, 
Anhydrous f!.oap 14.47, 
Water 10.01. 

The data in this table sbow that the disinfectant tested had a critical killioa dilu
tiOD of 1:509. A duplicate ~.t. conducted on the saae organis. 6 weeks before the 
cae rtjM)rted showed a critical killing dilution of 1 :535. 

Table 9S.--lvaluation of Ir~ of Salmonella typhosa after treat8ent with various 
dilutions of a ~oal-tar-based disinfectant; phenol coefficient: 6.4 

Exposur~ Tiae (.in.) 
Dilution 

5 10 15 

1:382 
1:421 
1:463 

1:5098 

+ 

1:560 v + + 
1:616 + + + 
1:678 + + + 
1:746 + + + 
1:895 + + + 

a Critical killing dilution: 1:509 

Other tes~s conducted by the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundltt 1,"14 (WARF) 
Iostit.ute. Inc .• Madison. Wis., for a producer of disinfectants containi,,>, Lt!.utral 
oil are au.urized in Table 96 (Kiggins, 1979). The purpose of these tt".:t ~, ~'acb 
,roup of which was conducted in cuI t.ure lots of 10 to 20 over a period of U lie. waa 
to ascertain the effect of shelf residency on efficacy. A 1:48 dilution ;~lIlI uat!d in 
all tests. The teat organism was Salmonella choleraesusis. Only one positive 
readioa was obtained in the 480 culture t.ubes il1cluded in the st.udy. 

TLble 96~--Result. of AOAC use dilution test of a ~oal-tar-type disinfectant .,aiost 
SaL.onella cholerae~u8is 

Nuaber of 
Lot Culture Tubes Growth Results 

"-ber 
Primary Subcultur,' Primary Subcultkre 

1 60 60 59 59 
2 60 60 60 60 
3 60 60 60 60 
at 60 60 60 60 
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expolure Anatya~s 
Opportunity for exposure to neutral "lis--either by skin contact or inhalation-

during IlUi.nufactunng and packaging vane' with work position within the plant. 
Undoubtedly, it also varies lUIIong plar:t!t 1'10:;t of thl:' companies that for-ulate 
and/or package neutral oil products are either qUIte small, having relatively feli 
e.ployee~, or, as in some cases, neutral 01:5 are only a very small part of a coaplex 
product line of chemicals aod pb.an;laCeutlldls. Pro:\uctlon llmong c08!panies sunreyed 
ranged f~om 175 to 100,000 gallons per year snd averaged 19,500 gallons. Many com
panies produce less than 500 gallons per year. 

The product ulfed in the fOI"lDulation of neutral-oi 1 products 15 tar acid oil, a 
blend ~onsl$ting of approximately 201 acid fraction, 60t mono-and dimethylnaphtha
lene, and 201 coal tar naphtha. The two latter components are known collectively in 
the trade as crystal-free neutral oil. Th~' acid fract.lon is a mixture of pbenols, 
creaols, xylenols, and trimethylphenols, "'hich collectIvely ;Ire known as cresylic 
acid. 

Upon receipt of a shipment, which may drrive by rail tank car or truck, a second 
as.ple is collf'cted by the receiving clerk and transferrt'::d to the quality contlrol 
laboratory for te6ting. Upon approval of the shipment, the tar acid oil is tr~ns
ferred by a closed system frolll the rail car or Lruck to a steel storage tanlt, the 
capaci ty of which 'is determined by tbl:' pI .nt' s production. Ventilation equipment 
located adjacent to the entry port of the storage tank exhausts displaced air from 
the tank to the outside. Upon completion of unloadIng, one employee discoIUlects and 
removes the flexible, st.ainless hose used In the transf!:'r operat.lon, It is assumed-
lind Sotlle .:ompanies have stated--thst thIS hose is dedlcated to that st> only. At 
aO!!lC plants. the tank is equipped with a measuring dev.lce to faCllltd~e .lnventory 
control and is also useful in preventing overflow. 

During fo~ulation, the tar ~cid oil lE pumped from the storage tank to working 
tanks from which the liquid is drawn as required. fhe pump employed during this 
transfer is flushed with water lfter every use at~ the waste thus creat~d is col
lected for appropnat'". disposal All plumbIng used In the operation is dedicated to 
this use. Tht" work.lng tanks are constructei of steel, are equ.lpped with covers to 
control vapors, and !lre calibrated to mea, Jre batch quantities :)ne employee is 
involved In the transfer of the tdr acid 0'1 from the storage tank to the working 
tanks, and thence to mixing tanks. The room in which thIS equipment i6 located is 
usually t"\lulpped with an exhaust fan lealhng to the outs)de. 

The miXing tan~s In whJrh the actual formulating operations take place are con
structed of steel and arC equl?ped with &t~~n jackets and a cover. All major ingre
dients are cbarged throl...gh plpes 1 p a:jH'8 1 to the muing tanks through the cover. 
Large I."xhaust fans are ust>d to mlnlmlZP th., cooC'eotratl' flf vapors in the foIlPU
lating room. The 8C'tcal fn1T.lu!atinR ()}.:t"ra'loo, ....hH't 1S han(!lt"d by one employe.e, 
pro~e("ds as follows: 

1. Pump tar aod 0,1 to ....'{'dang t,mkl, 

2. Add fatty and ~.:: mlxIng tanl< from ban:-els 1n \dl,,-'h it was rl:'C'f'ived 

3 Discharge a quantIty f ta: aod 011 to the mixing tank. The amount added 
at thIS point vanes. WIth ~hp ,;17'< of the l)atch of final product being 

prepared. 

4. Start cixer aod beat to 176 0 F 
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5. 	 Slowly add an~ifo.. ag~~ and 301 sodium hydroxide, the latter comiDS fra. 

st.eel dn.s as received. 

F and 1900 F for 1-1/2 hours.
6. 	 Maintain ~rat.ure between 1760 

7. Add tbebalance of ~he tar acid oil. 

8. 	 Add deionized water. 

9. 	 Mix {a~ 30 .iDutes vhile .. intaining ~e.p~rature at 1900 F or less. 

10. Stop the ~ixer, obtain a s.-p]e of the product, and test.. 

A t)~ical product produced by the above operation has the following approxi.ate 

cOlBpOsitioD. 

Coal tar phenols 14.0", 
tleutn 1 oils 61.6'l. 
Anhydrous soap 14.41. 
Inert ingredients (water) 10.0'l. 

This material flI<Jy be stored in ~he mixing tanks until it is packaged, or it uy be 

pwaped to bulk storage ta.nks. 

Packaging of the product is perfonaed by using a filling .achioe of stainless 

steel construction with tygon tubing connec~ions. In the better-~naged plants, this 

..chine is equ~pped with a hood connected to an exhaust fan which draws air away fru. 
fil~er reservoir. The fan is

the 	 operato= past the filling heads and over the 
Several packages are filled

operated continuously while the equipeent is in use. 
One 	 person operatell the _Chine, but other

sicultaneously and capped i~diately. 

e.ployees are present to supply eP.pty con~ainers and renove filled ones. The product 

is shipped in metal cans (gallon, quart, or pint) packaged 6 or 12 to a carton. 

Eaployee exposure at the point of ..nufacture is a function of the sanitation 

practices enforced, the location and efficiency of engineered ventilation equipment 

instal-led, availability and use of safety equipment, and the nuaber of batches of 

product prepared annually. Responses to a .ail questionnaire sUSlest that at least
industry.

lIlinisal standards of safety and sanitation are _intdned within the 

Eilhty-ei&ht p~rcent of the reepondents stated th~t safety equip8ent is made avail 

able to employees, and all except one firm indicated that the use of this equip8ent
and 	 all

is required. Representatives of OSHA have inspected 67'l. of the plants, 

plaDts respondinz indicated that they .eet applicable standards with regard to venti 

lation and other e8ployee safety standards. 

Total eaployee exposure is probably quite saall, if for no other reason than the 
The 	 averagE

....11 nu.ber of l()atches of product fonwlated and packaged annually. 

of batches per c~any per year is 8 and varies between 2 lind 10. This
Dilllber

statistic does not provide a ca.plete picture of e.ployee exposure because some fir.. 


operate two .izera and thus are capable of preparing .are than one batch at a tiae. 


A .are definitive estu..te of exposure is provided by the nwRber of days that forau


l .. tilll and packagina operations tau place. In this regard, the follo.. ing data, 


whi~ were supplied by a silllie ca.pany with au approxi8ately averale annual produc


ti~n, ..y provide a .are reasonable estiaate uf exposure: 
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,~ Days
!!!£ rOEallfOltiy PacUliDI 

It14 12 

1'75 11 

It76 

l,n 

18 

10 	 12

197. 10 	 11 

TIte DlBben of ellployeea. by job description. who would receive s~ level of expo
SIU'Q OIl the dllya that for.ulatinl and paculiq take place are s~rized in 
Table 97. The toul IWIIber of people in the industry that have direct conuct with 
Deutr..l-oil producta--eitber deraally or by inhalatioo--i.s eat!.ated Dot to exceed 
1,000. 

Table 97.--Sua.ary of exposure to neutral oil produc~8 a~ point of ..nufacture 

lntenldty of 

Jlu.ber o! Job Hours of Potential Exposurea 

ExposureE.ployees nescriptic;Q 
Per 	Year Skin 

InhalationContact 

1 Ileceivilll clerk 	 2 5 5 
1 Liquids supervisors 48 5 4 

1 Liquids cQapOunder 80 5 4 

4 Liquids pack.~ler 	 96 5 5 

2 LaOoratory peraoODel 96 5 4 

a 1 	=coa.iatent hiah expoaure; 2 =occaaional biab exposure; 3 =conaiatent 

aoderate exposure; 4 ~ occasional .oderate exposure; 5 =minimal exposure. 


An a.aesll8l!Dt of exposure to neutral-oil producta et. the point of end uae is 
diff4.C1Ilt because of the uay aad varied Ulles of these products and the fact that 
iafo~tioa is lac:kiDa CD the quanti~y that is sold for each _jor USe. Likewise. 
there is a ,earth of infor.ation CD the frequency of Wle fOl" any ,iven site/pest COD

blDatiou, a .. veIl aa CD the 8lethods of application e.ployed. !apollure ia probal,ll' 
..re _ fuaetioo of Dl!thod of application than it is the purpose of the application. 
'l'Iws. for eDIIIIple, the exposure potentbl for applications tbatiDVolve sprayinl oc 
-wiDa is prob4bly areater tbaa it is for those that involve su..,le pourinl. 
Severity of ezpoaare eYeD for the forae.: application .ethod is aitil_ted soaevhat by 
the fact that the product bas a ueutral-oil content of only about 0.51 after 
dihaUOIIl. 

Well over 101 of the neutral-oil-conUiDiq products ace used for disinfectant 
ad iaaecticidal purpoaea aad are applied by DprayiDa. Undoubtedly, the Ireeterpart 
of tM ..terial 11014 for theae puEpOHS is used in livestock qusrtera, althoup s~ 
finda Wle 10 boWleiaolda and iDstitutional buildinp. Tkece is a potential for f;cca
aioaally Iliah to occasionally IIOCieratc. exposure by both inhalation and ceraal con
uet, the. eact Seftrity dependiq UfOD the use of protective clothioa aDd equipeent, 
includiq reapira~on. Toul arwual exposure would depend upon frequency of applica
tiOlUl, ftich h unlikely to exceed 4 boura per day, 3 to 4 days per year for 1III08t 
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fat'll and ranch lUes. This estis.at.e presu~po$es that applications are ..de in the 
Lat.ert.. betveen .. rk.et.ing of livest::.ck, such as hogs and chickens. and aoving a 
second population into a shel t.et". 

The level of exposure fro. applications in households aad institutivoal facili
ties lUy very veIl eqwal in total t~t for faIl!! aod .aach use because of great.er fre
quency of WI!!.l.xposure re5ulting fro. t.he aop-aod-",ipe-type applications that cbar
ac!:.eril'.e disinfecting operat.ions in bathrOOlU, sick rooms, and in pablic buildina. 
_y rana£: froe occll5ionally .ederate to consistently high depending upon vbether t.be 
applicatioa is conducted on a ~eekly schedule in a ~ousehold or is a full-ti.e job 
for cuatodial personnel in public bu~ldings. 

Exposure fres lIuch olher types of applications as disinff:cting f!lt'll feed and 
vQterinl equip.ent and dipping saall anlaah also has t.he potential of ra"gina froe 
occ.a.ionally high to .iniaal, depending upon the frequency of .uch appl ications and 
whether protectivp clothing is used. Quarantine use for gypsy 80th cootrol i~volve. 
brushina the _terial on the egg _S5 i thua little deraal contact is likely aod inha
lat.ion expo.ure is aini.al. 

The t.otal nuaber of people in the neutral-oil user group i. probably high r~la
t.ive to that of the produLer group, and _y noge up to 100,000 to 500,000. The 
chronic health hazard involved is unknown, but. is assuaed t.o be s..11 , because the 
neutral oil used by the industry is cOl8posed of .ono- and diaethylnaphthalenes and 
coal tar napht.ha only. It apparently does not contain any of t.he higb-boilina poly
nuclear arOCllat.ic hydrocarbons, such ~& benzo-a-pyrene, chryseoe, etc., which vere 
reputed by EPA in its Posit.ion Docuaent to be in tbis product and to be carcinogenic. 

Acute health hazards involved in the use of neutral-oil produn· are appllcently 
quite ssaii. AIIong respondents to a question inquiring about health-relJlted coa
plaints received by ..nufacturers of neutral-oi 1 products, only one sllch instance "'ae 
reported snd it involved superficial skin irritation by a user This is a good 
record, considerins that the respondent.s to this question represent.ed spproxiaat.ely 
2at of the 1ndustry and that ..ny of t.he c~anies have been ..nufact.u1:ing product. 
coot3ining neutral oils for 25 t.o over 100 years. 

Fa.e In the Environment 
The fate in the enviroDJBeot. of the co.ponents of neut.ral oil, prilrarily aono

and diJlethylnaphthalene, is not veIl docuaented in the literature. A su.aary of 
those references wb~ch relale to this subject is presented here. 

Air 

Because .et.hylnaphthalenes are lo~-boiliog fractions of creosote (240°-244° C) 
and, in addition, because there is an invene relationship betveen dist.illation 
temperature and losses in service throu~h vaporization (Stass~, 1964), it is rea.on
able to assu.e that ~tbylnapbthalene5 euter th~ envirooaent in vapor fo~ as a pol
lutant.. Def1nitive data 00 t.he quantities of these coeponents that becoee airborne 
Are limited, but 8e.~ureaentF ..de by Koppers Caspany are revealing in t.hi. regard 
(AWPI, 197~). These data stow that the concent.rations of 8ethyluphthalenes aeri
erally ranaed bela", 0.1 ~gim for all plant. workers .anitored. Area .anit.~rs located 
near the dehydrat.or and t.he ret.ort. door gave values of about 0.8 to 2.3 .g/m . 

CQIIlPared with the results oi>tained using area aonitorins equipltent at. the 
Koppers Co.p&ny plant, relatively s..IIer quantities of naphthalenes should becoee 
airborne at t.he "lent teeperature conditiona under which neutral-oil fo.t'lIulation. 
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. 	 are..ed. ~re i., for example, a 30-fold reduction in vapo~ pre.sure of these co.
, ...... tile t ....rature h reduced fr. 200· to 77° F. The concentration entering 
~ air WGal~. of courae. vary vith .ethod of application, and ..y actually be quite 
~ .....pr.JiaI ia uaed. 

The ultiMte fate of airborne napbthalene cOilpounds h un':noWQ. It is assUJIIed, 
....ver. that they are broken down in part by pbotocheaical degradation and in part 

! 	 .., aoil aictoorlani... upon aettlinl to tbe eartb. Evidence that these cOilpounda are 
"'Ject to pbotocbeaical and .icrobial breakdown haa been aupplied by several studies 
(Lee. et al .• 1978; Walker and Colvell, 1976; and Colwell, 1977). In fact, the naph
tlwtl..ea are apparently oxidized rapidly by aicrooraaniaas (Lee, et aI., 1978; 
Deaa-RaJBODd and Bartha, 1975; Drbko and O'lleill, 1966; and Hepner, 1977). 

!be fate of creosote in quarantine use is unknown; however, the ...11 a.aunts 
~~ would indicate little adverse effect. The products treated are further proc
..sed prior to direct contact with the uaer, and only spot treataents are applied. 

w..... 

• apbthalene and its derivatives appear to be readily degraded in a ... rine 
...t~t. Thua, for ex..,le, six strainG of bacteria isolated froa oil-polluted 
..ter by Dean-Rayaond and Bartha (1975) were all capable of utilizing naphthalene, 
2-aetbylnaphthalene, and 2-ethylnaphthalene as sole carbon sources. Two of the six 

. 	 _t.abolized I,S-dt.ethylnaphthalene and one 8letabolized l-.ethylnaphthdene. Like
, 	 riM, Drblto and O'Jfeill (1966) found that tbe aixture of oraanis.. that colonized 

cnoaoted piliq in the Port Huene.e, California, harbor ~tabolized naphthalene to a 
ailDificant extent. In particular, Paeuda.onaa creosotenai. was found to be very 
tolerant of the neutral fractions of creoaote and to utilize thea as sole carbon 
aources (O'Jfei11, et d., 1961). Hore receotly, Belaa , et d. (1979) found that 
_1y ilUltalled ..rine-pi111l1 in Puerto Rico that bad beeL treated with a special 
aapbtbalene-enricbed creosote v.a colonized by Hyphoaicrobiua vul,are within 4 day. 
aDd by &\Ievenl other straina of bacteria vithin a few weeka. They reported that sub
aequent teat. revealed that at least half of the Bypho:icrobiua straios iaolated fra. 
tile pilina were capable of utilizina naphthalene aa a aole carbon source. 

Reports of .icrobl.l .aa~ilatioD of hydrocarbons such a. thoae refereoced above 
an DOt lUlca.on. Zobell, et .1. (1943) observed the oxidation of naphthalene and 
other producta of coal oriain-by urine orlani.... Siailarly, Gray and Thornton 
(1928) described several .pe.::iell of Paeuda.onas that have the ability to utilize 
upbtbaleoe • 

The biodelradatioo of naphthalene, creoaote, aod naphthalene-enriched cre.ote 
applied to wood ptlinl waa atudied by Colwell (1977). lie reported that napbthaleoe
"~acliq bacteria colonized new wood pilina within boura wheo tbey were iostalled in 

, 	 ~ cGalItal ".ura of Puerto Rico. SiIIUarly, Trader (1973) isolated 15 different 
....r. of bydrocarbon-uttlizina bacteria fro. lov-t~erature watera aod sediaents. 
All of the bol.tes .tabolized naphthalenic and alipbatic hydrocar.boos. 

In studt•• conducted by Lee a&d AnderaoD (1977). it wa. obaerved tbat concentra
U.,.. of naphtlaaleaea added to • 1/4-acale CEPIX encloaure declined by 50'1 within 
24 bours. .ad Iraduall,. clecliaed to bacqround level. over eperiod of 20 day•. 
leductioaa were .ttributed by the authora to adaorption by ainkinlpbytoplankton and 
llicrobial delradation. 
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DiffereDt. paraffinic and arOlNt.ic 14C-labeled b: drocu'bona added to estuarine 
14 f' b ~'ona.d off-alaore "ater • ...,le. were IIOnitored for CO production a ter l.ncu a_I.

2 
periods of , to 96 bours by Lee and Ryan (1976). N.pbt.bal~ne had high degradation 
ratea relative to hilher-lIOlecular-veilbt bydrocarbons. Rate of degradation wa. 
reported to be affected by geason, tide, total bydrocarbon concentration, and incuna
tioe tt..e. 

Zobell, et al. (1943) noted tbat, a. a rule, bydrocarbons having a boiling point 
above ISO· C are a..iaiIsted IIOre readily by bacteria than tbo.e having a lower 
hoiliq point. They reiterated what otbera bave reported, naaely, that bacteria 
foved in a ..rine eoviroDilent are capable of utiUzinl a vide variety of hydro
carbona, includiaa antbracene and DApbtbalene. All saaples of eediaent whicb tbey 
~Ded contained bydrocarbon-o.idizina bacteria, relardless of diatance fra. land, 
water ck!pth, or core depth. 

loll 

Soil bas lona been recolnized as a ricb aource of orlanisas capable of aetabo
liziq polycyclic hydrocarbona. Thus, for exaaple. Tauaaon (1929) found a Ireat 
"ariety of lIIicroor,ani... in soil tut utilize naph'~aalene and other cheaical., 
iacludiDa pbeoanthrene. Likewise, Katthevs (1924), in studyinl .oil sterilization, 
obaerYed an incre.se in total bacterial counts on soil treated with naphthalene. hr 
vod. vas continued by Gray and Thornton (1928), wbo isolated various orlani... 
capable of deca.posinC aroaatic ca.pounds such as napbthalene, cresol, and phenol. 
They reported on 14 bacteria that vere capable of utilizio8 napbthalene. Plore 
recea~ly, ~iyobara, et ~~. (1976) reported on an isolate of Aera.onas sp. fra. soil 
that vas capable of aetabolizinl both naphthalene and phenanthrene. 

Zobell (19S0), in a review of the ...iailation of hydrocarbons by aicroorga
oi.... reported that 80il bacteri~ are capable of destroyiol many co.pounds at a rate 

2 2
of 0.4 to 1.2 "a /day. Naphthalene was oxidized to the extent of 3.37 "a /day. He 
cited nuaeroua references which supported his view that the rapid disappearance of 
hydrocarbons froa surface soil is a direct result of aicrobial activity. In concert 
vith Matthews (1924), he reported that naphthalene proaotes the growth of certain 
orlani... when added to soil. This wa. further subetantiated by thr work of Jacobs 
(1931), who reported that the addition of 1.28 8 of naphthalene to 100 g of soil 
resulted in an increase of the bacterial popuhtion fra. an initial count of a fev 
aillion per Ir. to over three billion per Ira.. Si_ilarly. ratterafield (1927) 
Dot.ed that whereas about 50 days were requi.red for the disappearance of 50 al of 
naphthalene froa 100 I of soil i01tially treated. the second addition of the ch~ical 
disappeared iD 20 days, and the third in 10 days. 

Accordina to Tauason (ae cited by Zobell. et a1.. 1943), naphthalene. anthra" 
ceoe, and phenanthrene are readily utilized by anysoil bacteria. Zobell, et a1. 
(1943) ex-pressed th2 view that, while tbe I8echanis. by whicb hydrocarbons are 
att.cked by aicroorlanis.. is not fully understood. it i. lenerally aKreed that car
bon dioxide and cell substance are the principd aetabolites prodL'ced. Organic 
acid., ketonea, alcohols, and other cheaicals have .lso beeu detected ac interaediate 
or end product •. 

Soil bacteria vere found by Strawinsky and Stone (1940) to attack naphth• .Lene 
and aethylr.aphtbalene. 
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' ..nta and Anlmall 

Only li.ited data are reported in the literature on the incidence of naphtha
;l~a in ani.. ls. No data Wf!re uncovered 'an the occurrence of these cOllpounds in 
,.lacta. 

• 	 Lee, et a1. (1976) exposed blue crabs to food and w.ter containins 14C-labeled 
paraffinic and arOliatic hydrocarbons, includin& naphthalene and llethylnaphthalene. 
Two to ten percent of the labeled hydrocarbons contained in food inlested by the 
crsba were assiailated, and the retRainder wa. excreted. Over 5~ of the radioac

.. 	 tinty a.sociated with the .s.iailated portion was located in the hepatopancreas, and 
after Z5 days this was the. only site containins radioactivity. No evidence was found 

· of storale of hydrocarbons in any of the crab tissue. 

In other work by Lee (1975), it was observed that zooplankton took up petroleum 
kJdrocatbons linearly for 24 hours, with no further increase .fter that tiae period. 
,aoet inaested hydrocarbons were aetabolized and discharged, but about 1"1 was stored 
· by 311 species. 

Alao working with zoopla~kton, Corner, et aJ. (1976) reported that the rate at 

';.wIlich ~lums hellolaAdicus utilized 14C-labeled naphthalene varied widely depending 
IIpOIl whether the cheaical was accumulated directly froa solution in sea water or 
taken up by ~ay of food. In the foraer case, depuration ",as rapid, with leas than 5"1 

·of the radioactivity taken in reaaining after 10 days. By contrast, about. third 
• ftlallined at the end of 10 days when the hydrocarbon was ingested with food. That 
· released by the organis. was in SOBle fora other than naphthalene, thus !Supporting the 
, fiDdinas of Lee (1975) that the cheaical is aetabolized by certain zooplankton. 

Data on the utilization of aromatic hydrocarbons by higher foras of animal life 
are aea&er. Zobell (1950), however, cited several wor~s, the results of which sug

,: pst that rats, aice, rabbits, dogs, and sheep are able to oxidize a large variety of 
, such cheaicals as part of a detoxication aechanism. 

Altematly•• 

Herbicidal U ... 

Each of the two coal-tar products registered for use as herbicides is cOilposed 
of 75"1 percent creosote oil and 25"1 petroleum hydrocar'bon. The Assessaent Teaa was 

,unable to verify that this product is used as II herbicide, as products ..nufactured 
, UDder this reaistratioD are also sold for other purposes. Weed specialists contacted 

concerninl this .atter were not aware of the use of creosote as a herbicide, but 
Acknovledled that it would serve this purpose if applied at a sufficiently biab rate 
(Coates, 1979). 

Unlike certain other berbicides on the aarket, creosote functions as a nonselec
tiye herbicide. In other words, it would be used for itJ knockdown ability. Coaaon 

,herbicides that bave the Salle type of Donselective effect wben applied as foliar 
aprays, and which ..y reasonably be considered as substitutes for creosote, are as 
follows: 
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Paraquat - under RPAR review 

Roundup· 
Cacodylic acid - und~r RPAR review 
Kinaral spirits 

Dioosab-
Diquat dibr~ide 
Pentachlorophenol - under RPAR 

Ot.her herbicides that ..y be substituted for creosote for certaio applicationa 
include 2,4,5-T, 2.4-0. and ...aniwa sulf...te. all of vhich are selective in their 
effect 00 vea-tatioD. The first-DaIM!d cheeical, 2,4.5-T. bas been withdrawn fro. uae 
peIlciiq " final deciaion on its fate by IPA. CertlJin other ch..icala, such as 
8Onuron trichloroacetate. aerve as ~oil sterilaots and ..y also be considered substi
tutes for creosote for certain end uses. 

Creosote and coal tar are used as fUDlicides to protect cordale and canvas prod
ucts. In addition to ita preser.vative action. u.preaoation of these products with 
creosote anc! coal tar also iJlpart. a delree of water repellency, which, in .,at 
caue., would be desirable. NODe of the alternative. available would have this aec
ondary effect to the .... extent as creosote, but there are products on the ..rket 
with little or no fUDli.tatic properties that could be use~ for this purpose. 

Where fUDlicidal properties are the only requireaent. the follovina products can 
be substituted for creo.ote in .ost situations. 

Copper oaphthenate 
Zinc oaphtheoate 
Copper oapbtheoate + penta 
Zinc naphthenate + penta 
Copper 8-quinolinolate 
Copper oaphthenate + copper oxide 

All of these products would be applied in an oil or liaht petroleUM .olvent. P~Dta 
is nov under IPAR. 

Creo.ote. coal tar. and/or neutral oil product. are relistered for use a. inaec
ticide., acaricidea, .r.chni~id... , &nd repellents for both ani-.l. aDd birda. Alter
native chalicala and chaical fo~latioD. for control of the I'" peata are pre
sented here. Sources of inforaation are .howo in the appropriate .ection.. In those 
ioataocea where it vas not pouible to verify that a cod-·tar distillate is actually 
uaad io an application for which it ia reli.tered, this tact ia noted. 

AnlmalOuart.... 

Alternative chellicah for control of aniul pa~aaitea io aoi..l quarten are 
shown belovo All of the chealicah listed are reported to be at le..t as effective aa 
coal-tar distillates and, ualike the letter products, ..y be applied direc~ly to food 
aniul. (Aooo~ua. 1916). lone of the coal-tar producta of concern here va. reca.
.ended by curre!1at technical literature for cootrol of aoy of the peat. Uated. 
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Alternative 

quart.ra for cattle, Co-Rale 
ni_, sheep, aDd Crotoxypbos 
lO«tt. Ciovap· 

RueleDe· 
Dio••thion 
ItahtbioD 
Methoxychlor 
To••pheDe - under RPAR 
RODDel - under RPAR review 

Co-Ral· 
Crotoxypboa 

Ciovap• 
Dio••tbioD 
ItahthioD 
RODDel - under RPAR review 
To••phene - under RPAR 

For coatrol of bouse flies in .Diaal quartere, the fo11oviDI chellical. are 
I::JCItC.....IDd4I!d (~ua, 1976). Althoup uutral oil product. are reliatered for thia 

• tIaet' were DOt iIlclwJed ill thia liat of recOI1IIeDded cbe.icah. None of the live
etock expert. coatacted w•• aware of .ay curreDt usale of coal-tar products for tbia 
.M 	.." ot.ber facet of pe.t cODtrol ....ocbted witb food-aDt.a1 productioD (COIIbs, 
1'7'; lIida1SO, 1979; aDd tlcWborter, 1979). 

Site Altern.tive 

1;....14! fly ADiaal quarten Crotoxypbo. 
Crotoxypbos 101 

+ Dicblorvcs 2.51 
under RPAR review 

DtaziDOD 

-

Dicblorvo. - under 
RPAR review 

Dillethoate 
leDtbioD 
ltahtbioo 

- under RPAR 

Raboo-
Ruuuel - under iFAi review 

2of tile aboY. products 18 applied as G spny (1 ,a1100/500 to 1,000 ft ) to 
IP".. ••.. , c.ili.... f aDd other surfaces. .0De is rec~Dded for use io _ilk roocu . 

• n r.C'-..sded for uae .s the .ctive iqredient io sweet bdts . 

.....ti.lly tbe .... ch.aic.l. •• thole previoualy listed are rec~oded for 
~ol of lice and .ttea iD poultr.r bouses, ••cept that carb.ryl is also uaed for 
~.e. All c~c.l••re applied •• • .pray at the r.te of 1 ,.lloD/500 to 

000 ft.2. Coal-tar darb.tb.a WI'S DOt included in any of tbe li.u of recG..eoded 
",_Leala r..i ..... ." tU c-.tttee. 
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Animal Dip 

A aoaevbat longer list of cheai~.l. that ••y be considered as substitutes for 
coal-tar distillates is available fOI' use on borseB. Dlules, and other non-food 
aniaah. 

Pest Site Alternative 

Ticka Horsem and aules Couaaphos 
Dioxathion 
Malathion 
Toxaphene - under RPAR 
Carbaryl - under RPAR review 
Propoxur 
Malathion 
Methylated naphthalenes 

+ Ronnel (~der RPAR review) 
and Diazinon 

Methoxychlor 
Lice Horaes, aules and Methoxychlor 

dogs Malathion 
Toxaphene - under RPAR 

Fleas Dogs Pyrethrins 
Piperonyl butoxide - under 

RPAR review 
Carbaryl - under RPAR review 
Rotenone - under RPAR review 
DichlorvoB - under RPAR review 
Propoxur 
Malathion 
Methoxychlor 

Mang!e aites Malathion 
Benzyl benzaate 
Rotenone + - under RPAR r~view 

galDA ilsol8er of BHC - undeZ' RPAR 
Sulfur + turpentind'! i· 

pine tar oil + phenol 
Lindane - undel nP~ 

Coal-tar neut~]l oils products are included in the list of rec~nded cheaicalB and 
fo~lation for control of lice and aanle aites on horses and aules and for control 
of fleas, tick~, and lice on dogs. Veterinarians contacted stated that these prod
u.:t. or.: ::::cd ::=ten~i...~!y fnr th,.".. purposes. but each eapb.sized that one or ROre of 
the alternatives are equally as effective. 

larvicide. 
Neutral oil coal-tar acid cORbinations are reliltered as larvicides for the con

trol of aosquitoeB, Icrewwo~s, and fly larvae. 

Mosquito larvae can be effectively controlled by covering the surface of the 
water in which they occur with ,. petrol•• distillate of low volatility, such as 
No.2 fuel oil (KcWhorter. 1979). Alternatively, several pesticides, includinl 
..l.thion, lindane, or ..t~oxychlor, dis.olved in karolene or No. 2 fuel oil .., be 
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..ed. 10 eYideDce .a...de available to the Asseaaaent Tea. that indicmted neutral
011 procltacta are actually uaed aa a lIOaquito larvicide. On the contrary, the ento
_lOliata COIlSulted OD t.hh IDIItter atated that they have no knowled&e of their uae 
for' tlaia purpoae. 

Altenativell for cODtrol of screwworma in farm ani.a1& include coumaphos, 
E'OD.Del, linclaDe in pine oil. llnd diphenylaaine in benzene (Anon}'lBOus, 1976). No 
coal-tar' diatiUate ia include.! in the liat of recoa.ended control cheJllicals and 
fo~atiODa. Althouah there ia indirect evidence that these producta are used for 
.crewwo~ cODtrol. aDiaal peat experta contacted were not aware of their uae in their 
nopecti'ge aeolraphic&l reliaD for that purpose (McWhorter, 1919; Combs, 1979; and 
.idalao. 1979). 

Ma&aota are the larval atale of va~ious species of flies, including the coaaon 
house fly. Neutral-oil producta are registered for use in garbage containers, and 
for thia aite ronnel, ~thoxychlor, and orthodichlorobenzene are suitable alterna
ti'gea. It ia aaauaed that these or other pesticidea aay be used to control drain 
flies io arease traps and other sites where this pest occurs. but regis~ ration of 
alternativea is lacking. 

GYJ)8Y Moth Control 

There are at preaent no alternatives to coal-tar distillates for the regulatory 

treatRent. of sypsy aoth (Wood, 1919). An insecticide, diflubenzuron (Di.ilin8), 
aeeu the criteri. but illl not registered for this use. 

A hlend of cr~~~nte and neutr&l oil is packaged and sold by a single co.pany. 
Iorderl.~ Products, Inc., A subsidiary of Stanford Seed Company of Buffalo, New York 
(UA ReaiBtratioo No. 7832-0001), for use as a crow repellent on seed corn. Contacts 

...de with this firm indicate that this produrt. which has been produced and sold for 
: over SO ye5rs. is eztenuively uaed in .u ~rea extending frOB northeastern 
; Uoited States through Texaa and alonl the Eastern Seaboard (Koepf, 1979). It ia used 
~ Olt!,. to • lillited extent in the Hidweat and West becauae of the absence of a crow 
,proble.. The only other coapaoy 'hat holds a regiatration for the use of a coal-tar 

distillate as a bird repellent. is Parson I a Chetaical Works, Inc .• 
Grand Led,e, Kichi,an (Belistration Mo. 1969-3301). Thie coapany stopped production 
of ita repellent 2 years alo. A third product, (Sterling-Clark-Lurton Coapany. EPA 
.,iatl'aUon No. 9957-00004) the registration data for "'hich inferred that it was 
..ed •• a repellent and feedinl depressmnt, i~ in fact Bold only for wood-preaervinl 
pulpG.ell • 

There are several products ba.ed on coal tar that can be used a8 alternatives 
for bird repelleDt5. Data supplied by the EPA included copper oxalate aa one auch 
alternative, and it waa confiraed that it i. beinl aold fer that purpose. The r.oat 
is cOiiparable to that for tbe cod-tar product and application is aiapler, aa the 

~ ca.-ical is applied AI • powder. It, too, is pack"led and nold by Borderbnd 
. Producta, Inc . 

He.ural• (4-{aethylthio)-3,5-xllyl methylc.l'b~..te) is .1ao repo~ted to be 
videly used •• 8 l'epell~nt OD corn and oth0r seed (Hann, 1979; and Hi.ai••ippi State 
Univ., 1979). Havins both iD8e~ticidal and bird-repellent characteristics, this 
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prodact is preferred by SGee planters over the fonaulation based on creosote and neu

Mesurol ip acre expensive by a factor of 

tral oil, wbich serves only as a repellent. 

~ or four then either copper ozalate or coal-tar-based repellen~8 (loep!, 1979). 

It ia plC"Oduced under the trade nDle of Bordc!rland Black by Borderland Products, Inc. 

(EPA Relietr&t.ion No. 7832-0004) and, eJlcept for cost, is considered to be a viable 

alteraative for coal-tar-based products. 

CurTetra.ethylthiur.. dtsultide (thir..), a cheaicAl sold under several trade na.e8 

in the past, ia appare~t~~ videly used as @ bird, rodent, and deer repellent.
of Dall.. , Tens (EPA

by the Gustafson Ccapany
really fo~lated and packaled 


Ie.tstration No. 7501-14-AA), and aarketed unde~ the trade n.-e Gustafson 42-S, it is 


uaed to tre*t a va~iety of s~ed types and •• a foliar spray to discourale brow.inl by 


Jt fa reported to be eUect.ive a. both a funlicide and a repellent 


deer and rlibbi~.. 


(hrm, 1919; and Karaffa, 1979). 


Ant!lraquioone us been successfully ulled as a bird repellent on p",-ne seed in 

Orilinally illported frOfll c)eraany, the 

direct lIeedina of open land. in the South. by Winthrop 

product w.s aarketed as & bird repellent in the United State. for a t~
.old by Aaerican

later aanufactured and
Hew Yo,,·k. It was 

The cheaical now is widely uS(2d in the paper industry and t.he principalCbeaical Ccapany of 


eyaGAaid.

canufacturer is Kobay Company of We.t GerllUlny, which produce. about 15,000 tons annu


The cheaical i. also used a~ a dye stuff, and is aanufactured for this purpose 

in the United Stateu by Toa'. River Cheeical Ca.pany of New Jersey, a subsidiary ofally. 

CiN GeilY. 

Althouah anthraquinone is not currently relistered for uae .s a bird repellent, 

It is beinl u8~d in the South as 

it ha~ been eJltenaively tea ted for this purpoae. 
Steps are beinl 

treataent for pin~ seed preparatory to so"il1& in tree nurseries. 


taken to reliater the chf!l'!tical for \!We .. a bird repellent . 


...............11...' 

Creosote ia used as a horse repellent (ReaistrationNo. 928-00001), as ellplained 

elsewhere in this docuaent, and is conmid~red to be e••ential for that use by that 

facet of the aniBal industry concerned vith raiaina and breedinl of the.e ani-.ls. 

!he ~sesaaent Tea. vas unable to find alternative products reaistered for this 

The only other uterial reliatered for this purpose hi IiIDthucene oil (Rei· 

However, if coal tar or creosote is canceled fo~ thia use, anthraceneuse. 

oil will no lonaer be avanaole becaulle H. isa product of tbe coal-tar dhtiUaUon 

While appArently not relistered as an an18al repellent, tetra~thyl

(315°-355° C). 

10. 299-183). 

thiur.. disulfide is reportedly used •• a foliar spray to discourace browainl by deer 

and other ania&la (MaDD, 1979). 

InIect RIp•••• 

A stnale EPA resistratioD (No. 14820-00001) exists for a coal-tAr-baaed insect 

hc~nded for uae on h...n akin, this product it supooae to repel 

repellent. The .usesAlent Teal vas unable to contact the 

pats, aosquitoes t and deer flies. 
listina for the fi~ in th~ city 

..nufacturer of this product, because there wa. DO 

where it w•• last located. 

103 are baaed ODThera are approJliaately 110 reliatrationa for products that are potential al ter

for coal tar •• 811\ iaaect repellent. Of thill nu.ber I 
Annatives 


J(, JI-diethyl-..ta-toluallide either alone or in cOlibiution with other cheaticata. 


entoaolol1lat contacted .ttested to the effectiv\~ne.. of this chelBical as an insect 
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~ll..t ••tatiac that it ia tbe sout effective cheaical currently available (Brook, 
1t79) • 

Alumati". diainfectanta for eIIulaifiable coal-tar diainfectanta (containing 
...tral oil) can be divided into several ,roups. The aroup. are .ynthetic phenolics, 
.-t.eraary .-oni.. ca.pounds, iodophora, and baloaen.. TberE are ..ny brand na.es 
for ••ch type of alternative diainfectant available. Each product bas a different 
proportion of up to eiaht active inlredienta; therefore, li.tina the cost Bnd bio
loc1c:al act.ivit.y of each of the severol hundred products available would not be 
feasible. 

A coat ca.parisoD vas aade for one brand of each diainfectant aroup. The costs 
were a. follows per ,allon of disinfectant based on the aanufacturers' reco..ended 
dilut101l for ,eneral uae: 

Synthetic pbenolic $0.10 
.Iodophor 0.05 
Qluternary aanoniua cOlipound 0.01 
Sodiua hypochlorit~ (halogen) 0.02 
E8ulsifiable coal-tar derivative 0.19 

~ioloaical activity of disinfectant. can be altered by ..ny facto~5. So.e of 
tbe I •.jor ones are bacterial a,ent., orcanic aatter, di.infectant concentration, ti.ee 
of ~Atact, and t~perature. For any particular di.infectant uae situation, the bac
terial apnt, t.ea~rature, and contact t~ would be constant reaardlells of which 
cliai.a£eetaDt wa. used. Therefore, the variables are concentration and level of 
orpaic _tter (or,anic load) for dternaUve coapariaon. The dilution of diainfect
eat i. rec:~nded by the ..nufacturer and 8Ust be relied on to ..intain disinfectant 
activity. The only differenc:e between fa~ and ranch use versus aeneral use is th~ 
orpnic: load. 

Oraanic utter influences the activity of all disinfectants. In the ,eneral use 
aituatioe, the object. to be diainfected can be cleaned firlt to re.ove or,anic 
_tter. '!'berefore, all the diainfectant type. could be used. if the aanufacturer 
"'a ebt.. for .uch use. Aseleanioa in fam and ranch uae ia difficult, diain
fectaat& that are leaat affected by oraanic aatter are required. Syntheticpheno
lies, which are related cheaically to the cresols in e.ulsifiable coal-tar disinfect
..t.a, are the only alternatives not Ireatly affected by oraanic utter. 

'!'be alteruativediainfeetants, listed by ,roup na.e, and eeulaifiable coal-tn 
.isinf~t.ent are liven in Table 98 with th~ relative effect caused by oraaDie ..tter. 
"aed n t.heee dIlta, only the synthetic phenolics would be suitable IIlternatives to 
DeUtrel oil disinfectant. in situations where an or.aDic load is pr~seDt. 
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Table 98.--Appropriate uses of disinfectants by type and the relative effect of 
or.anic utter 

Disinfectant 	 Fal'll and General 
Effectiveneas-Type 	 b b 

Ranch Use Use 

s.ulaifiable coal-tar 
derivative high + + 

Pitlmolic 	 high + + 

Iodophor 	 llediu. ± + 

Quaternary .-.oniua coapound low 	 + 

Balo.en 	 low + 

a 	rel~tive effectiveness of product in the presence of organic utter 

b 	+ product usable in situation listed 
t ..r,inel usale in situations where orB.nic load is present 
- not usable in situations where organic load is pre3ent 

In su..ary, alternative disinfectants are available with comparable ~ffective
ne•• and at lower costs than coal tar distillates. 

Summary of Biological Analys's of Creoaote, 

Coal Tar, and Neutral onl 


Creosote, coal tar, and coal-tar neutral oil are registered for use for a large 
nUMber of non-wood-preservin, application., the .ost coaaon of which are of a berbi u 

cidal, funlicidal, insecticidal, and bactericidal ~ature. Neutral-oil products cog
posed principally of neutral oil .nd coal-tar acids account for .aat of the volu. 
uaed. Annual production 1a approxiBately 330,000 ,allons of a concentrate typically 
cODSlistiq of 6:r1 neutnl oil, 151. tar acids, 141. soap, and 81. water. It is thoupt 
that considerably s..ller quantities of creosote and coal tar are sold for non-wood
preservin, uses, but definitive data on usage are lacking. 

The varyina definitions assiped to the tel'll "neutral oU" are a source of con
fusion. In presuaing against neutral oil, the EPA (Fe~cral Reaister, 1978) defined 
thia product a. a .ixture of hydrocarbons of coal-tar origin fro. which the tar acids 
and tar bases have been·r~ved. Basically, this definiti~n covers the neutral f~ac
tion of creosote and includes .11 the constituents shown in Table 75. The As.essllent 
Te.. w•• unable to verify that • product c:onfor.ing to this definition ia produced or 
uaed in the United States. The coal-tar diatilhte referred to as "neutral oil" and 
uaed for the varioue types of applications referred to above is cOllpos~d of 751. 
_thyloaphtbalenel and 251. coal-tar naphtha. It dOij~S not contain the hi~b-boiling 
fraetiolUl ellc..,...ed in EPA'. definition lind for which there ia 1l\0W! evidence of 
carcillolenicity in anL.als. This docu.ent addresses only that product tbat i. cur
rently beiDl produced and utled. 

Application of coal-tar products used as dilinfechnta, fungicides. etc., is 
accoapliahed by apr.yina, wipin,.lprinklinl. aoppina or i.-erline, the exact .ethod 
depeDdiol upon the lite.nd the pelt. Method of application iI probably the aoGt 
t.portalltvariable in deter.ioin, exposure levell. 

IIr:'tT Rll8i11nIT IUan ..... 
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D.t& .. tbe quaatitiea of coal tar, creosote, and neutral oil lold for non-wood
,nee~ ••ea are Dot avaUable. Sianadf, the IlilBOunt applied by type of ..ad use 
(e••• r...ici4e, disinfectant. inaecticid~, etc.) is unknown. In fact, only value 
1af.~ti.. oa ~ uaes these products. and in what quantities and for what purpose, 
was ....Ued by the producera aod padtAlen; howe·,er. total annual conaUliption of 
,ro6acu coauillioa neutral oU is ellU..ted to be approd.ately 330,000 ,allons. 
~ ..-atity CODgerta to • VOlUMe of ready-ta-uae aolution, equal to about 20 .il
11...al1088, as.uaina a dilution rate of 60:1. Coosiderably s..ller quantitiea of 
creoo~te and coal tar--probably lea. than 20 thou.and ,allons annually--.re thoulht 
to .. aaed. 

Reutral-oil product. are .old by the ..nufacturers to retail outlets, pri..rily 
faa:a ... rancb .tores, jobbers, veterinary aupply houaes, and repackaling finis, 
-. othen. Onl.,. lialted aa.ount--probably leu than 5'1--iII sold directly to user 
IZG.... ~ eatt.ated 65'1 of the total voluae is uaed a. a leneral disinfectant in 
eat..l productioa and for housebold and institutional applications. The balance i. 
_&d a. an i.uecticide aad funaicide and for auch aite-specific applications as gypsy 
_til COIltrol, Illcrewwom and rinavom wounds in ani..ll1, and aoillal dipa for noo-food 
aat.els. So.e Deutral-oil products are .pparently Itill used for contr~l of para
.itea io poUltry bouael, notwithstmndinl th~ fact that this use wal canceled io 1972. 

Specific ~ZAMples of the .pplication of coal-tar producta for Dany of the uaes 
for vbi.cb they are reaiatered vere not uncovered by the Assessllt!!nt Tea.. Exceptions 
.~ their usea aa diainfectanta in ant.el production, which was viewed by experts in 
~ field aa an t.portaot part of the total ani..l health prolr.. , and for control of 
tJIIe upay ISOth. The latter use conatitutea a USDA ret."Ulatory treabaent th.. t is con
8idered to be essential because of the econ~ic iaportance of the gypsy 80th and the 
fact tIuIt DO alteOUttive cheuicala are relistered for thia use. 

Data on efficacy of neutral-oil products for all except disinfectant use~ are 
1acltica. Coal-tar acids, the active inlredient in .ost neutral-oil product., have 
beea ahovn to be hiahly effective aa a general dillinfectant, and non-neutral-oil 
fOJ3Ulationa are desipated by USDA aa a relulatory treatMent for the control of cer
tain aniDal diseases, such .a anthr.x and tube~culollia. 

DenB&ll and inhalation expoaure at the point of aanufacture of neutral-oil
colltainiq for.u.latioll5 io jud,ed to be s..l1. Approxiaately two-third. of the 
for_latica cotlpaniea have apparently Bet OSHA standards with relard to e.ployee 
safety. A relatively s..ll nOBber of e.ployeea (eatt..ted at les. than 1,000) are 
directly involved io the manufacture .and packaging of theae products, and duration of 
exposure for thoae moat directly involved io these activities is lenerslly leu .than 
IOU hours per year. 

'I'Iae population of users is eati...ted at 100,000 to 500,000. Exposure varies 
wi~ _tbod of application, but is judled to be quite alllall on an annual basis 
becauae of ;tafrequency of use and the low concentrstion--about 0.5'1--of neutral oil 
ill ready-to-uae solutions. 

'-ona coal-tar cheaicala used aa peaticidem, the naphthalenes are unquelltionably 
..... those that are IIOst aubject to biololical oxidation. Evidence ......ed by 
a_rou stuclies sbovs with a biah delree of certaiDty that tbese chfSlicah are 
rapidl, decOIIpOeed in both aquatic a~d terreatrial eDvirollllenti by aeveral species of 
mcroor..oi..... 10 evidence vas uncovered by the As.sen.nt Te.. that napbthalene 
COiIfOWlCIa aCC18Ilate in plants. '!'he fate of theae cOlipounda in the air is unknown, 
but it i. as.u.ed that they are broken down in part by pbotoche.ical oxidation and, 
upon aettliol to earth, by Boil bacteria. 
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Creosote, coal tar, aDd Deutral oil are or.aDie eb..ieals derived fro. bitu.i 
aoua coal. These or.uie ebeaicab are uaed priaar11y as wood preservative.. Of the 
..,rox18et.ely 100 .111100 laUou of creoDote u.ed a.ually, oDly 21 (about 2 _HUOD 
..Uoaa) 11 cota8\8eCl io DOD-pressure c::~rc:ial tlMnaal aDd .oak treatileDti. AD 
...1tioaal 0.051, or ~O,OOO ••11ou, i. used for ..iDteDaDe. treataeDtu of utility 
polH 10 liM. All ad4itioul 0.21, or about 200 t.b.o....DCI ..Uou, h .old tbrouab 
retail outlets t.o hO_OWDeri .Dd other Iroupa for bruab, aip, aDd .pray ."lieatioD'. 
n.. INalaaee, repre.eotiq 97.75 _iUioD ,aUou or alJlo.t 911 of the total, ia uaed 
ia prealare wood treatMDt procell. 

Ia .&ditio. to pr••ervative ua~D, theae ..teriala are e.,loyed io a ¥ide variety 
of applicatiou DOt related either to wood or wood preaen.tioD. The8e ulea of creo
sote, coal tar, aDd neutral oib are liated below iD the Iroup~~ ~!l9VD.: 

1) loaect repelleDt 1 reliatration 
1 re,iatratioD2) Berbicide 

3) Fuaaicide for rope canva., tarpaulina 1 relist.ration 
16 re,iatrationa4) iSoaquito lanicide 

5) Iuecticide for acrevwora on horsea, 2 re,iatratiou 
aulea, and funaicide for rinawora 
00 hotaea 

2 resistrationa6) Acaricide for ..nae .itea on horaes 
1 re,ilitratioo7) DiaiafectaDt--huaaa 

406 re,iatratioua8) Diaiafectant--aDt..l and aDtaal 

quartera 


7 reiistraU.ona9) Iuecticide for lice and flies on 

horaea, dOI.t hOI hOUlea, aheep 

barD*, dOl kennela, .nd atablea 


10) Larvicide for drain fliea and flies 
14 re,iltrationaon ..rba,e trucks 

1 re,iatration11) Arachicide for ticka in hOI houaes, 

sheep barns, do, kennels, horse 

stablea, and on do.s 


2 re,iatrationa12) Tree dres.inK 
1 relbtration13) Bird repellent 
1. reliatration14) Borae repellent 3 reaiatrationa15) o,pay Moth larvicide 

UmHatlon of the Analysis 

AI~ab there are ..DY re,iatrations for nOD-prealure wood pre.erv.tiv~ uaea, 
DO ...... data lire av.Uable. Furtberaol!:'e, the Doa-wood-ue-producta liated involve 
MOre ~ cae .it~ (for exaaple, hor••s/do,a or a,ricultural preeilea/reaideDtial and 
iutitDtioul praise.); therefore, it ia not pOllibleto detemne the UIOuot of 
actbe iqr.edient u.ed per .ite. 
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1 

, 
, 'I'Iiie Unt 1I18Or ..... of the•• chelaieall ia a. an in.ect repellent. Coal-tar 

4ist111atee are uaed to • li.ited exteat in the control of in.ecta. There i. one 
nain.raU_ for dab ",rpo.e C... Uae Patterna and Efficacy). An extensive ex..iua
U. of t.M literature did Dot reveal any oatt.atea of tbe extent of its use. 
"~1 aNaUcts did DOt provide aoy eatt.ates of uaale. 

'DIe aecoed l8i..r ...... of the.. cbeaicall ia as • berbicide. There ia one 
c 	 ~tr.tl_ for this .... CGibb, 1979). Turflrass experts and weed scientista, as 

_11 .s USDl penoa.n.el _0 vert! contacted, were Dot aware of any use of tbis product 
hE' tlaat ,urpoa. Caee Uae 'atterna and Efficacy). 

1'IIe tlaird IIiaor ...e ia aa a funaicide on rope and canvas tarpaulins. There ia 
~, ~ reatatration for thia ua. (Gibb, 1979). It is not & pesticide as .ucb, but 
nt.Mr a preaen.tiv. for tarpauU.us .Dd atack covers. In the case of rope, it abo 

, 	 plWri.... protection •••iut decay (C'_:tn•• , 1979a). Ho estiaate. of tbe qu.ntities 
" 	 of pEOCklct ..ad for thb purpose are available. 

n.e fourth iliacI' a •• of theae cb.eaicela i. a. a IIOsquito larvicide. There are 
l' reatatrati0D8 for this purpose (Stapp, 1979). Blenda of neutral oil and coal-tar 
Kia .re ..ed to control the lIiIOaquito larvlie in atapant watera (.ee Use Patterns 
aM Efficacy). The contim.aed availebility of theae products for theae lUes is not 
rital, becau.ae effective alternative cbesicals are registered and available. 

nae fifth I8inor uaaae is an 8Jl illllecticide for screvwom on bone. and .ulea and 
,~ 	 •• a ftauaicide for riDpOm on hor.e.. There are two reaiatrations for theae use 

.ites (Glbb, 1979), but dAta on quantities uaod are not available. The USDA. how
ever, doe. DOt rec~ coal tar derivative product. for the control of lice. and 
ftC UJl!otions for screwwom control were not available. Bo State recoalendations 
an ...U.ble Ustiq theae che.icala for screwwom control (Devine. 1979). 

'l1ae sUt.h IIiDor .aae is aa 8n acaricide for -nae .itea on boraell. There are 
t.a reaiatr.tiou that control lice and Plloroptic "Ole .ite on borses. Theae prod-
1ICt.a COIItaiA co.l tar-neutral oila. There are over 10 chelaicah rea1stered for utle 
for ~ ,soroptic IIIUlp I8ite control, and over 40 resistered alternativea for lice 
ceatrol OIl JI.onea. USDA rec«l_endations for _nle control on borsea were DOt avail _le. A UatiDa of evailable State ree~dations for -DIe lice and acrevvora con
tnl t. abovn in Table 99. Bo State rec~ndation. are available. 

Tbe ae!Yenth .imor Wla.. .is a. Mn insect repellent for uce by b ..ns. There is 
• 	-.17 OM reliatration for this use (EPA Rei. Ho. 14820-1). It is a coal-tar-baaed 

Weet repeUeat and is applied to exposed skin are.s. except the forebe.d. The 
; fll!ft8t.i.0D of whether this use is properly an area of re,ulation by the Food and Drul 
: 	~l!t.g"aU.OD is currently under review by EPA. 

~ 'IIae dabth use b as a disinfectant. Both coal tar elld neutral oil-tar acid 
i: 	 ....... an the .ctivo iqredients that arlt used for this purpose. Disinfectant uses 

',accoaat for All e:U..ted 50 to 801 of total prodUction of those fomulations (:on
~iaiaa aeutral oil., &ad a. sucb ~re the .ost t.pcrtaGt Ilon-preservative use. of 
t.MM products. The quaaUt7 uaed is eatiGated •• 215,000 laUons of concentrate. or 

~:.MiIt 	 13 mllioo pU.. of reaq-to-use .olution per ,ear. There are currently 
606 ..,erate aite/peat r.alatered aBe. of coal-tar distillatea a. disiafectaats that 
eo&taiD both neutral oils aDd/or coal tar. Oaly 13 of theae contain coal tar. It 
.... a.alMed that about 651 of the total vol... of coal-tu' bued pesticides is used 
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as dlslnfe'(tants. but no quantIty usage figurt'~ are available (!if'(' l'!>f' I'lttl'fll!> ,\.,' 

EfflC'acy) . 

The' nlnth minor usage IS as an InsectiC1<le on dogs and horSt'S fOf (ontrol :d 

lIce and fleas, and in dog kennels, stahles, and hog houses to control the'>p ppst~ 
Tva coal-tar neutral-od products arr federally registere'c\ for hoth 11C(, rllld flt>d 
coctrol on dogs, and another product contalning coal-tar neutral 011s IS alsu r<'gls
tered for lice control. Over 80 alternatives are' :;-egistered for use' on dogs for llu' 
lind over 100 substitute' pesticides are listrd for flea control (EPA, 1976('). A sum
mary of all State recommendations available for fle'a, lice, mite, and tick control on 
dogs is gIven in Table 100, The most frequently recotmlended chemicals for tIed con
trol are: carbaryl (a pre-RPAR chemica1), coumaphos, DDVP (a pre-RI'AR rhenllcal', 
malathion, methoxychlor, and rotenone. The most frequently listed Slate relonuTIpnc\ec\ 
chemicals for lice control are carbaryl (pre-RPAR) and malathion. The Uni tt'd Stat('s 
Depdrtment of Agriculture does not recommend coal-tar!creosote!coal-tar neutral OIls 
for fleas or lice on dogs (USDA, 1974b and 1976). Table 100 indicatt's the Federal 

recommendations for flea and tick control on dogs. 

One coal-tar neutral-oil product is federally registered to control 11ce and 
psoroptic mange mite on horses, and another product containing coal-tar neutral OIls 
is federally registered for lice control only. There are over 40 chemical alterna
tives registered for use on horses to control lice, and over 10 substitutes for 
equine psoroptic mange mite control. A summary of the available State recommenda
tions dealing with lice, mange, and scre......orm control is listed in Table 99 and 
earlier in this chapter. The most irequently recommended chemical alternatives tor 
Jice control are: coumaphos, dioxathion, malathion, and toxaphene (RPAR chemi cal). 
The USDA recommendations for lice control are: coumaphos, crotoxyphos, dioxathion, 

and malathion (USDA, 1974b). 

The coal-tar-based pesticides are federally registered as disinfectants for ani
mals and animal quarters and are used to control animal parasites such as fleas, 
lice, mites, and ticks in animal quarters. These products have been canceled (or use 
on food animals, but are permitted in animal quarters and on nonfood animals such as 
dogs aad horses (see Use Patterns and Efficacy). The State recommendations deallng 
with fleas, llce, mit(', and tick control on various animal premises are given in 
Tables 102, 103, 104 and previously in this chapter. A summary of the approximate 
number of registered chemicals for selected animal premise site& and uses is given 

in Table 101. 

The tenth minor use of these products is for control of maggots and flles in 
garbage trucks, where they serve as a larvicide and disinfectant. Neutral-o~l prod
ucts are also used to control drain flies and their maggots in drain lines, etc. The 
continued availability of these products for this use seems important, as no alterna

tive is registered for drain fly control. 

The eleventb minor use is as an arachicide for ticks in hog houses, sheep barns, 
dog kennels, and borse stables, and on dogs. This usage is coverfJ in Tables 102, 
103, and 104 and, along with the minor usage in category nine, is probably one of the 

aost important non-preservative uses. 

The twelfth minor usage is as a tree dressing. There are two registrations for 
creosote coal tar as a tree wound dressing. As early as 1932, it was observed that 
tars and creosotes were injurious to tbe growing layer at the margin of tre~ wounds. 
Toxicity tests sbow that fibrated a~phall paint plus creosote applied to tree wounds 
caused sOllie consistent injury to cambium tissue at the margin of the wound and t.here
fore reacts unfavorably on the tree I s natura 1 hea ling process (Cummings, 1979a). 
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Table lOO.--Summary of State and Federal recoaaeodations for flea, lice, .ite, ;md tick control 01\ dogsCil,b 

States/USDA 

Alabama 
Arkansas 
California 
Illinois 
Indiana 

Iowa 

Louisiana 

Minnesot.a 

Mississippi 

Missouri 


Montana 
Nebraska 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
North Carolina 

North Dakota 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode I s land 

South Dakota 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Virginia 
Washington 

West Virginia 
USDA 

Benzyl 
Benzoate 

M F,M,T 

d
Carbaryl Chlorllane

e Chlorpyrifos Couaaphos 
f

Creosote Cythioate 

F,T r,T 
F,T 
F,T T r 
F,T 

T 

F,L,T r,L,T 
F,T 
F,T 

F,L,T F,L,M,T 
T 

r,L,T F,T 

F,T 

F,T,L 
F 
F 

F,T 

F,T F,T 
T 

F,L,T T 

T 
T 

T F 

F,T 
F,T F 

F 

F.T 
F 

F 
T 
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Table 100. --Summary of State and Federal recOlBtllendations for flea, lice, aite, and tick 'control 

on dogsa,b_-continued 

States/USDA Diazinon Dioxatbion DDVpd 
f

Lindane Halathion 
Metboxy

cblor 

Metbyhted Napthalenes 
+ 

Ronnel + Diazinon 

p 

Alabama 
F,T F 

F,T F 
Arkansas 
California 

F,T F,T F,T 
F,T 

Illinois 
Indiana 

Iowa 
F,L,T F,L,T 

Louisiana 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 

F,T 
F F,L,M,T 

F,T 
F,L,T 

F,T 

F,T 
F,L,T F,L,T r.T 

Missouri 

Kentana 
Nebraska 

F,L:T 
F,L,T F,L,T 

F,L,T 
FtL,T 

F 

New Jersey F 
New Mexico F,T 
Nortb Carolina 

North Dakota 
F,T F,T 

T 
Ohio 
Oitlaboaa 
Pennsylvania T 

F,L,T M,T F,L,T 

F F 

T 
F 

Rhode Isbnd F 

South Dakota 
Teanessee 
Texas F 

F,T 
F 
F 
F 

F 

T 
T F 

Virlinia 
Washington 

F F 

West Virginia 
USDA T 

T F,T F 
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Table 100. --Sl.lJIImary of State and Federal recommendations for flea, lice, mite, and tick (:ontrol 

a,b . don dogs --cont~nue 

States/USDA Pyre
the ins 

Pyrethrins 
+ 

Piperonyl 
Butoxide 

Pyrethrins 
+ 

Synergist 
Ronnelg Rotenone 

Silica 
Aerogel 

Formulations 
Sulfur Trichlorfon 

Alabama 
Arkansas 
California 
Illinois 
Indiana 

Iowa 
Louisiana 
Minnesot.a 
Mississippi 
Mi..souri 

Montat.a 
Nebraska 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
North Carolina 

North Dakota 
Ohio 
Olitlahoea 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 

South Dakota 
Tennesaee 
Texaa 
Virginia 
Washingt.on 

F,T T 
F,T 

F 
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Table lOO.--Summary of State and F~deral cecommendations for flea, lice, mite, and tick control 

on dogsa.b--continued 

Pyrethrins Pyrethrins Silica 
Pyre g Rotenone AerogelStat~s/USDA + Butoxide + Ronnel
t.hrins FormulationsPiperonyl Synergist 

FWest Virginia 
USDA 

Nebraska, 1975 Oklahoma, 1975a Source: Alab.... 1975 Iowa, 1978 
Louisiana, 1976 New Jersey, 1976 Pennsylvania, 1977Arkansas, 1975 

Rhode Island, 1974California, 1970 Minnesota, 1975 New Mexico, 1973 
.snd 1974 Mississippi, 1975 Nort.h Carolina, 1977 and 1974a 

North Dakota, 1977 South Dakota, 1976Illinois, 1976 Missouri, 1976 
Ohio, 1978 Tennesse~, 1975Indiana, 1976 Montana, 1975 

b F = fleas 

L = lice 

M = aites 

T = ticks 


C Lindane now being substituted for BHC (EPA/USDA, 1978). 

d Pre-RPAR chemical. 

E Canceled for livestock uses, Deceaber 31, 1980 (EPA, 1978a). 

f RPAR chemical. 

S Boonel is no lenger beiDI produced (Dow Chemical. 1979). 

Sulfur Trichlorfon 

TeX8&, 1979 

USDA, 1976a (fleas) 


and 1974b (ticks) 
Virginia, 1978 
Washington, 1979 
West Virginia, 1976 
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Table 101.--Approximate number of registered chemicals for selected animal premise 
3

sites and uses 
---------------.----------------~... ~--- ..~.-- -_. 

Site 

Livestock premises 

Poultr)T buildings 

Poultryhouse premises 

Kennels 

Stables 

Hogbarns/houses/ 
parlors/pens 

Bacteria Fleas Fungi Lice Mites Ticks 

81 
b 3:2 

21 18 20 13 

82 64 

27 25 

33 11 

10 

10 17 

3 3 4 

11 5 12 

a Sources: EPA, 1976c. 
b 

~ not applicable/not given. 
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8 Table W2. --S~ry of State and Federal rec:-_e_n~~t_io_n_s_ ~o_r_flea, 1 ice, and ti cit control on dog prellll_se_s_a_,_b___________.____ _ 

StAtes/USDA 

Alabama 
Arunsa. 
California 
111 inoia 
Indi.ana 

Iowa 

Louisian.l 

Plinneaota 

Plininippi 

Pliaa;>uri 


lIIebrasu 
li~ Jersey 
.~ !tellico 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 

Ohio 
OklabOlU 
Peunsy1vania 
Rhode hland 
South Carolina 

South Dakota 
Temleaaee 
Texas 
Vir,inia 
Waatliqton 

West Virainia 
USDA 

Bendio
carb 

T,F 

F 

Carbaryl d 

F 

T 

F,L,T 

F,T 

F,L,T 

F,T 


F,T 

F,T 
T 

F,T 

F,L,T 

F,T 


T 

F 


F 
F,T 

F,T 


F 


Chlordanee Chlorpyri.fos Couaaphos 
Crotoxyphos 

+ 
DDVP

d 
Diazinon 

Diazinon + 
Pyrethnns 

+ 
Butoxir.:1.! 

T T,r 
T 

T r,T 

T T 

F,L,T F,T F,T 
F,T 

T F 
F,T F,T 

F 

F,T 

F 
T F,T F 

F,T T 

T T 
T T 

T 
T F 

F F 
T F 

F 
T 

F,T 
F,T F,T 

r 

' 



------- -

Table I02.--Scaaary of St.te and Flder31 recommendalion. for flea, lice, .nd tick tonlrol on dog pre~1.~.4,b_-contlnued 

Sutes/USDA 

Alab..... 
Arkanus 
California 
Illinois 
Indiana 

Iowa 
wuiaiana: 
~\DD.~Bot. 

Kiuiasippi 
t1.is.ourl 

NebraFu 
New Jersey 
lIew Mexico 
North Car-ohna 
North Dakota 

Ohio 
Clr.laboaa 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode 15 land 
South C. ro 1in.. 

South Dakota 
Tenn~5&ee 

Texas 

virginu 

Washington 


~/.st Virglnh 
USDA 

----  -~DVp.r-:- -._. -----

Pyrethnns 
t 

Synergist 

Hept,chlor( 

F,T 

T 

F,T 

F 

f,T 

F 

F 

F 

T 
T 

f 

F, T 
F 

lI.lathion 
Hetbyl

carbamate 

F,T 
F,T 

F 

f,T 
ttT 

F 
F,L,T 

F,T 

F,T 

f 
f 

F,T 
F,T 

f 

F 

T 
F,L,T 

F 
f 
F 

f 

F,T 
~'. T 

F,T 

F 
f F 

Hethyl .1,.thyialed 
carbamate Naptha lelll". ~ 

t Ronnel + 
Pyrt'thrins Diazlnon 

f 
f,L,T 

, 
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---------------------
, Tabl~ 102.--SlaBBa~, of State and Federal reco.aen~~tions for flea, lice, and tick control on dog premisesa,b_-continued 

ko~n:l-h 
Pv~etbnns 

Pyrelbnns Pyrethrumhp.. rJnv ! +States/DSDA SorpllveNaled Propoxur Pyrethrins + Res...,thrin Ronne!h +blJtox\.rie PIP~' DustSynergist P.pemny!BUlL'A: 
ButOJo de--------, ------~-------~-

AlAb..... 
fArkanSAS T f

Callforn". 
f fllltnoiE. f,T 

IDdl"n~ T 

10WI f,L,TLoUISIana 
l1tnnesota f,T F
IbSlU81ppt f , • f,T F f f,T FMissourl I T 

" .. bra.lta 
II..,.. J"rfi"~ f
lie'" /lexiCo r fNort'J Carol,na 1 T
Hortb Dakota f 

OIuo 
OU.hoRl.. f,L,T
Penn.ylvaDl a F' F f F,TRhod.. Is land 
Soutb C .. rolina 1" F F 

South Oakat6 F F,T
Tennesst"e 

F 
TeXAJi r,T
Vlrgln ... '" f,r F
" ..blngton F F F F F 

West VlrSln;. F
USDA F F 

" SourcC!'s Alaba... , 1975 low., "978 Nebraska, 1975 OhIO, 197i1 Soutb Dakota, 1976 West Virg4Dia, 1976Arkansa., 1975 ...OUiSl ... Uol. 1976 Hew Jersey, 1976 Oklaboma, 1975 Tenne••ee, 1975 USDA, 1976•
Callfornl', 19/' l1innelota, 1975 Hew Hexico, 1973 Pennsylvania, 1977 Texas, 1979
dltnoh, J~76 !975. 1977Hi-SlUippi, North CJrOllna, Rhode Is lond, 1974 Virginia, 1978

Indiana, 1976 l1i ..ol..", 1976 North Dakota, 1977 South Carolina, 1979 WaabingtoD, 1979 


b f =fl~.s; L = llc~; T = lIcks 


C Li~d'Dt no~ beIng substltuted for SHC (EPA/USDA, 1978). 


d Prr-RPnr chemIcal. 


e Livestock u..:. c<ln,'e1ed (EPA, 19'~r.), 


Ljv~.tod: use. cancd"d, Jul:J 1...~; :'f.?A, 19t5.}. 


~ RPAR cbemic.]. 


h RODDel no lonltr b~lng prpd~,ed (D~v Chemlcal. 1979). BEST DOCUMENT AVAILABLE 



Table 103.--S~ry of State and Federal recommendations for insect, mite, and tick 
a bcontrol on borae stables ' 

State Diazinon Diltethoate Fenthion l1ala
thion Ronnel c Tetrachlorvinphos 

+ 
DDVpd 

Toxa e
phene 

Florida 
T 

f'lichisan I,M 1,11 1,11 I,M I ,11 1,11 

a Source.: Florida, 1916 
Michigan, 1915 

b I·= 1nsect; ... n = .1t~s; T k= tic 8 
c 

Ronnel no longer being produced (Dow Chemical, 1919). 
d Pre-RPAR chemical. 

e RPAR chemical. 

Table l04.--Summary of State and Federal recommendations for lice and mite control 
. a,bon bog prea1ses 

States/USDA COWBaphos 	 TetrachlorFenthion Malathion l1ethoxychlor Ronnel c 
vinphos 

Arizona L 	 L L 	 LColorado L LIowa L LKansas L 	 L
Michigan L 

Mississippi L 	 L L,11 L L
Missouri L
Hontaru, L
North Carolina L
North Dakota L 
Pennsylvania L 	 L L
South Carolina L
South Dakota L
Texas L
Washington L 
West Virginia L 
USDII L 

a Sources: 	 Arizorua, 1978 Missouri, 1976 South Dakota, 1916 
Colorado, 1977 Montana, 1975 Texas, 1975 
Iowa, 1978 North Carolina, 1977 Washington, 1971 
Kansas, 1974 North Dakota, 1977 West Virginia, 1911 
Michigan, 1975 Pennsylvania, 1977 USDA, 1974b 
Mis.issippi, 1974 and 1974. South Carolina, 1979 

b 
L =lice; M =aitea 

c 
Ronnel no longer being produced (Dow CheJIical, 1979). 
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The thir~eentb ainor usage is 8S a bird repellent. Creosote is registered as a 

bi:d repellent for use on corn. Also registered are copper oxalate, Mesurol~. and 
th~raa. State recommendations dealing specifically with crow repellents on corn were 
unavailable. 

Data for the quantity of bird repellent applied nationwide were not available. 
For illustrative purposes, Table 105 shows the amount of creosote and its alterna
t.ives used on a per-bushel basis. 

Table l05.--Pounds of creosote and alternatives applied per bushel of seed corna,b 

Pounds 	Formulation Percent Pounds a. I . 

CheDIical Per Bushel 	 Formulation Per Bushel 

Creosote 	 1/2 31.33 0.16 

Coppe r 	 oxa la te 1/2 4.0 0.02 
8Hesurol	 1/2 50.0 0.25 

Thirsm 	 1/2 42.0 0.21 

a Source: EPA, 1976c. 

b One bushel is equal to approximately 56 pounds seed corn. 

Although difficult to calculate accurately, 1 bushel of seeds is required for 
approximately 4 to 5 acres depending upon row size, seed size, and geographic area. 

Tbe following data illustrate the difference in chemical costs on ~ per bushel 
basis: 

Cost/Pound Pounds/Bushel Cost/Bushel 

DollarsDollars 

1.052.10 	 1/2 

1/2 1.05 
Creosot.e 

Copper 	oxalate 2.10 

e 5.75
tIe.urol	 11.50 1/2 

1. 302.60 	 1/2Thir.. 

Altbou,b HeAurol8 and thir.. are .are expensive per bushel, copper oxalate is pre
cisely t.be a.-e price as creosote. Therefore, a suspension of creosote should not 
create any cost iDpact (Boisvert, 1979). 

A nUBber of noncb~ical alternatives are also used for crow repellents. 
Exploders, traps, nets, and broadc.stina Ulplified alara or distreu calls have 
proven to be effective aecbanical lleanli of control. 

The fourteenth Dinor usale is a. a borse repellent. Creosote oil il resistered 
for use on wood stalls, Man,ers, ,ates, fence rails, post.s, trees, trailer sides, and 
si»ilar wooden atruclureli, to prevent borses frOID bitinl, pawing, or licking all 

their stalls and ot.ber wood the anieal. can come into contact. with. Anthracene oil 
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is also federally re8istered for use on wood to protect against borse cribb~ng. Th~s 
product, while also a coal-tar distillate, was not RPAR'd and presumably.w1ll re.~ln 
available if creosote is canceled for this use, cuts of which are used 1n prepar1ng 
cOBDercial Irades of creosote. 

A local ,horse supplies store indicat...d that there are alternatives to creosote 
and anthracene oil. Federal registration of these products could not be ver1'f'1ed by 
the Pesticide Product Infor.ation on Microfiche (EPA, 1976c). The State and 
United States Departaent of Agriculture recommendations available did not list any 
pesticides to prevent horse cribbing. 

There are about 8.5 aillion horses in the United States and 3.2 million horee 
owners (A8erican Horse Council, 1979). It is very difficult, however, to dete~ine 
the extent of creosote oil use for horse cribbing. It is prob..ble th.. t uS"le is 
under 100,000 gallons annu.. lly (DeVine, 1979a). 

A horse's chewins, biting, and/or licking actions on the wood c ..n le..d to a aore 
rapid deterioration of a wooden structure th.. n would occur natur.. llYi it .. Iso 
destroys the aesthetic appearance of the structure. Cribbing of trees c .. n le.. d to 
destruction of the protective b~rk, ..nd hence cause penaanent d....ge to the trees. 

The price per quart of various mize containers of cre080te and anthracene are 
shown io Table 106. Since equal a.ounts of these pesticides cover the aa.e squ.. re 
foot·8e of wood, c08parison of the per-quart prices of the products indicates that 
all sizes of anthracene oil are less expensive than the creosote oil. 

T..ble 106.--Price co.parison of creosote oil and ..nthr.. cene oil horse cribbin• 

products .. 

Pesticide Hueber of 
Cont.. iners 

Cont .. iner 
Size 

Price per 
quart 

Dollars 

Creosote oil products I I 8al 10n 2.40 
I 5 sa110ns 2.26 

2 or BOre 5 sa110ns 1. 87 
I 35 8a11ons 1.47 

55 sa110ns 1.45 

Anthracene oil products I I quart 1.09 
I 1 sd10n 1.09 
1 5 8a11eos .83 
1 55 s .. 110ns .57 

a Source: Devine. 1979a. 

Conparative efficacy data dealina with creosote oil and anthracene 011 were Dot 
available. Discussioea with manufacturers of creosote oil and anthracene oil horse 
cribbina product. indicated that both pesticides viII resain effective (or several 
years. Also. equ.d lI8Ouota of both products cOYer the Salle area of toIOOd. Therefore, 
it vas auu.ed that both pesticides are equall, efficadollS. 
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Tbe final and fifteenth minor usage is as a gypsy moth control. For a number.of 
years a part of tbe control of the gypsy moth has focused control efforts on seek1ng 
out and destroying egg masses. These eggs, which are deposited on ~lmost any surface 
above Iround to which they may be attached, can often be found 1n a ~eas of known 
infestation by diligent searching. Efforts have focused on controlling these egg 
~.Bes on any aaterials that may be moved from the infested area to areas where new 
i.nfestations may becMle established. 

One standard practice has been to search out on mobile homes, logs, or other 
..terials wbicb will be moved, vehicles and similar items, any egg mass deposits that 
require control. Control is then accomplished by scraping the visible egg masses 
clean of the surface. For those areas where egg masses may be hidden or difficult to 
reach, creosote h~s been applied, usually by brush, to kill these deposited eggs. 
Typically, an egg mass may require from one-half to one teaspoon of concentrated 
creosote to assure control. 

Creosote is vital for the control of these gypsy moth egg masses, because there 
is no registered alternative (Wood, 1979). Thousands of applications are made each 
year to stone and quarry products, timber and timber products, mobile homes and 
recreational vehicles, and trees and shrubs (USDA, 1976a; and Kennedy, 1979). It is 
and bas been used extensively and repeatedly in 17 States (Kennedy, 1979). 

In early times, DDT dust was used and was considered veri effective. More 
recently, carbaryl has been used in areas where creosote was felt to be unsafe 
because of fumes. Because carbaryl has very little residual effect, however, it is 
not believed to be as effective. Research has continued to seek alternatives to 
creosote at the Otis Air Force Base Laboratory in Massachusetts, which is the focal 
point for most, if not all, researcb on control of the gypsy moth. This research 
laboratory is jointly operated by APHIS and the U.S. Forest Service. Recently, this 
laboratory discovered that a number of cOlIIIDon household detergents are extremely 
effective in killing deposited eggs of the gypsy moth. !n addition, efficacy has 
been found by the use of "light water," a product often used as a fire retardant. As 
tbese materials have widespread use for other purposes and are not registered pesti
cides, the question bas been raised as to wh~ther tbey may be used to control insect 
pests witbout the normal registration process (Mattson, 1979). 

Summary 

In tbis analysis of the 15 minor uses of creosote, coal tar, and neutral oils 
for non-wood-preservative uses, only five uses are significant; of these, four have 
eitber no alternative or tbe alternatives are not -ffective. One of these uses is as 
a disinfectant in an1-.l quarters (stables, dog llennels, hog houses, etc.). The 
alternatives available for tbis use, except synthetic phenolic coapounds, are not 
effective because tbey beca.e inactive wben they come in contact with animal waste. 
When creosote and coal tar are applied in animal quarters and come in contact with 
orlanic ~terial, ~bey rea.in active and continue to disinfect. 

Tbe continued use of neutnl-oil products for control of drain flies is also 
Uaportant, because there are no alternative registered chemicals available for con
trol of this pest. 

Yet anotber use for whicb no relistered alternatives are available is the appli
cation of coal-tar products (creosote and antbracene oil) to wood and plants to pre
vent cribbing by borses. Tbese products are effectiVe, and their continued use is 
supported by borae owners. 

am DOCUMENT AVAILABLE 
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Another minor use that is strongly supported by the user community is as a bird 
repellent. Although there are alternatives, the user community reports that creosote 
is very effective. This use may, however, be based on tradition. 

The final use is one in which there is no other registered alternative. It is 
as a larvicide in control of gypsy moth egg masses. Creosote, which is used exten
sively throughout 16 States, is the only registered chemical means of control of this 
pest, and is used when manual control are not possible. 

There appear to be many alternatives for the other pesticide uses of coal tar 
and neutral oil. These alternatives have been recommended by the States and the 
USDA. Evidence of the usage of creosote, coal tar, and neutral oil in these applica
tions was not found, despite an intensive investigation. As coal-tar distillates are 
apparenlly not being used in these applications, the benefits of their continued 
registration for these sites are assumed to be insignificant. 

Summary of Economic Impact Analysis of Canceling 
Creosote, Coal Tar, and Neutral Oil 

A. USES: Creosote, coal tar, and neutral oils are regis
tered pesticides for use in a wide variety of 
applications not related to either wood or wood 
preservation. These uses include: 1) Insect 
Repellent; 2) Herbicide; 3) Fungicide for rope 
canvas and tarpaulins; 4) Nosquito larvicide; 
5) Insecticide for screwworm on horses and 
mules, and as a fungicide for ringworm on 
horses; 6) Acaricide for mange mites on horses; 
7) Disinfectant-human habitation; 
8) Disinfectant-animal and animal quarters; 
9) Insecticide for lice and flies on horses, 
dogs, hog houses, sheep barns, dog kennels, and 
stables; 10) Larvicide for drain flies and flies 
on garbage trucks; 11) Arachicide for ticks in 
hog houses, sheep barns, dog kennels, horse 
stables, and on dogs; 12) Tree dressing; 
13) Bird Repellent; 14) Horse Repellent; and 
15) Gypsy moth larvicide. 

B. ~~JOR PESTS CONTROLLED: The uses described above are minor compared with 
the major uses as a wood preservative. Among 
these minor uses, however, there are only five 
that are significant. They are as follows: 
Control of drain flies; and gypsy moth control; 
(these two have no registered alternatives) 
horse cribbing; disinfectant in animal quarters; 
and as a bird repellent. (These latter three 
have strong user support, although there are 
effective registered alternative pesticides for 
control). 

C. ALTERNATIVES: 

Najor registered chemicals: RPAR: 	 Two of the most significant uses 
described above have no effpctive 
registered alternatives. 
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Non-chemical controls: 

Comparative performance: 

Comparative costs: 

Conclusions: 

D. EXTENT 	 OF USE. 

Non-RPAR: 	 Regis'cered alternatives exist for the 
other three significant uses. For 
the remaining 10 minor uses, effec
tive registered alternatives exist or 
the registered product is not effec
tive, or there is no significant 
usnge of the product containing creo
sote, coal tar, or neutral oils. 

There is no non-chemical alternative control for 
any of the disinfectant uses in animal quarters, 
control of drain flies, control of cribbing, and 
use as bird repellents; however, hand scraping 
is of limited use in control of gypsy moth egg 
masses. 

Effectiveness of alternatives to creosote, coal 
tar, and neutral oils pesticide formulations 
varies depending upon which of the 15 cate
gories of uses are consjdered; however, gen
erally all, except two of the five most signifi 
cant uses, have alternatives that are equally 
or more effective. 

The costs of using creosote, coal tar, and neu
tral oils are higher than those associated with 
the use of 	alternatives, because these alterna
tives are either equally as effective or there 
is no significant usage of the creosote, coal 
tar, or neutral oil product. 

There will 	be no significant economic impact if 
creosote, coal tar, and neutral oils are no 
longer available for use in 10 of the minor use 
categories. There may be resistance to discon
tinuance in two other minor uses based on tra
ditional usage habits; but, only in the five 
categories mentioned above, will there be sig
nificant impcicrs. 

Although the non-wood preservative uses of creo
sote, coal tar, and neutral oils are very minor 
in terms of volume, they are essential for the 
two non-wood preservative uses identified pre
viously for which alternatives do not exist. No 
published data are available on extent of use; 
nevertheless, as a result of an industry re
sponse to a mail survey, as well as telephone 
interviews with managers of farm cooperatives, a 
distinction was made between these many uses and 
suggested that over 95% of the production of 
neutral oils (330 thousand gallons of various 
formulations) went for farm and ranch uses and 
that disinfectant uses are the most important on 
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E. 	 ECONOMIC IMPACTS: 

User: 

Market, consumer, 

macro-economics: 


F. 	 SOCIAL/COMMUNITY IMPACTS: 

G. 	 LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS: 

H. 	 PRINICIPAL ANALYST AND DATE: 

these sites. A relatively small amount of neu
tral oils is used in the gypsy moth control pro
gram. Its use, however, is essential, because 
there is no regLstered alternative and the 
insect is capable of causing extensive damage to 
both hardwood and coniferous forests, as well as 
to shrubs and other plants used for landscaping 
purposes. 

It is estimated that with the use of creosote, 
coal tars, and neutral oils as a disinfectant in 
animal quarters, and for control of drain flies 
and gypsy moth, significant savings occur in 
animal husbandry, vector control, and forestry 
management. The economic impact of cancellation 
of the use of creosote, coal tar and neutral 
oils is unknown, but because no alternatives are 
registered for drain fly and gypsy moth control, 
their continued use is important; thus the eco
nomic impact of cancellation would be very 
significant. 

Not 	available. 

None. 

Magnitude of use of creosote, coal tar, and neu
tral oils by site is unknown; therefore, there 
are insufficient data for usage estimates of 
pesticides by the 15 minor non-wood preservaLive 
uses, and economic impact of cancellation cannot 
be quantified. 

Robert O'Brien, Economist 
Economic Analysis Branch 
Benefit and Field Studies Division 
Office of Pesticide Programs 
EPA 
May, 1980 
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